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CHAPTtER 1
CANNON WEAPON SYS) EMS OF THE FIElI .A.RTILLE.Y

Section I. GENERAL 
Y

1-.Rferecesaompareaoa tapultvwth ainoden, :2iilery

TM 9-1015-203-12, TM 9-1015-234-12, TM 9- cannon seems 3,'vsurd. Y-.t, t.• Unly differcn&• ,q

1026-200--12, TM 9-1025-211-10, TM 9-2300- the kind ofenergy '" -o.s' d tux .pe rj c'eonith- ...
216-10, TM 9-6920-361-13, and TM 9-6920-357- way.

10-2. b. Every artillery oCticer soIlito te f ain 1!1a '0, VS,

1-2. Introduction the charactedistitj and .$•mctionaing dt wontIn,artillery wc-apone; and a6 !: w-•,zicr of iritrfct . "
a. In order to acquaint ourselves with the as one knowledg r 02, c hisioi:t1 "

historical development of modern artillery weould hase k noe -.e
must take a step back in the pages of history. To dv p t t wc.'

Section II. EXPLANATION

1-3. Period: ? BC.-A.D. 1100

a. In the dawn of history, war engines were ,*., 4 ."
eriorming the runcton of artillery (which may be.' ''

loosely defined as a means of hurling missiles too
heavy to be thrown by hand), and it was from the .. ,
use of these crude weapons that the basic
principles of artillery originated. The Scriptures
record the use of ingenious machines-probably
predecessors of the catapult and ballista, gettingPower from twisted ropes made of hair, hide, or'-:
sinew-on the walls of Jerusalem eight centuries

BC.
b. The ballista (fig I-I) had horizontal arms xike

a bow and was used to reduce fortifications. The
arms were set in rope; a cord, fastened to the arms
like a bowstring, fired arrows, darts, and stones. I
Like a modtrn field gun, the ballista shot low and
directly towird the enemy. t > :; ,;:'v'•.,n• 43.:

c. The catapult (fig 1-2) was the howitzer or Figure .- 1. Ballista,
mcrtar of its day. It could throw e 100-pound stone
630 yards in a high arc to otrike the enemy behind Europe is credited to the Moors .,., Saragossa in
his wall or to batter down his defenses. A.D. 1118. The earliest known cannon was a cast

iron weapon (fig 1-3) shaped like a jug-large
round body, narrow neck, and flared moudh. The 2'

a. A ninth century Latin manuscript found in projectile was an iron dart. The shaft of the dart " ""
SEurope contains a formula for gunpowder. was wrapped in leather to fit tightly into the neck

»-' However, the first show of firearms in western of the piece, Range was about 700 yards and

*Supersedes HB-1 WCXXWS, Dee 81.
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Figure 1-2. (.C'aoult.
, ~i*gure i.1 llo,,:hard.

TS'. - Tn'!)acvd the c-ew weli v-`!hin ,;- , t•xper"

-r ZT I'Ž -on CC f to -rokdo tic,
persur+ . ,'. ,. •.; --vthe weapo, .. ...-

't,:. 'aw ;., development
th*e , th .of wheels

h)-. Yo G,,brv 1-5), an•d the Strst
u, ý'. a r tled Loe.r% with elongated

projec1 t3i..- 'creased accuracy and range. This
"t---*10 ann fort ress .whic hadfl. dominate J.UthatOf period of

had d,,qted and eliminated the huge stone castles
and f- rxtresscn which hbad dominated that period of
history.

d. In 1855, England's Lord Armstrong designed
a rifled, breech-loading cannon (fig 1-6) which
meant the beginning of the end for the old, cast
iron, round-shot, muzzle-loading carnnon. This

Figure 1-3. Pot de fer. particular design was the first to use a cast tube
with exterior hoops shrunk on over the tube to

accuracy was doubtful. Due to its peculiar shape, reinforce the metal, thus permitting longer ranges
this cannon was called the pot de fer (iron jug). from lighter weapons. During the period of our

own Civil War, Capt. T.J. Rodman, Armty
b. For approximately 300 years cannons

remained small crude tubes which tossed 1- or
2-pound lead or iron balls. By the middle of the
15th century cannons had developed into
enormous bombards (fig 1-4) with calibers up to 25
inches. One of these tremendous weapons was the
Mons Meg of Edinburgh Castle, which threw a
19½h-inch iron ball 1,400 yards or a stone ball twice
as far. The Pirmidable bombards of the Turks are
another example of the 15th century cannon. Some
of these weapons were of cast bronze, weighed 19
tons, and could fire 600-pound stones at the rate of
seven shots a day. The technique of employing
these weapons was to emplace them about 300
yards from the wall or fortress to be battered down. Figure 1.-5. Mobile artillery piece circa 1650.

1-2
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became possible. This allowed the use of smokelecs
powder and high explosives and marked the end of
the black powder muzzle-loader. Almost as
important as these developments was the
invention of more efficient sighting and laying
mechanisms. In essence, artillery had assumed
"the modern form. The next changes were the
results of startling developments in motor
transport, signal communication, chemical
warfare, tanks, aviation, mass production, and
finally, missiles.

Figure 1-6. Mobile artillery piece circa 1855.

Oridnmnce, perfected a method of casting bakrelse

which wab the greatest "breakthrough" for
!Muzzle-loading a.tillery in over 700 years. q
Basically, his incthod was to pour molten cast iron
around a water-cooled core. The inner walls of the
bore solidified first and were compressed by the
contraction of the outer metal, which cooled down
more slowly. This resulted in a tube which had
much greater strength to resist explosion of the
charge. It was also during the Civil War that a
newly designed rifle (Parrott's gun) starled the "
world with its range and accuracy. However, the ' ... :
heyday of the cast iron weapon was short-lived.

.' With the development of the steel industry,I -iperfection of breech and recoil mechanisms Figure 1-7. 105-mm howitzer MIOZAI.

1-5. C hnr•ctir@tk-s of Modernm Cnnon .VWa-,-n Sy-,-,=.

Today, the artilleryman has available to him the latest types of cannon weapon systema. The following
are weapons common to the United States armed forces and our allies.

a. 105-mm &uowitzer MIOlAL. The following data pertain to tle 105-mam howitzer M101A1 (fig 1-7):
Muzzle velocity 472 meters per second
Maximum range 11,000 meters
Type breechblock Horizontal sliding wedge
Type firing mechanism Continuous pull, M13
Type recoil mechanism Hydropneumatic

Z•i.imum recoil 39 to 42 inches (44 inches is allowable)
Recoil gat pressure at 710 1,100 pounds per square inch
Minimum elevation -89 mile L I
Maximum elevation 1,156 mile
Type traverse Pintle
Maximum right traverse 409 mile
Maximum left traverse 400 mils
Type equilibrators Open spring (puller)
lire pressure 40 pounds per square inch
Weight in firing position 4,980 pounds
Weight traveling 4,980 pounds
Maximum rate of fire 10 rounds per minute for the first 3 minutes
Sustained rate of fire 3 rounds per minute thereafter
Prime mover 2-ton, 6x6 truck, or helicopter

- Technical manual TM 9-1015-203-12
I's-, Tube life (equivalent full charge)

M2A1 5,000 rounds
M2A2 7,500 rounds
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Figure 1-8. 105-mm light howitzer M102 in traveling position.

F4gure 1-9. 105-mm ljight howitzer Mi02 in firing position.

b. 105-mm Howitzer M102. The following data pertain to the 105-mm howitzer M102 (figs 1-8 and 1-9):

Muzzle velocity 494 meters per second
Maximum range 11,500 meters
Type breechblock Vertical sliding wedge
Type firing mechanism Spring-actuated inertia percustion
Type recoil mechanism Hydropneumatic
Minimum recoil 30 inches
Maximum recoil 50 inches
Recoil gas pressure at 700 1,150 pounds per square inch
Minimum elevation -89 mils
Maximum elevation 1,333 mils
T3,pe traverse Ball socket
Maximum right traverse 6,400 mils
Maximum left traverse 6,430 mils
Type equilibrators Spring
Tire pressure 40 pounds per square inch on super highways

20 pounds per square inch on unimproved roads
Weight in firing position 3,171 pounds
Weight traveling 3,338 pounds
Maximum rate of fire 10 rounds per minute for the first 3 minutes
Sustained rate of fire 3 rounds per minute thereafter
Prime mover Helicopter, parachute, or 5/4-ton truck
Technical manual TM 9-1015-234-12
Tube life (equivalent full charge 5,000 rounds, but see table 6 of TM 9-1000-202-10

for special inspection criteria
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Figure 1-10. 155-mm howitzer M114AA/A2.

c. 155-mm Howitzer MI14A1. The following data pertain to the 155-mm howitzer M1141 (fig
1-10):

Muzzle velocity 564 meters per second
Maximum range 14,600 meters
Type briechblock Stepped thread, interrupted screw
Type firing mechanism Percussion, M1
Type recoil mechanism Hydropneunatic
Maximum recoil at maximum elevation 41 inches <1-,
Maximum recoil at minimum elevation 60 inches
Recoil gas pressure at 700 1,650 pounds per square inch
Minimum elevation 0 mils "
Maximum elevation 1,156 mils
Type traverse Pintle
Maximum right traverse 448 mils
Maximum left traverse 418 mils
Type equilibrators Open spring (lifter
"TIe pressure 50 pounds per square inch
Weight in firing position 12,700 pounds
Weight traveling 12,700 pounds
Maximum rate of fire 4 rounds per minute for the first 3 minutes
Sustained rate of fire 1 round per minute thereafter
Prime mover 5-ton, 6x6 truck, or heavy-lift helicopter
Technical manual TM 9-1025-200-12
Tube life (equivalent full charge)

M1 2,000 rounds
M•IAl 7,500 rounds
MIA2
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Figure 1-11. 155-mm howitzer M109A2/A3, SP.

d, 155-mm Howitzer, M109A2/A3, SP. The following data pertain to the 155--mm howitzer M109A2/A3,
SP (fig 1-11):

Muzzle velocity 701 meters per second
Maximum ranges 14,600 meters (charge 7)

18,100 meters (charge 8)
Type breechblock Thread, interrupted screw j
Type of firing mechanirm Continuous pull, M35
Type of recoil mechanism Hydropneumatic
Minimum recoil 24 inches
"Maximum recoil 36 inches
Recoil gas pressure at 700 700 pounds per square inch
"",Minimum elevation -53 mils

*Maximum elevation 1,333 mils
Type traverse Base ring and race
Maximum right traverse 6,400 mils
Maximum left traverse 6,400 mils
Type equilibrator Hydropneumatic
Tire pressure Track vehizle
Weight in firing position 53,940 pounds for M109A1
Weight in traveling position 55,000 pounds for the M109A2/A3
Maximum rate of fire 4 rounds per minute for 3 minutes
"Sustained rate of fire Charge 1-7 1 round per minute

Charge 8 1 round per minute for 60 minutes, then 1
round per 3 minutes thereafter

Prime mover Self-propelled
Technical manual I'M 9-2350-217-ION (Al/A3) TM 9-2550-303-10 (A2)
Tube life (equivalent full charge) M185 tube, 5,000 rounds

EFC values Charge 8 = 1.00
Charge 7 = 0.75
Charge 1-6 = 0.25

1-6Jo
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Figure 1-12. 155-mm howitzer M198.

e. 155-mm Howitzer M198, Towed. The following data pertah, to 155-mm howitzer M198, towed (fig
1-12):

Muzzle velocity 826 meters per second
Maximum ranges 24,000 meters NONRAP

30,000 meters with RAP
Type of breechblock Threaded, interrupted screw
Type of firing mechanism Continuous pull, M35
Type of recoil mechanism Hydropneumnatic
Minimum recoil 150 inches +2
"Maximum recoil 70 inches +2w Minimum elevation -75 mils
Maximum elevation 1,275 mils
Type traverse
Maximum right traverse 400 mils or 6,400 with speed shift
Maximum left traverse 400 mils
Type equilibrator Pnewmatic lifter
Tire pressure 45 pound; r'er square inch
Weight in firing p osition 15,800 poundsWeight in traveling position 15,800 pounds -.

Maximum rate of fire 4 rounds per minute for 3 minutes
Sustained rate of fire 2 round& per minute for 30 minutes/1 round per

minute thereafter
Prime mover 5-ton truck
Technical manual
Tube life (equivalent full charge) M199 tube, 1,750 rounds

EFC values M203 Charge 8s = 1.00
M119A1 Charge 8 = 0.33
M4 Charge 7 = 0.10

Charge 6-3= 0.05
M3 Charge 5-3= 0.05 p
Note. Do not fire below Charge 3.

1-7I
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Figure 1-13. 8-inch howitzer MZIOA2, SP.

f 8-inch Howitzer MJ1OA2, SP. The following data pertain to 8-inch howitzer M11OA2, SP
(fig 1-13):

Muzzle velocity 747 meters per second
Maximum range Non-RAP 22,900 meters; RAP 30,000
Type of breechblock Stepped threaded, interrupted screw
Type of firing mechanism Continuous pull, M35
Type of recoil mechanism Hydropneumatic
Minimum recoil 25 inches
Maximum recoil 70 inches
Recoil gas pressure at 700 2,130 pounds per square inch
Minimum elevation 35 mils
Maximum elevation 1,156 mils
Type traverse Base ring and race
Maximum right traverse 533 mils
Maximum left traverse 533 mils
Type equilibrator Pneumatic lifter
Tire pressure Track vehicle
Muzzle break weight 550 pounds
Weight in firing position 62,500 pounds
Weight in traveling position 62,500 pounds
Maximum rate of fire 1.5 rounds per minute for 3 minutes
Sustained rate of fire 1 round every 2 minutes thereafter
Prime mover Self-propelled
Technical manual TM 9-2300-216-10
Tube life (equivalent full charge) M201 tube, 7,500 rounds

EFC values Charge 9 = 1.00
Charge 7-8 = 0.70

Charge 1-6 = 0.25
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Figure 1-14. Laser, Gunnery Trainer M55.

g. Laser, Gunnery Trainer M55. The following data pertain to the ADFT. This device can be used with k'
the Ml0lAl-M102-M109A2-M198 Howitzers. At present there is no mount for the M11OA2 Howitzer (fig
1-14):

.ftiwer Requirements:

Input voltage 24 +6 vdc
Input current (nominal) 1.3 amperes
Input current (maxim,.a) 3 amperes

Operating Characteristics:

Modes of operation Continuous and flash
Power output 0.5 to 2.0 milliwatta (nominal)
Beam diameter Approximately %-inch (16 millimeters) at 200 feet

(61 meters)
Flash duration 100 +25 milliseconds
Repetition rate Retriggerabie 200 milliseconds after release of

trigger
Temperature:

Operating 00 F (-180 C) to +1000 F (+560 C)
Nonoperating (storage) -65- F (-540 C) to +155- F (+??)

Attitude:

Operating Sea level to 10,000 feet (3,048 meters)
Nonoperating (transporting) Sea level to 50,000 feet (15,240 meters)

. *
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h. 14.5 Field Artillery Trainer. The following data pertain to the trainer (fig 1-15):

Barrel Rifled portion 131 h-inches long, uniform right
hand twist, one turn in 8.5 calibers

Breech Bolt action with safety
Firing mechanism Trigger located at left rear of breech
Elevating limits Minus 52 mile and plus 1,617 mils
Loading limits Minus 52 mile and plus 1,070 mils
Traverse 6,400 mils
Mils per turn of handwheel

Elevating 52 mils
Traversing 66 mile

Ammunition (fixed round 14.5-ram cartridge)
M181--Charge 1 (1305A.35) 3-second delay fuze
M182--Charge 1 (1305A366) 6-second delay fuze
M183--Charge I (1305A367) Point detonating fuze
SMuzzle velcity (all cartridges) 100 meters per secondl

Maximum range 730 meters

Section III. SUMMARY

"1-6. Revw b. The artillery weapon has progressed from the
early, cr-ade implements used to hurl rocks, etc., to

a. This chapter has covered briefly 2,500 years the highly mobile, accurate, and long-range
of history on the development of artillery from the cannons utilizing chemical, high explosive, and
early days of the Roman Empire to the present nuclear projectilee and warheads. Development of
time. During these past centuries both the gun and weapons, ammunition, tactics, and techniques are
the gunner have passed through a series of phases. not attributable to any one race or nationality. A
The early gunner was first considered a detailed study of the history of artillery will show
practitioner of the art of witchcraft, in league with that China, some Arabic nations, Turkey, Sweden,
the devil. Then artillery became an art. Today, Russia, Scotland, England, France, Germany,
artillery is a military profession embracing alD the Belgium, Spain, and the United States, as well as --
technical and scientific developments of modern many ,ther nations, have all contributed their
culture. part in developing artillery through the centuries.
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CHAPTER 2

FUNDAMENTALS OF CANNON WEAPON SYSTEMS

Section I. GENERAL

"2-1. References jack float. The towed 105-mm howitzer M102, a
TM 9-3305--], chapters 1 through 6, 8, and 9. lightweight weapon with a low silhouette, employs

a firing platform, which must be staked to the2-2. Introduction ground to attain stability. Most of the stability of
The mission of the field artillery is to destroy, self-propelled weapons is obtained by the weight

neutralize, or suppress the enemy by cannon, of the weapon, the weight of the carriage, and the
rocket and missile fires and to integrate all design of the track and suspension system;
supporting fires irto combined arms operation. however, the self-propelled weapons are equipped
This mission requires that the weapons be in also with some type of recoil spades to improve
position ard ready to fire at the appointed time. To stability. In addition, a lockout feature in the track
fulfill this reluirement, the field artillery weapons suspension system of the self-propelled 8-inch
must have caetain characteristics, three of which howitzer further enhances the stability of thisare considered basic. These three basic heavy weapon.

characteristics are mobility, stability, and c. Flexibility. Flexibility is the ability of aflexibility. M weapon to deliver fire over a wide front and at all
a. Mobility. Mobility is the ability to mangles of elevation without time-consuming

terrain at relatively high speeds. Mobility is shifts. Flexibiiity is achieved by maximum
achieved in two ways-by the use of pneumatic on-carriage elevation and traverse. Flexibility of
tires on towed weapons to reduce road shock at towed weapons in achieved through the use of
high speeds and by the use of highly mobile, rear-mounted trunnion&, split trails, and pintle

weapons are mounted. In addition, all current field platform; flexibility of self-propelled weapons is
artillery weapons are air transportable. achieved through nfhe use of ring and race traverse

and rear-mounted trunnion.b. Stability. Stability is the ability of an
emplaced weapon to remain in place and
withetand the shock offising. Stability is achieved Note. Some of the characteristics and
in the medium towed weapon of today by uee of capabilities of field artillery weapons are given in
three points of suspension-two trails and a firing appendix A.

Section II. ARTILLERY CARRIAGES, GENERAL

2- . Classification of Carriages b. Towed carri~ages. A towed artillery weapon is
A weapon is classelz) by the carriage as either one that must bfi moved by some external source of

self-propelled or towed. The carriage supports the power, such as a. truck or a tractor. A lunette on the
weapon in the firing and traveling positions. end of the trail(fi) and a coupling on the rear of the

prime mover provide a rapid and secure means of
a. Self-propelled carriage. A self-propelled coupling the carriage to the prime mover. Because

carrinv, is one that contains its own means of of their relatively light weight, towed weapons are
propulsion. Current models of self-propelled transportable by both rotary-wing and

A,= weapons are air transportable. fixed-wing aircraft.

*Supersedes HB-2 WCXXWS, Dec 81.
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*, 2-4. Components of the Carriage
The carriage consists of some combination of the -,

following major components (figs 2-1 through
2-15): bottom carriage, equalizer, top carriage,
cradle, sleigh, equilibrator, elevating mechanism, AXLE TRAIL

-- traversing mechanism, axle, trails, and wheels. SPC

Some towed artillery weapons are eouipped with
shields to protect the crew from enemy small-arms
fire. On some self-propelled weapons, a similar

*,- protection is provided by an enclosed turret.•-•• 'Figure 2-3. Firing jack.

a. Bottom carriage. The bottom, or lower,
carriage (figs 2-1 and 2-2) is that part of the b. Axle. The axle is that part of the carriage that
weapon that supports the top carriage. Portions of supports the weight of the weapon. Spindles on the
the mechanism for rotating the top carriage in ends of the axle provide a means for mounting the
traverse are attached to the bottom carriage. The wheels. The size and shape of the bottom carriage
pintle--a vertical pin about which the top carriage may eliminate the need for a standard axle, in
rotates--secures the top carriage to the bottom which case, spindles for mounting the wheels are
carriage. The trail enm or ends) may be attached to mounted on either side of the carriage (fig 2-3).
the bottom carriages, and, on some weapons, a c. Equalizer. Certain towed weapons are
firing jack or spade (fig 2-3) may also be attached. equipped with an equalizer (fig 2-5), a mechanical
The bottom carimage may be fixed to the axle, or it device that permits the four points of contact with
may replace the axle and carry the wheels. The the ground (the two wheels and two trail ends) to be
construction of the towed howitzer M102 differs in different planes. The equalizer compensates for
considerably from that of earlier models in that it irregularity of the terrain so that the weight of the
has no bottom carriage. When the weapon is in the weapon and the shock of firing are transmitted to
firing position, the entire weapon and carriage rest the ground through all four points. The most "
on a platform and pivot in traverse about a pivot common type of equalizer is a horizontal support
and socket joint located in the center of the firing secured to the axle by a horizontal pivot pin. The
platform (fig 2-4). support, located behind the axle, can rotate

through a small vertical angle about the A: ,;
horizontal pivot pin that secures the support to the
midpoint of the axle. The trails are attached to the
ends of the support. The horizontal pivot pin and
the two trail spades provide the three-point
suspension for stability of the weapon in firing. A
pin (called a pintle) passes vertically through the
center of the support and provides a pivot point
about which the top carriage traverses. When the
"weapon is placed in the traveling position, the axle
and support are locked together. Equalizers are
generally used with light artillery carriages.

" MM8" , •- d. Firing jack. The firing jack supports the
Son •forward weight of the carriage during firing; the

firing jack and the two trail spades provide
three-point suspension. A firing jack is used with

Figure 2-1. Components of the carriage, the towed medium artillery carriage.

LEVEL -

ALL WHEELS "iHOULo BE ON THE THE TOP OF THE SPA,2E MOLD BOARD SHOULD

GROUND AND THE LOCKOUT SYSTEM BE NO HIGHER THAN THE WHEEL HUBS AND NO
SHOULD •Fý ENGAGED LOWER THAN THE BOTTOM OF THE ROAD WHEELS

-" . ~QV-..Figure 2-2. Self-propelled bottom carriage.
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Figure 2-4. The M102 howitzer leveler, pivot, buffer assembly, firing platform, and firing stakes.

e. Trails. The split trails on the 105-mm and see e above) and at the rear of self-propdlled
155-mm towed carriages serve two principal carriages, are forced or dug into the ground to - -
purposes-they transmit most of the shock of minimize displacement of the weapon during
firing through the trail spades to the ground, and recoil. The spades on the 105-mm towed howitzer
they provide a means for coupling the weapon to M101A1 are fixed to the trails (fig 2-6). The spades
its prime mover. Brackets mounted on the trails GIB EARIWU -

are attached to the bottom (or lower) carriage and
are divided into two sections. For firing, they are PlNTLE "

spread to form an angle of approximately 800 mils,
or 450. The lightweight 105-mm howitzer M102
uses a modified box trail made in a single section.
Most of the shock of firing is transmitted through
the firing platform to the ground. The M102 does TRA\FLING LOCK
not have spades--displacement is prevented by PivoT PIN
eight metal stakes driven through holes located at
each point of the octagon.--shaped firing platform
(fig 2-4). 0 2-W6

f. Spades. The spades, positioned at the rear end
of the trailF on towed weapons (except the M102, Figure 2-5. Equalizer.

2-3
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(fig 2-9) is employed on the split trail 105-mm and
(WCImOm WF .M iNo muttoN) 155-mm towed howitzers. This type of troverse

S'- •was used on most of the towed weapons of the past
rý: 30 years.

(2) Ring and race. Ring and race traverse is
employed on self-propelled weaplns. A race,
containing balls or roller bearings, is mounted A

between two rings, one of which 1s attached to the
carriage and the other, to the tarret. This
arrangement minimizes friction and reduces the
effort required to traverse the weapon.

Figure 2-!6. Fixed spade. TRUNNION SHARING 2
PINTLE CRA

CRAM(

RAM 65072ZA

Figure 2-8. Top carriage.

,SOOM-LIIi .....

Figure 2-7. Detachable spade.

on the 155-mm towed howitzer are detachable and
are removed for traveling and carried in brackets
on the side of tb i trails (fig 2-7).

g. Top carriage. The top carriage (fig 2-8) Figure 2-9. Pintle traverse.
supports the cradle in its trunnion bearings and
includes the elevating mechanism. It moves with W." CP ^o ,,NON

the cradle in traverse but not in elevation. When
the weapo-n is traversed, the top carriage rotates I ,S • •f00,M,-,,f, TV ,AC
horizontally on the bottom carriage. (As noted in a
above, the 105-mm howitzer M102 has no bottom
carriage.) . .....

h. Types of traverse. The types of traverse are
classified according to the manner in which the
cannon pivots in a horizontal plane about the
stationary parts of the weapon. The types of
traverse employed by artillery weapons ere T C.,IA-

* described in (1) through (3) below.

(1) Pintle. The pintle is a vertical pin about
"which the top carriage revolves. Pintle traverse Figure 2-10. Traversing mechanism.

2-4
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S(3) Pivot and socket, The carriage of .'e are placed in the gear train to make the system
10.5-mm howitzer M102 is supported on a firing irreversible so tbat the tube in held at tihe elevatio,,n

platform by a pivot and socket and four stabilizing set. Flevating mechanisms may be either"• .".devices, whicb ridie on the fir.•ng platform manually or power operated, or they may

stiffening ring, permitting a full 6,400-mil incorporate both capabilities.S~traverse (fig 2-4). A roller tire, which is opere~ted. by

a handwheel on the left side of the trail, is located
at the rear of the trail and facilitates fine
traversing of the weapon. For large changes in ...
direction, the weapon can be traversed about theWI
pivot and socket joint located in the center of tie ,,
aluminum platform. If necessary, one man can hlfi C I

*he lunette to traverse the weapon to the desired
azimuth. C RA• I

i. Traversing mechanism. The traversing
mechanism is a mechanical device used for
making lateral changes in the direction of the tube Figure 2-1). Sleigh and cradle.
and for . solding the tube in that position. A typical
traversing mechanism (the arc and pinion type) is
shown in figure 2-1a The M102 is traversed as
described in h(3) above. Traversing mecharisms
may be either manually or power operated, or they JJA.-.
may incorporate both capabilities. _

j. Cradle. The cradle (fig 2-11 is that part of the --C j•T.,NNt)
carriage that supports the tube and sleigh. If theweapon is not equipped with a sleigh, the cradle
houses the tube and the recoil mechanism. In I/MLHANIM
general, the cradle is a U-shaped trough with

- slides or rails along which certain weapon

components recoil and counterrecoil. If a sleigh is
W used, the cradle provides a means of securing the

recoil piston rod or rods. If a sleigh is not used, the
cradle provides mountings for the recoil cylinders. Figure 2-12. Elevating mechanism.

which the tipping parts rotate in elevation. The
trunnions rest in trunnion bearings on the m. Equilibrator. On artillery weapons, the

*-•' carriage. The elevating mschanism is oupled to, horizontal axis (trunnions) about which the tube
the cradle by means of the elevatih g arc, which revolves is located well to the rear of the center ofh normadly is fastened to the bottom or s idthe gravity of the tibe to permit high angles of
cradle. The cradle supports the recoiling parts and elevation. Thus, the tube is unbalanced, with the

•., ~moves in elevation with them. •equilibrator is a mechanical device that overcomes

k. Sleigh. The sleigh (fig 2-11) is that part of the the unbalanced weight and keeps the tube in
carriage that provides the immediate support for balance at all angles of elevation so that it can be
the tube. In some weapons, the sleigh houses the easily elevated or depressed. All types of
recoil mechanism and -coils with the tube on the equilibrators are designed to reduce the manual
cradle. In some cases, the recoil cylinders are bored effort required to elevate the tube. T he equilibrator
directly into the sleigh; in others, the cylinders are is in proper adjustment when the tube can be
separate tubes that are rigidly attached to the elevated and depressed with equal ease. The
sleigh. The tube is firmly secured to the sleigh, general types of equilibrators are spring,
which slides on the cradle in recoil and pneuma ic, and hydropneumatic.

counterrecoil. (1) Spring equilibrator. The spring
I. Elevating mechanism. The elevating equilibrator (fig 2-13) consists of a spring(s), stops,

mechanism (fig 2-12) consists of devices for and guide rods. The spring(s) is held in place under
elevating or depressing the tube and holding it at tension by the stops, which are connected to guide

io the dosired angle while it is being fired. The final rods. When the tube is in its horizontal position,
acton generally is applied through an elevating the spring is compressed by the weight of the
arc attached to the cradle and an elevating pinion barrel. The resultant force of the spring against
attached to the top carriage. When an arc and the cradle balances the tube. As the tube is
pinion are used, a worm and worm wheel usually elevated, less force is required to hold it in balance.

2-5
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The spring stop moves with thA cradle, allowing (2) Pneuma:.'c equilibrator. The pneumatic
the spring to expand and th.'re)by reducing the equilibrator (fig 2-14) consists essentially of two
forte of the spring. The force (f the spring is gas-filled telescoping cylinders with suitable
always gret enough to bold the tube in balance. packing glands and pistons to confine the

:omprassed gas. As the tube is depressed, the
- cylinders move apart, bringing the pistons close

Stogether and thereby increasing the gas pressure
and producing a greater lilting force on the tube.

,. L Ii% As the tube is elevated, the cylinders aretelescoped, decreasing the g, pressure to produce

a smaller lifting forae on the tube.

(3) Hydropneun,atic equilibrator. The
hydropneumatic equilibrator (fig 2-15) consists of
a cylinder with a movable piston and rod and a

Figure £ 13. Spring equilibrators, pressure tank connected to the cylinder by a short
pipe. These parts are permanently fastened to the
top carriage. The piston rod is fastened to the
cradle. Liquid from the cylinder passes through
the pipe connecdion to the tank. As the tube is
deprnssed, the piston moves to the rear, forcing the
liquid into the tank against the gas pressure. The

WJ$S NC ' increasing pressure on the piston keeps the tube in
balance. As the tube is elevated, the gas pressure

SCLEforces the liquid back into the cylinder, moving the
piston forward. This pressure aids -n elevating the
tube and holdng it in position.

Note. Pneumatic arid hydropneumatic
equilibrators must be adjusted by the cannon crew "
to compensate for changes in ambient -wt
temperature; spring-type equilibrators normally
require adjustment only if components are

pvgne 214.^eumlf; IliYhM~ Itithreplaced or, rarely, to co- pansa+a fnr ev" 'Ir
adjustment scale, fatigue.

EQtU I LI BSAT OR

Rhi1MvO~ lot HOWITZER TUB.

ACCUMULATOR ANoI

':1::: < '::'. -,,-

Figure 2-15. Hydropneumatic eq'us.'brator.
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Section 111. RECOIL MECHANICMS

2-5. Df'nition of Roil avoiding violent shock to, or movement of, the

Recoil is the rearward movement of the tube and carriage, and to return the recoiling parts to the
connecting parts after the weapon has been fired. iii-battery position with a minimum of shock. It
It in caused by the reaction of ýhe tube to the must also hold the recoiling parts in battery until
forward motion of the projectile as the projectile is the weapon is fired again. The four functions of the
driven through the tube by the expanning recoil mechanism are to-
propellant gases of the 1'owder charge. Recoil a. Stop the recoiling parts.
follows NewtV,4n's law of motion, which states, in h. Return the recoil rig parts to the firing
effect, that for every action there is an equal "nd position; that iri, to the if battery position.
opposite reaction.

c. Perform the actions in a an-. b above without
2-e. History of the Development of excessive shock to the carriage.

Recoll Mechanisms
eeariet M channns, d. Hold tie tube ad recoiling parts in the firinga. TIhe earliest cannons, prior to the year 1350, position throughout all angles of elev'ation .. .

were positioned on mounds of dirt or blocks of
wood. When a chnnon was fired, quite a 2-8. Major Systems of a Recoil Mechanism
disturbance was created around the weapon A recoil mechanism is composed of three major
position. When the smoke cleared, the cannoneers systems--a recoil system, which provides thebegan a search to the rear for their weapon. When stopping action by limiting the length of recoil and

they found the we7 ii, they attached tow ropes stopping the recoiling parts; a cou,.terrecoil
and dragg.d it bh, to its in-battery position; system, which returns the racoiling parts to the
hence, the term "in-tattery," meaning the normal in-battery position and holds them in that L
firing position. position until the weapon is fired again; and a

b. In 1350 the Venetiang put their cannons on counterrecoil buffering system, which diminishes
,wheebed mounts. This did not help to check recoil; the shock of the recoiling partsi as they return to

- . however, it did make it easier for the cannoneers to the in-battery position.
move the weapon back to battery, and it improved 2-9. Typos of Recoil Mechanism

-- the mobility of the weapon. I:.a. 'he basic type of recoil mech ~nism used on
c. The French introduced the first efficient recoil current field artillery weapans is the - -

__ ALIVA&,I ll ,ýUu. "I bAV ALUAVU, A.•kA,.,A I". nyuropneumau_ mechanim (Ilg 2-i-i'. rvydro"
The weapon used the hydropneumatic liquid and indicates that the mechanisim. employs a liquid;
gas principle of checking recoil and returning the the liquid used is re,'oii oil. Recoil oil is a
tube to battery. Recoil was checked primarily by petroleum-base hydraulic fluid. "I "eum".
the throttling of oil, and the tube was returned to indicates that a gas is used. The gas used in these I'
battery by the energy of the compressed gas. recoil mechanisms is nitrogen gas. When the

d. Development of artillery cannons has always weapon is fired, the recoil movement of the weapon
been directed toward improving accuracy and is controlled by the flow )f the recoil oil through
increasing the rate, of fire. With the priinitive certain throttling devices of the recoi. system, the
carriages used until approximately 110 years ago, compression of the nitrogen gas in the recuperator
firing a shot caused the entire gun and mount to cylinder, and the friction of the movingparts of the
• jump violently. It was .iien necessary for the weapon. After the force of recoil has been absorbed

guncrew to return the weapon to its original aim by these thre., actions (throttling of the oil,
before firing the next shot. With the use of the compression of the nitrogen gas, and friction of the . .

hydropneumatic recoil mechanism, the gun tube moving parts), recoil action ceases. the energy of
slides along the mount and then returns to its the compressed nitrogen gas then causes the
in-battery position without excessive shock or counterrecoil system of the weapon to move the

I movement. The gun remains pointed in its original tube back to the in-battery position.
direction and can be reloaded and fifed much more b. Recoil mechanisms of today are identified as
rapidly. being of the constant, variable, and dependent, (,r

2-7. Purpose of a Recoil Mechanism variable and independent type.
(1) Constant. A constant recoil mechanism

The primary purpose of a recoil mechanism is to has no mechanical means of changing the length
Heliminate weight and 't the same time retain of recoil. The tube recoils appraximnately the same

stability. It also minimizes the requirement for distance at all elevations when fired under similar
ruggedness. A recoil mechanism is designed to circumstances; that is, same powder charge, same
absorb the energy of recoil gradually, thus atmospheric temperature and so forth.

2-7
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-LA"M "othe recoil and counterrecoil systems (fig 2-16). The
° O oil flows from one cylinder to the other through the

connection. Thus, the oil ic common to both
systems (recoil and counterrecoil), and each -

C"I NERECOL4.o(R O system is dependent on the other for its operation. "
-CONKT-IO PIsION ROD This type of recoil mechanism is used on the light

CONNECTED TO field artillery weapons.
THE CRADLE

(4) Independent. A recoil mechanism is
independent if there is no liquid connection

REC04L RECOL PISTON ROD between the recoil and counterr.coil systems (fig
RECIL C 2-18). The oil in one cylinder does not affect the

CCoperation of the oil in the other cylinder because

each system is independent of the other for its
6,Figure 2-16. Dependent hydropneumatic function. This type of recoil mechanism is used on

- recoil mechanism. medimn and heavy field artillery weapons.

2-10. Functioning of a Hydiopneumatic
(2) Variable. A variable recoil mechanism has Dependent Recoil Mechanism

a mechanical means of changing the length of a. Action in recoil. When the howitzer is fired,
recoil. This change is accomplished automatically the force of the expanding gas propels the
by the variable cam assembly (fig 2-17) as the tube projectile out of the bore. This same force also
i. elevated or depressed. This type of action allows reacts against the breechblock and forces the
the tube to recoil over a longer length at low angles recoiling parts rearward, except for the recoil
of eleyation but reduces the length at higher piston in the recoil cylinder. The piston is held
elevations without creating unnecessary from recoiling by the piston rod, which .is secured
displacement of the carriage. Thus, we have a to the front of the cradle by the piston rod nut (figmuch more reliable and stabie firing platform 2-19). As the sleigh moves back in recoil, the recoil

from which to fire at all angles of elevation, oil in the recoil cylinder is forced through the oil

(3) Dependent. A recoil mechanism is orifices into the regulator body of the recuperator .
_ dependent if there is a liquid connection between cylinder. The regulator b"'dy contains a one-way

~ *AC 010 F9533

Figure 2-17. Variable recoil can: -assembled and i antorn viewWR.
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FLOATING ,,STN (1) The throttling of the recoil oil.

S. 7 (2) The compression of the nitrogen gas.
' £ C(3) The friction of the moving parts.

ffAr•ffOIL CYINO•h 'TON RODS b. Action is counterrecoil. When the recoiling
CONNECTED TO

ECOIL PISTON TENE BREECT LUGS parts are brought to rest at the end of recoil, the 9°. ..

unbalanced force of the greatly compressed
QI•~ /- nitrogen gas forces the floating pis, on and

RECOIL PISTON ROD diaphragm forward, pushing the recoil oil back
RECOIL CYL,#OES through the regulator into the recoil cylinder

against the back of the recoil pistor,, and thereby
REPLENISIER returning the recoiling parts to battery. 0

Figure 2-18. Independent hydropneumatic Note. The recoiling parts are returned to battery
recoil mechanism, without shock by the counterrecoil buffer.

2-11. Functioning of a HydropneumaticIndependent Recoil Mechanism-- •,...
valve and a throttling opening through which the Ricoil Cycle
oil passes and where it acts upon the floating R'icoi..C..le
piston diaphragm in the recuperator cylinder, a. Recoil cylinder. When the weapon is fired, the
forcing it to the rear and further compressing the tube recoils in or on the cradle. Since the hollow
nitrogen behind the floating piston. As the piston rod (piston and liner assembly) is connected
flouting piston moves to the rear, a control rod, to a lug on the bottom of the breech ring, it is drawn
which is fastened to the diaphragm, is drawn to the rear with the tube. As the iecoil piston is
through the throttling orifice. The area through drawn to the rear, oil is forced through two ports in
which oil can flow is theit gradually reduced to a the recoil piston and through the throttling
point at which the remaining energy of recoil is grooves to the forward side of the piston (fig 2-20).
unable to force the oil to the rear. At that time, As the oil passes through the Lapered throttling '-"-
since the resistance is equal to the force, further grooves, the flow of oil from the rearward side to
motion is impossible and the recoiling parts are the forward side of the piston is gradually reduced
brought to rest. Thus, we can say that the energy of and finally stopped. This throttling action absorbs

W the recoiling parts is dissipated by- most of the recoil energy. .... I

I

"' ::1.

Figure 2-19. Hydropneumatic depe-ident recoil mechanisn.
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MOVEMrENT OF REGULATOR VALVE

FLOATING PISTON PORTS OPEN

--* I 2

12 1 COUNTERRECOIL 10 9 MVEMENT 7SSYSTEM. " OF ODD

23 •:" • , 15

•• • •-•---•--- -

S"-F "-20

22 21
MOVEMENT OF
RECOIL PISTON RECOIL SYSTEM (ltD F9064

1-Recuperator charging valve 13-Replenisher oil filling valve plug
2-Recuperator cylinder 14-Oil reserve in replenisher
3-Recuperator floating piston 15-Recoil throttling rod
4--Recuperator ylinder regulator valve 16-Recoil rod stuffing box head
5-Oil index 1 7-Buffer chamber in bore of recoil piston rod and liner , .
6--Recuperator cylinder filling valve assembly
7-Countorrecoil rod stuffing box head 18-Recoil throttling rod83-Counterrecoi! and recupera~or cylinder 19--Recoil cylinder

head stuffing box 20-Variable recoil cam shaft
9-Counterrecoil cylinder 21-Recoil piston and liner assembly

lO--Counterrecoil piston rod 22-Variable recoil cam
I I -Counterrecoil piston assembly 23--Gear sectors
1 2-Counterrecoil cylinder respirator assembly 24-Throttling rod packing head

Figure 2-20. Hydropneurnatic independent recoil mechanism during recoil action.,

b. Counterrecoil and recuperator cylinders, a. Counterrecoil and recuperator cylinders.
When the weapon is fired, the counterrecoil piston, After the tube has stopped at the end of the recoil
being connected to the top of the breech ring, cycle, the counterrecoil system takes over to return
moves rearward with the tube. The oil in the the tube back to the in-battery position as
counterrecoil cylinder is forced through an oil fc lows-
passage and into the recuperator regulator valve
assembly by the counterrecoil piston. The-flow of (1) The flow of recoil oil stops, and the
oil under pressure opens a spring-loaded valve in spring-loaded valve in the regulator valve
ther l a m p tassembly closes itself. In the head of the

recuperator regulator valve are two smali
oil against the floating piston. The floating piston counterrecoil controlling ports (fig 2-21), each of
moves forward, compressing the nitrogen gas.
Thus, the throttling of oil in the recoil cylinder, the wcich is about 1/16-inch in diameter. These ports

ncreased compression of the nitrogen gas in thethe flow of recoil oil ack through theinceaedcoprssonofth ntrge gs n he regulator valve assembly and into the
recuperator cylinder, and the friction of moving countervecoil cylinder.an
parts stop the tube in recoil. o

(2) Since the floating piston is free to move, - _ --2-12. Fnctioning of a Hydropneumatic Lhe energy stored in the nitrogen gas reacts to
Independent Recoil Mechanism- displace the floating piston to its normal
Count .rrecoil Cycle in-battery position. As the floating piston moves

2-10
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COUNTERRECOIL SYSTEM MOVEMENT
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SOVEME'JT OF THE OF____ROD__
RECOIL PISTON AND

RECOIL SYSTEM UtNERF A iSEMBLY ORD F9063

Figure 2-21. Hydropneumatic independent recoil mechanism during counterrecoil action.

toward its in-battery position, it displaces the oil angles of elevation, all the throttling grooves, or
from the recuperator cylinder through two 3mall orifices, are open so that the bar'el and breech
controlling ports in the regulator valve into the assembly is allowed to recoil over a long distance,

• counterrecoil cylinder. The oil exerts pressure on providiug less shock to the carriage. As the
W the rear of the counterecoil piston, moving the weapon is elevated to higher angles of elevation,

counterrecoil piston forward and thereby pulling the length of recoil is shortened so that the barrel
the tube to the in-battery position. and breech assembly will not strike the groundS•and Ow. force of r-c~oij ran he. absorbed more

b. Recoil cylinder. As the counterrecoil piston directiy by the carriage and the ground. A typical
rod pulls the tube into battery, the recoil oil in front variable cam assembly is shown in figure 2-17 and
of the recoil piston flows t'irough two ports in the
piston and the exposed throttling grooves in the elp...A
recoil throttling rod. Little throttling action occurs a. Functioning of a variable cam assembly. An
at this time in the recoil cylinder as compared to arc gear sector is .nouited on the forward end of
that in the recuperator cylinder; howet er, n the 'be throttling rod. This gear sector is meshed with
tube nears the in-battery position, it is slowed similar gear sector mounted on the end of the
down and eased irzto battery by the spearheafi- variable recoil cam assembly., The tubular cam is
type buffer. The oil trapped in the buffer chamber machined with a spiral, or S-shaped, slot. A cam
must escape through the centrally bored rotatable pin, mounted on the camshaft, rides in the spiral
throttling rod. Thus, the final movement of the slot. The shaft is connected to the top carriage by
tube is cushioned as the tube returns to battery. the variable recoil connecting rod. As the tube is

2-13. Types of Hydropneumatic Independent elevated or depressed, the connecting rod moves

Variable Recoil Mechanisms and the shaft either forward or rearward, causing the

Their Components cam pin on the shaft to turn the cam and its gear
sector, which in turn rotates th gear sector on the

All current medium and heavy field artillery rotatable throttling rod. The turning of the
cannons use the hydropneumatic independent throttling rod regulates the opening of the oil
recoil mechanism. In addition, all hydropneu- passages in the throttling rod located in the recoil
matic independent recoil mechanisms are of the cylinder, thereby changing the length of recoil
variable type, in which a variable cam assembly automatically as the tube is elevated or depressed.
automatically changes the throttling grooves, or
orifices, which control the flow of oil. thus b. Recoil and counterrecoil actions. All
lengthening or shortening the length of recoil, hydropneumatic independent variable recoil
depending on the angle of elevation at which the mechanisms function basically as described in
weapon is fired. When the weapon is fired at low this handbook. However, there are some minor
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differences, which will become apparent as you a. Maintenance prior to firing.
work with each individual weapon. For example,
the recoil mechanism of the 155-mm M109 (1) To maintain the slides-
(M109A1) has no counterrecoil cylinder, as such, (a) Clean and lubricate the external bealrng
but has two variable recoil cylinders, a surfaces.
replenisher, and a recuperator cylinder to perform (a

thesam fuctins f te rcoi mehansm.In(b) If the weapon has not been firedthe same functions of the recoil mechanism. In recently, retract the tube and clean and lubricate 'addition, the M109 (M109A1) has a muzzle brake the slides. (Check the lubrication order for the .4

on the end of the tube to help absorb some of the M102 weapon as an exception to th" se.etement.)
force of recoil and shorten the length of recoil whenthe weapon is fired. (c) Insure that any burrs or nicks are '

c. Replenisher. Only the hydropneumatic depressed by support personnel. i

independent variable recoil mechanisms use a Note. Some of the laer model wapons have
replenisher, the dependent recoil mechanisms do plastic strips on the slides or gunw a that do not t
not. The replenisher is a small cylinder containing need to be lubricated; therefore, ah js check the
a spring-loaded piston. The replenisher is latest lubrication order for the specific weapon and
connected to the recoil cylinder (or cylinders on comply with the current instructions.
certain weapons); it is not connected to the
recuperator or to the counterrecoil cylinder. The
purpose of the replenisher is to maintain the (2) To service the oil in the recoil
proper amount of recoil oil in the recoil cylinder -n
under pressure at all times. The replenisher (a) Add recoil oil, as necessary. !
compensates for the contraction and expansion of (b) Drain excess oil, as necessary.

oil due to temperature changes and for changes in
the volume of oil required in the recoil cylinder (3) Check the recoil mechanism to insure that
during recoil and counterrecoil. The replenisher it is properly connected to the tube, sleigh, or
also provides a means of checking the quantity of cradle.
oil in the rezil system. On newer models of the (4) Exercise the recoil mechanism every 6
M109iM109AI howitzers, the replenisher has an months if the weapon is not fired.
accumulator and a pressure gage. The m i ws r
accumulator contains an acorn-shaped bladder, b. Recoil oil. 7thoil oil is a petroleum-base 4.
which is charged with nitrogen gas (by support hydraulic fluid. T7,: re &re presently three types of
maintenance personnel) to keep pressure on the recoil oil (OHT, OHA, and OHC) authorized for us_

in field artilnry weapons. OIlT is the preferred oil
d. Counterrecoil buffer system. The because it provides greater protection against

counterrecoil buffer system controls the last few corrosion. The oils can be mixed; however, raixing
inches of the final movement of the rec!'Ing parts should be avoided if possible because mixing may
as they return to the in-battery po&.; . thus tend to dilute the protection additives of one or
pre"venting shock to the carriage a" .. ,e tube more of the oils. A recoil mechanism that c.'ntains
returns to battery. A typical orrangement is a a mixture of oils should be drained and refilled
cone-shaped buffer chamber working in with the preferred OHT as soon as it Lecomes
conjunction with a tapered rod (fig 2-21). As the available. All three oils are red in color and have a
counterrecoil action nears its completion, the temperature range of operation from -65° F to
tapered rod enters the buffer chamber and +150 F.
displaces the oil. As the rod moves farther into the
chamber, the clearance between the two becomes c. Care of recoil oil. To properly care for recoil
less and less as the oil is metered, or buffed. This oil-
action causes the councerrecoiling parts to return
to rest without slamming and without shock to the
carriage. (2) Be sure that the oil is clean.

(3) Purge all lines and connections when
2-14. Maintenance of a Recoil Mechanism filling cylinders.

Maintenance of a recoil mechanism is limited (4) Store the oil in clearly marked containers
generally to external cleaning, lubricating,
replenishing 4he reserve oil, and exercising the
recoil mechanism on nonfiring weapons. (5) Destroy the container when it is empty.

o .
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Section IV. BARREL AND BREECH ASSEMBLY

2-15. Genoral (2) Stressing. During the sequence of -2

One of the major assemblies of an artillery machining steps, the tube is permanently
cannon is the barrel and breech assembly. prestressed by a process known as autoirettage.
Artillerymen must understand the functioning There are two types of autofrettage being used
and required maintenance of the barrel and breech today: light and medium cannon tubes are swaged
in order to keep their weapons firirg. open by swage autofrettage ((a) below and fig

2-22); heavy cannon tubes are hydraulicelly .22-16. History prestressed ((b) below).
a. In the preguapowder period, man tried to (a) Swage autofrettage. In the swage

increase the range of his weapons by using various autofrettage process (light and medium cannon
types of catapults and ballitae. These devices tubes), an oversize tungsten carbide slug ( D fig
were nothing more than great slings used to hurl 2-22) is pushed through the bore and physically
stones and other large, heavy objects considerable deforms the material by a predetermined ameunt.
distances. When the slug is removed, the bore is in a state of

b. The development of cannon preced6d that of residual compressive stress, a desirable condition
small arms by about 50 years. The first firearms for resisting the pressure generated during firing. -J
were large, heavy, and inefficient and were not This process of prestressing increases the strength
capable of being carriet by an individual soldier. of the tube without markedly reducing the overall
The tu'a of a gun was made of wooden staves toughness of the steel and. thus increases the
bound together with hoops of 1>on; jience, the name fatigue life of the tube.
"barrel." (b) Prestress autofrettage. In the prestress

c. Later, the smoothbore weapons (in which iron autofrettage process (heavy cannon tubes), the
and bronze were use,! for cast tubes) were ends of the tube are hydraulically sealed and the. -
improved and some of the first attempts were made cannon tube is lowered into a large cylinder, where
to obtain mobility, controlled hydraulic pressure is added to the

-d." , "- prdfrsinterior of the tube until such time as the moleculesd" At period1 OftransitiOnfOllowedb (from about of steel immediately surrounding the bore are set.
1845 to 1885), during which breech loading a~nd lietepoesdsrbdi a bvthiriln weetidadicetd ke the process described in (a) above, this
• rifling were tried and accepted, process of prestressing increases the strength of

U& %AAA.•JL•, U..A..1.... , VI .... u--e .... n... markedyv reducing' the overall
ages and down to the modern period has resulted toughness of the steel and thus increases theiv the field artillery tube as- it is today. fatigue life of the tube.

(1) Construction. Today's tube is made from 2-17. Types of Barrel and Breech Assemblies
an alloy steel ingot, which is poured and thenShot-forged into a cylindrical shape by means of a The barrel and breech assembly of an artillery
high-pressure press. A hole is bored through the cannon (fig 2-23) is composed of a tube, a breech• ~ring, a breech ntechanism, and, in some cases, ..
center, the outer surface is rough-turned, and the rnabec ~caim ni oecss
barrel is machined. The inside of the barrel is hoops, jackets, or liners. Basically, there are two
machined with a bore guidance system, which Ies of barrel and breech assemblies used oncurrent artillery cannons-the assembly in whichinsures the straightness of the tube within 0.005 semifixed ammunition (ammunition with a

*i inch throughout its entire length, cartridge case) is fired and the assembly in which
separate-loading ammunition (ammunition
without a cartridge case) is fired.

a. The barrel assembly of a connon that fires
semifixed ammunition is composed of six interior

Q components ((1) through (6) below). In this
assembly, the cartridge case provides rearward
obturation (prevents the propelling gases fromescaping to the rear).

A Diameter of the bore befor' prestressing. (1) The breech recess is the space in the
C Diameter of the bore after prestressi.g. interior of the breech ring at the :-ear of the barrel

StsD t agsten carbdte shed. assembly. It receives the breechblock, which
" r'"...icarid" affords a means of mechanically opening and

Figure 2-22. Cross section of the tube during closing the rear of the barrel to permit loading the
'manufacture. weapon.
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(2) The powder chamber is that portion of the the obturator aasembly of the breechblock,
tube that houses 'he propelling charge., provides the rearward seal (rearward obturation).

(3) The centering slope is the tapered forward
portion of the powder chamber. It causes the Note. Obturation is the sealing process that
projectile to center itself in the main bore. prevents the escape of propelling gases from the

tube during firing. Forward obturation in all cases
(4) The forcing cone is the 1'ear portion of the is obtained by the rotating band on the projectile

main bore formed by tapered lands (raised conforming to the lands and grooves of the tube,
portions of the rifling). It ailows the rotating band thus prevenLting gases from escaping around the
of the projectile to be engaged gradually by the projectile. Rearward obturation is described in
rifling, paragraph 19.

(5) The main bore is the rifled portion of the
interior of the tube. 2-1 8. Breechblock

(6) The counterbore is that portion of the at
muzzle end of the tube from which the lands have a. The breechblock is that component of thebeen removed. The purpose of the countorbore is to I reech mechanism that permits loading therelieve stress when the weapon is fired and thus weapon from the rear. The breechblock requiresprelievenstresswhen the t r acin. ithe same maintenance as that required for the tube

(pars 23). The type of breechblocks used are the
b. The barrel assembly of a cannon that fires sliding-wedge breechblock and the interrupted-

separate-loading ammunition has the six screw breechblock.
components listed in a(1) through (6) above and, in
addition, has a gas-cjheck seat, tor a total of seven (1) Sliding-wedge brreeehcbh b(lfo c2k. Ti h e
components. The gas-check seat is the tapered sliding-wedge breechblock (fig 2-24) is used on
portion of the tube at the rear end of the powder weapons that fire semifixed ammunition. The
chamber. The gas-check seat. in conjunction with breechblock slides into a rectangular recess in the

breechring to open and close the breech. This
GAS CHECKA1(WEANUWING SPARATE-LOAMNGA G•hIKTION) breechblock dose not form a gastight seal
(.wocaca (i carward obturation) when it is closed; however, it

muncH kAJ, N WifE (RIFING) does keep the cartridge case blocked in the powder
chamber so that rearward obturation is obtained

ENTG SLOPE-. iE by the expansion of the cartridge case against the
walls of the powder chamber when the weapon is
fired.

-inne r 9OQ• - ntehr o M.nc.nn n a A•f r a•dand

breech assembly.

ITI

aIR PCw
z.1

Figure 2-24. Slidirg wedge bneechblo-k.
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ftgww 2-25. Stepped-thread, interrupted-screw breet.hblock.

06TURAIOR SPINDLE PLUG AND GASK[T (LSD

REAR SPLIT RING

KEYWAY
O~rUIKATOR SPINDIL

~~~1C PAOA DS

(D)Closed before breechblock rotation.

C AS-CHWCK

/ INNEkR TNC-

G.-. C:HECK PAD
FRONT SPLIT RING

" T ~OR SPINULL..../
VE N? BUSHING ~P

A re 2-26. Obturator assembly. OUnder gas pressure.
Note: Ciearances are exaggerated for

Purposes of illustration.
(2) ! rrsp ted-- screw breechblock. The

interrupted-screw breechblock (fig 2-25) is used on Figure 2-2 7. Obtarator.
* the weapons that fire separate-loading

ammunition; that is, ammunition without a adside w pi iga ne ig
* cartridge case. There are two variations in use- gands-c kpindl, and spi rigas-ce, pad disk.r Wheng a

the interruped-scriew breechblock without steps thearchlock p is ld, tn a-hec mudshroo Whead
in the threads, which is semiar omatic, and the protbrudechlc intooe the pwechmbehro alnnhea
stepped-thread, interrupted-omci.~w breechblock, splitrings ando ga-hec powde wihabr then ga-hec
which holds it ini the completely opened position to seait. ringsard obtur atio wish acopihed bys-thec
facilitate loading and which alho helps to swing it comp Reressio of rth pit rins andomgascheck padth
to the closed position asa the can ioneer operates bopessig fored e againt the san gas-check set aydh
the breechblock operating handle. The forwa frcd movemnsto the gas-che~ck sas t byothes
semiautomatic interrupted-scrw breehblock is frabou thveen obuaor spnde andehboc is pule forwardes
held in the open position by an operating cam abyute thre ad o segm ndl. Whnd the wuleapni firwred, .

lever, and when the cannoneer raises the lever, t~he bythe prssrea fromenthegses W ohes the mepo ishfrood, %
breehblck losng prigs cusetheblS~hbockhead slightly to the rear against the front of the

to close automatically. breechblock. This action further compresses the
AIZý b. The interrupted-screw breechblock and the gas-check pad, which expands, radially and forces
'"I->?stepped-thread, interrupted-screw breechblock the two split rings firmly agihinst the gas-check

0M((2 above) each has an obturator assumbly (fig seat, thus preventing the gas from escaping (fig
2-26). This assenbly consists of a mu~shroom head 2-27).
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2-19. Firing Mechanism (1) When a weapon is fired and the nrojectile

"The firing mechanism is a device located on or in has passed the evacuator valves, located some
the breech mechanism of a w'apon to ignite the distance to the rear of th3 muzzle, some of the

sof firing mechanisms propellant gases flow into the evacuator chamber
are used: (02 , fig 2-29) creating a high pressure in the

chamber. This action continues until the projectilea. Inertia percussion mechanism. The inertia leaves the muzzle, at which time the gases in the
percussion firing mechanism is used on weapons
that have a vertical sliding-wedge breechblock be
and fire semifixed ammunition, This firing the bore drops, the gases flow from the evacuator

mechanism is characterized by a heavy firing pin chamber through the evacuator valves into the

and guide assembly, which moves forward by bore ( ,fi 2-29).

inertia to strike the primer after the action of the (2) As the gases flow through the valves at a
firing pin spring has stopped. The firing pin and high velocity, they tend to draw gases from the
guide assembly is retracted by a separate rear portion of the bore. While gases are escaping
retracting spring. The mechanism cocks when the from the evacuator chamber into the bore, the
breechblock is opened and remains cocked during breech is opened, allowing air and g9es to flow
loading aid closing of the breecnblock. It is fired through the bore and out the muzzle ((4 , fig 2-29).
by pulling a lanyard on the M102 howitzer. The breech must be opened before all the gases

po b. Firing lock M13 mechanism (continuous have escaped from the evacuator chamber;•'•" therefore, an evacuator can be used only on a.. _. pull). The firing lock M13 mechanism is used on

weapons that have horizontal sliding-wedge weapon equipped with a semiautomatic breech
breechblocks and that fire semifixed ammunition. mechanism.
The complete operation of the firing mechanism is b. Muzzle brake. A muzzle brake (fig 2-28) is a
effected by one continuous pull of the lanyard, and device that is mounted on the muzzle of a cannon.
its safety feature is that it is noi cocked until the It has a centrally bored hole, through which the
instant before firing. projectile passes, and one or more baff ,s. The

c. Firing mechanism Mi (percussion hammer). primary purpose of a muzzle brake is to retard the
The 155-mm" towed howitzer M114AI fires force of recoil. As the projectile leaves the muzzle,
separate-loading ammunition and is equipped the high-velocity gases following the projectile
with firing mechanism M1 and the percussion through the tube strike the baffles of the muzzle :' .

hammer. The firing mechanism with primer is brake and are deflected toward the rear and sides -"s
screwed into the breechblock by the cannoneer into the atmosphere. The gases exert a forward

. when the weapon is loaded and ready to fire. The force on the baffles; this force partially counteracts
hamm-er -s attached tn fhn br•cahblock carr,. the force Jf recoil, thereby redui-g- the .r,.ce. o
When the lanyard is pulled, the hammer strikes recoil.
the firing pin, which in turn strikes the primer, 2-21. Barrel Measurement, Definitions,
causing the weapon to fire. and Classifications

d(a. The caliber of a tube is the diameter of the
The firing mechanism M35 is used on all bore measured at the muzzle between opposite
self-propelled field artillery weapons that fire lands. The caliber length of a tube is the distance:" separate-loading ammunition. The M35 firing
s -an5from the muzzle to the face of the breech recess andmechanism uses a cartridge-type primer, which is is expressed in calibers. For example, the barrel of

is ejectede fro thebrs Fehais automaicall whenareo
ejected from the rcechanism automatically when the 8-inch howitzer is 25 times as long as theS the breech mechanicn is opened. The complete diameter of its bore; therefore, it is 25 calibers long.operation of the firing mechanism is activated byone continuous pull of the lanyard (cocking and b. Rifling consists of a number of grooves cut in

firing), and its safety feature is that it is not cocked the surfacthe ove bore and the raised portions
until the instant before firing. between the grooves, known as lands. The rifling

imparts rotation to the projectile about its

2-20. Auxiliary Devices longitudinal axis, thereby increasing its stability

a. Chamber evacuators. Chamber evacuators in flight. The soft rotating band of the projectile is
(fig 2-28) are used in combat vehicles to remove the forced to assume the contour of the rifling as the
propellant gases from the bore after the weapon projectile moves forward; thus, rotation is
has been fired, thus preventing contamination of imparted to the projectile.
the fighting compartment. The chamber (1) In most cases, the rifling in the field
evacuator, which fits over the cannon tube, forces artillery weapons of today b-as a uniform
the gases to flow outward through the bore. Part of right-hand twist. This means that the direction of
the gases flow through valves, which may be the twist forward from the breech is clockwise. The.
inserts in the evacu ttor or oi ices in the tube itself, twist is uniform throughout the bore, usually one -"

The evacuatar functions as 'ollows: turn in about 20 to 25 calibers.
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BRECHMECANSMCANNON TUBE CHAMBER EVACUATOR MUZZLE BRAI(E

_ _ _ _ _ _ 272.12" OVERALL LENGTH

(LENGTH OF TUBE 238.05")

Figure 2-28. Cannon, 155-mm M185 chamber evacuator, muzzle brake.

c. Cannon artillery weapons are classified
-__- according to their trajectory, range, and muzzle
(D velocity. The muzzle velocity is the speed of the

EVA,,CUATO, CR projectile as it leaves the muzzle; it varies with the
__.-- -- -- •.'•mtype of weapon and with the type and quantity of

-- ®t0S�OL )ropellant. The general classification data for
_--_..,typical trajectories are shown in figure 2-30.

2-22. Barrel Maintenance

M'_" r--... ---_ --.- AMI AND GM No field artillery weapon is of value unless it

receives proper care so that it is ready to fire. To
properly care for his weapons, a fiAd art;.iieryman
must understand the causes of damage to the

........... _ .weapons and know bow to minimize the damage.
S......... . . T.wo causes ef damage to the tube are corrosion

caused by chemical decomposition of the tube
(rust) and erosion caused by gas wear, gas wash,
and mechanical wearing away.

Type Range MuiZ4e velocity Trajectory Caliber Soneth a. Corrosion Corrosion, or rust. is caused by the

Mortar Short Low High 10 to 20 absorption of moisture from the air by the
Howitzer Medium Medium Medium 20 to 30 hygroscopic primer salts deposit d in the tube
Gun Long High Flat Over 30 during firing. These minute salt grcins penetrate

2/- the pores in the metal and are covered over by
HOWTZ. MOR. A protective coatings of powder foulings or carbon

G TARUTduring subsequent firing. Giradually, thc, grains
GUN . TARGT• work back to the surface of the metal as they

/ absorb moisture from the air. This process is called
sweating. Rusting and pitting will result unless
prompt action is taken. Slight pitting is not

Figure 2-30. Firing trajectories of field artille.y weapons. particularly harmful, but heavy pitting permits
the propelling gases to escape, thereby reducing
the muzzle velocity, increasing the tube wear, and

(2) The rifling in the towed 105-mm howitzer degrading the accuracy of the weapon. Corros on
M102 has an increasing right-hand twist, can be eliminated by proper cleaning of the tube.increasing fr'om one turn in 35 calibers at the
breech end to one turn in calibers at themuzzle (1) An artillery tube should be cleanedbr e h e d t n t r n1 ai er tt e m z l im m ediately after firing and for at least, 3
end. The increased spin imparted to the projectile consecutive days thereafter or until the sweating

zCi • with this type of rifling makes possib'e greater consecutie daysdthereafter oriuti the weatingstops. On the third day after firing, if the weapon isranges with increased accuracy. riot to be fired within 48 hours, it should be cleaned,

•;.:•2-17
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wiped dry, and coated with oil. A tube should be increases, the metal becomes more pliable, thereby
cleaned weekly when not being fired. accelerating the rate of erosion. 'The passage of the

projectile through the bore results in
(2) R~ifle bore cleaner, the standard cleaner for poetl hog h oersls'
fil arilleborey ceapone, remves s residue more metal-to-metal contact. The rate of wear resulting

field arn3ilpery weapons, removes rents. It from this contact remains relatively constant. At
easily and 30 percent faster than other agents. It the instant of firing, before the projectile begins its
acts as a rust inhibitor for a period of 24 to 48 travel through the bore, the propelling gases
hours. It is not a lubricant. Rifle bore cleaner will esapep thro tating band. the esaing gases

evnnorate at 150' F. The tvbe should be cool erscause wear, known as gas wash, because of their
e h to tc eevelocity and extreme heat. Dirt is another cause of
box. cleaner should never be diluted with water, erosion. The rate of erosion is accelerated by the

(3) Cleaning compornd, solvent, may be used abrasive action of dirt, sand, and grit if allowed toaccumulate in the tube or on the projectile. Erosion "
in lieu of rifle bore cleaner. The solvent is a highly
penetrating liquid that also provides a temporary cannot be eliminated, but certain firing battery
rust-resistant coating for the cleaned surface, practices and procedures can be employed during

firing to retard the rate of erosion. Some of these
(4) If rifle bore cleaner or cleaning compound, practices are dcscribed as follows:

solvent, s not available, an authorized substitute
is ¾-pound of GI soap to a gallon water. Warm or (1) Use the lowest charge that will permit
hot water is preferred. Water alone can be used. In efficient and effective accomplishment of the
freezing weather, alcohol, glycerine, or ethylene mission. Using the lowest charge commensurate
glycol can be added to the cleaning solution to with the mission reduces heat and reducer the
prevent it from freezing. pressure in the breech with a consequent decreased

(5) The cleaning procedure for eliminating in the amount and velocity of gases escaping pa,,t
corrosion is the same for all cleaning solutions the rotating band.

except that the tube must be dried and oiled after
each cleaning with a substitute solution such as in (2) At all times use the lowest rate of fire that

paragraphs (3) and (4) above. First, the tube should will efficiently and effectively accomplish the

be swabbed with the cleaning solution. (If GI soap mission. Using the lowest rate of fire reduces heat.

solution is used, the tube must be rinsed
thoroughly to remove the soap because of its (3) Rest a weapon 10 minutes each hour

caustic action.) Then the tube should be ri:,ised and during sustained firing to permit cooling.

dried thoroughly. After the tube haa been cleaned, (4) Swab the tube with cool water during lulls
it should have a ,nifnrm dull grav anpearance in f;ring and swab the powder rhamhbr nf n
throughout its surface. Next, the tube should be weapon firing separate-loading ammurlton after
oiled. If the temperature is above 320 F, oil, each round. Swabbing reduces heat and removes
lubricating and preservative, medium, should be any dust, grit, or send that has settled in the tube
used. If the temperature is below 320 F, oil, as a result of firing. Swabbing aloo removes some
lubricating and preservative, special, should be of the primer salts, as well as extinguishing any
used. smoldering pieces of the previous powder bag or

charge that might be left in the powder chamber.

Note. Specific instructions are contained in the (5) Use clean ammunition at all times. Before
current lubrication order4'reach weapon. Check it loading, clean the projectile and propellant to
for the latest instructioner. remove any dirt vnd sand. Keep the muzzle and

breech covers in place during travel and wipe the
b. Erosion. tArosion is the mech&iical wearing tube dry before firing. Punching a dry rag through

away of the tube. The main causes of erosion are the tube before firing will remove the oil and also
heat and pressure. As the temperature of the metal prove that the bore is clear of any nbstructions.

2-18
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Section V. NEW WEAPONS

2-23. General artillery family. The Ml9F, is a 15 5,n-mm t(,wed
The basic principles of mobility, stability, and howitzer capable of achieving ranges of p

flexibility are being put to use in the new weapons approximately 30,0(X) meters when firing the
that have been introduced during the 1970N. Most rocket essisted projectile (HAP) and a new M203"
of these weapons are still in the expcrimental or propelling charge. This weapon has a 6400m rapid
testing stages; however, all of the new weapons are shift float being incorporated on the weapon. It is
now in the hands of the troops. anticipated that the M198 will replace selected

155-mm towed howitzer M1I4A1 or M114A2 in .2-24. M109A2/A3 Howitzer, Self--Propelled nondivisional units; also, thi MIOAI 105-mm 3 ,
These -re the newest versions of the 155-mm towed howitzer of the Marine Corps and most

M109 self-propelled howitzer (fig 2-31). These active Army units.
weapons are currently in the hands of some field :
artillery units; the remaining units will receive
them as they become available. This weapon hai 2-26. M1 10A2 Howitzer, Self-Propelled
basically the same capabilities as the M109A1 . p.j
The main difference is that they have receivwA a This is the latest version of the 8-inch
total of 19 product improvements (PIPs) or self-propelled howitzer. The most noticeable
modifications that were designed to increase difference between the old and new weapons is the
'eliability and maintainability. The primary longer tube and the muzzle break on the newer
lifference between -e M109A2 and the M109A3is version. The M11OA2 has an increased range

iAhat the MI09A2 is a completely new weapon from capability over the old MI10. As a result of the
the ground up whereas the M109A3 is a retrofit or a longer tube and muzzle break the M' I0A2 can fire
rebuild of existing M109 and M109A1 howitzers. higher zones or charges of propellants than the
2-25. M 198 Howitzer, Towed M110, The M11OA2 has replaced all M 110s and theM107 (175-mm guns) in the Army tnd Marine

This is the newest addition to the cannon Colps.

S11
i. I.- - .__ __ _ -.,.

S~~Figure 2-31. M1O9A2/A3 155-mm howitzer, self-propelled.

S~2-19-
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f*ur 2.-32. M198 howitzer, towed.

Section Vl, SUMMARY

2-27. Review just read about, and the new powder charges to go

arqne theao - re, the reoil ecanisnIf~~t h en hrb h
ýA- ........... Artillery branch is staying abreast of technology

weapon are the carrie-ge, the recoil m echanism , t a eo ra tl e yc n o st eb a nt e w rdweapon ourartillery cannons th~e best in the world.
and the barrel and breech assembly. You must Thus, our cannoneers will still be able to put steel
have a basic knuwledge of the design, purpose,
S function, and general maintenance of these on the target and to support the ground-gaining
components to understand the more complex arms by accurate and timely firepower. The basic
functioning of components, which you will study fundamentals you have learned in this chapter

will still be appropriate in the future. Know your
weapons, what they will do and what they will not

b. The new and experimental weapons you have do, and know how to take care of them.

6;4
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APPENDWX A
SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF FIELD ARTILLERY CANNONS
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SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF FIELD ARTILLERY CANNONS--Continued

7 ~ / rcht.-Parachute

79 -ton- -Truck

o. ~ 5/4-ton- -Truck
10 -ton--Truck

6q Hel- -Helicopter

~. ~ ~ f~ ~ .Not,.

M~ ~ ...I MA .901-' '2jLýZ-.._j_1 -o 6-75._9-1015-203-12

Hel

Prcht

M134AI )dll4A I M14A1. 3170 22 ' 64. 53'' 2 10 3 5/4-toe _ 9-1015-234-10

42' M lA. 12.7001 5-t- 8' 1 5'11" 346-to._ _81_9-10_5-200-1Z_

______ M138__ M18 15, 800 39-3" .. 2..?.. TV6 TBD 4 5 -ton ___ 1052 -0___________ _____1 3�8 _-�_ _ __ 9-Z350- 03- I "(A"2)
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L39 Arrny-Ft. Sill, Okla.
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U. S. ARMY *wcxxws
HB-3

FIELD ARTILLERY SCHOOL Feb 83
Weapons Department

Fort Sill, Oklahoma

CHAPTER 3

105-MM HOWITZER M101A1, TOWED

Section I. GENERAL

3-1. References weighs 4,980 pounds and fires a 33-pound -

TM 9-1015-203-12, FM 6-75, and LO projectileofsemifixed namunitiontoamaximum.
9-1015-203-10. range of 11,000 meters. The prime mover for the

howitzer is the 21/2-ton cargo truck and can be
3-2. Introduction transported by CH-47 helicopters. This chapter

The 105-mm howitzer M101A1 is a light towed describes thp nomenclature, operation,
field artillery weapon normally used in direct functioning, adjustment, maintenance,
support of an infantry division. The 105-mm disassembly, and assembly of the major
battalion includes three firing batteries equipped components of the weapon.
with six howitzers each. The M101AI (fig 3-1)

ILI.
.j4

Figure 3-1. 105-mm howitzer M0I1A I

*Supersedes HB-3 WCXXWS, Dee 81.
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Section 11. CARRIAGE

3-3. Trails

a. Purpose. The trails are used to connect the
weapon and the prime mover for traveling, to
stabilize the weapon in the firing position, and to .WO
S carry the aiming posts, trail handspikes, and the
old wooden style cleaning staff sections.

b. Construction. The trails are constructed of
welded steel, built up and reinforced with -
transoms inside. :..,.,.

c. Parts. The parts of the trails are:

(1) Trail extensions, which connect the trails ,o
to the equalizing mechanism by means of trail
hinge pins (fig 3-2). ,..o

*.- (2) Tail locking pins, which lock the trails
when spr-,ýad to prevent them from closing during TA.CI

firing (fig 3-2).

(3) Trail bumpers, which limit the spread of
each trail to approximately 300 from center, for
total spread of 60' (fig 3-2).

(4) Cradle traveling lock brackets. See
paragraph 6b(7)(b)2.

(5) The fixed spades, which provide stabilty
for the weapon during firing (fig 3-3). Figure 3-3. Lunette and drawbar assembly.

(6) The lunette and drawbar assembly, which
allows connection of the weapon to the prime 3-4. Equalizing Mechanism
m rr vn i 3a. Purpose. The equalizing mechanism permits

the weapon t, be emplaced in the ing positionon

uneven terrain with the four points of contact on
4, the ground, the two wheels and two spades, in

different planes.

b. Components. The equalizing mechanism
consists of an axle. gib bearings, an equalizing
support, a horizontal pivot pin, and an axle lock

AN crank assembly.

c. Functioning.

(1) When the weapon ic fired, the shock of
firing is transmitted to the horizontal pivot pin
and the two trails. This results in three points of
suspension, even though four points of the weapon
rest on the ground.

I (2) When the weapon is emplaced on uneven
terrain, the equalizing support rotates on the
horizontal pivot pin, placing the tilting parts of the
weapon in a firing position within the limits of the•'. 1gib bearings 10' (178 mils) (fig 3-21).

d. Axle assembly. The axle assembly is an4 I-beam forged construction with a spindle on each
end for mounting hubs. Gib bearings on both sides .O
maintain alinement with the equalizing
mechanism. Mounted in front on both sides of the

Figure 3-2. Parts of the trail. weapon are handeranks (fig 3-4) for axle locks to

3-2
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lock the equalizing support and axle together -.

when in the traveling position. The horizontal
pivot pin is mounted in a center bearing (fig 3-4).

e. Support group. The support group is a -"

built-up, welded tube, the surface of which moves
in the axle gib bearings. The contact between the
screw stops on the axle and the lugs on the support
limits the amount of inclination.

3-5. Cradle 2
a. Purpose. The cradle- .4

(1) Supports the sleigh, the recoil mechanism,
and the barrel and breech assembly.

(2) Provides a means of attaching the recoil -:
piston rod to the carriage. ":

-- : b. Construction.

(1) The cradle is a U-shaped trough made of
reinforced steel that supports the recoiling parts .L3 STRUT

and moves in elevation with them. The front end is -1
"closed, and the rear end is open.

(2) The recoil piston rod passes through a hole
in the front of the cradle and is held in place by a .
piston rod outer locking nut.

the (3) The rear end of the cradle is open to allow .3
the recoiling parts to move rearward.

(4) The recoil sleigh assembly rests and slides Figure 3-5. Cradle lock strut assembly.
", on bronze strips attached to the top of the cradle.

flFThe breech ring rests and slides on steel rails. (a) Purpose. The cradle lock strut (fig 3-5)

supports the overhanging weight of the barrel and
(5) The trunnions, located approximately 38 breech assembly and the recoil mechanism in the

"inches from the rear of the cradle, ret in bearngs Lraveling position and thus re.moves tte strain ,
in the top carriage and provide the pivot point to" from the elevating mechanism, which would

* elevation. otherwise be subjected to excessive wear.

(6) Cradle lock strut: (b) Construction.

1. The upper end of the cradle lock strut is
4 mounted to the bottom of the cradle by two plain

bearings and a hinge pin.

2. The cradle lock strut consists of a brace,
a piece, a turnbuckle, and two jamnuts (fig 3-5).

(c) Positions.

1. In the traveling position, the cradle
lock strut is swung down and locked to the center I

DI.....GE I and bottom of the bottom carriage and is held in
place by the lower strut latch assembly (fig 3-5).

2. In the firing position, the cradle lock
strut is swung upward and locked in. place by the

C A RIGHT HAND ,upper strut latch assembly (fig 3-5).

('d) Adjustment.
PI1. Te cradle lock strut can be adjusted, if

it is too long or too short to engage the lower strut
latch when the trails are closed, by loosening the
jamnuts on the strut, turning the turnbuckle until"'-"" ~the proper length is obtained, and retightening the.

Figure 3-4. Right- and left-hand axle locks. jamnuts.

3-3
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TRAVELING LOCK
SHAFT PIECE

-I . 4•''

Figure 3.-6. Cradle traveling lock.

2. The cradle lock strut must be adjusted c. Proper adjustment. The handbrakes are in
so that the upper bearing surface of the cradle lock proper adjustment when the levers can be pulled
brace engages the lower strut latch. about halfway down the rack before the brake is

3 completely set. To verify the adjustment, the
radlethael tralsck ust be closred, andwheels must be raised and rotated when the

cradle traveling lock must be secured.hadreisple. handbrake is applied...

Note. If the strut is not properly centered
with the trails closed, the traveling lock brackets 3-7. Wheels and Hubs
on the trails should be adjusted. a. Remove and assemble the wheels and hubs as

(7) Cradle traveling lock: described in TM 9-1015-203-12.
b.-Adj ust the ,w,,e,' beaingsa cci••,"nT

(a) Purpose. The cradle traveling lock, - . -. ,. ewlfc.c.r •benTM
9-1015-203-12.

1. Locks the cradle in the center of Note. Maintenance of this component and of all

S traverse for traveling, other components of the 105-mm howitzer

2. Relieves the strain from the elevating M101Al described in subsequent paragraphs of
and traversing mechanisms. this chapter will include lubrication of the item

(b) Construction. concerned. Lubrication of all components will be
performed in accordance with Lubrication Order

1. The cradle traveling lock (fig 3-6) 9-1015-203-10.
consists of two ball-shaped pieces mounted on the
rear bottom end of the cradle. 3-,. Top Carriage

2. Matching brackets on the trails engage
the ball-shaped pieces when the trails are closed a. Purpose. The top carriage provi-4- flexibility

and hold the cradle in the center of traverse for in traverse and supports the cradle and the

traveling, elevating and traversing mechanisms on th•i
stationary mount provided by the equalizing

3. The cradle traveling lock brackets may support.
be adjusted to tighten the fit and to center the tube
so that the cradle lock strut will operate properly. b. Components. The top carriage consists of

everything that moves in traverse, ",ut not in
3-6. Handbrakes elevation, except the shields, t iversing

a. Purpose. The handbrakes hold the weapon in mechanisms, and elevating arcs. The top carriage

position when it is not connected to the prime is locked in the center of traverse by the cradle

mover, traveling lock.

b. Disassembly, adjustment, and assembly. c. Assembly. Tb vertical pintle pin passes

Disassemble, adjust, and assemble the through the top carriage and support. The cradle
handbrakes as described in TM 9-1015-203-12. pivots on the trunnion bearings at the rear of the

3. 4.



top carriage. The pintle is the axis for traverse, and (3) One complete turn of the handwheel moves
. the trunnions are the axia for elevation, the tube 10 mils.

"d. Lubrication. Thetopcarriage islubricstedas c. Components. The elevating mec.ianism
prescribed by LO 9-1015-203-10. consists of a left elevating handwheel with an

elevating cross-shaft, two bevel gears, a flexible
joint, and Y bevel pinion shaft and of a right

The type of traverse is piatle. The pintle is the elevating I indwheel with two bevel mears, a
vert; 0 bearing a.)out which the top carriage flexible joint, an elevating wormsiaft, an
revo-ves, elevating worm, an elevation worm wheel, an

a. The total amount of on-carrage traverse i elevating worm wheel shaft, spur pinions, and two

809 mils, 400 mils to the left and 499 mils to the elevating arcs.
right of the center of traverse. (1) The worm a, f! worm wheel make the

0. The amount of traverse, left and right, is elevatin macbanism L,- irreversible type.

limited by stops on the top carriage contacting the (2) Plain bronze and antifriction roller
equalizing mechanism. bearings are used in Lhe elevating mechanism.

3-10. Traversing Mechanism d. Disassembly and assembly. Only the
elevating handwheel may be removed and

a. Purpose. The traversing mechanism allows adjusted as described in TM 9-1015-203-12. The
the tube oi the weapon to be moved either left or maximum allowable backlash in the elevating
right in a horizontal plane. handwheel is 1/6 turn.

b. Type, The traversing mechanism on the e. Lubrication. The elevating mechanism is
towed 105-mm howitzer is of the screw-and-nut iuu,'cated as prescribed by the current LO
type. 9-1015-203-10.

(1) Each complete turn of tht, handwheel 3-12. Equilibrator
moves the tube 19 mils.

a. Purpose. The equilibrator compensates for
(2) The muzzle moves to the right when the the preponderance of the weight toward the muzzle

.m..handwheel is turned to the right, and the muzzle caused by the rear-mounted trunnions and thus 4Vqpmnovs to the left when the handwheel is tur'ned to reduces the manual effort required to elevate and

""the left. depress the tube.
c. Components. The traversing mechanism b. Type. The equilibrator is an open-spring, "

consists of a nut huming bracke, a .c..., ash.aft, puller-type mechanism that connects the rear end
a handwheel, and a pivot mounting bracket for of the cradle to the top carriage.
screws. c. Adjustment.

d. Disassembly and assembly. End play in the

traversing wormshaft is adjusted by means of a (1) If the tube is hard to elevate and easy to
collar. The collar may be removed and replaced. depress, tighten the adjusting nut on each rod an
The handwheel may be removed, installed, and equal amount by turning it clockwise '/4 turn until
adjusted as described in TM 9-1015-203- 12. The the same amount of effort is required to elevate the
allowable backlash in the handwheel is 1/6 turn. tube as to depress the tube.

e. Lubrication. The traversing mechanism is (2) If the tube is easy to elevate and hard to
lubricated as prescribed by the current LO depress, loosen the adjusting nut on each rod an
9-1015-203-10. equal amount by turning it counterclockwise 1/4

turn until the same amount of handwheel effort is
3-11. Elevating Mechanism required to depress the tube as to elevate the tube.

a. Purpose. The elevating mechanism allows Note. If the nuts are not adjusted equally, the

the tube to be moved in a vertical plane. rear seat of the spring will bind on the spring rod.
The distance from the end of each guide rod to the

b. Type. The elevating mechanism is of the arc adjusting nut should be measured to insure equal
and pinion type. adjustment.

(1) Total elevation is from 0 to 1,156 mils. 3-13. ShieldsElevation is limited by the equilibrator spring m hed r osrce opoetteceElevntsationislmtacting the equlibrtouspin The shields are constructed to protect the crew •
front seat contacting the fulcrum. from fragmentation or small-arms fire from the

4, (2) Total depression is from 0 to -89 mils. front. The shields may be removed by the using
--:epression is limited by the stops screwed on the unit, although this is seldom necessary. The sight

bottom of the elevating arcs. box is mounted on the left shield.
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Section III. BARREL AND BREECH ASSEMBLiES

3-14. Barrel Assembly (8) Rifling--uniform right-hand twist, I turn
a. General. The barrel assembly consists of the in 20 calibers.

tube, breech ring, cannon locking ring, and guides. (9) Maxim um range-- 11,000 meters.
The barrel is screwed into the breech ring &id (10) Rate of fire-sustained is 3 rounds per
secured by tie breech ring locking screw. The minute; maximum is 10 rounds per minute for the
barrel is Pse'cured to the recoil sleigh by the cannon first 3 minutes.
locking ing, which is locked in place by the
cannon locking ring screw. Two lugs on the breech (11) Weight of barrel assembly-973 poands.
ring fit into matching notches in the rear yoke of (12) Weight of breech mechanism-91
the recoil sleigh, thus preventing the barrel group pounds.
from rotating inside the sleigh during firing.

b. Construction. Thetubeismadebypouringan d. Tube and breech life. Each round of
alloy steel ingot, which is hot forged into a ammunition fired through a cannon tube causes
cylindrical shape by use of a high-pressure press. wear and erosion of the tube and results in a
A hole is then bored through the center and the change in the dimensions of the bore. The extent of

outside surface is rough-turned and machined, wear for most gun tubes and some howitzer tubes
The insid3 of the barrel is machined with a bore determines the remaining life of the tube. In
S guidance system that insurn s the straightness of addition to wear and erosion, each round produces
the barrelto within 0.005inch for theentirelength metal fatigue, a process in which heat and
of tha tube. The tube is made of high strength steel. expanding gases weaken the metal in the tube and

reduce tube life. The method for determining the
c. Characteristics. remaining life for these tubes is to convert rounds

(1) Caliber-lO5-mm, or 4.13 inches between fired to equivalent full charge (EFC) rounds and
opposite lands. subtract the EFC rounds fired from the remaining

rounds authorized. The tube and breech life for the
(2) Length--(muzzle to rear face of breech 105-mm howitzers M101 and M101A1 are shown

rng)-101.35 inches. in table 3-1. The information in the table was ito
(3) 'A -th'of tube--93.05 inches (22.5 cal). extracted from TM 9--1000-202-10 and change 1 to

TM 9-1000-202-35.
k4; a t of ori-ing (hore)-Tm.02 inches.

,4te p(1) To convert rounds fired to EFC rounds,
-. ete ",tty--472 mnsters per scond multiply the number of rounds fired (by charge) by

S (msa ,m charge). the EFC factor for the charge as shown in table

(6, Maximum chamber pressure-32,000 3-1.
pounds per square inch. (2) Since the condemnation criteria for the

(7) Lands and grooves-36. tube and breech, as listed in table 3-1, ie based on

"A 1OWUNG1 WUNTFAMOREN•

Figure 3-7. Cross section of 105-mm tube.
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Table 3-1. Condemnation Criteria for Tubes and Breech Assemblies

Condemnation Criteria for Tubes and Breech Assemblies

106-mm Howitzer M101 and M0lA1;

Cannon tube EFC life of tube EFC factor Breech life

._M2A1 5,000 rounds Charge 7 = 1.00 Original, plus 2 tubes
__ __ _jCharge 1--6 = 0.25

M2A2 7,500 rounds Charge 7 = 1.00 Original, plus 2 tubes
Charge 1-6 = 0.25

EFC rounds fired, the charge for each round fired b. The powder chamber is that portion of the
must be entered on the Weapon Record Data Card tube designed to house the propelling charge
(DA Form 2408-4) maintained in the log book for which is contained in the cartridge case.
each weapon. The total rounds fired by chargemutb aridfrwr ote e aaaduo c. The centering slope is the tapered portion
must be carried forward to the new data card upon forward of the powder chamber that causes the
closeout and submission of the old card to the U.S.the
Army Weapons Command on the dates indicqted pojcile oentithh
in TM 38-750. loading operation.

d. The forcing cone is the rear portion of the
e. Borescoping requirements. main bore formed by tapered lands. The forcing

(1) Since there is no direct correlation between cone allows the rotating band of the projectile to be
wear measurements and metal fatigue, the engaged gradually by the rifling, thus insuring the
requirement to borescope cannon tubes still exists. proper seating of the projectile.
Cracks, material defects, and other damage, e. The main bore incltides all the portion
although they hear little relation tc mannon age or forward of the centering slope; that is, the entire
number of rounds fired, can grow progressively rifled portion of the bore.
w-,-'orse through continued firing. Therefore, a

4annon tube may be condemned even though the f. The counterbore is that portion of the muzzle
end of the tube that has been rebored aEFO condemnation limit may not have been predetermv;ned distance to increase the diameter

reached. by removing the lands and grooves from that
(2) As a minimum, insure that. tochnically p,,,,,'T .......... cou,..... ^ is t. - eliev.

traine-d personriel visually inspect cannon tubes stress when the weapon is fired to prevent the end
with a borescope as follows: of t'he tube from cracking. It does this by allowing

(a) Cannon tubes will be inspected with a he gasses to escape past the rotating band, before
borewcope within 90 days prior to the initial firing it reaches the end of the tube.
of tl weapon and at 90-day intervals when the
weapon is used for continuous or recurring firing.

(b) Cannon tubes will be inspected with a a. General.
borescope within 90 days prior to the initial firing (1) The rear end of the barrel is threaded
of the weapon and within 90 days prior to externally so that the breech ring can be screwed
semiannual, annual, or other firing intervals, onto the tube.

(c) At the time of inspection, the (2) The four scribed liras (or dots) on the
maintenance personnel should check to insure the muzzle end of the tube ar2 witness marks for
user is maintaining TAMMS records in alining the crosshairs used in boresighting.
accordance with TM 38-750, is accurately
recording rounds fired by charge, and is accurately b. Cannon locking ring.
computing remaining EFC rounds. (1) The cannon locking ring is screwed onto

the tube just in front of the front yoke of the sleigh
3-15. Interior Portion of Barrel and Breech assembly. It attaches the barrel and breech

assembly to the recoil sleigh assembly.
the barrel assembly formed in the interior of the (2) The threads of the cannon locking ring are

breech ring, which is deaigned to receive the lubricated with grease, molybdenum disulfide
'reechblock, and thereby affords a means of (GMD). This lubricant is an improvement over
mechanically opening and closing the rear of the graphite grease and should be used if available.
assembly for loading and firing the weapon. Both lubricants have heat-resistant qualities.
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c. Seat ring. The seat ring is the bearing surface b, The breech mechanism (fig 3-8) is housed in
directly behind the threads on the tube that receive the breech ring. It is composed principally of a
the cannon locking ring and fits insidethebearing horizontal sliding-wedge breechblock, the

surface in the front yoke of the recoil sleigh breechblock operating lever and lever pivot, and
assembly. It serves the purpose of seating the tube an t•tractor and also houses the firing lock and
properly in the sleigh assembly. triggei- shaft, which are considered components of

d. Fixed ring. The fixed ring is the raised portion the firing mechanism.
just to the rear of the seat ring. It stops the forward r. Two safety f,;atures are inherent in a sliding
motion of the tube as it is installed inside the sleigh wedge-type breechblock employing a continuous

assembly and fits snugly behind the front yoke as pull-type firing lock. First, if the breechblock is not
the cannon locking ring fits in front of the front fully closed, the firing pin cannot strike the primer;
yoke. second, the firing lock cannot be actuated if the

tube is more than ¾4 inch out of battery, because the
3-17. Breech Ring trigger shaft cannot be rotated far enough to

a. The breech mechanism allows the breech to actuate the lock.
be opened so that a round of ammunition can be d. Two German silver quadrant seats are
inserted and be closed so that the round can be located on top of the breech ring. These machined
~fired, surfaces provide a level plane on which to seat the

b. The breech ring is screwed on the tube and MIA1 gunner's quadrant. Thlese seats should be

locked in place by a locking screw. Two lugs on the wiped clean and should not be abraded, cut, j
bottom of the breech ring prevent the tube from dented, or otherwise damaged. They should
rotating during firing, provide a smooth surface on which to place the

c. There are two bronze slides on the bottom of shoes of the gunner's quadrant.
the breech ring and two quadrant leveling plates e. The breech life of this weapon is three tubes,
on the top the original tube plus two retubings (see table 3-1).

The number of retubings for each weapon should
* 3-18. Breech Mechanism be stamped on the rear face of the breech ring. K.

a. The brcech mechanism allows the breech to
be opened so that a round of ammunition can be
inserted and to close so that theround can be fired. 3-19. Firing Mechanism and Firing Lock

a. The firing mechanism consists of the "•'
lanyard, firing Rhaft. bracket, and firing shaft

LE .-- - pawl.

b. Firing lock M13 is a continuous-pull-self-
cocking-type firing lock.

3-20. Operation oi the Firing Lock

T"M OK" own W -row"Aa. Firing. When the arm of the trigger shaft is
moved to the rear, the shaft is rotated clockwise
and its squared end, fitting inside the trigger fork
causes the trigger fork to be rotated forward. As
the trigger fork is rotated forward, it forces the
firing pin holder sleeve forward which compresses
the firing spring and at the ,nd of its forward
motion depresses the sear. As t) ýe sear is depressed,

,FCM98WC it releases the firing pin holder. nd the compressed
USM NOW firing spring drives the firing pin holder and firing

pir forward, and the firing pin strikes the primer.

TW Wb. Cocking. When the lanyard is released, the
pressure from the trigger fork is no longer exer'ed
on the firing pin holder. Since the firing spring is
still under partial comp,-ession, it continues to
exert pressure and expand. The leverage to the rear
itis greater; therefore, the firing pin holder sleeveA= .
and firing pin holder are forced to the rear and the`
sear engages the firing pin holder, and keeps iL in

Figure 3-8. Breech mec:anismn-components. this position until the lanyard is pulled again.
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3-21. Disassembly and Assembly of the 3-23. Assembly of the Firing Locki~i Breach Mechanism
a. Screw the firing pin into the firing pin holder,

The procedure for disassembly and assembly of insert the cotter pin, and spread its ends carefully
the breech mechanism is described and illustrated so that they will not rub against the firing case.
in figure 34o. Assemble the firing spring over the holder and the

3-22. Diassemnbly of the Firing Lock M 13 sleeve over the spring and holder. Compress the
spring below the top of the T of the holder and keep

a. Remove the trigger fork by grasping the it compressed until the r enters the T-slot of the
firing case with the trigger fork down and pressing sleeve. Put the firing pin on a solid surface and
the firing pin against a solid surface. The trigger press downward on the sleeve until the hook of the
fork will fall free of the firing lock olnto the surface. holder shank hooks into the notch at the rear of the

b. Press the front end of the sear out of firing pin holder sleeve.
engagement with the firing pin holder; at the same
time, push the assembled firing pin holder and b. Insert the sear spring into its seat in the
sleeve forward until they can be grasped and bottom of the firing case. Insert the sear into the
pulled from the firing case. Remove the sear and case (fork part first) so that the sear spring stud

sear spring. entere the sear spring.

c. To disassemble the firing pin I.older and c. Keep the sear pressed down by grasping the
sleeve, grasp the rear end of the firing pin holder fork end with the little finger of the hand holding
sleeve and place the firing pin on a solid surface, the firing case and insert the assembled firing pin
Push the firing pin holder sleeve down to unhook it holder and sleeve into the case with the flat portion

* from the holder. Allow the holder to recede out of of the sleeve and the sear notch of the holder
the sleeve, freeing the spring. against the sear so that they will engage the sear.

Hold the sear from slipping backward, withdraw
d. Remove the cotter pin from the firing pin the finger, and push the holder back until it is

holder and unscrew the firing pin. latched by the sear. In order for the sear to engage

Note. In some firing locks, the firing pin and the sear notch of the firing pin holder, the rear of
firing pin bushing are one niece. the sear should be pushed inward.

e. While the firinb ock (fig 3-10) is d. Insert the trigger fork into the opening in the-. -.

disassembled, the component parts should be bottom of the case with the side marked MUZZLE^.,
cleaned thoroughly with rifle bore cleaner, wiped FACE toward the front. Push the trigger fork until
urv " -l .I 1u ! -.... -u-- n , --•- ---

SEAR KPIN

FIRIN}G CAS•E

\* •

S•FttIN*G PIN HOLM• SL•EE.'-

FIN*G F;ý4 ILE

1IAPD 111034

Figure 3-10. Firing lock M13-components.
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3-24. Maintenance of the Barrel and 2. After each cleaning, by swabbing,
Breech Assemblies rinse the tube thoroughly with clear water, dry it,

"inspect it. and lubricate it with PIM or PIS.
•. .a. Lubricants.

a,. LbricntB.(2) When rifle bore cleaner is available, the
(1) Grease, molybdenum disulfied (GMD), is weekly maintenance is performed as follows: 4

used on and under the cannon locking ring. (a) Clean the tube as described in (1)(a)

(2) Oil, lubricating, preservative, medium above. ""
(PLM), is used on all bearing surfaces in
temperatures above 320 F. (b) Reoil the tube with PLM or PILS .-

(3) Oil, lubricating, preservative, speciai (3) When rifle bore cleaner is not available,
(PLS), is used on all bearing surfaces in the weekly maintenance is performed as follows: 4

temperatures below 320 F. (a) Clean the tube as described in (1)(b)

b. Cleaning and lubricating the tube. above.

(1) After firing, clean and lubricate the tube as (b) Rinse the tube thoroughly with clear
follows: water and dry and inspect it.

(a) With rifle bore cleaner. (c) Reoil the tube with PLM or PLS.

1. Using rifle bore cleaner (RBC), clean Note. The breech mechanism and .he firing .
the tube the day of the firing and for 3 consecutive mechanism should be disassembled and cleaned
days thereafter or until sweating stops (a each time the tube is cleaned.
minimum of four cleanings). The tube should be (4) Retract the tube to service the forward
cool enough to touch with the bare hand before you slides.
usg rifle bore cleaner, since it evaporates at 1 50 1 F (w
and causes dark spot (a)Blckthe equilibratrb with a wooden

block 3inches by 3inches by 12 inches.
2. On the fourth day, if the weapon is not bn

to be fired within 24 hours, clean, dry, and inspect (b) Remove the cannon locking ring screw

the tube and lubricate it with PIM or PI.S.

3. Rifle bore cleaner is nota lubricant, but (c) Push the tube 2 to 3 feet to the rear.

W it will inhibit rust for 24 to 48 hours. (d) Clean and lubricate- 4
4. Rifle bore cleaner removes residue more I Thy- alides that heve exposed bearin

easily . ...... other sol.u..on,. surfaces with PLM or PFL. and the grease fittings
with grease, automotive artillery (GAA).

uNote. 1 cleaning compound ok solvent is Note. Use crocus cloth to remove rustNote.If ceanin comoundo, soventis fom all (unpainted.) bearing surfaces.,,

issued in lieu of RBC, the cleaning procedure is the ar
same as that described in (a) above. 2. The threads of the cannon locking ring

with GMD.

(b) Without rifle bore cleaner. 3. The fixed s,3t ring with GAA.
4. The breech recess with PLM or PLS.

1. Swab the tube thoroughly with a
mixture of 'A-pound of GI or castile soap per gallon (5) Slide the tube to battery and replace the
of hot or warm water. breech mechanism.

Section IV. RECOIL MECHANISM

3-26. Purpose of Recoil Mechanism d. Hold the tube in battery at all angles of

The purpose of the recoil mechanism is to- elevation.

a. Stop the rearward movement of the recoiling 3-26. Type of Recoil Mechanism
parts. The recoil mechanism employed is a

b. Return the recoiling parts to the normal firing hydropneumatic, cor'stant, dependent-type
.position. mechanism, employing a floating piston.

c. Accomplish the functions in a and b above a. flydro means a liquid is used. This liquid is
without shock. one of three petroleum-based hydraulic fluids now
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in the supply system. The hydraulic fluids are throttling orifice duriug recoil, and cow.itrois the oil
cIommonly known as recoil oil O01A, 011C, or 01i1'. through the varialble depth grooves cut it the walls

iBecause (JIT provides more protection against of the regulaior central bore during counterrecoil
corrosion, it is the preferred oil. The mixing of in order to control the buffing ,ction.
these oils is not recommended because this would
tend to dilute the additives of oneoil not contained (3) he cainr cyhii dav fec han

•.. in the other. A recoil mechanism containing aasebycnisatflngvvemhns, n
oil index, and an oi1 index control rod. The oil index

mixture of these oils should be drained and refilled indicates whether there is an insufficient amount
with the preferred OHT as soon as it becomes of oil reserve in the recuinerator cylinder.

available All three oils are red in color and have a

temperature ranp,e from -6i5' F to +1,50 F. c. Recoil cylinder.
•: b. Pneumatic ineans a gas is used; in this case, (1) The recoil piston and piston rod are

nitrogen gas. The gas, which is installed by stationary in the recoil cylinder and are attached
ordnance personnel, is installed at 1,100 pounds to the cradle by the piston rod outer locking nut.
per square inch at a temperature of 700 F without (2) The pneurnatic respirator (fig 3-12), an
oil reserve. Nitrogen is relatively inert, highly adjustable buffer is located at the rear head of the
compressible, and nonflammable, recoil cylinder. The respirator controls the escape

c. Dependent means there is a liquid connection of air from the rear of the recoil cylinder by means
for the flow of recoil oil between the recoil and of an adjustable orifice. By admitting air freely
recuperator cylinders, during recoil and restricting the escape of air

d. ('ontant means there is no mechanical during counterrecoil, the respirator provides thed.of changing the length of recoil, additional buffing action that is sometimesnecessary to prevent the howitzer from slamming

e. Floating piston means that a free piston into battery. It has four settings: 0, 1, 2, and 3. To
separates the liquid from the gas in the recuperator set the respirator on 0, turn the respirator valve
cylinder. It forms a movable, liquid tight, gas tight head counterclockwise as far as it will go. To set
seal. the respirator at any other setting, turn the
" 3-27. Componeits 0e the Recoil Mechanism respirator valve head clockwise, one click for a3-2. " &setting of 1, two clicks for a setting of 2, and three

a. Recoil sleigh assembly. The rezoil sleigh clicks for a setting of 3.
assembly supports the recoil mechanism. (a) 0 is the travel setting.

"The yoks . hold t ",a.• togther anrd (h) 0 or I fCr low-anglo firing._
support and secure the tube by means of a locking (C) Setiat2 for low-angle and sustained

(2) The rails slide on the cradle recoil guides to (d) Set at 3 for minimum huffing action.
guide and support the recoiling parts.

b. Recuperatar cylinder. The recuperator 3-28. Functioning of the Recoil Mechanism
b.idecad uperaor tercolinde pr. s The recuperatornmm ufin atin

2 cylinder houses the nitrogen gas and recoil oil and a. Action in recoil (fig 3-1i).
contains a regulator assembly, floating piston (1) When the weapon is fired, the tube, ihe
"assembly, and recuperator cylinder front head sleigh, and the recoil mechanism move to the rear.
assembly. The recoil piston, which remains stationary

(1) The regulator assembly regulates the flow because it is attached to the front end of the 2radle,
of oil during recoil and counterrecoil and contains forces oil out of the recoil cylinder, through the
the following: connecting passages in the front yoke of the sleigh,

and into the regulator assembly of the recuperator
(a) The four one-way valves, which are cylinder.

open during recoil and closed during counterrecoil.
(2) The pressure of the recoil oil entering the

(b) The throttling orifice, regulator assembly opens the four one-way

(c) The oil passageo. valves, permitting oil to flow freely. The recoil oil

(2) The floating piston assembly includes the passes through the throttling orifice in the
regulator and torces the diaphragm to the rear.

floating The diaphragm forces the floating piston to the
rod rear, thus, compressing the nitrogen gas.

(a) The floating piston separates the (3) As the diaphragm is moved to the rear, the
nitrogen gas from the recoil oil and moves during tapered con(rol rod is drawn thriugh the throttlinge.

recoil and counterrecoil. orifice, gradually closing it and stopping the flow.

(b) The tapered control rod is attached to the of recoil oil, thereby stopping the rearward
diaphragm and controls the flow of oil through the movement of the tube.

3-12
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(a) The throttling of the recoil oil. b.Action in counterrecoil (fig 3-12).

disapetd b- b(1) The energy of the compressed nitrogen gas(b) The coriapression of the nitrogen gas. acts on the floating Aton, which forces the oil

OfffWAY YA.T4ROTTLE OPENING

CONTROL ROD (TAPERED)

MOVEMENT OF DIAPHRAGM
AND CONTROL ROD

OIL RESERVE

RECCOILO CNIDORCIWIL RCI ITNRO EOLPSO
ECOI RECUPERATO PDY3IN7ER

FRONT~C HEADD M;~~h

ML ~ ~~~ TIN PITNASML ERHA

~~~~VIIP ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ RCPEAO CYLINDER.iR REU~ORR~PEAO CUOR R~ " L

CRADLE, ASE~b RCOL I DIr RECOI /O %I . 'IST.:- P-.1NIST N I

Figure 3-12. Action in conerecoil.
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back into the recoil cylinder. The oil pressing (4) Disconnecting, connecting, and adjusting
against the front face of the rccoil piston and the the recoil piston rod outer locking nut.
forward face of the recoil cylinder forces the tube b aecranpeatoswe netn h

S back into the firing position. liui raelerasing tool. os hn nerigh

(2) Since the four one-way valves of the (1) Check for burred or damaged threads.4
regulator assembly are closed, the oil passes
through the central bore of the regulator assembly. ()Centetraso n oeg atr
As the recoil oil passes the tapered control rod, it is (3) Do not cross thread.

K throttled through the variable depth grooves cut in(4Dontsrwhelqirlaigtolnto
the walls of the regulator central bore. This
throttling action returns the tube to battery .

S without shock. This counterrecoil buffer is the c. To fill and purge the oil screw filler-.-
internal rod and tapered groove type. (1) Remove the handle and head as aunit. 72

(3) The adjustable respirator (pneumatic-type (2) Pour recoil oil directly into t ;rrel,
buffer), at the rear end of the recoil cylinder, aids inavingirbbls
controlling the velocity of counterrecoil; i.e., it
assists the internal rod in the buffing action. (3) Replace the head and tighten.

r2c. Oil index and oil reserve. (4) Hold the nozzle end up and r(move the
bronze cap from the nozzle head.

(1) The recoil mechanism is designed to
V operate properly when the correct recoil oil reserve (5) Wait a minute or two for air bubbles to rise

is forced into the system so as to separate the to the surface.
diaphragm from the regulator assembly. This oil (6) Turn the handle and purge the oil sc-rew
reserve serves as a means of transmitting the filler by turning the handle until no more air
pressure of the nitrogen gas in the recuperator bubbles appear in the oil.
cylinder, through the connecting port and into thed.Tkcetiprauonwhlisrigte
recoil cylinder. Thb tube is held in battery, at ald.Tkcetiprauonwhlisrigte
angles of elevation and during travel, by theoiscefler
pressure of thte recoil oil acting on the recoil piston. (1) Depress, or elevate the howitzer tube until
The proper amount of oil in the reserve is 6 ounces, it is approximately level.

S or approximately 11/ screw fillers. (2) Insure that the filling hol~e is clean.
-(2) The oil index pin gives only two flnocrs-hedteilcewilr

indicaionswhen inserting it into the filling hole. *

V (a) A -recessed index pin indicates an
insufficient oil reserve. When the amount of (4) Purge the air from the filling hole before
reserve oil is less than prescribed, a rod attached to tightening the oil screw filler.
the diaphragm moves forward and actuates a rack (5) Maintain an equal pressure on both sides

and pinion mechanism, which causes the index ~ tthe handle.

M torecde ito he ndexrecss.(6) Avoid any lateral pressure to prevent
(b) When the index pin i 3 flush with the breaking off the threaded nozzle. .

front head of the recuperator cylinder, it indicates (7) Use the correct size wrench on the filling
that there is at least the proper amount of reserve plug and the oil screw filler.
oil. Since the index pin can not extend f~urther than
flush, it will not indicate an excessive, amount of c. To establish a correct recoil oil reserve-
reserve oil. (1) If the index pin is recessed, replenish the

3-29. Servicing the Recoil Mechanism system until the index pin becomes flush with the

a. Battery maintenance of the raeil mechanism front head of the recuperator cylinder.
is limited to-- (21) if the index pin is flush, drain oil from the

(1 xeircenig anig n reserve until the index pin begins to recede.
(1)ri Exteroiceniggaitng.n Remove the liquid releasing tool and replenish the

lubricting.system as indicated in (1) above.
(2) Draining and replenishing the oil reserve. 3-0AjutetothRcilPsnRd

Note. To drain the oil reserve, use the liquid Outer Nut
Areleasing tool as indicated in b below. To replenish Tepoeuefrajsigterci itnrda

the oil reserve, use the oil screw filler as indicated otrnti osrwterci itnrdotrnt-
in c and d below.ouenuistsce ereolpsnrdotrnt

onto the 2eccoil piston rod. Tighten the nut jut,
(3) Adjusting the pneumatic respirator. enough to prevent end play and then loosen it one
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castellation. This action will permit the piston rod a. Grease the underside of the right sleigh rail in
to find its natural position without binding or line with the recoil indicator.

•, ~ causing a leak at the stuffing box. Insert the cotter
{ pin and bend it over. b. Release the spring-loaded indicator.

3-31. Lubrication of Slides
c. Measure the length of the mark made in the

a. The slides should be cleaned and inspected grease when the weapon is fired. The
for burrs. measurement should be from 39 to 42 inches, when

b. Th',e slides should be lubricated as described the maximum charge is fired
in LO 9-1015-203-10.

3-32. Recoil Indicator Note. If the length of recoil exceeds a maximum
of 44 inches, reestablish the correct oil reserve; if

The purpose of the recoil indicator is to measure trouble persists, notify the direct support unit.
the length of recoil. It is located on the right side of
the cradle behind the elevating arc. The procedure
for determining the length of recoil is as follows: 3-33. Malfunctions--Causes and Corrections

Malfunction Cause Correction

a. The tube returns to battery (1) Excessive oil reserve. (1) Drain and replenish the oil
vith shock. reserve.

(2) Improperly adjusted (2) Adjust the respirator.
pneumatic respirator.

(3) Excessive nitrogen (3) Notify the direct support
pressure. unit.

b. The tube returns to battery (1) Insufficient oil reserve. (1) Drain and replenish the :.
too slowly or fails to return, oil reserve.

(2) Improperly adjusted (2) Adjust the respirator.
pneumatic respirator.

(3) Insufficient nitrogen (3) Notify the direct support
pressure. unit.C. C]1, tube... raurist- .... wli T^ CL•L... /\ 1 "u , .

S........... -,, K w,4i 01) 1 b(I ouricatron on (i) Lubricate the slides. , I
with a jerky motion. the slides.

(2) Nitrogen or air in the (2) Drain and replenish the
recoil oil. oil reserve. If motion is still

jerky, notify the direct support
unit.

Section V. SIGHTING AND LAYING EQUIPMENT

3-34. Definitions of Common Terms impact or point of burst. The muzzle of the weapon

a. Fire control instruments-.Include both on- is placed in the correct firing attitude (position) by

and off-carriage instruments. On-carriage fire applying certain announced horizontal and
control instruments are built in or placed on the vertical angular measurements to the sighting

weapon by the gun crew and are used to lay the and laying equipment and laying the weapon.
weapon in deflection and/or elevation. Such
instruments as the panoramic telescope, range c. Reticle-A measuring scale placed in the
quadrant, elbow telescope, and gunner's quadrant focus of an optical instrument. Some reticles have "
are on-carriage equipment. The aiming circle, graduations ths allow the operator to make small

battery commander's telescope, and M2 compass angualr or range measurements.
are examples of off-carriage fire control d. Sighting-The process of directing a line of

I instruments. sight -1 )ward an aiming point.
b. Trajectory-The trajectory is the curve traced

by the center of gravity of the projectile in its flight e. Laying--The process of pointing the tube of a

from the muzzle of the weapon to the point of weapon in a given direction for a given range.
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f Indirect fire-Fire from a weapon that is laid T_

by ;ghting on a point other than the target.
Normally, the target and weapon are not
intervisible.

g. Direct fire-Fire from a weapon that is laid by
sighting directly on the target.

h. Cant-The tilting of the trunnions of the
weapon out of the true horizontal plane. Cant J
causes the tube to travel out of the true horizontal
plane in traverse and out of the true vertical plane
in elevation. Cant is always present if the ",tc
trunnions of a weapon are not level.

i. Boresighting-Boresighting is the process of -A A""

alining the on-carriage sighting and fire control --
equipment so that the lines of sight of the
telescopes are parallel to the axis of the bore of the
weapon. This is to insure accuracy in laying for 42MT
elevation and direction.
3-35. Panoramic Telescope M12A7S

a. The panoramic telescope M12A7S (fig 3-13) is
a 4-power, fixed-focus, fire control instrument
that may be used for either direct or indirect fire.

Figure 3-14. Deflection change.

"(J-UOTATPIG HEAD\ When used in its most common i ole of indirect fire,
it allows the operator to apply a specified change
in direction (deflection) to the tube of the weapon

S--o . by changing the line of sight of the telescope the %W
Oft" O"t -same specified amount and then traversing back

o S~• on the fixed aiming point (fig 3-14). For example,
0: AM SCALS- wow N • •-to chance the direction of the tube 200 mils to the

right, the oparator refers the line of 8ight of the
S ..... telescope 200 mile to the left of the fixed aiming

ImAcnr S-L point and then traverses the tube until the line of
R;ight of the telescope is back on the aiming points.

"fAZcXUM The tule is then pointed 200 mils right of its
mom original direction (fig 3-14). The panoramic

telescope M12A7S has a slipping azimutl scale
and a slipping azimuth micrometer scale, which
allows all weapons of a battery to have a common
deflection regardless of the position of their fixed

iAZL" 4W [, aiming points.
b. The elevation knob, at the top of the telescope

rotating head, raises or lowers the line of sight plus
or minus 300 mils when it is rotated throughout its

:.f.l:t• - jlimits. A fine index and a coarse index indicate the
level position. The operator may adjust the fine
index by loosening the three screws on the top of
the elevation knob and then slipping the collar
containing the 0 index into coincidence with the
fixed index. The coarse index is adjusted by
support unit personnel only. An open sight, on the
right side of the rotating head, is used for rough

WA .e ISO,•, alinement with an aiming point. The slipping
azimuth scale, immediately below the rotating
head, consists of a ring graduated into 64 divisions -

of 100 mile each and is nucmbered every 200 mile
Figure 3.13. Panoramic telescope MJ2A78. from 0 to 3,200 in two consecutive semicircles. A
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slipping scale locking screw enables the operator -o TAN TANGENT SCAuto secure or release the slipping azimuth scale from LEVELING K"

the rotating head. When the scale is released, it LomtoINA.'• LEVELING

may be set at any deflection; but, when it is locked, KNOB Cumr
its movement is controlled by the azimuth
micrometer knob. The nonslipping azimuth scale,
located below the slipping azimuth scale, can be ,WiNG
moved only by the azimuth micrometer knob and 'KNOB

the motion of the totating head. A door covers the
nonslipping azimuth scale when it is not in use
and provides an index for the slipping azimuth
scale. The slipping azimuth micrometer scale on
the left side of the telescope, is graduated into 100 *

divisions of 1 mil each. A locking nut on the end of .RACK ACTUATINGRM

*: the azimuth micrometer knob enables the operator
to release the slipping micrometer scale, set it at a
"desired deflection reading, and lock the scale in
place. A left index (non slipping) on the micrometer
end of the azimuth micrometer knob turns with the

--' micrometer knob. A right fixed index on the
telescope body does not move. At the time of the
"modification of the telescope, the left index is
synchronized with the right fixed index and the
graduations on the nonslipping azimuth scale.

__4 When the left index is opposite the right fixed
index, the azimuth scale index should coincide
with a graduation on the nonslipping azimuth
scale. If the three indexes do not , )incide, the
instrument should be turned in to the direct L ICOSS L I

support unit for repair. The movable azimuth KNOB K"

"micrometer index on the inside of the slipping
azimuth micrometer scale is adjustable in relation
to a fixed scale graduated on the worm throuwout Fg,,re 3-5. T*!)o,--e mount 3PyM2!A!.
lever and is used to apply special corrections.

c. For boresighting with panoramic telescope
M12A7S, all indexes, including the left index, must telescope mount so that any deviation in direction
"be at 0. Any adjustment to make th- line of sight caused by elevating a canted weapon may be
parallel to the tube must be made with the tangent corrected. By cross-leveling and longitudinally
screws on the telescope mount. leveling the telescope mount and traversing back

-. ls e u M Aon the aiming point, the panoramic telescope
3-36. Tmeasures a true horizontal angle and the telescope

a. Ilhe telescope mount M21A1 (fig 3-15) is mount compensates for errors caused by the cant
bracketed to the left side of the cradle. It is used in of the weapon if that cant is not greater than 100

- conjunction with the panoramic telescope and (178 mils).
provides a means for laying the weapon in
directions ac. For boresighting, the tangent screws are used
..dirction. to adjust the 0-3200 line of sight of the panoramic

b. Two tangent screws at the top of the telescope telescope parallel to the axis of the tube in direction
mount socket keep the panoramic telescope !rom (deflection). (This action should not be performed
moving laterally. The two tangent screws are until the M21A1 telescope mount has been checked
locked in place by two tangent screw lockiiug to see that it is in coincidence with the tube at zero
screws. The panoramic telescope is secured in the elevation.) To adjust the 0-3200 line of sight of the
socket by a retaining shaft which is rotated by a telescope, look through the eyepiece, insert a
wing knob. Turning the upper part of the wing screwdriver in each tangent screw, and turn them
knob toward the muzzle of the weapon allows the both in the same direction until the vertical
telescope to be removed from the mount. A hairline in the reticle pattern is superimposed over
longitudinal level, operated by the longitudinal the aiming point.
leveling knob, and a cross level, operated by a

• . cross-leveling knob, are just below the socket. The 3-37. Elbow Telescope M 6A1 D and Mount M23
azimuth compensating mechanism, including the
actuating arm, bearing, and pivots, provides a a. The elbow telescope M16A1D, mounted in the

means of transmitting the motion of the tube to the telescope mount M23 (fig 3-16) on the right Eide of
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099ke b. The elevation scale is graduated in 100--mil
increments fron minus 100 to plus 1,200. The
elevation micrometer scale is graduated in 1-mil
increments from 0 to 100. One complete revolution
of the elevation micrometer scale causes the
elevation scale index to move one graduation (100

• - -mils).

c. The longitudinal-level bubble is moved by
any movement of the elevating handwheel of the
weapon or the elevation micrometer knob. The
cross-leveling worm knob controls the leveling of
the cross-level bubble.

d. To operate the range qua lrant, the
announced quadrant elevation ia set on the
elevation and micrometer scales by turning the
elevation knob. The longitudinal-level bubble is
centered by turning the elevating handwheel of
the weapon. During the final cross- and

Figure 3-16. Telescope mount M23 with elbow longitudinal-leveling, the range quadr it moves
t pM16AD. in a true vertical plane. It, therefore, ri- asures a

true vertical angle, although the trunnions of the
weapon may be canted up to approximately 10'.

the weapon, is a 3-power, fixed-focus instrument Note. Since the quadrant elevation determined
used in the two-man, two-sight system for direct by the fire direction center includes site, the angle
fire. of site scale and the angle of site micrometer en the

range quadrant M4AI are r.3 longer used. They• b. A rubber eyeshield attached to the eyepiece should be "frozen" in place at 300.

protects the operator when the weapon is fired. An

- ', illumination window provides a means of
illuminating the reticle with the instrument light
M36. The reticle of the telescope has range lines -

s- representing elevations for ranges from 0 to 2,200
yards. T ne zero range line is .etterea 14 and
passes through the optical axis of the telescope. MICROMETER

The ra-ge graduations are based on the muzzle KNOB
velocity !or the 105-mm high-explosive antitank SLE

(HEAT) M67 ammunition, which is approximately
the same muzzle velocity as charge 6, BRACKET

"high-explosive (HE) ammunition. A Tange
correction chart for the MI6A1D elbow telescope is
available for high-explosive plastic tracer ?1
(HEP-T) M327 ammunition.

c. For boresighting by the testing target or the
distant aiming point methods, the telescope may
be adjusted in elevation by loosening the clamping
bolt on the mount housing and turning the
elevation worm with a screwdriver until the N
range line of the reticle coincides with the testing
target aiming diagram or the distant aiming point.
The reticle lines may be leveled by means of the
bracket rotating knob on the upper portion of the L.E 'VIAL

telescope mount. The telescope may, therefore, be
adjusted for elevation and cant but not for
deflection. ANGIE. Or SITE -
3-38. Range Quadrant M4A1 MICROMETER (ROS LJVEI ING

W•OR M KNOL '
a. The range quadrant M4A1 (fig 3-17), CLAPINGEW COVER MENT RA PD 107650B

mounted on the rigls. side of the 105-mm howitzer
cradle, provides a means for laying the weapon for
elevation. Figure 3-17. Range quadrant M4A I.
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3-39. Gunner's Quadrant MIAl handwheel, center the bubble in the gunner's

a. The gunner's quadrant (fig 3-18) is used on quadrant by elevating or depressing the tube.
the 105-mm howitzer primarily during sight tests (2) Reverse the quadrant (end-for-end) on the
and adjustments; however, it may be used when quadrant seats and check the bubble. If the bubble
the range quadrant is inoperative or, when centers, then the tube is level, the end-for-end test
necessary, to split a mi! in elevation. The gunner's is complete, and the error in the gunner's quadrant
quadrant will not measure a true vertical angle is 0. However, if the bubble does not center, then
when it is used on the breech ring of a canted you must continue the end-for-end test and
weapon. determine the sign (+ or -) and the amount of error

in the gunner's quadrant as described in (3) or (4)
below.

(3) If the bubble does not center ((2) above),turn the Dir:r-,meter knob and try to center the
0 bubble.

/ (a) If you can center the bubble by turning
the micrometer knob, read the black figures on the
micrometer scale and divide the reading by 2. Set
the results on the micrometer scale.

"(b) Place the gunner'c quadrant back on the
"quadrant seats with the arrow pointed toward the
"muzzle and, using the elevating handwheel, level

0 < the tube by centering the bubble.
(c) Reverse the gunner's quadrant

L -(end-for-end) on the quadrant seats. The bubble
Su rwa should center. The reading on the gunner's

quadrant is the amount of the positive (+) error in
the gunner's quadrant, and the end-for-end test is

* Figure 3-18. Gunner's quadrant MIAL. complete.

,=(4) If the bubble does not center ((3)(a) above),
b. The gunner's quadrant consists of a frame TnAvP the- unner's nnl!drant ar- -down on. evih , gadua, arc, an index arm, a mnie-om Aer graduation (i0 mils). ,

knob and Rwale, a bubble, and reference surfaces. (mn
The arc is graduated in 10-mil incremer.- from 0 (a) Turn the micrometer knob until the
to 800 mils on one side and from 800 to 1,600 mils
on the other side. The teeth on the arc position the (b) Take the reading on the micrometer
index plunger at the 10-mil graduations. The scale, add 10 to it, and divide the sum by 2. Place
index micrometer scale is graduated in 0.2-mil the results on the micrometer scale.
increments from 0 to 10 miln. One complete (c) With the arm of the gunner's quadrant
revolutiob of the index micrometer raises or lowers set at minus 10 and the results in (b) above set onthe bubble w0 mila. The index micrometer scale is the micrometer scale, place the gunner's quadrant
numbered with black figures. Two direction of fire back on the quadrant seats, with the arrow pointed kiarrows indicate the manner in which the gunner's toward the muzele, and, using the elevating
quadrant is placed on the quadrant seats. handwheel, level the tube by centering the bubble.

"Note. The gunner's quadrant M1Al differs from (d) Reverse the gunner's quadrant
the M1 in the following respects: the MIAI is (end-for-end) on the quadrant seats. The bubble
provided with a micrometer mask to insure use of should center. If the bubble centers, subtract the
the correct scale, it has an indicator on the index reading on the micrometer scale from 10 to obtain
arm, and the index mark on the micrometer is the. error. This is known as the negative (-) error,
numbered 10 rather than 0. It has all black figures. and the end-for-end test is complete.

c. To test the gunner's quadrant for accuracy, Note. If an error (+ or -) has been determined
perform the following end-for-end test before during the end-for-end test of the gunner's
"performing the sight tests and adjustments (figs quadrant, it will be carried only during sight tests
3-19, 3-20, and 3-21). and adjustments and will not be applied to

(1) Zero the scales of the gunner's quadrant elevations in fire missions. However, if the errar iA
and place the gunner's quadrant on the quadrant more than 0.4 mil, the gunner's quadrant maust be
seats on the breech ring with the line-of-fire arrow sent to the support unit at the earliest possible date
pointed toward the muzzle. Using the elevation for correction and adjustment.

3-19
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Gunner's Quadrant Micrometer Test

0"1

1. Set index at plus 10 . . ine micrometer. 3. Place quadrant on breech
"quadrant seats with line-of-
fire arrows pointing toward
muzzle.

AZf1

-1 11 -,- •S

"4. Depress/elevate tube to center 5. Remove the gunner's quadrant 6. Set micrometer at 10.
holkh~e. and Sat idxat C.

7. Replace quadrant on breech 8. If the bubble centers, the
quadrant seats with line-of- micrometer scale is in correct
fire arrows pointing toward the adjustment.
muzle.

9. If bubbie does not center, the
micrometer is in error. The
cquadrant should be turned in to
support maintenance for repair,

Fgure 3-19. Gun•ier's Quadrant Micrometer Test,
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Gunner's Quadrant End-For-End Test

In tolerance +0.4 to -0.4 mils. Anything greater is not acceptable.

0

1. Inspect breech quadrant seats 2. Inspect quadrant shoes for 3. Zero the scales.
(1) for nicks and dirt. nicks and dirt.

4. Point line-of-fire arrow on 5. Depress/elevate tube to center 6. Reverse direction of quadrant.
quadrant toward muzzle. bubble.

IF__BUBBLECENTERS.fPOSITIVE CORRECTIONI IF BUBBLE CENTERS. g___________
TEST IS COMPLETE.

04 0.2

7. Bubble sh, aId center. If bubble 8. Center bubble with micrometer 9. Divide micrometer reading by 2.

does ne inter, go to step 8. knob. If bubble centers, go to This is your trial correction.
step 9. If not, go to step 16.

S0.2

00

10. Put result on micrometer 11. Place on breech quadrant 12. Depress/elevate tube to
scale. seats and point quadrant at center bubble.

muzzle.

Figure 3-20. Gunner's Quadrant End-For-End Test.
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Gunner's Quadrant End-For-End Test-Continued

13. Reverse direction of quadrant. 14. If bubble centers, go to step 15. Record end-for-end correc-
15. If not, gobackto step 1 and tion.

01 start over.
NEGATIVE CORRECTION

10.0
9.8

16. Remove gunner'n quadrant: 17. Place quadrant on seats 18. Add micrometer reading to
set index allminus 10by using facing breech end of !he 10.0.
the high angle side (1600). weapon. Center bubble with

micrometer knob.

1B9.9

19. Divide answer in step 18 by 2; 20. Place findings from 19 on 21, Point quadrant at muzzle.
this is your trial correction. micrometer scale.

J*

22. Depress/elevate tube to 23. Reverse direction of quadrant. 24. Bubble should center. If
center bubble, bubble does not center, go

____ back to step 16.

25. Subtract micrometer reading 100
from 10.0 since this is iu neg- 1.
ative correction (step 1 b), a 9/
minus sign must be placed in
front of the correction factor -~
(-0.2).__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

26. Record end-for-end correc-

Figure 3-21, Gunner's Quadrant End-For-End Test.
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3-40. Care and Maintenance of Sighting and (3) Use oil, lubricati.ig, preservative, special,
Laying Equipnment on the felt washers, on the range quadrant and

a. General care. telescope mount, and on exposed bearing surfaces

(1) Avoid rough handling of the equipment. of the sight and sight mount.

(2) Limit disassembly to the ex intauthorized (4) Remove oil or grease from rubber eyeshield
in the field manual or technical manual pertaining im mediately.
to a particular weapon. (5) Keep the level vials covered when not in

(3) Keep the equipment dry; never put the use.
equipment in carrying cases when it is damp or (6) Do not attempt t , force a mechanism
wet. beyond its stop.

•V When not in use, keep the equipment in the (7) Have the equipment lubricated
carrying cases. periodically by the direct support unit personnel.

(5) Send any instrument not performing
properly to the direct support unit for repair. c. Gunner's quadrant.

(6) Never paint any e'the equipment. (1) Do not burr, dent, or nick reference

(7) Depress fully all ihrowout levers, when surfaces or the notched portion of frame.
used. (2) Clean the arc frequently with a small

(8) Before assembly, remove all dust and grit brush or with a brush and drycleaning solvent.
from the contact surfaces. (3) Never leave the gunner's quadrant on the

(9) Wipe off all excess lubricant to prevent the weapon during firing.
accumulation of dust and grit.

b. Telescopes and sight mounts. d. Coated optical elements. The optics of some

(1) Remove dust or grit with a clean instruments are coated withareflection-reducing
Scamel'a-hair brush or lens tissue paper. film of magnesium fluoride. Rub coated optics as

little as possible. If such a coating is partly"(2) Use oil, lubricating, light, on the sight removed, do not remove the remainder of the
mount M23; oil through the hole on top of the coating, since any left will help make the sight
housing. clearer.

Section VI. SIGHT TESTS AND ADJUSTMENTS

3-41. General b. If it is not possible to suspend a plumbline of

The accuracy of artillery weapons depends, to a suitable length for leveling the trunnions, they
great extent, on the adjustment of the sighting and may be approximately leveled in either of the
laying equipment and its relation to the axis of the following ways, listed in order of preference:
bore of the weapon. There are certain tests and (1) Place a tested gunner's quadrant set on 0
adjustments that are performed to insure that the in the breech recess parallel to the trunnions. Raise
proper relation exists between the sighting and one trail until the bubble on the gunner's quadrant
laying equipment and the axis of the tube of the is centered.
weapon. (2) Match the white scribed lines on the

3-42. Leveling the Trunnions telescope mount (scribed after fire control

a. To level tl- trunnions, suspend a plumbline alinement test) and raise one trail until the
in front of the muzzle of the tube. Insert a telescope mount cross-level bubble is centered.
boresighting disk in the breech end of the tube and
affix crosshairs on the muzzle end. Aline the 3-43. Fire Control Alinement Tests
vertical hair on the muzzle of the tube and the Fire control alinement tests are performed by the
plumbline. (The plumbline should be. at least 9 feet section under the supervision of the battery
long.) Elevate and depress the tube and check to executive. Thesc tests are performed at thesee that the vertical hair tracks and the plumbline discretion of the unit commander. Suggested times

, throughout its length. [fit does not, raise one of the for performance are once each year if the gun is
trails until the vertical hair on the muzzle does used only for nonfiring training; once every 3
track the plumbline. When the trunnions are level, months if the gun is fired; as soon as possible after
the raised trail should oe blocked to make it solid, extensive use, accidents, or traversing extremely
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rough terrain; and whc.n the gun fires inaccurately 3-45. Test of Azimuth Compensating Mechanism
for no readily apparent reason. The tests reveal of Panoramic Telescope Mount
whether or not the on-carriage sighting The purpose of testing the azimuth
equipment and certain oft-carriage sighting compensating mechanism of the telescope mount
equipment are in correct adjustment. is to determine whether it actually keeps the tube -

3-44. Test of Range Quadrant in the correct vertical plane at all elevations. One
of the tests listed below, in order of preference,

a. Cross-level tests. should be performed.

(1) With the gun and carriage level (axis of a
*.-• bore and axis of trunnions), center the cross-level pubie rered. tyusing a pombie aseaplumbline required. By using a plumbline as i

i• bubble. vertical reference plane, the test below reveals the

(2) Turn the elevation knob throughout its total amount of error that exists between the center
limits of motion. of the reticle pattern and the direction in whitbh the

(3) The cross-level bubble sbould remain tube points. Steps are as follows:

centered to within one-half vial graduation. If the (1) With the boresights in place and the tube
bubble does not remain centered, the level vial is near zero elevation, traverse the tube so that the 2
incorrectly alined. and the weapon should be sent line of sight through it is on the plumbline.

to the direct support unit for adjustment. (2) With the sight mount leveled, move only

b. Pivot azimuth alinement test. the sight and refer to a distant t harply defined
(1) Place the breech arid muzzle boresights in aiming point (in any direction). Use the elevation ii

knob of the sight to bring the horizontal reticle to -their proper positions in the tube. the aiming point.

(2) Center the previously tested cross-level (3) Elevate the tube to maximum elevation or

bubble. to the top of the plumbline. Traverse the tube, if
(3) Elevate and depress the tube and check to necessary, to bring the line of sight through it back

see that the boresights track a plumbline placed in to the plumbline.
front of the tube; at the same time, watch the (pe
cros-lev bubble.(4) Level the panoramic telescope mount bothlaterally and longitudinally.

(4) The bubble should remain centered to dei uwithin one-half vial graduation. (5) Sight through the telescope to deteimine
whet~her it in sti11 onn the alitnig point.

(5) If the bubble moves off center more thanone-half vial gradue lion, the pivot is not alined in (6) If the sight is off the aiming point in excess

azimuth with the tube, and the weapon shouid be of 1 mil in deflection and/or one-half vial

sent to the direct support unit for adjustment. graduation in elevation, the weapon should be sent
to the direct support unit for adjustment.

e. Pivot vertical alinement test.

(1) Level the tube by using a previously tested b. Test with trunnions level. The test below with
gunner's quadrant( trurnions and tube leveled for control indicates

whether errors exist in the actuating arm pivot I
(2) Center the longitudinal-level bubble by and/or level vials. Leveling may be performed by a

turning the elevation knob. plumbline check or by cross-leveling with the

(3) Operate the cross-leveling knob gunner's quadrant on the breech ring. If
throughout the limits of the motion; the cross-leveling is accomplished with the gunner's
longitudinal-level bubble should remain centered. quadrant on the breech ring, the results of the test

are accurate only to the extent of the parallel
(4) If the bubble moves off center more than relationship of the trunnions to the top surface of

one-half vial graduation, either the pivot is not the breech ring. The tests are as follows:
alined vertically with the tube or the level vial is
not correctly alined, the weapon should be sent to (1) Cross-level test of telescope mount. The

the direct support unit for adjustment. telescope mount cross-level bubble must be in
proper adjustment before the test of the azimuth

d. Comparison test. compensating mechanism is completed.

") Compare the readings indicated by the (a) Center the cross-level bubble and place

gunnsr's quadrant with those on the elevation the line of sight of the panoramic telescope on a
quadrant at low medium, and high elevations of sharply defined aiming point.
the tube.

(2) If the two instruments do not agree at all (b) Elevate the tube to maximum elevation - -.. .

elevations, the weapon should be sent to the direct while keeping the telescope mount level •

support unit for adjustment. longitudinally.
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Note. )o not readjust the cross-level bubble d. ANll nst.ruments and miounts niust, be

after the initial setting, positioned securely without, free play.

(c) The linte of sight must not deviate from 3 49. Tostini Target Method of Boresighting
t- he target by more than I nil at any elevation

checked and the cross-level bubble must not travel To boresight, using the testing taiget method,
more than one--half vial graduation. If the anIiunt follow the nine steps as outlined in a through i
of deviation exceids the ttolerance, the level vial or helow.
pivot is incorrectly alimed, and the weapon must be
sent to the direct support unit for adjustment. a. ' 'li'el the trunnions. The trunnions are -•leveled as prescribed in paragi aph 3-43.

(2) Vertical alin'ment tes t of t'hescotpe mroun t.
(a) Level the tube longitudinally with the b. Zero the tube. I evcl the tube (set to zero(a)uLeverls qarthe tubelevation) by performing the end-for-end test with

the gunner's quadrant. When the tube is zeroed, it
() Center the longitudinal-level 1bubble, is not to be moved during the rest of the

Cn h g n v bboresighting procedures.

t h (c) Operate the cross-leveling knob ca
throughout the limits of inotion; the r. Leuel t, cross-hevelandlongitudinal-leVel
longitudinal-level bubble should remain centered bubbles. lJevel both bubbles on the panoramic
within one-half vial graduation. If the bubhble telescope mount.
moves in excess of the tolerance, either the level
vial or the actuating arm pivot is not alined d. Zero the scales. Set all 10 scales to 0and aline

" correctly, and the weapon should be sent. to the all indexes on the panoramic telescope and mount
direct support unit for adjustment. M21A1.

3-46. Boresighting e. Level the cross-level and longitudinal-level

Boresighting is the process of alining the bubbles. Level both bubbles on the range:)' oresghtig i theprocss f alningthe quadran.

on-cafriage sighting and fire control equipment so
that the lines of sight of the telescopes are parallel

& to the axis of the bore of the weapon. The purpose f. Zero the scales. Set the elevation scale to 0 and
of boresighting is to properly adjust the line of the elevation micrometer on 0. If the arrow on the
sight of the sighting and fire control equipment in elevation scale does not read 0, loosen the two
relation to the axis of the bore of the weapon in screws on the plate and slip the arrow until it does
order to . htin accurate fire. Vi -+.'•i.-, read 0, t--n tighten the s-teW.. " |,e micrometer
temperature changes, shock, and other factors scale does not read 0, loosen the three screws on the
tend to alter the adjustment after it has been made. knob and slip the scale to 0, and tighten the three
Therefore, boresighting should be performed as screws on the knob.
frequently as possible--before firing and, when L

necessary, during lulls in firing. g. Adjust testing target to tube. Place the testing

target (fig 3-22) 50 to 100 meters in front of the
3-47. Methods oi Boresighting howitzer tube, and position the testing target so

In order of preference, the two general methods that the base diagram is alined with the boresights
of boresighting are the distant aiming point and without moving the tube. The testing target must
the test target method. The standard angle can be be placed on a stand and held firmly in place
used in an emergency . , check boresighting. during boresighting.

3-48. Preparation for Boresighting h. Adjust the panoramic telescope to the testing,

a. Regardless of the method used, the tube target. The vertical and horizontal cross-hairs of
should be near the center of its traverse and the oanorainic telescope are adjusted to the testing
pointed in the general direction of the distant target as follows:
aiming point or testing target.

(1) While looking through the panoramic
b. Accur tte cross-leveling of the trunmnons is telescope, adjust the vertical line of the reticle

unnecessa ,r for boresighting on a distant aiming pattern to the aiming diagram of the testing target
point; however, trunnions should be as level as by turning the tangent scrcws on the mount. The
possible. weapon is boresighted for deflection (azimuth)

when the vertical line of the panoramic telescope
"c. The breech and muzzle boresights must be in coincides with the vertical center of the aiming

their proper positions. diagram.
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(2) While looking through the panoramic (2) If the reticle is canted, the reticle lits may
telescope, adjust the horizontal line of the reticle be leveled by means of the b-.eket r.teting ktiob
pattern to the aiming diagram of the testing target on the upper portion of .h, - ',scope niount.. The
by turning the elevation micrometer knob so that elbow telescope may be adjusted for elevation and
the horizontal crosshair of the reticle of the cant but not for deflection. The elbow telescope is
panoramic telescope is alined on the horizontal now boresighted for dirc(. 6ire.
line of the aiming diagram of the testing target. Note. A weapon will be properly boresigbted
T'he elevation micrometer scale should read 0. If it only when the pronditions exist: Tie

i does not, loosen the three qcrewq on the knob, hold trunnions are level (or as level as possible), the

the knob end slip the scale t9, and tighten the tube is level, all bubbles are centered, all scales
three screws. The panoramic telescope is read 0, all mounts are in coincidence with the tube,
bdresighted for elevationt the 0--3200 line of sight of tlc panoramic t:lescope "h

Note. Check to insure that the bubbles are still is parallel to the mechanical axis of the tube, both
centered, the scales are at 0, all indexes are alined, in elevation and deflection, the line of sight of the
and the alinement of th, telescope mount and tube elbow telescope is parallel to the mechanical axis
has not been disturbed. of the tube in cant and elevation, and the mounts

and instruments are securely attached with
i. Ad~iqt the elbow telescope. Place the elbow neither bind nor play in the equipment.S~~telescope, into the M23 telescope mount and adjust •

the telescope as follows: 3-50. Distant Aimipg Point Method of

(1) Adjust the N range line of the reticle in the Boresightin"
elbow telescope so that it coincides with the A distant aiming point may be used in
horizontal line of the aiming diagram of the boresighting if a testing target is unavailable or if
testing target (see paragraph 38c). the tactical situation is such that the use of a

testing target is impractical. The aiming point
selected should be a sharply defined point at least

1,500 meters from the howitzer and as near to the
zero elevation of the howitzer as possible. All steps
prescribed for the testing target method of -
boresighting apply to the distant aiming point

I ,3method of boresighting as pertains to checking the

mounts against the tube at 0 elevation; the
exception is that the boresights of the tube and the
oDtical sights of the t h!rcom.-Im are alin•td on then

II same distan� aiming p(c:, after the mounts have
~'3  been checked against the tube, (see fig 3-23)

3o •instead of on separate aiming diagrams. Accurate
S.,cross-leveling of the trunnions is unnecessary for

boresighting on a distant aiming point, however,
4 R. the trunnions should be as level as possible.

3-51. Standard Angle Check of Boresighting

a. General. When pof 4ions are occupied in
combat, the necessity for speed in opening fire or
the necessity for observing camouflage discipline
may make the boresighting methods previously
described impracticable. Under such
circumstances, the alirement of the optical axis of
the panoramic telescope parallel to the axis of the
bore may be checked by referrirg tc a Pelected.
point on the muzzle. The def'ection and elevation
angles necessary to refer the line of sight of the
telescope to the selected point on the muzzlP are

'-refarred to as the standard angles. During the fire
control alinennent tests, when the panoramic<i / IItelescope is in correct alinement, is an ideal tO fe toestablish the standard angles for later use. When -

quick check of the alinemert of the panoramic
Fr32telescope when mote precise methods cannot be I
SFigure 3-22. 'resting target with stand. usedl. Misalinerrent discovered as a result of this
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check should be verified by a moid accurate (3) Boresight the gun with a testing target.
"method at the earliest opportunity. When using the
standard angle check of boresighting, be sure that (4) With adhesive tape, fasten a common pin
the position of the recoiling parts with respect to in the left hoiizontal witness mai-k. 'A1ow the pin
the nonrecoiling parts is the same as it vas w. hen to project to the left of the muzzle.
the standard angles were determined. Aiso, check (5) Fasten a telescope parallax shield in placethe recoi•l mechanism to see that it contains the over the eyepiece.
proper amount of recoil oil before determining the

(6) Versfy that the elevation iangex and the
micrometer on the telescope are at 0.b. Preliminary operations. The procedure foiestablishirkg standArd angles is as follows: (7) Using the az~muth micrometer kno', and(ethe longitudinal leveling knob, move the line ofS(1) With the tube in battery, scribe linee in the sgto h aomi eecp onadt hpaint to mark the position of parts that move in sight of the panormaic telescope down and to therecoil with respect to parts -hat do not move in right until the intersection of the reticle in thepanoramic telescope is on the pin where it extendsr ( l a afrom the muzzle. (Do not use the panoramic

(2) Carefully level the trunnions. telescope elevation knob.)

DISTANT

AIMING POINT

AS SEEN AS SEEN.
THROUGH TELESCOPE \ THROUGH BREECH

'•i" AS SEENTHOUt El> -o
•-•] Figure 3-23. Distant aimninR point boresight pictures, using a lone tree.
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(8) Read the value on the azimuth and (2) Using the range quadrant or gunner's
azimuth micrometer scales to the nearest 1 mnil. quadrant, elevate the tube to the standard
Elevate the tube until the bobble in the clevatior, angle.
longitudinal leveling vial centers. Read the
elevation of the tube to th3 nearest 1 rmil with the (3) Fasten a telescope parallax zhisld in place
range quadrant. Record these two values on the over the eyepiece.
inside of the panoiamic telescope case.

"(9) With a knife blade or other sharp metal (4) Place the panoramic telescope in its
point, scribe lines in the paint on the following mount. Make sure that the red scribed lines are in
parts: coincidence and set off the standard azimuth

angle on the panoramic telescope.
(a) Straight across the junction of the

cross-leveling segment and the cross-leveling (5) Place a pin in the left wif icss mark.
worm housing of the panoramic telescope mount.

(b) Straight across the junction of the (6) If the vertical line of the reticle is not
cross-leveling worm housing and the exactly on the junction of the pin and the muzzle,
cross-leveling worm knob shaft. adjust the tangent screws until the vertical line of

the reticle is properly alined. If the horizontal line
(c) Straight across the junction of the rocker of the reticle is not exactly on the junction of the

and the actuating arm. pin and the muzzle, turn the elevating knob of the
(d) Straigh' across the junction of the panoramic telescope until it is properly alined.

longitudinal leve .ng knob shaft and the bracket. Adjust the zero of the elevation knob scale so that

(10) Fill the scribed lines with red paint and it is in alinement with the index.

wipe off the excess.
c. Procedure for checking in the field. After the Note. If an error in boresighting is discovered

standard angles have been determined, the steps by the standard angle check, then the weapon
in performing the standard angle check of should be boresighted by a more accurate method
boresighting are as follows: at the first opportunity, to include establishing

(1) Verify that the parts that move in recoil new standard angles, if appropriate. All of the
are in the same position with respect to the methods of boresighting described in this section
nonrecoiling parts as they were when the standard are described in detail in chapter 5 of FM 6-75 with .---

angles were determined, appropriate pictures and drawings.

Section Vii. SAFETY PROCEDURES

3-52. Maffunctions however, since it cannot be immediately

When a weapon fails to fire, all personnel distinguished from a delay in the functioning of

concerned must follow specific procedures, the firing mechanism or from a hangfire (b below),
pernedin onthestype ofo weesncbeig firoedurait should be considered as a delayed firing until

depending on the type of wee on being fired hnd such possibility has been eliminated. Such delay
execunitive officer musthknow the misfi . Tres in the functioning of the firing mechanism, for
executive officer must know the misfire procrd ures example, could result from the presence of foreign
and must apply them in case of a misfire in order to matter (such as grit, san d, frost, ice, or improper or
afford maximum safety in of a ri erya, excessive oil or grease), which might create,Malfunctions in the firing of artillery ammunition, intalapralmcnclrerit.Ts

such as misfires, hangfires, and cookoffs, are initially, aptia mechn ical r esait is
defined and diccussed in a through c below. When
authorized and properly maintained ammunition overcome as a result of the continued force applied
authorized and properly maintained ammuniation by the spring and the firing pin is then driven intois fired from properly maintained and operated ihe prilner inl the normal manner.

weapons, these malfunctions rarely occur. In order

to avoid injury to personnel and damage to b. Hangfire. A hangfre is a delay in the
equipment, all personnel concerned muFt  functioning of the propelling charge explosive
understand the nature of each malfunction arna train at the time of firing. In most cases, the delay,
the proper preventive and corrective procedures. though unpredictable, ranges from a split second

a. Misfire. A misfire is a complete failure to fire. to several minutes. Thus, a hangfire cannot be
It may be caused by a faulty firing mechanism or a distinguished immediately from a misfire (a 4.nR N
faulty element in the propelling charge explosive above) and therein lies the principal danger-thating th
train. A misfire, in itself, is not dangerous; of assuming that a failure of the weapon to fire
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immediately upon actuation of the firing cause the firing pin to miss the primer. Broken or
mechanism is a misfire whereas in fact it may bent firing pins will cause misfires, as will wet
prove to be a hangfihe. It is for this reason that time powder or a faulty primer.
intervals are prescribed and should be observed
before the breech is opened after 'A failure to fire.

When a hot tube condition exists, specificCAUTION: During the prescribed time
intervals, the weapon will be kept trained on the loading procedures should be followed. The

"c of the executive officer is responsible for determiningmuzzle and the path of relowill whether a hot tube condition exists. In making hism e tp o cdecision, he takes into account such things as
c. Cookoff. A cookoff is a functioning of any or ambient temperature, rate of fire, amount of

all of the explosive components of a round ammunition fired, and charge fired. Applicable
chambered in a very hot weapon due to heat from general loading considerations are as follows:

*" the weapon. The primer and propelling charge, in
"that order, are generally more likely to cookoff a. Do not chamber a round until immediately
than the projectile or the fuze. If the primer or the prior to firing.
propelling charge should cookoff, the projectile b. A chambered round in a hot tube should be
could be propelled (fired) from the weapon with fired or removed from the piece within 5 minutes of
normal velocity even though no attempt was made chambering.
to fire the primer by actuating the firing c. Ifaround is in ahottubemorethan5minutes
mechanism. In such a case, although there may be an a misir is not inv ol e tnm e
uncertainty about whether or when the round will
fire, the precautions to be observed are the same as (1) remove the cartridge case immediately.
those prescribed for a hangfire. However, should
the bursting charge explosive train cookoff, injury (2) Evacuate all personnel to a safe distance.
to personnel and destruction of the weapon could (3) Keep the weapon laid on safe data.
result. To prevent heating to the point at which a (4) Request assistance from explosive
cookoff may occur, a round of ammunition that oidnance demolition (EOD) personnel. Release theS has been loaded into a very hot weapon should be weapon to ordnance if required.
fe o. 3-65. Procedures After Failure to Fire-Hot Tube

-2" 3-53. Procedures After Failure to Fire-Cold Tube
After the howitzer fails to fire, actuate the firing mechanism two more times in an attempt to fire

mechanism two more times in an attempt to fire the weapon. If the weapon still fails to fire, the
the piece. If the weapon still fails to fire, the chief of the Of the wp on til fais tofireth"s .hctiont reports to the executive nffirer M iorRE ch ief ofsetiR (so-ant o ) thp chief ofr"-o r hv rMISFIRE NUMBER (so-and-so). The chief of:, NUMBER (so-and-so). The chief of section then section waits 2 minutes from the last attemnt to
waits 2 minutes from the last attempt to fire before fire before he openg the breech, removes the
he opens the breech, removes the cartridge case, cartridge case, and inspects to see if the primer is
and inspects the primer to seeifithasbeen dented. Id cae and is to seedi the puris
If the primer is not dented, the firing mechanism decnim sh e primer is not dented, the firing

mechnismshould be repaired. If the primer isshould be repaired. If the primer is dented, he dented, he replaces the canister with a new one andreplaces the cartridge case with a new one and fires the weapon. The above procedures 'iust be
V'".. fires the weapon. If the executive officer does not accomplished within 5 minutes after loading; if thewish to fire the round after the 2-minute waiting weapon can not be fired or unloaded within 5

period, the projectiie must then be removed from minutes the following procedures are followed:
the tube. Using the bell rammer to avoid damaging
the fuze, the cannoneer pushes the round out the a. Evacuate all personnel to a safe distance.
raz" of the tube. The breechblock Suld be closed b. Keep the weapon laid on safe data.
and rags should be stuffed into the powder b
chamber to cushion the shock of the projectile. A c. Request assistance from explosive ordnance
common cause of misfire with a 105-mm howitzer disposal. Release the weapon to ordnance if
is that the breechblock is not fully closed. This will required.
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Section VIII. SUMMARY

I-.

The four major components of the 105-mm working condition. It has been the purpose of this
howitzer MI01A I are the carriage, barrel and chapter to give a general insight into the
breech assemblies, recoil mechanism, and characteristics, nomenclature, functioning, and "
sighting and laying equipment. In order for the maintenance of the major components of the .4

weapon to function properly and deliver accurate weapon. For more detailed information, see FM - .
fire, each component must be kept in proper 6-75, TM 9-1015-203-12, and LO 9-1015-203-10. .-a

,4
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U. S. ARMY *wcxxws
HB-4FIELD ARTILLERY SCHOOL Feb 83

Weapons Department
Fort Sill, Oklahoma

CHAPTER 4

105-MM HOWITZER, LIGHT, M102, TOWED

Section I. GENERAL

4-1. References b. The A1O2 howitzer fires the same types of
ammunition as the MX01Al howitzer and at

FM6-70,TM9-1015-234-12,TM9-1015-234-10, charge 7 wili• fire a round 11,500 meters, or 500 -•

and L) 9-1015-234-10. meters tŽ,rther thac,' the M101AI. A roller tire (No.

4-2. Introduction 19, figure 4-1) attached to the trail assembly (No.
26, figure 4- 1) of the M1 02 permits the weapon to be 3

a. The 105-mm howitze&r MW102 is a lightweight rotated 6,400 vaile around a firing platform (No. 14,1
towed weapon, which hag a very low silhouette figure 4A-1), which provides the pivot point for the
when in the firing position. It can be airlifted, weapon. The weapon can be elevated from -89 rils - ,1
dropped by parachute, or towed into position. (-53) to a maximum of i,333 mils (75o). -

Section Ii. CARRIAGE

"4-3. Dsciption (3) Flexibility. Trail lifting handles (No. 18) 4
a. General. The carriage consists of a welded are presently located on the sides of the trail to

aluminum box trail and cradle. The sistsoge b wel enable cannoneers to lift the trail and pivot the
res provide weapon for large shifts in azimuth. Problems

is shaped like .a wishbone.and its fats-aln are• d4c. - 0A. in
a-. mouDity, stabiyii, ties fibinty, and storage space. c(2) below.

(1) Mobility. On the rotatable drawbar (No. (4) Storage space. The sight storage box (No.
(No. 22, fig 4-1) at the rear of the box trail ie a hmette 24) is located at the rear of the trail over the roller: (No. 20, fig 4-1) that is mated with th e pinfle of the tr n s u e osoet e M 1 a oa iprm-oe we i eao st ietwsi tire and i.t is used to store the M113 panoramic
Wprime mhver when she twead:)n is th e atowed. telescope and M114 elbow telescope durng travel.
When the weapon is towed by the d!wba Giamn 1n the firing position, when the panoramicSGoat,with fixed towing pindel the drawbar hs telescope ia mounted to the M13,4 mount, the

locked in tho down position and thc locking plowe telescope mounted to the M imot the "'
undeneah te lnett ispostioed t alow ree telescope mount cover is stored in the sight storageundernsath the lunette is positioned to allow free box. When the storage box is closed, an airtight

towemed t ba½on trelucktte. the dr 10wr ishoul be seal is achieved by latching the four outer latches.towed by a 21/2-ton truck, the drawbar should he Bk.dore the sight storage box is unlatched, the outer
placed in the up position becautie of the higher Bent sightostorae boxris unce thetouter
towing pintle. Two helicopter lifting brackets (No. ambient temperature will causice v internal
I/ are located on the top of trail forward of the pressure to evarya The on-caruage section chest
section chest. When the howitzer is to be (No. 25) ia loated in the crossmember of the box
transported by a CH-47 helicopter, slings are trail. A hsp around the upper edge of the chest

trail.e to thep aroundt the uppe edge ofake thcesattached to these, bracke and to the bracket deters waver seepage, and drainage holes in the
located on the front yoke of the recoil sleigh (No. ). flor of the chest allow proper drainage. The chest

(2) Stability. The roller tfre provides4 one of the is desige.dl to hold section equipment such as the
two points of contact with the ground during firing platform stakes, actuator crank, and sledge
firing. The firing platform is af fixed t.) the carriage harnmer, Brackets for three rammer staff sections
and provides the other point of contact v Ath the ar, located on the side of' the trail. The fourth

, ground and transmitexmost oftheshockoffiringto rammer staff section (also used as a stake L4
the ground. extractor) is stowed to the rear of the traversing

*Supersedes H13-4 WCXXWS, Dec 8E 41i
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M102 HOWITZER -RIGHT REAR VIEW (TRAVEL POSITION)

2 e p ot 4 j5-Lanardase

4-Breeh mimi p

5-ecprao clndr18Tri lfin 1anl

I,; 19

,3 c a fi h s-Lifting bracket () 1ro lt

;,7--Cannon t~ibe 20-Lunette Y
'r8--Recoil length indicator 21--Piece, drawbar bracket (lunette lock plate) :I
•"9--Cradle E;ssembly 22-DrRwuh~r bhrRPket i

-* iO--Elbow telescope M1 i4 23--Quick-reiease pin (drawbar bracket)-i
11--Ball-screw and equilibrator assembly 24-Sight storage box •
12--Fire control quadrant M14 25-Section chest.:-
13--Elevating hari,,heel 26--Box trail as• *ibly •

Figure 4-1. M102, rear view.1

h~andwheel. On some weapons, aiming posts primarily in and around the on-carriage section

elevation handwheel (No. 13). When brackets are cracks are not in the structural part of the trail and
:i• not located on the weapon, the aiming posts are are not serious. However, the section box is being

A. carried in the primer mover. The brackets for the reinforced during rebuild to reduce the .•"
t: night lighting devices are on the side of the trail deterioration. Armament Command field
• beneath the sights, maintenance technicians have been made aware

!" ~of special welding procedures to repair the
S~ b. T. zil and brackets assembly. The trail and actuator access opening cracks.

brackets assembly consists of a pair of trunnion
• brackets that aresecured to the top front corners o (2) The second area involves the trail h fting i•

the box trail by capecrews. handles, which are being damaged when the '-

S c. Maintenance problem areas. There are two howitzer is towed with the M561 Gama Goat. To
, potential maintenance problemn areas, on the M102 resolve the problem, Armament Command
S wishbone trail (fig 4-3). engineers have designed a special p irpose kit that

•:(1) The first area involves cracks that. have relocates the lifting handles in the howitzer~s of -• •
'., developed in the trail welds. Investigation into this those units equipped with the Gama Goat. '"-" "

i area has shown that these cracks develop (a) Any unit uaing the Gama Goat for"-

34-2
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* MM102 HOWITZER- LEFT FRONT VIEW (FIRING POSITION)

t g

1--indicator rod (re.coil oil) 7-Actuator control
2-Rail and link dassembly (variable recoil mech) 8-Parking brake assembly

*3-Cam (variable recoil mach) 9-Travel lock
4-Rammer staiff brackets 10-Recoil rod and locking nut
5-Traversing nandwheei i 1-iiecoii mechanism raiis
6-Buffer asstimbly

Figure 4-.2. M102, front view.

CRACKS DEVE LOPE IN THIS AREA
4' ~AROUND 7H-E SECTION BOX

Figure 4-3, M102 wishbone trail.
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towing the M102 can have the kit installed by its b. Problem area. A problem area involving the,
direct support unit. M102 suspension system is that of reported

(b) Until the kit is installed personnel failures of the wheel bearings during highway

should exercise caution when towing the M102. towing operations.

They should avoid making sharp turns as this is (1) Engineers have conducted tests of the
when the handles are damaged by the Gama Goat. M102 wheel bearings and report that the bearings

are adequate for the system. Indications are that
4-4. Suspension Assembly units reporting die wheel bearing problem have

a. Components. The components of the not properly lubricated or installed the bearings
suspension are a pair of spindle brake and wheel during servicing. The user's manual, TM
assemblies, an actuator, and a pair of support 9-1015-254-12, prescribes step-by-step
assemblies. The mechanical actuator provides the procedures for servicing the wheel bearings.
means for raising and lowering the wheels. The
spindle, brake, and wheel assemblies of the M102
howitzer are the same as the lightweight annually as prescribed in change 8 to TM

9-1015-234-12. The maximum towing speed is 35(magnesium) wheels and hand-operated parking mh(r4 p fGGarrf ern urcn
braks o the¼-tn trck iS 1 Onirnpved mph (or 45 mph if GPG aircraft bearing lubricantbraks o the1A-on ruckM15. Onimlved is used) for the M102 on paved roads. Also, you

surfaces, the tire pressure should be maintained at is ued) o the Mev2 onperoa d o, you
40 pounds per square inch (psi); on rough terrain, must red orde the service interval specified on the
the pressure should be 22 psi. A tire tread depth of lubrication order to compensate for abnormal or
`-inch is considered serviceable. The wheel extreme conditions, such as high or low
bearing must be removed, cleaned, and packed temperatures, prolonged periods of travel,*annually, after driving extended distances in continued use in sand or dust, immersion in water,sandyterrainor after dri ding en ded p dsancer, ior exposure to moisture. Any one of these
sandy terrain, or after fording hub-deep water. conditions may cause contamination and quickly
the brakes should be adjusted in accordance with destroy the protective properties of the wheel
the guidelines presented in the user's manual, TM bearing lubricant.
9-1015-234-12.

,.'.--.'

0

l--Brakes 4-Roller support assembly

2-Actuator control mechanism 5--Wheel, tire and hub ass;embly
3-Suspension locks

Figure 4-4. Suspenmion assemblvy
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4--5. Firing Platform
a. Description. The front end of the carriage is

supportcd by an aluminum platform (fig 4-5) that"' -i is located between the carriage wheels and must be
staked to the ground prior to firing operations for4 stability in the firing position. The carriage is
supported on the firing platform by a pivot and
socket and four stabilizing devices that ride on the
firing platform stiffening ring to permit a full 6,400
mil traverse. The firing platform is an

''4

I -.4

Figure 4-6. Leveler assembly.
by the increasing right-hand twist of the round
leaving the tube. On the outside of the roller ,
support housing are two grease fittings (fig 4-7)
which must be lubricated with GAA monthly or
after disassembly.

Figure 4-5. FIring platform. -. ,

octagon-shaped, welded aluminum structure that

k , serves as a supporting base for the weapon during
firing. A socket for receiving the box trail pivot i3
located in the center of the firing platform, about
which the weapon is traversed. This arrangement GREASE FITTING&permits the base to accommodate itself to varying
angles between the ground and weapon. A hole is". Figure 4-7. Roller support.•provided at each of the eight corners for staking
purposes. The stiffening ring provides the bearingsurface which the leveler assembly, roller support, (3) Buffer assembly. A hydraulic bufferand buffer assembly bear upon. These components asse-.nbly (fig 4-8) is secured to the front of the boxare listed in (6) through (8) below: trail. The buffer shoe bears upon the firingplatform stiffening ring. This assembly acts as a(1) Leveler assembly. A spring-loaded leveler bufradpentthcrigero tpig

- bufferand prevents the carriage from tippingassembly has been added to the box trail directly w when the recoiling parts return into
behind the carriage pivot The leveler assembly battery. The hydraulic buffer must be chockedroller bears upon the platform stiffening ring and

periodically for leaks. Any leak in the buffer isholds the platform in a horizontal position during considered serious and must be checked by support -1travel (fig 4-6). maintenance personnel. A quick-release type of
(2) Supports. Two supports are mounted to the locking assembly is provided for securing theunderside of the box trail on each side of the pivot, platform to the box trail assembly pivot. This

The four rollers of these supports bear upon the platform locking assembly is secured in itsroller support on the assistant gunner's side is platform can be disengaged for separate
spring loaded to compenaate for the torque created emplacement or for abandonment if necessary.

f• 4-5
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"and lost during firing operations.

(a) To resolve these probloms, a strong
handle has been developed and the retaining
machine screws have been replaced by bolts with
lockwashers. Both the new handle and the bolts
can be replaced in the field without removing the
howitzer pivot from the carriage.

(b) A broken locking handle or lost
retaining screw generally indicates the lack of
pmoper preventive maintenance. The locking
handle bends or breaks because excess mucle is
applied. The screws vibrate loose and are lost
because somebody forgets to check them for

BUFFER - tightness.
ASSEMBLY 4-6. Lowering the Firimig Platform

(and Suspension Assembly)
When the weapon arrives at the firing position,

the firing platform must be emplaced. The weapon
is initially positioned with the tube facing the
back-azimuth of fire. Because the actuator gear
train is subject to failure while the platform is
being lowered, certain precautions must be taken.

Figure 4-8. Buffer assembly. The tube should be elevated to approxnmqtely 800
mils and all personnel should be warned to keep
their feet clear of the firing platform. Befcre the

b. Problem ar-as. There are three interrelated platform is lowered, the brakes must be
potential maintenance problems involving disengaged, Lhe suspension locks must be
components of the M102 firing platform and its
locking handle assembly (fig 4-9). disengaged and stored, and the travel lock must be

disengaged and stored. The bracket for attaching
(1) The first problem involves the retaining the travel lock is located above and behind the

bolts on the platform locking ring (item 1, fig 4-9), buffer assembly. The travel lock connects the 1 1ix
which vibrate loose during firing and can cause trail with the cradle, supports the overhanging
the platorm to warp and become unserviceable. weigni ot me tune, and prevents undue wear ox me

(a) The cause of this problem is that the elevating mechanism duang travel. Once the
retaining bolts are too short and do not seat the number 1 and number 2 cannoneers have taken
locking positions of the self-lockingnuts. Longer the preparatory steps, they will connect the -bolts have been made available, actuator crank to the actuator mechanism and

crank the actuator in a counterclockwise direction
(b) The maintenance allocation chart until the suspension assembly contacts the roller

indicates that the user is not authorized to repair supports. Two men are always used to lower the
the firing platform, but he can check it. Personnel firing platform-one to hold the crank and one to
should inspect each retaining bolt of the nut side to turn the crank. At this time the wheels will be iff
see if the bolt protrudes all the way through. If the the ground in the firing position and the brake.i
bolt is of the right length, one to four threads will must be reengaged.
be visible. If no threads are visible, the user should
notify the direct support unit (DSU) and it will 4-7. Emplacing the Firing Platfornm
replace the bolts. After the improper bolts have The procedure for emplacing the M102 in the
been replaced, or even if the weapon has the correct firing position is spelled out in chapter 1, section
bolts, periodic checks should be made to insure 111, of TM 9-1015-234-12 and page 2-21 of TM
that the bolts remain tight. The best time to check 9-1015-234-10. However, investigations within
the bolts for tightness is whenever the firing the USAFAS have shown that some questions
platform is disengaged from the weapon. exist concerning the normal emplacement

(2) The second and third potential procedure. Additionally, the US Army Armament %!
manTe ce prob s ind thfirig pltfntar Command has initiated actions to provide a "maintenance problems in the firing platfo~m area mto fepaigtewao nrcyo •

the latormlocinghande asemly.The met~hod of emplacing the weapon on rocky orare on the platform locking handle assembly. The frozen ground.
locking handle (item 2, fig 4-9) may bend or break
when the platform is being installed or removed, a. When charges 1 through 6 are being fired,
and the locking handle retaining machine screws firing may commence when a minimum of two
(item 3, fig 4-9) vibrate loose and then are sheared stakes have been emplaced. This is not
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ITEM 2: EXERCISE CAUTION

WHEN IN4STALLING THEFIRINU. PL.T F R. TH

LOCKING HANDLE WILL BENV)OR BREAK. THE HANDLE HAS
B3EEN NEINFORCED.

11 E M 3: THEI :S E
SCREWS HAVE BEEN
REPLACED WIT -:
BOLTS AND LOCKING

WASHERS. KEEP THEM
1

TI G HT. ITEM 1: KEEP THESE
REAAINING BOLTS SNUGAND MAKE StIME THEY 

" .

ARE THE CORRECT
LENGTH.

Figure 4-9. Firing plaiLorm and locking handle aesembly.
recommended, how ver, because a high potential WARNING: The M102 howitzer must remainof damaging the M 102 firing platform exists under elevated to approximately 800 mils while thethis condition. All eight stakes must be emplaced weapon is lowered and the firing platform isbefore charge 7 is fired. emplaced.

(1) The USAFAS had determined that thefastest method of emplacing and laying the M102 Note. Elevating the M102 howitzer to 800 mils isis as follows: Bring the weapon into position 3,200 required prima-aily for safety reasons but is alsoinils from the primary direction of fire, lower the required to prevent damage to the weapon duringweapon onto the firing platform, drive the front emplacement. As stated in the user's marual, theS. stakes, traverse the weopon 3,200 mils, and then stakes must be driven from the front of the weaponbegin laying operations and drive the remaining to prevent damage to the carriage and fire controlstakes. 
instruments.
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(1) To resolve the problem, the US Army
Armament Command tested a miniature-shaped
charge, known as the jet tapper, for blasting holes
in rocky or frozen ground. The hole facilitates the

S .",driving of special steel forged stakes which are•\<,•:.,,•'<•,,.\•."'•[ • ... ..," .....(also programed for issue. The jet tapper is fired by 1

1;4' .. means of a detonating cord strung through atraverse hole on the charges. There are no
fragmentation or pressure hazards to personnel

V7., and equipment 40 feet from the charge. T

"(2) There is little doubt that your immediate
reaction, like that of many field artillerymen at the

N USAFAS, is skepticism. Questions like "Can P

charge of this nature be detonated within a battery| > /J- position?" or "What are the safety factors

involved?" plus more questions concerning the jet
S.tapper have been raised. The jet tapper has not

been accepted by the field artillery community; ýJ
however, feasibility tests and demonstrations will
be conducted to determine if we, as field '

(2) This USAFAS recommended emplace- artillerymen, can live with such devices.
ment procedure has been found to be faster, more 4
accurate, to cause less damage to the weapon, and d. For those of you who are currently having

to be safer than other procedures that have been M102 emplacement problems on frozen or rocky
tried. When this procedure cannot be utilized, ground, Armament Command engineers have
common sense should prevail, devised a method of cutting down the current

b. Two stakes have been produced for 24-inch stakes (fig 4-11) to 15 inches. These
emplacing the firing platform-a 38-inch stake for imodified stakes can generally withstand the
sandy/soft terrain, a 24-inch stake for normal driving force required to penetrate frozen or rocky

terrain. (Note. Units stationed in cold areas have ground, and because they are shorter, will require ,

been authorized tocut some stakes down to 15 h'A less emplacement time and depth penetration. . 4 4
incheb.) This modification can be made at the f't -

nc.heprob lmoe.organizational level. The only tools required are a
r: I'Me problem 01 emn~lacin. mthe M 102 on rocky hacksaw tIo Cutnd EM u emr . l .e bmtmakuv a widAgrinde,- .i

or frozen ground is caused by the difficulty or file to sharpen the edges as required.
involved in driving the stakes. The problem has
existed since the weapon was first introduced and e. The stakes should be driven to r depth at
has resurfaced because of the issue of the M102 to which the next to top lip is flush with the firing -I
Korea-based units. platform as shown in figure 4-12.

'L 3-7/8" -1--""

k GRIND SHARP EDGES
AS REQUIRED .]

L I ........... 15" 1_/8 ... ...........---. "'. -Figure 4-11. Modified (short) stake.
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DEPTH OF 'TAKE -
WEAPON IN F'RIN_, POSITION

A,,

SGROUND

(D-I

_____ ..__ .4"

62

Figure 4-12. liring stake emplacement.

4-8. March Order of Firing Platform do not simply replace it with a nail or similar item.

a. To march order the firing platform, elevate When repairing the actuator crank, always use the
the tube to 800 mils elevation. Traverse the proper shear pin.

• howitzer so that the cannoneers have access to the b. Personnel should be awar'* )f an extreme
W stakes in front of the platform. Using the stake safety hazard that involves the failure of the wheel

extractor and the sledge hammer as a fulcrum, actuator assembly (item 2, fig 4-4) during
extract the front stakes as shown in figure 4-13. emplacement or march order of the firing'
Travcr-e the howitzer and repeat the procedure platform. Simply stated, the problem is thata gear
until all stakes have been removed. Unlock the failure within the assembly often permits the
hand brakes on the wheels. Place actuator crank howitzer to drop into the firing position. If the
on actuator gear shaft and turn handle clockwise cannoeer operating the crank assembly has his
"to raise platform. Lock wheels with hand brakes foot under the firing platform when the failure
and install suspension locking pins. Depress the occurs, his foot will be crushed; if the tube is
tube and secure travel lock in locked position. elevated less than 800 mils and a cannoneer is -.

under it, his head may be split open. I
(1) Investigations to isolate the failing wheel

actuator assembly component are still underway,
but certain assemblies have been identified as •.
those most likely to fail. In order to prevent
personnel injuries during M102 emplacement or
march order, you should insure that your
personnel comply with the provisions of the M102
user's manual. Unnecessary personnel should
stcnd clear of the weapon during emplacement
until the firing platform is on the ground. The
cannoneers emplacing the weapon should exercise

__ __ -caution to keep their feet clear of the firing I
Figure 4-13. Extracting the firing stake. platfonn. Just as important, the weapon tube

should be elevated to approximately 800 mils. 'The
same procedures apply during march order

4 ~ WARNING: On the actuator crank is a shear pin operations until the suspension travel lock pins .4
made of soft meta) that is designed to break if too have hem installed. "-
much pressure is applied to the actuator as the (2) Until the problem involving failure of the '
firing platform is being raised. If this pin breaks, wheel actuator assembly has been resolved, TM _..
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9-1115-234-12 and TM 9-1015-214-- I Oalso require elevation handwheel is / turn.
that the user conduct. a preventive maintenance ii. rur*p)(,. The purpose of the elevating
check on tie assembly as part of the before- and mechanism is to ýaise and lower the tube to

- . after-fit ing checks. The test is spelled out in table achieve various ranges to targets, thus lending
3, Monthly Preventive Maintenance Checks and flexibility to the howitzer.
Services, in the user's manual. If the wheel
actuator assembly of your weapon fails, you tust c. h ni s .a em b4mrubl of the elewating

modify the appropriate direct support unit (DS(T) mechanism assembly (fig 4-14) arI
to make repairs arnd you should submit an counterbalanced elevation handwhet-l, upper and
equipment improvement recommendation (EIR) lower gear housing, a clutch (no-back device),

on DA Form 2407. If at all possible, find out from bevel gears, a pair of shafts that are connected by a
your DSU who manufactured the faulty actuator coupling, a drive shaft assembly, and a pair of ball

yourDSU ho anufctued te faltyactutor screwhosns(i -4.euprgarosn,assembly and include that information on the w contins a
"EIR. which contains a pair of mating bevel gears and

the clutch, is mounted to the box trail directly in
4-9. Elevating Mechanism front nf the right trunnion bracket. The lower gear

a. Description. The M102 employs the concept of housing is bolted to the box trail in front and below
rear-mounted trunnion elevation. The elevating the upper gear housing. The elevating handwheel
mechanism is the ball screw type that employs a is connected to the drive shaft assembly through
bevel gear trai the clutch, a set of bevwl gears, the two shafts with

connecting coupling, and a bevel gear, which
(1) Total elevation is from 0 to 1,333 mils on eugages the drive shaft assembly bevel gear. (The

level terrain, no-back clutch device makes the gear action
"(2) Total depression is from 0 to -89 mils on i-reversible.) The drive shaft assembly, which is

level terrain, mounted in the box trail, is composed of a pair of
shafts with attached bevel gears, a coupling shaft,(3) Each complete turn of the handwheel and a eamp. The bevel gears of this shaft

-, moves the tube 10 mils. asembly engage the mating gears in each of the

(4) Maximum allowable backlash of the ball screw housings (fig 4-14). The forward or

3

V6 2 ~i*I 3

3 - J

S 7"4

1---Elevation handwheel 5--Elevation cylinder base
2--No-back clutch 6---Uppergear housing
3-Bevel gears 7-Lower gear housing
4-Drive shaft

Fig,:.re 4--4. E4't,'ation drive train.
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1 --Screwv-tyla. cylinder 3--Housing base
Z--BalI bearings 4-Hinging point tbolted to cradle)

Figure 4-15. Ball 8crew housiiig3.

~Yupper extremes, of the balAl screw housings are mechianismi. No adjustment of the equilibratorsI
pinned to the f'orward portion of the cradlea and can oýe made at organizational level.

-- backl-4fua"entbiv. Th~e iarge compression heilecal c. Function. As the tube is depressed, the
springs, which encircle each ball scrw housing, euiirtrsigcaecmeadaneeryi3

serve ~s puher-type eqilibrators Wt~-~ ~u aaasst in elevating the tube at a later time.

d. Functioning. When the elevation handI wheel
is tj-ned, the direction of tO'e flow of Dower is d. Maintenance. There hava been imcmge roports
changed and transmitted to the telescop ing from the field that mnits ar exp.t~iencing, probleme
elovation cylinders. The elevation cylinders with the equilibrators (fig 4-16). Indications are 1
telescope in a screw-type fashion, with t).-e ball that the equilibrators lock o~- creep and thus fail to
bo-irings reducing the friction between moving maintain fhe tube at the correct eievation.
metallic poris. As the cylinders teleacope, the
upwaM- pr,ýasumv is exerted on the crad!e to elevate (1) Liqtle information on the cause of the
the tu);e. equilibrator problem is currently avoilable.

Further information, throtigh EIR8 from the user's,
e. Maatnn" The elevation cylinders will be is needed; however, inveatigation into the pio:)lem

lubricated mui'thly by organizational arca has been initiated. Two of the probable cause. I
mainterance. Bacislash of the handwheel must be of the equilibrator problem are the lack of
checked pe-riodically: if it exceeds 1/12 turn, the lubricawiort and the plugging of the drain L~oles. Adirect support unit must be notified. The drain hole is located in the lower housing on the
handwheel grease fitigwlbeeridmohl underside of each equilibrator. The drain holes are

With A.A.being en'targed to reduce the poesibility of
4-110. Equillbrators plugginxg, but you must insure that the hole, *

remain clear. The drain holes can be cleanod witha. Type. The 'M102 utilizes opoc -spring a thin wire. The., the equilibraton; can be cleanei
*pusner-ty, ;e equlibrators. and lubricated xvith general purpose lu!'ricating

L. Pusrpose.MTe pi'rpose of Lhe equilibrators is to oil. The M 10: , 1-rication order, LO03- 1015-2-34- 10,
.-.,rduetheliev3 u . effr retirss to'revat the Im Juatne a9, .- ,qures~~ thuat ra- nizathena

tuedue to the rear-mounted tnrunnons, andi thus niaintsunarce person nei accomplish thiia
to elive ý)ne mres frnA heelevating *....-cad* onamotlybsi;hoeer h
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EXER~CISE CAUIoJBN WHENJ

REMOVING 1 IS 3/16 INCH
FILLE PLU OR I WIL

STRIP OU4

Figure 4-16. M102 open sprmn4; pusher-type equilibrators.

)u irication instructions prescribed in note 5 on the f)Depress and elevate the cannon three or
lubrication order have been found to be four times throughout the elevatiorn limits to
inadequate. Personnel chould lubricate the thoroughly lubricate the equilibrator ball and
aquilibrators according to the instructions in (a) screw assemblies.
through Wf below. (Tese instructions w4ill be (2) The grease fitting located at the top of each -

incorporated in the next change of the lubrication equil'brutor must be lub-icated with GAA
I (a) Elevate the cennon to 1,0 montly..

b1) Um a thin wira toclean the dramh(, lle at
Cie bottom of each equilibrator, 4-11. Travering Mechanism

Note. Failure to clean the drain holes will result e.. Type. The type of traverse is pivot and socket.
in improper lubrication of the equilibrators. The pivot is attached to the carniage and fits in the

(c) eingcareul t avid srippng te socket of the firing platform (fig 4-17). When the

plugs, remove the 3/16-inch filler plug frvr the wao si h iigpstotesce
top of ea~ih equilibrator, supports the weight of the carriage by providing aI

beainhg e" face in which the pivct rotatefi during(d) Using a hand oiler, add 1 pint of traverse (fig 4-17). The to&l amount of
general-purpose lubricating oil to each ori-carritige traverse is 6,400 mile. T1he traversing
equi~ibratoi' and allow the weapon to stand until mechanismn or. this weapon is the Level gear typeAoil seepage from each drain hole stops. with a roller tire.

pgs(e) Beng careful to avoid stripping the b. Purpose. The traiversing mechanism controlsI
plgreplace te3/16-inch fliller plug at the op os the movement of the vreanon in an'math so that .
*A equilibrator, rounds can he rapidly delivered over wide fronts.jK ~ 4-12



CARRIAGE

-4

FIRING
PLATFORM PIVOT---- -

AND
$OCKEI-

Figure 4-17. T'raversing mtechanism pivot and a~ocket.

c. Comnponent8. Components of the traversing lubricated semiannually by DS or GS
mechanism (fig 4-18) are a handwheel, bevel maintenance personnel (LO 9-1015-234-10).
gears, a flexible shaft, a connecting shaft with When the weapon is to be shifted over 200 mils the-
U~-joints, helicai gears, an axle, and a roller tire cannoneers will use the trail lifting handles to lift
filled with solid foam. the trail and shift the direction of the tube. This

'id. Functioning. The traversing handwheel prevent~s undre wear of the traversing mechanism.
transmits power to the roller tire through the bevel The roller tire should never be dragged on the
gears, shafts, U-joints, and helical gears (worm grounid. The maximum allowable backlash of the
and worm wheel). The handwheel housing is traversing handwheei in 1/12 turn. If this

-~ ecuedto he ef sie f te tai, te bve gers tolerance is exceeded, the d-4iciency will be .s charedt the diectsion of the fralow ofe bevel The reported to DS -r GS maintenance personnel. Field
flexible shaft, mounted inside 0,e left side of'h unWits have indicated some problems with the

hivii ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _Vr all 1wi~~ek 1  , yvivawcjhyo'il~'A~. ~ 1
.nv frail +Ike n- OVSCO UA £11(U

shafta and U-joints. The helical gears in the tra~il known failure problems have been corrected. -
c!oesmember rmake the mechanism .rreversible; Failure of the gearbox, caused by large trail shifts,
i.e., the weapon cannot ie traverned by moving the was corrected by meanL. of a stronger gearset and
roller tire. The wheel moves the tube 21 mils. The additional support bearings. The only other
tube moves to the right when the handwheel is reported problem concerned wearing of the lockng
rotated io the right and moves to the left when the pin holes in the universal joints. This caused
handwheel is rvtated to the left. excessive backlash in the mechanism. This

problem was corrected by an improvement in thee. Maintdenance. Thre travereing mechanism is mcaimuiesljit.>

Section III. BARRELS AND BREECH ASSEMBLIES

4= t 2. ;U.imI Asea;mbly nvstero per second.

a. Type. The M11 37AI tube in, a 1.05-mir cannon (5) Lands and grooves-36.I
thatfir. seified mmuntio andbaathe(6) Rifling-increasing right-band twist offollowing characterristics and capabilities:ontuni35clbrtoneunin1cabrs

()C~liber-105-mm', or 4.13 inches between (74aiu1age1,0 ees
opposite lands.

(8) Rate of fire-maximum, 10 rounds per(2) Length-124.40 inches, or 30 calibers. minute f,)r the first 3 minutes, austained, 3 rounds4
(3) Length of riflring ('bore)-! 10 inches. per ine, thereafter.
(4) Muzzle velocity-pt-imel49 (9) Kdgt-00 pounds,
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4 /

7 2

8 -4

I - I Idvesing handwil~du U-HuliCaI yeai b
2-Bevel gears 7-Axle
3-Flexible shaft 8-Roller tire
4--Connecting shaft 9-Box trail
5-Universal joints lO-moller tire supports

Figure 4-18. Bevel gear roller tire drive train.

b. Construction. The tube is made from an alloy Process in which heat and expanding gases
steel ingot, wl;`cl iia poured and then hot-forged weaker- the metal in the 4111-e and breech anid
into .3 cylindrcail 8hape by means of a reduce the tube and breech lP .The remaining life
high-pressure press. A hole is then bored through of a tube can be determined by converting the
the center, the outer surface is rough-turned, and rounds fired to equivalent full charge (EFC)
the barr~il is machined. The inside of the barrel is rounds and sub e;.acting thf. EFC rouinds fired from n-
machined with a bore guidance system that the F.FC life of the tube. An EFC is equal to the -

insures the straightness of the tube to within 0.005 firing of harge 7 (maximum charge for the MlO2).
inch throughout its entire length. During this When anty other charge (1 through 6) is fired only
sequence of machining steps, the tube is 0. 10 EFC in exhausted. Table 1 shows the tube and
permanently preatressed by hydraulic pressure in breech life and the EFC factors for the 105-mm
a pro-es- known as outofrettage. howitzer M102.

c. Thbe life. Each round of ammunition fired d. Exterior cornpownt3. T he exterior of the tube
through a cannon tube causes wear and erosion of is threaded at the breech end. The threaded end of
the tube, which gradually changes the dimensions the tube is screwed into the breech ring, and the

4 of the bore. For most gun tubes and some howiter front face of the bre'ý_ch ring has a threaded section - 4
tubes, the extent~ of wear determines the remaining that screws into the rear yoke of tllýe recoil
life. of the tiibe. In addition to causing wear and assembly. As the tube is fitted into position, two
erosion, each round fired produces metal fatigue, a semicircular disks (the cannon ring) are wedged.

4-14
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S7'able 4.-1. Condemnation Criteria for Tubes and Breech Asebnilies

Major Rtem 7 Cannon Tube EFC Life of Tube EFC Factor Breech ife

105-.,m howiltrer M 102 I 1 37* --
. . . . .. .. .........---.----- -- - - - - - -----------. __

p" M, 1 05*r'nmi 'iowitzer M102 41 37A1 (M137E1) 5,000 rounds Charg,. 7 =1.00 Original and 3 tubes
Chargo 1-60=Oý10

'"For special in ormation on cannon tube 1` 37, see TM 9-1000-202-10 and special notes concerning inspec
tions to be made of the original tube.

and bolted between the tube and the second yoke to tapered portion forward of the powder chamber
secure the forward portion of the tube. The that causes that projectile to center itself in the
tube-locking key secures the tube to the breech, bore during the loading operation.
and the breech mechanism key secures the breech (5) Powder chamber. The powder chamber is'•• ~to the recoil mechanism. Four pnhirsare(5Pwdrhme'l pwecabri

punchnarkar that portion of the bore designed to receive the
stamped on the face of the muzzle end of the tube powder increments that are contained in the
1,600 m apart at the vertical and horizontal axes. cartrdge case.
The front boresights are placed on these
punchrnarks for boresighting. (6) Breech recess. The breech recess is formed

in the interior of the breech ring and is designed tc
"e. The interior receive the breechblock, which affords a means of"I components (fig 4-19) of the tube are the same as mechanically opening and closing the rear of the .

those of other weapons that fire semifixed assem bly for loan g and firin t ewno

ammunition and are described below in the order an
of their location, from muzzle to breech.

f. Functioning. When the semnifixed round is
(1) Counterbore. The counterbore is formed by loaded into the M1 02 tube, the round is centered by

reboring the muzzle end of the tube a" predetermined distance to increase the muzzle the centering slope and the forcing cone engages
-''diameter. The eboring cnsis of removing fomtthe the rotating band of the projectile to form a

gastight seal. The powder cannistor fi~ssu~
• Jlands from that portion of the tube. The purpose of into the powder chamber. As the round ip fired, the

the counterbore is to relieve stress when theSweapon is fired. Th"%is indone tonre.ventcre_.__n_, hot gases created by the burning powder cause the
n owdler cannister to ex*pand-1 and a formN111tSt -eUbe.

LUe.seal to the rear of the projectile. This is called
(2) Main bore. The main bore is the entire rearward obturation. Since there is a gastight seal

rifled portion of the bore. The rifling is of between the rotating band of athe projectile and the
increasing right-hand twist design. When the forcing cone of the Wuie (forward obturation), the

S•. round is fired, it turns at a rate of one turn per 35 expanding gases force t6.xe projectil;., toward the

calibers. When it reaches the end of the tube, it is muzzle of the tube. The rifling twists in a
", T turning at the rate of one turn per 18 calibers, right-hand direction increasing from one turn per

(3) "35 calibers to one tvrvi per 18 calibers and thus
(3) Forcing cone. The forcing coe is the rear

F portion of the main bore formed by tapering the leaves t tub e I• •--leaves the tube.
rear of the lands. The function of this forcing cone
is to allow the rotating band of the projectile to be 4-13. Breech Rinil
engaged gradually by the rifling, thus insuring the•,• .:• • M, Gene-a.{. The breech xing is mated to the tube.,
proper seating of the projectile, prior to installation of'the weapon.. The breech ring

(4) Centering slope. The centering slope is the is ihe coinponent rbt,, houses the breechblock. The

GAS CHECK SEAT (WiEAP,.AON l)ING SEPARATE--i.OADING A0MUNITION)
•. •",• •" ~P OW DER ( H AMUR E

"BREE! ONMAIN BORE (RIFLING)BREECH,,"• tFORChN(G CONE I

W-ENTRING SLOPE COUNTERBORE

Figure 4-19. (ross section.
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breech recess is the open portion of the breech ring value is as great as 5 mils. Problems involving the
that allows the lýreechbiock to be opened and embedded correction are discussed in (1) through
"closed. The breech c'hanist, key locks the (5) below. You should read and understand all the
breech ring to the recoil mechani.;m; the tube information presented before initiating any
locking key locks the breech ring to the howitzer corrective action.
tube. The breech ring ig flat on the top to facilitate
zeroing the tube and leveling the trunnions. These ()Teebde orcini sdweeefuctizeroins areue c ed le ing the dcusion. T e it is necessary tw level the tube during fire controlS functions are covered in the discussion of alinernent tests or when the elevation checks andboresighting in paragraph 26. adjustments are conducted on the fire control

b. Beech life. A breech ring may be retubed instrumentp as explai.-ed in TM 9--1015-234-12. If
three times after the original tubing; then it is the value stampf-d on the breech is preceded by a
considered muserviceable, plus sign (+), the numerical value is added to the

c..Ebedded correction. An embedded MIA1 gunner's quadrant readizig. If the value
, correchon, also known as a breech correction stamped on the breech is preceded by a minus sign

core),on tnowe nuersa aau ree coeconefomth
factor, appears on most current field artillery (-)' the numerical ValUeeis subtractedfrOmithe
weapons. This correction factor is stamped on the quadrant reading. An embedded correction with
howitzer breech, normally between the breech neither a plus sign nor a minus sign is considered
elevation leveLng plates (fig 4-20), and represents to be a positve (+) value. The embedded correction
the angular difference between the tu'be bore must be used during tests of fire control

centerline and the elevation leveling plates on the instruments because it is that value that actually
breech. This difference is caused by levels the howitzer tube. Failure to compensate for
' brech.This differancesand the value varies the embedded correction will allow misalinementmanucturing tolerances, of the fire control instruments on the weapon beingfrom weapon to weapon. On most field artillery cheked.

Howeapons, this value is generally less than 1 mil. chcked.h

However, othilue MI02, in some instances, this (2) During investigations involving the

LEVELING

/llZ - ,. -

•-•. , •. k I - II .

EMBEDDED CORRECTIIONiNI--"

Figure 4-20. Location of breech-leveling plates and embedded correction.
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accuracy of fire with the M102, it was determi2ed mechanism does not change the value of the
- that in most instances uning units were not embedded correction greatly, it does make the

- . considering embedded corrections under any value stamped on the breech erroneous.
circumstances. The case was determined to be a
lack of understanding because the use of (4) As a user, you should take two actions
embedded corrections was not explained in the involving embedded corrections.
M102 user's manual. Change 9 to M102 user's (a) First, you must have your DSU verify
manual incorporates the use of embedded the embedded corrections stamped on your
corrections into the manual text; however, that weapons. If your DSU does not currently have the
change will not solve the total problem because the equipment necessary to accomplish this action,
embedded corrections on most M102s are request that the DSU contact the local Armament
erroneous. Command maintenance representative. This(3) 'The embedded correction is not a constant representative has, or can obtain through his
value. It will change whenever the howitzer tube channels, a tube-leveling fixture that will allow
breech, or recoil is changed. Nearly every M102 in your DSU to accurately level each howitzer tube
the inventory has had a tube, breech, or recoil and determine the accuracy of the embedded
change since the weapon was introduced into the correction.
inventory. However, the direct support units that (b) Second, be sure that you understand the
accomplished these changes did not have the use of embedded corrections and that you use the
equipment to accurately level the tube and correct value when you level the tube during fire
measure the new correction value. Therefore, the control alinement test or during t.he elevation
DSUs did not change the embedded corrections. checks and adjustments prescribed in tle user's
Additionally, an M102 that has not had a tube, manual, TM 9-1015-234-12.
breech or recoil change can still have an erroneous (5) The ultimate goal is to eliminate the need
embedded correction because of the weapon
system manufacturing procedures. During for embedded corrections. What is being
manufacture, the tube and breech are mated, the accomplished to achieve that goal is also a twofold
embedded correction is determined, and that value process:
is stamped on the breech. Later, the tube and (a) First, cannon engineers have developed
breech are mated to the recoil and carriage without the tube-lev-ding fixture (fig 4-21) mentioned in

"Pa measurement of the embedded correctian. (4)(a) above. 'his device, as its name implies, is
Although mating the tube and breech to the recoil used to level the howitzer tube. This fixture is

, \

.x.

1 ADJUSTING KNOBiti k u 1
2 LEVELING VIAL C
43 LEVELING VIAL HOLDER GUN TUBE BORE LEVELING FIXTURE
4 SMAGN'T TrUBE STOP
5 ADJUSTABLE SHOE
6 FIXED SHOE
7 QUADRANT SEAT
8 ADJUSTING HOLES

I ------h - _.*

.Figure 4-21. Tube bore leveling fixture.
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simple and rugged, requires little maintenan, e, self-propelled howitzer; the M198, and the XM204
can be used with all calibers of current field I05-mam soft-recoil howitzer, all of which undergo
artillery cannons, and is used in conjunction with tests at various stages of development within the
the MIA1 gunner's quadrant. The significance of US Army materiel acquisition system. If the
the tube-leveling fixture is thatit eliminates using leveling plates prove successful you will be able to
the breech as the reference point in tube leveling level your howitzer tube by using only the M1A1
"and thus eliminates the need for embedded gunner's quadrant without any correction factors.
corrections. The USAFAS has recommended that

X-,- one tube-leveling fixture be issued to each field 4-14. Barrel and Breech Maintenance
%." artillerý battery and to each direct support unit. a. Cleaning.

Plans ci for the fixture with instruction for its use
to be issued as soon as sufficient quantities can be (1) The tube, breech, and all firing parts
) manufactured. should be cleaned with rifle bore cleaner (RBC) the

day of firing and for 3 consecutive 'lays after
(b) The second step in the elimination of firing, for a total of at least four cleanings. After -

% embedded corrections resulted from disatisfaction each cleaning, a coating of rifle bore cleaner
expressed by members of the USAFAS toward the should be left in the tube overnight. If the weapon
introduction of the tube-leveling fixture. is not to be fired within 24 hours after the fourth 4
Arguments were that the tube-leveling fixture was cleaning, it should be wiped dry, inspected, and
another tool that would require some type of lubricated with oil, as described in LO
calibration and that it would increase the 9-1015-234-10-.
proliferation of equipment at battery level. At the
same time, members of the USAFAS became fourth cleaning, cleaning thould be continued
aware of a process being developed whereby until the sweating stop&. Sweating is evidenced by
leveling plates could be machined on the howitzer condeasation of moisture on the inside of the tube.
tube. The process was only begi nni'ng its initial
testih g but could eliminate the need for embedded (3) When the weapon is not being fired, the
corrections and the tube-leveling fixture. The tube should be cleaned with rifle bore cleaner
tube-leveling plates are machined on the forward (RBC) weekly and then wiped dry, inspected, and
position of the tube to correspond to the centerline reoiled as described in (1) above.
of the tube bore (fig 4-22). There are manyi• ~~~b. Cleaning solutions. -" -
questions regarding the feasibility of the process; 'No
among these is the question of whether the (1) Rifle bore cleaner. Rifle bore cleaner
.•wvlinv nlntes could cause early tube failure, evaporates at 1500 F. If you can place your bare
However, to insure that the proceds is fully hand on th tiub w"i"t.u-,tbin b.u.rlv.., theV t .i
investigated, the USAFAS has requested that the cool enough to clean. Rifle bore cleaner is not a
plates be applied to the M1 1OA1 long tube, 8-inch lubricant, but it is a rust inhibitor effective for 24 to

Figure 4-22. Proposed positioning of tusbe leveling plates.
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48 hours. Rifle bore cleaner should never be figure 4-23; the breechblock components are
*. diluted, shown in figure 4-24.

(2) Alternate solution. When rifle bore cleaner d, Functioning.

- (RBC) is not available for cleaning the tube, an
alternate solution of ¼A-pound of castile or GI soap
dissolved in a gallon of hot water may be used. Hot depress the handle latch and rotate the handle.

water is preferable because it will dissolve soap (a) Rotation of the handle transmits motion
more readily. The tube should be cleaned while it is through the brei.ch operating shaft to the breech
still hot so that the solution will wash the primer operating crank and torsion spring.
"salts from the pores of the metal. The cycles•., (b) Thae breech operating crank rotates
described in a above should be used in the cleaningprcsecp httetuems ernedid dowr~ward, moving the pivot downward in the
_ process, except that the tube must be rinsed, dried, T-.slot of the breechblock to lower the breechblock
inspected, and lubricated after each daily into the open position.Scleaning.inoteoepsto.
cenn.(c) Caroming grooves in the sides of the

c. Reducing tube wear. breechblock lower the ends of the extractors

(1) Corrosion, or rust, is a chemical rapidly, causing the extractor lips to extract and .
decomposition of tube metal, caused by moisture eject the empty cartridge case.
being withdrawn from the air by hygroscopic (2) Cocking the firing, mechanism.
primer salts deposited in the tube by firing. To stop
tube wear caused by corrosion, clean the tube with (a) As the breechblock is opened, the
rifle bore cleaner immediately after firing and for 3 cocking lever is caromed rearward by the camming
consecutive days thereafter or until sweating surface on the left wall of the breech recess in the
2eases. breech ring.

(2) Erosion is the wearing away of the tube by (b) Rotation of the cocking level is
the escape of propelling gases (known as gas transmitted to the cocking mechanism.
wash) around the rotating band at the instant of (c The firing pin guide is forced to the rear
firing. It is also cau.ed by friction. Erosion can be by the , &ing mechanism, and the firing spring is

- - reduced by- compressed.

~~~wt (a) Uisiong.h o tcarecmesrt (d) As the firing pin guide approaches the
Swith the mission. cocked position, a sear lug on the guide passes

(b) Using the lowest rate of fire through a notch on the sear.
commensurate ... hc m2,Zsion. Never exceeU (e) When the sear lug has passed through
maximum/sustaine 1 rates of fire. the sear notch, the sear spring expands, rotating

(c) Letting the weapon rest 10 minutes per :.he sear toretain thefiring pin guide and firing pin
hour. The rest periods should be used to clean and in the cocked position.
maintain the weapon. (f) The cocking mechanism is returned to its

(d) Swabbing the tube with cold water original position by the cocking lever spring when
% during lulls in firing. the breech is closed.

(e) Cleaning the ammunition before (3) Closing the bree,-h.
loading. (a) When a round is inserted into the

CA UTION: The bore should be completely dry chamber, the rim of the cartridge case engages the
before firing. This reduces the erosion factor, since extractor lips and pushes them forward.
all foreign matter will be removed by wiping the (b) The extractors are forced off the ilats of
1 r- dry. the breechblock, unlocking the breech.

4-15. Breechblock and Breech Mechanism (c) Manually rotating the handle assembly,
a. Type. The breechblock is a vertical sliding which is pinned to the handle assembly shaft,

.wedge which must beopened and closed manually. actuates the operating crank.
The mechanism uses a series ofsbafts, bevel gears, (d) The arm of the breech operating crank
cranks, and it pivot to raise and lower the rotates upward, slides the pivot in the f--slot of Lhe:•'• • "breechblock.breechblock. breechblock, and thereby raises the breechblock to

b. Purpost. The purpose of the breechblock and the closed position.

breech mechanism is to allow the rear (breech) of (4) Firing. -AS • ~the tube to be opened for loading.."

teue.boedfloig(a) Actuation of the firing mechanism
c. Component&. The components of the breech causes the firing pawl to engage the firing plunger

)perating group (breech mechanism) are shown in and forces the firinag plunger to rotate the trigger.

4.~ 9S4-19
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S•1-Brec asebl rng1--5/13 Zx, 2t pin

_Q(A 171

15

-•,"2--4 x 1¼A socket head cap screw 1 9--Breech crank assembly pin
'•: "3--4 lock washer 20---Breech operating crank shaftS4--Stop assembly 21--Breech ring bracket

& 5--Compression helical spring 22-½V x 114• socket head cap screw
,. 6--Firing plunger 23-½V lockwasher

:•7--Bushing 24--dreechblock crank stop
8--Hende assembly 25--Detent
,9-- 1¾ spring pi. 26-Detent plunge1r

S1 0-Stop bracket 27--Compression helical spring
1 1-.Handle assembly shaft 28--Plunger adjustor spring

S''12--Spring pin '9-Breechblock operating crank
+•.1 3---Retaining ring JO--Pivot

? .14---Self-locking screw 31--Torsion helical spring
1 ' 5--No. 8 lockwasher 32--Closing mechanism plunger
"16-BGear assembly cover 33--C!osing spring shaft

, 17--Matched bevel gear set and machine key 34---Closing spring adjustor
2-3 (not showne) 35--Breech crank assembly pin

3-Figre 4-l3. Breech operating group--exploded view.

.b)-S The trigger, wmbch is ngaged with the primer instantaneously by the presture V the
soar, rotates the sear, compresses the sear spring small compression helical spring (firing pin
and diengages the sear lug; then e crvnpressed spring) that is applied to the firing stop. rnie enti'e - •
Sfiring spring drives the firing pin forwarda to srike inertia percussion firing mechanism is nor-.
the primer. reracted until the cocking action, occurs when the

"(c) The tiring pin is re ra ted tron t'e breech is opened once againra.

• -..-... .. . _ . ..e a t .. .¾ . a .t -.. . . ..- * -
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, Figure 4 25, Firing mechanwiom,
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;•':. ,, discussed in paragraph 27. !Towevwr, (,e pfitential -
problem area, currently under i0 vestiga tion is of
concern to M102 field units beco.ii it involvek) Ih.•
weapon system accuracy. The MlI12 breech h,,s a /.
"slight wobble. This problem has only recently been
detected, aili its full effects are not known. his not 5
considered tW be a significant problem, but when __

considered with the embedded correction area of " - -P-, investigation (para 14), it reinforces the plans to - ". - : 7 -"
eliminate the M102 ý,reech as the reference point

for fire control ins uments by use of the tvbe //2
leveling fixture (para 14c(5)(b)) and then the "
wobble will not create any problem for fire control
alinement tests. _

f. Removal of breechblock from breech ring. (6) Pull bach .wcocing h,,er((). Rmnove the

(1) For easy removal of the breechblock, place per assion mechanism (5).
the weapon in firing position.

(2) Inspect the chamber and bore to see that
they are clear. I~-(3) Pull the lanyard to fire the weapon.

Z•[•.•_• //(',)Elevate the cannon to approximately 1,200 •

•'•* ~~(4) Ciose the breech and check to see that the o ''---,::
• ~ ~breech handle l)is in the locked position. ,"

7ý~ 7

(8) Vacing the underside of the cradle, depress-.

! ~the detet •lunger(•6and move the biee-chbtock :crank stop 7eto the right (unlock) position.

Srotate it 1,60W mils in either dirt~tion to remove the

Iii:,.retainer and ýhe percussion spiingZ3). •Note. If the veapon had not been fired ((3)
'(above) the percussion spring would be under too
bruch pressure and removing it could possibly

. /()cause iirury.t

4-23]
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* (9) Lowe'ý the cannon to 600 mils.
(10) Using a spanner wrench and a

screwdriver, release tension on the torsion helical
spring. Apply leverage counterclockwise on the /
closing spring adjuster)with a wrench. Then
depress the closing mechanism plunger® with a
screwdriver and allow the ad~juster to rotaete
clockwise and relieve tension on the spring.

CAUTION: Don't turn the adjuster clockwise ,

more than necessary to relieve tension on the I*
spring or you may damage the spring. L( AK

S(2) Placea rag on the carriage to prevent
chipping paint when you lower the breechblock.

m,/ 1 W;th vn ir left hand. vrasD the

eyebolt 49 , and with your right hand, unlatch theSbreechblock until it rests on the carriage.

\t, - /\ -/ I
(11) Screw the eyebolt i into the top of the i• •

breechblock. //

(14) Remove tho extractorb '

Note. If ycu cwrvi rt move them, -hevatin
the rannoi' m.A enough. W-& w reiiti ;

:1
.-.
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-- "---"--- . g. Disassembly of breechblock,

) • (1) Move the cocking lever @3 to the forward
0position and take it out. Remove the cocking lever

spring @ from the pivot hole. -. --

(2) Grasp the knob on the retractor and
withdraw the cocking mechanism •_.

(3) Remove the retractor from the cocking
mechanism bushing b3 removing the spring pin.

UNDER #

(15) Move the breechblock handle clockwise
and allow the pivot pin () to disengage from the,
- lot in the breechblock and remove the pivot pin.

I 17

10 16

- .- (4) Rotate the sear (3 slightly counterclock-
wise, removing pressure from the trigger lug.
Remove the trigger 0)

(5) Remove the sear. If the sear sticks, insert a
"(2m I x \1% V i .41/ zI nger int the bored hole of the • hh- lock and•.•- \0 -- •push the sear out.

:•,:•.-•(6) lusert a finger into the sear hole and
, ~remove the sear spring .

(16) Grasp the eyebolt (D with your left hand
and lift up on the breechblock. With your right
hand, move the handle(Dcounterclockwise into )
the locked position.

Note. Make sure the handle remains in locked
••ositionl. h. Assembly of breechblock. To assemble the

, '-'- (17) Using both hands, lift the breechblock breechblock, reverse the procedurc described in
completely out of the byeech ring. g(1) through (6) above. Be careful not to confuse the

sear spring with the cockir lever spring. The
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cocking lever spring is shorter in length than the
sear spring.

i. Installation of'breech block.
(1) Elevate the cannon to 600 mils.
(2) Release the operating handle clockwise

ODto the open position.
(3) Using the eyebolt ®, insert the

breechblock into the breech ring frero the top, and
lower the breschblock until it rests on the carriage. I
Remember to have a rag an the carriage while I .. J
doing this.

(4) Install the left and rig it extractor
asSemblies t.

(5) Graz,,. .he eyebolt with your left hand, ____________

raise thel ~,echbleck slightly and with your right_ _________

hand turn the operating handle counterclockwise -
until the operating crank pivot(@engages the slot

.4 in th,'. breechblock.
(6) Raioe the breechiblock until the extractors

stop the breechblock.6
(7) 'Trp the extractors by pushing them

forwaird and close. the breechblock. '~ ure that the
latch is fully locked.

(8) T.,emove the eyebolt.
(9) Slide the breech~biock crank stop ®to the

left until it ia speured by the detent®.

-~ .- <.. .... .... ... 4 ii



./_ operated weapons, these malfunctions rarely
.9 occur. To avoid injury to pereonnel and damage to

equipment, all personnel concerned must
understand the rnature of each malfunctioa and

1,7 the proper preventive a d corrective procedures.Q ]Figures 4-26 and 4-27 summarize misfire and
0 ' check firing procedures.

a. Definitions.

(1) Misfire. A misfire is a failure of a round to
7 fire after iititiating action has been taken. The

failure may b caused by a faulty firing
(perc ission) mechanism or a faulty ement in the7

8 propelling charge explosive train. A misfire in
itself is not dangerous; however, it cannot be

( t a r ,immediately distinguished from a delay in•:. ~(10) With a spanne~r wrench(o, turn the -
in spiga e c functioning of the weapon firing mechanism or

closing spring adjustermcoun l(ckwise until from a hangfire. Therefore, a misfire must be
the closing mechansm plungeregages the treated as a delayed firing until such a possibility
first, second, or third detent notch. The proper has been eliminated.
notch engagement is determined by the spring
tension required for easy opening and closing of (2) Hangfire. A hangfire s a delay in the
the breechblock. functioning of a propelling charge explosive train

at the time of firing. The delay, though
unpredictable, ranges from A fraction of a second
to several minutes. Thus, a hangfire cannot be
distinguished immediately from a misfire.

12 WARNING: In the event ti.•it a weapon fails
.to fire, keep the weapon trained on the target. Have

10 .personnel stand clear of the muzzle and path of
recoil.

WARNING: When firing is interrupted,
,,- w. ., ,-,,.,., + P -.,. , fl. th e •, ', ;h, •.,,a,,-,,,,,.. O f -- 4 , +

weapon within 5 minutes of the time it was loaded
to prevent cookoff.

(3) Sticker. A sticker is a projectile that is
lodged in the tube after the weapon has been fired.
"Stickers result from insufficient chamber pressure.

",4) Cookoff. A cookoff is a functioning of any
or all of the explosive components of a round
"chambered in a very hot weapon due to heat from

__"___the weapon. The primer and propelling charge, in
that order, are generally more likely to cook off

(11) Install the percussion mechanism o than the projectile or the fuze. If the primer or the

spring (, and retainer @4. Twist the retainer propelling charge should cook )ff, the projectile
mil !nete iecint ok coula be propelled (fired) from the weapon with1,600 mils in either direction to lock. normal velocity even though no attempt was made

4-16. Safety Procedures to the fire the primer by actuating the firing :1
.When a weapon fails to fire, all personnel mechanism. Should the bursting charge explosiveconcerned must follow specific procedures, train cook off, injury to personnel and destruction"deped othtypelof wpeifireduand of the weapon could result. To prevent heating to•. depending on the type of weapon being fired and .

,the condition of the tube (hot or cold). The the point at which a cookoff may cccur, a round ofthe eecondtion offic erm u be(howthe ireroced)hes ammunition that has been loaded into a hot
executive officer must anow the misfire procedures weapon should be fired or removed within 5
aind must apply the appropriate procedures in case mnts
S of a misfire in order to afford maximum safety in mintes.i,
the firing battery. Malfunctions in the firing of (5) Hot weapon. A hot weapon is one in which

'TO'rtillery ammunition, such aa misfires, hangfires, the tube and breech have been brought to af
.and cookoffs, are defined and discussed in a and b sufficiently high temperature by previous firings
below. When authorized and properly maintained so that they can, in several minutes, transmit
ammunition is fired from properly maintained and enough heat to the round to activate its explosive
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components. When a hot tube condition exists, normally given by the battery e~xecutive officer,,
specific loading procedum~s should be foilowed. however, in an emergency, it m-iay be given by
'rhe executive officer is responsible for anyone present. At this command, regardless of its
determining whether a hot tube condition exists. source, firing will cease immediately.
In making his decision, he takes into account such b ifrlhc iigpeetv rcretv
things as ambient temperature, rate, if fire,?bifr/hckfrn rvniv cretv
amount of ammunition fired, and charge il P procedures.
Applicable general loading considerations are as (1) "rereral. Mlisfire and delayed firings are
follow: not dangerous in themselves, howevtvr, two

(a) Do not chamber a round until conditicnis hazardous to crew arid equipmeot can
immediately pri-r to firing. develop if the proper corm,:tive procedures are nct,

followed. First, in the case of either a delayed firing
(b) A chambered round in a hot tube miust be or a misfire the weapcri may unexpectedly fire. All

fired or removed from the piece within 5 minutes. personnel should, therefore, stay lear of the

(c) If a round has been in a hot tube more muzzle and path of recoi. and the weapon should
than5 mnuts ad amisfre s nt ivoled-be kept trained on the tparget until the carttridgethan5 mnuts ad amisfre s nt ivoled-case and propellant have been removed from the

1. Remove the cartridge case immedi- weapon. Secondly, in the Case of a inisfire, if the
ately. round is chambered in a hot weapon, the

2. Evacuate a0l personnel to a safe potusibility of a cookoff exists.
*dirtance.

WARNING: If an explosive round cannot be
3. Request assistance from. explosive frdo noddfo o epnwti

ordwncedisosal(EO) prsonel.Relasethe minutes after being chambered, personnel should
weapor, tW ordnance if reuied. be evacuated from the area and explosive

*(6) Check firing. Check firing is a command ordnance disposal (EOD) personnel notified.

COLD WEAPON MISFIRE
(WI) (W'2)

-ICLEARIANCE TO FIRE (Wi)

I-MAKE TW
II REFIRE ATTEMPFSj

HECK PERWAITI2NMINUTES, UNLOAD
MCE~CHANISM CANSE.EXAMINE PRIME

LIMER FIR--]

fREPA]R FIRING MECHANISM LAD NEW CANN I" rF 91

ANO REFIRE AND REFIRE

Legend

4 C-Weapon cleared,
WARNINGS:

Wi-Misfires must be mt'eated as hangfires until determined otherwise.
W2-in the event ot a misfire, keep woapon trained on target and keep all personnel clear of the in uzzle and path

ol recoil until the cartridge case and propellant are removed from the weapon.
W3-Evacuate unnecessary personnel.
W4-DQ NOT reuse projectiles that have been unloaded from the weapon.

*Npte. Powder and cannister will be saparated from each other. This is to prevent injury to personnel should
the powder ignite.

Figure 4-26. Misfire procedures for a iveaportivich a cold tube firing semifixed ammunition.
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(2) Misfir? -cold tube. After the howitzer fails case with a new ow' mid fires the weapon. If the
to fire, actuate the firing mechanism two moae executive offi,'er does not wish to fire 0-he round

-times in an attempt to fire the piece. Before each after the 2-minute waiting period, the projectile
- additional attempt to firc, the gunner recocks the must then be removed from the tube. The

firing mechanism. If the weapon still fails to fire, breechblock should be closed and rags should be
the chief of section reports to the executive officer stuffed into the powder chamber to cushion the
MISFIRE NUMBER (so-and-so). The chief of ghock of the projectile. Using the bell rammer to
sec-don then waits 2 minutes from the last attempt avoid damaging the fuze. the cannoneer pushes
to fire before he openw the breech-the cannister the round out of the rear of the tube. A co-mmon
wnil be, tsed to the rear separating the powder cause of misfire with a 105-mm howitzer is that the
f&om the cannister to prevent injury to personnel breechblock is not fully closed. This will cause the
should the powder ignite-and inspects the primer firing pin to miss the primer. Broken or bent firing
to see if it has been dernted. If the primer is not pine will cause misfires, as will wet powder or a
dented, the firing mechanism should be repaired, faulty primer. Figure 4-26 outlines misfire

. If the primer is dented, he replaces the csrtridge procedures for a weapon with a cold tube.

HOT WEAPON

MISFIRE Wj(w•)(2) (W30 (W4)-w 1
CHECKFIRING CLVAHANCE TO FIRE (W3)

WEAPON UNLOADED YES MAKE TWG I"WITHIN 5 MINUTES (W5) R EFIRE ATTEMPTS

NO CYE
YES FIRES?

NO

F CSPOSE OFAMMO CHECK f WAIT '2 MINUTES
" AN- FIX PERCUSSION PERCUSSION UNLOAD CANNISTER
MECHANISM, IF NEEDE MECHANISM EXAMINE PRIMER

fLF PSIER FIREDIf IQ
REPLACE CANNISTER REPAIR/RELEASE FIRN .1

EVACUATE PERSONNEL AND REFIRE WITHIN MECHANISM, FIRE/

ANDOCALL EOD 5 MINUTES OF UNLOAD WITHIN C5MEIG__ NUE HMEICHA"BERING [ONUTES O•F CHAMIRERIP4'I

FIDE OR UNLOADED IN 5 MINUTES

NO YES C
(W5)

F WEAPON NOT CLEARED WiTHIN 5 MINUTES, EVACUATE ALL PERSONNEL
TO A SAFE DISTANCE, KEEP LAID ON SAFE DATA, NOTFIFY EOD FOR

PROJECTILE REMOVAL.

C--Weapon cleared.

WARNINGS:
W1,-All projectiles chambered in a hot tube should be removed from the weapon within 5 minutes.

, VW2-In the event a projectile is chambered in a hot weshon and cannot be removed within 5 minutes, evacuate
adl personnel and notify EOD for projectile removal.

W3- -Misfires must be treated as hangfires until determined otherwise.
W4-In the event of a misfire, keep weavhon trained on target and keep all personnel clear ot the muzzle and path

of recoil until the cartridge case and propellant are removed from the weapon.
#W--oo NOT reuse projectiles that have been unloaded from the weapon.

Figure 4-27. Misfire procedures for a weapon with a hot tube firing semifixed ammun-tionr
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3 lsiehttube, After the howitzer fail ralsi not ncceasayy.loki
onn andais iwomor

firng echnis. f te wapo stllfaiA t fie, designed to relieve stress on the elevating
mehaisringn tavlU~ ~ h hefo eto reports to the executi officer iicaimdrn rvlj -Se ,Y(F NUMBER (so-and--so). The aiief of b. Airborne operations. The tube can be slid out

a& io thn ait 2minutes from the last, attempt of battery for airl-orne operations. When this is
t(fie efreheopens the breech (see note, fig done, the out-of--battery looking pin must be.

4-26), removes the cartridge cage, and inspects the engaged through the side of the cradle into the
primner Lo see if it has beer. dented. If the primer is sleigh assembly.
nrt *dented, the flizing mechanism should be c. Maintenance problems. Korea-based units
repaired. If the primer is dented, he replaces thehverptdthtsoanicacu la nte

cartidg can wih anew ne nd fresthcM102 cradle during iractive periods. Later, when
weapon. The above procedures must be ti epni ieteso n c r

*- accomplisheO. with Ir 5. miautes %fter loading; if h t hi wopesdapnd tis pireclde the snweao fandcear
weaimon cannot be fired or unloaded within 5 returniing to the full in-battery position. This, in
minutea the followiytg procedures are followed- turn, causes a separation between the firing

(a) Evacuate all peroonnel to a safe mechanism pawl arid the breech firing plunger,
di,,tance. which prevents the weapon from being fired.

(b) Request assistance from explosive (1) Investikat; ons have confirmed that this
*ordnanice disposal persionnel. Release the weapon problem ca~n occur when any type of foreign

to ordnance if required. Figure 4-27 outlines hot material gets into the cradle. Foreign material is
tube misfire provedtres. most likely to enter the cradle during inactive

periods or road travel, However, further
- . 4-17. Cradle Assembly confirmation of this problem is required from you,

The cradle assembly (item 9, fig 4-1) holds the the user. If you have experienced this problem,
recoiling parts of the tube. The sleigh assembly, sbi neupetipoeetrpr.O h
which is attached to the yokes, slides in the basis of your input, Armament Command
gunways of the cradle during firing, and thus engineers will determine the best method of-

*allows the recoiling parts to recoil and resolving this problem.
_. Th1 LI I- -r 4.1- r0f h 2 Tn prevent. thp Reeiimulation of foreign

sleigh assembly are made of nonfriction metal; material in your weapon, ycu should tie a piece of
neither component should ever be lubricated. canvas around the cradle during inactive periodo
Peric~lic application of asolid-film lubricant to the or during road travel.

Section IV. RECOIL MECHANISM

4-11S. Pupo 'Types, and Components of range of operations from -65' F to +150' F, The
Recoil Mechanism total capacity of the recoil miechanismn is

a. Type of recoil mnechanism, The recoil approximately 10 pints, including the reserve.
mechanism employed or; the towed 105-mrn (2) Pnei~ma tic means that a gas is used.
howitzer M 102 is of the hydropmuratic, variable, Nitrogen gas is used bezcause it can be highly
dependent type with floating piston. An compressed with outexplodinif will not corrode the
ex.planation of this nomenclature follows: mietal parts, and is readily tvailable. The

(1) ydr mad tht aliqid i usd~ his recuperator is precharged with Yatrogen pressure
liquid is recoil oil. Recoil oil is a petroleumn-base ofr 1,5 punds te perasquare) ic.t ahehi
hydraulic fltid. There are~presently three types of (min eprtr)
rc~cil oil (O8T, U1",IA, and OHC) authorized for use 43 aibemasthr samcaiaii field artillery weapons. OUT is the preferred oil ()Vral en hr samcaia* beaus it rovdesmethod of varying the length of recoil. This

ARrsin Th ois getr-oeto gis eliminates the need for digging a recoil pit in ordercorsi v Teoilse c&A- ')w mixed; however, mixing tofrathganlsfeevio.Udroml
should be aoddif possi ble, siince it :-iny tend to tofrathganlsfeevin.Udroml

I lifiluts the protective additives of one or m:'ore of the operating conditiona, the length of recoil can vary
ails. Artecoil mechanism thatcontainsA iezi x'ture of from 30 inchies to 510 iriches.r4 oils should be drained and refilled with the (4) Dependent cans that there is a liquiG-
prefeired OH-T as ao-in a8 it becomes available. All connaction for the )w of recoil oil between the
three oilms are red in color a, d have a temperature recoil end recupe7 ator cylinders.
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(5) Floating piston iaeans that a free pist uxi buffer, I)uring recoil thia function iac'oroplished
eepara testhe liq,,id from thegasin the recuperator by the gradual throttling of recoil oil, the
cylinder. The diaphragm portion of the floating compression of nitrogen gas, and the friction of the
piston forms a movable, liquid-tight, gastight movring parts.
seal. (4) Tb hold t;ze rcoilhng parts. The howitzer

6. Purpose of the recoil mechanism. The tube must be held'in the in-battery position and at
puirposes of the recoil mechanism are- all angles of elevation. This is accomplished by the

reserve oil located between the floating pistont and
(1) To stop the recoiling parts. The recoil the regulator assembly in the recuperatox cylinder

mechanism must absorb and control the rearward (d below). It insures that constant pressure from
thruat of the weapon without ercessive the nitrogen gas is applied to the front of ihe recoil
displacement of the carriage or excessive shock, cylinder to hold the tube in the in-battery position.
This action is accomplished by the thiottling of oil
through the orifice (d below), the compression of c. Components of the recoil mechanism. 'The
the nitrogen gas, and the friction of the moving major components of the recoil mechanism (fig
parts. 4-28 and 4-29) are the--

(2) To return the recoiling parts. The recoil (1) Recoil sleigh assembly. The recoil sleigh
mechanism causes the recoiling parts to return to assembly houses and supports the recuperator
the in-battery position by the expansion of the cylinder, the recoil cylinder, and the cannon. The
nitrogen gas that is compressed in the recuperator sleigh includes four yokes that hold the parts
cylinder during the i-c-oiling phase (d below), together and two rails that slide 'n the cradle to

"* guide and support the recoiling parts. The breechS(3) Topizuventshock. The recoiling parts must is screwed into the rear yoke and the cannon is
be returned to their in-battery positions without supported by a bearing in the front yoke and a
excessive shock. This is accomplished during the locking ring in the second yoke. The second yoke
last few inches of counterrecoil by a counterrecoil also contains the oil filling valve.

* , 24

r () I 3 / -r
Is 21 . ta 26

15 1 7 1 7 19.

~1 Aej 25 l80

1--Recoil cylouder 1-4-Recuperator oI

2-BCreather valve 15-Oil return ports3-Recoil piston 16--Oil passagtof
4-Recoil piston rod 17---Regulator
5-Recoil oil 18-Controlrod
6--Stuffing box 19-Variable depth grooveH
7-Cradle gap 20--One-way valve

Ill-8-Recoil piston rod nut 21-Throttling orifice
9-Cotter pin 22--Oil rose rye

1 O-Second yoke 23-Diaphrad m
1 1-Connecting oil passage 24--Floating piston
1. l1---Recoil sleigh assembiy 25-Nitrogen gas
1 ... Oil index indicator 26-Nitrogen fill-ng valve

Figure 4-28. Hydropneumatic variable dependent recoil mechanism (components).
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it (2) Recuperator cylinder. The recuperator cupports (brackets, pine, and linka& nre used to
cylinder (fig 4-28) contains conipressed nitrogen suspend the rail above the carriage .rnul,. The

gas between the floating piston awl the rear head. aria connects the rail assembly with th,- ,ljvdnm
The front part of the cylinder contaipr record oil, arm through a knuckle joint arrang,,mcv4. '2hv
which fills the regulator body 4r(. the spare variable recoil mechanism is splinud to ,
between the flopting piston and the regulator. The recuperator regulator housing.
front head contains the oil index indicator rod and d. Funetioning of the recoil mechanism.
the variable recoil housing. A control rod i3 F nec
connected to the floating pistrn and slides within (1) Action in recoil. When thehowit x,,r is fird,
the regulator. the force of the expanding gas propels tOr

projectile out of the bore. Ta saa_.e fotr, raliw,,
(3) Recoil cylinder. The recoil cylinder (item 1, reacts against the breechblock and forcrw the

f5g 4-28) contains recoil oil, which can pass back recoiling parts rearward, except for the rncoai
and forth between the recoil cylinder and the piston in the recoil cylinder. The piston is heti
recuperator cylinder by means c-f connecting from recoiling by the piston rod, which is secured
pareages. A -ecoil piston, which is secured to the to the front of the cradle by the recoil pi, ton cod
cradle by u pi 3ton rod, holds this oil and separates nut. As the sleigh moves back in recoil, the recoil
it from air, which filis the rear portion of the iril
cylinder. A stVsffing box prevents leakage of oil oil in the recoil cylinder is forced through the

passage into the regulator body of the recuperator
i past thie p'd#W1 rod, cylinder. The regulator body contains a or,,-way

(4) Wariable recoid actuator. The variabhe valve and a throttling orifice through which the oil
recoil actuating mecharAism (fig 4-2PN is a pisses, and it acts upon the floating piston
cormponert of the carriage and is ce npows: of xi diaphragm in the recuperator cylinder, forcing it
control cam, a camn lever tube, a rail and plate to the rear, further conpressing the nitrogen
assembly, a rail support arm, a cam actuating behind the floating pirton. As the floating pist~n
lever, en arm link, a variable r, :oil mechanism ut ,-,s to the rear, a control rod that is fastea- -I to
afm, and assembly links. Thn cam is secured to the tht diaphragm it, drawn through the Lh rwUtling
left trannion cap and is linked to the rail assembly orifice. Thi, area through which oil can flow is then
by an adjustable connecting, rod. Two pivoting reduced by throttling the oil gradual1,y through

1 13

S ~6/
31

1--Trunnion adaptors 7-Rail and plate asse'nbly
2-Control (eara 8--Roller support
3--C.am actuazing levor (with variable reicoiP 9-Actuating rail support arm

mechanism roller) 10 ----Arrn link
4-C4am leber tube v1 --Variable xecoil mochanism arm
5--Rotatirg shaft eye bracket 1 2---Regulator
8--Rail assembly trnk I 3.--Recuperator

Figure 4-29. Variable recoil actuating mechanism (components),
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Vadi-inble dt,,!ph groovei4 until the, remaining energy prinripaily exhiijqt" in th1 e process of farviig the
of recoil is unable to force the oil to the rear. At that. oil tiru~ Ih sihedphgroe oe~f~i
time, since the resiiiance is equal t~i the force. energy, however, im stvent in comipres.sing thle
further motion is impossible anid thc it'oilinv nitrogen gas ar~d in overcoming tho combinedi
parts are broughtto res~t. As the weapon is elevated friction of aill moving parts. Figure 4--31 showN the
or depressed, the cam follower is actuated. This flow of oil from the revoil rylinder through the
aCtustitinf causes the regulator body to turn. The regulator and the subsequent pressure againdt the
turning of the iegulator body regulat-'s the floating piston, which compresses the nitrogen
opening of the oil passage and determines the gas.
length of recoil. The energy of the recoiling parts is

-J-

10~

~ PIS ION ROD LOCKING NUT
(HLD PISTON ROD STATIONARY)

r on .... A

A---

-4,

Figure 4 4. Variable depende'nt recoil system durin~g counterrecoi actio.
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(2) Action in counterrecoil. When the recoiling (4) Variable rrceil mechanism. The variabJo"
parts are brought to rest at the end of recoil, the recoil mechanism (fig 4-32) provides the weapon
"unbalanced force of the greatly compressed with a means of shorteninli recoil length at high
nitrogen gas forces the floating piston and angles of elevation. Aa the tube is elevated, the
diaphragm foiward, pushing th3 recoil oil back roller tracks along the cnitrol cam, which pivots
through the regulator into tie cylinder against the toward the rear of the weapcn. The tube and the
back of the recoil piston. Since the recoil piston is rail and plate assembly form the link between the
stationary, the force is transmitted to the front le, ,r and the roller support. As the roller support
inside face of the recoil cylinder, and the recoiling pulls the support arm and arm link to the rear, the

" parts are thereby pushed back to the in-battery mechanism ann is rotated downward, forcing the
position (fig 4-31). regulator to turn. As the regulator turns, the

(3) Recoil and counterrecoil without shock, throttling orifice is gradually rotated so that it
During recoil the oil is throttled gradually through disengages the long variable depth grooveo. From
the variable depth grooves. Because the grooves 0 to 178 mils the length of recoil is 50 inches, from
"are tapered, the flow of oil is diminished without 178 to 711 mils the length of recoil varies; from 711
shock. The long variable depth grooves are deepest to 1,333 mils the length of recoil is 30 inches.

- where the short grooves termninate; this (5) Oil index and oil rescrue, The recoil
contributes to smooth recoil action at low angles of mechanism is designed to operate properly when
elevation. Friction of moving parts and the correct recoil oil reserve is forced into the
compression of the nitrogen gas also contribute to system so as to separate the floating piston
recoil action without bhock. During countcrrecoil diaphragm from the regulator and thereby
"the one-way valve is shut by the pressure of the tranminit the pressure of the nitrogen gas through
returning oil as the split rings around the valve the floating piston to the oil column. The pressure
form an oiltight seal. The oil is then forced to of the recoil oil acting on the recoil piston holda the
return through a groove iocated ineide the recoiling parts in the battery position. An
regulator. As this groove tapers toward the front of insufficient oil reserve may allow the cannon to
the regulator, the oil flows more slowly and the fall out of battery at high elevations. The correct
"tube eases back to the in-battery position. recoil oil reserve exists when the end of the oil

MAXIMUM RECOIL POSITION MINIMAUM RECOIL POSIIIO

-THROTTLING ORIFICE

REGULATOR

* --- CONTROL ROL,

OIL PAS,'ACES \(~

"CAM FOLLOWER

,Figure 4-32. Functioning of the variable -ecoil mechanism.
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"index indicator rod is flush with the front face of screw. Remove the cap from the nozzle head, hold
•!"•the recuperator cylinder front head (P12 screwv the nozzle end up for a minute or two until all air in

fillers 6 oz). Whenever the amount. of reserve oil is the oil has risen to the surface, and purge the gun

less than that prescribed, a rod attached to the by turning the handle until no more air bubbles
diaphragm moves forward with the floating piston appear at the nozzle end.
diaphragm and causes the indicator rod to ( ril r
protrudc, indicating insufficient reserve oil. The reestablish the oil reserve (fig 4-34) screw the

oil reserve is low when the indicator rod protrudes nozzle of the gun into the filling hole, taking care
more than 3/1d--inch from the regulator housing, not to cross the threads. Before tightening, turnnot toe werpon mtse thrads Beor tigred.ng turnermoe
and the weapon rnust not befired. On newer model the handle and force out any air in the filling hole.
M',02s a red scribe line on the index indicates Operate the gun with both hands and avoid any
3/11.-inch. lateral pressure, which might possibly break the

Note. Sufficient operating reserve oil is present threaded nozzle. When the oil index indicator rod
when the indicator rod protrudes 3/16-inch from shows a full reserve, unscrew the gun and install
"the regulator housing; however, proper oil :eserve the filling plug.
c4iould be reestablished at the first opportunity. (4) Troubleshooting recoil malfunctions. if

e. Maintenance of the recoil mechanism. the tube slams out of battery, normally the recoil
P eoil level is low; if the tube slams into battery, the

(1) To drain the oil reserve. (lac tube remils recoil oil level is probably too high. Jerky motion
elevation. To drain tL~e oil reserve (fig 4.-33) remove duigrclincaeethraitysih• ", the filling plug with a suitable wrench. Connect during recoil indicates either a dirty sleigh
the filling plu with a tae wrenh. Conc assembly or emulsified oil. To check emulsified oil
ie the fillinr and drain hose to the liquid-release tool, (which is pink in color), pour some into a container

iand let it stand. If the bubbles dissipate, air is
hand-tighten it. Using a suitable wrench, further mxd wit thoi. I i the ol drestablish.•I"• mixed with the oil. Drain the oil and reestablish--

tighten the tool until the reserve oil spurts out in a the oil reserve. If the bubbles do not dissipate,
stream. In checking the reserve oil before firing, nitrogen is mixed with the oil Contact support
drain only enough oil to cause the oil index Spersonnel. Ireolile aksa aeo he rp
indicator rod to protrude slightly and catch the oil personnelI re ea thre dtrop
in a suitable receptacle. For complete draining of permain ute, refer the weapon to suppo.t
oil reserve, allow the oil to spurt out until the flow m

~ •stops. Inspect the oil for evidence of water, air, or
nitrogen. .", .

'j 3-626-45

OIL FILIN 40:OU

Figure 4-33. Draining oil reserve.

(2) To fill the recoil oil gun. To refill the recoil
oil gun, turn the handle counterclockwife until it is
screwed completely back, loosen the locking screw Figure 4-34. Establishing oil) eserve,
on the head, and remove tihe handle and head as a

"s.-. unit. Pour oil directly into the barrel of the gun, (5) Variable recoil actuating asseinbly
avoiding the formation of air bubbles. Replace the problems. The hardware that coinpcses tihe
handle and head as a unit and tighten the locking variable recoil actuating assembly (fig 4-35) has
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been a constant source of problemo for M102 (b) 7lie second itemi of interest on the M102
crewmen. Thirce components are of iminediate variable recoil actuating astiemnbly is the variable
concern to, M102 users. recoil inUChine bolts (iticn 2, fig 4-35).

ýý4.A(a) First is the variable recoil shoulder bolt Investigations and field reports have revealed that
(item 1, fig 4-35). Invcstigations and reports from these bolts wvill also vibrate loose and then be

4 ~~the field indic.ate that the shoulder bolt, has a hadduigirgoprtns
tendency to vibrate loofe and h~en shear during 1. This problem has beien attributed to
firing operations. .improper timing of the variable recoil system aamd

1. Pansareto eplce he oltwit a olt failure of the bolthole threads in the cradle. Tiýminig
aridsei-locingnut Thi moifictio is is a function of diract support units, and the proper

curntl belflcing nccomplishe indihecovirhaul timing procedure is prescribed and emphasized in
programn. Direct support units are being miade cag ftedrc upr aneac
aware of a field fix so that, if the shoulder bolt on manual, TM 9-1015-234-35. go that the uper can

any f yur eapns fils yor DU ca reairit. insure that the recoil mechanism is properly timed,
any f yur eapns fils yor DU ca reairit. a check of recoil timing %ill be incorporated into

2. In the meantaime, you should insure the next revision of the uscr's nianuial, As for thme
that the bolt now in use remains snug. After failure of the boithole threads in the cradle, M102
tightening the bolt, make sure that the actuating maintenance engineers have developed steel
raii support arm moves freely. You must also check innerts for the boitholes in the cradle to prevent the
the Allen-type setscrew used in conjunction with bolts from stripping the threads. Currently, these
the bolt now in use. It should be tight and staked, steel inserts are to be applied only at overhaul
Painting over this sethcrew will make it difficult to facilities. Plans are to ma~ke a field fix available to
check for tightness and staiking. direct support units so that they (-An repair the

1#114 TIMINGO C#46CSK 19 (DLS4ki U gIll PAR PAP4 VC

0 TO 170 MIts[.
AT 0 MILS rLFV.1

5.13 Tc, 711 MILS
7z/-I AT 711 MILS ELEV.

GROOVE ON
4 SPLINE "HAF1

CETE

I CIC Uf

~~~NIN~~Il £ t., j 4euVECAVU I9 A LACIK
*Zqtý QI I WILL 111I4&AI aIIMIIA ~ WRIIUU4(A 91

Figure 4-35. Variable recoil actuating or assembIly with timing check procedures.
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boltholes when the bolts strip the threads. (b) A clearance of 0.020 to 0.040 inch
should exist between the r-coil control arm and the

2. In the meantime, you should make sure recoil control arm stop.
that the machine bolts are sufficiently tight during
firing of the M102. Bolts must not Y, too tight or 5. Repeat the steps presented in 1 through
they will ctrip the threads in the boltholes. Also, 4 above.
you should check tos e that the recoil mechanit m 6. If the variable recoil actuator
is properly timed according to the procedures in (c) mechanism does not perform as indicated, the
bslow. (Thene procedurea will be incorporated in mechanism is improperly timed and should be
"the next revision of 6he user'a manual.) turned into direct support maintenance for repair.

(c) Variabh iecoil actuating assembly (d) Cam follower ring. The last item of
timingk check. The timing check of the M102 interest on the variable recoil actuator assembly is
variable recoil actuating afl sbly should be the cam follower ring (item 3, fig 4-35). Reports
performed an follows: fivo the field indicate that the ring deteriorates or

1. Depress the cannon toO mils elevation breaks during firing and thus causes
and insure that the center punchmarks are maladjustment of the howitzer variable recoil
between the ranges indicated by the painted area system.
for 0 to 178 mils (fig 4-35). 1. Cam follower ring deterioration has

Note. Throughout this entire check of the been attributed to either improper lubrication or

variable recoil mechanism, the groove on the improper timing of the lariabe recoil actuaior
splined shaft should remain alined with the center mrnhanism.
punchmarks on the reo-il contrl AVIm. 2. At this time, the problem with the ca.m

. Efollower ring can be corrected only by you, the user.
is 2. Elevate the cannon to 178 mils and Ao pointed out in (c) above, you can check to set if
insure that th center nhrarksare between the the recoil actuating assembly is properly timed. If
rangee indicated by the painted area for 0 to 178 it is not, turn in the weapon to the DSU for
emils. adjustment. As for the lubrication problem,

3. Elevate the cannon to 533 minl and Armament Command engineers have prepared a
onunre that the center punchmarks are between the change to the lubrication ord.r which will be

ranges indicated by the painted area for 533 mils to published shortly. It requires th, aser to lubricate
711 mils elevation, all moving parts of the recoil actuating assembly

4:•, Eiev , the cannon to Knma:1U-L.. daily with general-purpose lubricating oil when
L!3t2 wcupofn bl l 5 - fin rvedl deaily. Theae -novings:•., -elw.vation anid c•bt-,ýk the following: L, weaponch -••:

ahprt include the arma linkage, actuating rail

(a) Thue ventet punchmarks should be support arm. needle bearing car follower, rail
tre,,sen toe ranges indicated by the painted area assembly links, cam actuating lever, control cam,

'-4 • lor 533 mils to maximum elevation. and cam follower ring.

Section V. FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT

,-•S. Sighting and Laying Equipmnmt trajectory has two elemý'nts that are controlled by

S of the common Urms relating to sightin sighting and la ing equipment-the vertical
&sdlyn angular measurement and the horizontal angular•:•;•, nd ls.ying equipment are defined in a thro3ugh I

L.low. measurement.

a. Fire cortrol insiruments-Include both on- c. Reticle-A measuring scale or mark placed in
and off-carriage instruments. On-carriage fire the focus of an optical instrument. Some reticles
Nr•vitml instrument& are thome that are of built-in have graduations that allow small angular or

Sde~ir or are placmd on the weapon by the gun crew range measurements to be made while the operator
""nd veve the purpose of laying the weapon in looks through the instrument.
defletion and/or elevation. Such instruments as
the panoraimic telescope, range quadrant, elbow d. Sighting-The process of directing a line of

tel.ompe, and g inner'a quadrant are on-carrimge sight toward an aiming point.
equipment, The aiming circle, battery e. Referring-..The process of moving the line of
-omman~der's telescope and M2 compass are sight to an object without moving the tube. The
• : airple. of off-carri"ge control instrumen��cts purpose is to determine the angular distance from

b. Trajectory--The curve described by the the line of fire or rearward extension of the Hioe of
center of gravity of a projectile in flight. The fire to the designated object.
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f.Laying-The process of pointing the tub~e of a minimizes "reticle shift," Azimuth readings areweapon in a given direction for a given range. made from a mechanical mil counter unit.
g. Indirect fire-Fire from a weapon that is laid Included iih a reset counter that can be set to show a

by sighting on a point other than the target. redn fZOniswtotcnigthlief
Normally, the target and weapon will not be gight of the telesaope. This permits all weaporis to

intervsible.have a common defliection even though the
collimator for each piece is placed at a different

h. Direct fire-Fire from a weapon that is laid by referred deflection. The panoramic telescope
sighting directly on the target, MI l3-Al is a 4-power, fixed-focus telescope with a

i. Cant-The tilting of the trunnions of a 178,-mul field of view. It is mounted directly to
weapon out of the true horizontal plane. Cant telescope mount M134A1.
causes the tube. to travel out of the true horizontal (2) A parallax shield is hinged to thb top edge
plane in traverse and out of the true vertical plane of the rotatable head. The shield may be closied
in elevation. Cant is always present if the over the front of tne sight to protect the lensduring
tmunniions of a weapon are not level, travel. During boresighting and certain other

4-20 Fie Cotro Insrumntstests, the shield is also closed. Closing the shiedd
* 4-. Fie Cntro Intrumntswill allow only a minute ray of light to enter the

a,. Panoramic telescope MI13A1. telescope and therefore reduces the problem of a
(1) The panoramuic telescope M113A1 (fig "moving" sight picture (parallax).

4-36) is the basic instrument used in laying tne (3) The elevation knob 'located on the top of
weapon in direction. A 1,600 mil prism, reticle, and the rotatable head is; used to raise and lower the
the objective lenses are mounted rigidly with line of sight. The ronge of the elevation knob is

- -rmpect to one anothe~r in a rotating assembly that from -300 mil~s to +300 mils, but no determination

ELEVATION KNOB
LIGI PROJECTOR RF:EPTACLE

NITOOGEN PUR~GING VALVE

AZiMiTH' KNMOR

AZIM4TH CO"TERBORESIGHT
DETENT COVER

RECEPACLEGUNNER*S AID KNOB

* ~RESET C(AJNTER K"N

RESETCOUMMGUNNER AID COUNTERS

EYEPIECE

Figure .4-36. Panoram4*c telescpe,ý M113.
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of vertical angles can be made with this ",i4nsion ofthelineoffiretothelineofsight, itis
mechanism. 'd to lay the weapon.

" (4) A light projector is located on the sight of (b) Aiming points. After the weapon has
the rotatable head. Originally, the device was been laid, the gunner will turn the azimuth knob
designed for illumination of aiming points, but its until the line of sight is pointed where the primary
effectiveness is minimal, aiming point is to be emplaced. He will direct the

The azimuth knob is used to turn the cannoneer to emplace the collimator/aiming posts(5) Tfor the proper sight picture, and then he will recordrotatable head and thus move the line of sight. the deflection to tbht aiming point. The same
When the azimuth knob is turned, values on both
the azimuth counter and reset counter change. We aiming point.
may utilize the slow motion by simply turning the
knob itself or the fast motion by extending the Note. This step is accomplished without moving
crank that should be used to avoid turning the the tube off of the azimuth of fire.
knob too fast and wearing out the internal gear (') 5!eferring. After alternate aiming points

' train, have been selected, the sight may be turned to

(6) Also located on the body of the azimuth them to read the deflection from the azimuth
knob is a bar knob, which may be rotated to one of counter. Referring simply means obtaining a

* two selector positions: direct fire or indirect fire. If deflection to a given point without moving the
the bar knob is rotated to the indirect fire position, tube.
the gear train will click once for every mil the (d) Direct fire. If the weapon has been
azimuth knob is turned. If the bar knob is rotated properly boresighted, the azimuth counter can be
to the direct fire position, the gear train will click turned to deflection 3200 and the gunner can sight
once for every 5 mils the azimuth knob is turned, directly on a target that he plans to engage with
thus enabling the gunner to lead a target by 5-mil direct fire. an

increments without looking at the azimuth scale. (e) Boresighting. When the weapon is laid,

(7) The azimuth counter ic marked every ¼/ actually the executive officer is laying the 0-3200
nimbered every mil from 0000 to 6399.75, and line of the sight instead of the tube itself. Because

the reading on the counter reflects the true the 0-3200 line of the sight and the line offire may
..• deflection measured to the line of sight from the not be parallel to each other,; 'he weapon must be
W rearward extension of the line of fire. The azimuth boresighted. This procedure is discussed in

counter is the upper digital counter on the sight. paragraph 26. Basically, when the azimuth
When the azimuth counter reads 0000. the line of cnnnitpr Rhnws deflection 3200. the line of fire and
sight should be parallel to the rearward extension the line of sight must be parallel to each other.
of the line of fire; when it reads 3200, the line of
sight should be parallel to the line of fire. The (f) Reset counter.
azimuth counter is used for laying, for emplacing 1. Indirect firc. After the aiming points
aiming points, for referring to alternate aiming hv b ndecthe guner insuresithatotheo•: oins, f r b resghti g, nd f r d rec fir . T esehave been emplaced, the gunner insures that the
points, for boresighting, and for direct fire. These tube is still on the azimuth of fire and turns the line
functions will be discussed below, of sight to the primary aiming point. He will then

% (8) The reset counter (marked every ¼/4 mil, turn the reset counterknob until it pops out and
numbered every 1 rail from 0000 to 9999.75) is the deflection 3200 is on the reset counter. After he has
lower digital counter on the sight. It is designed to insured that the true deflection to the aiming point
give the user the capability to read an artificial is still on the azimuth counter, he will rt cord that
value that coincides with the readings of all other value and cdose the hinged door over the azimuth

. panoramic telescopes within the battery. Pushing counter. Since all gunners within the battery will
the reset counter knob in and turning it until it have done the same thing, each tube will be on the
pops back out resets the counter to read 3200 mils. azimuth of fire and each reset counter will show
This action does not affect the azimuth counter. So deflection 3200 to the primary aiming point.
for any direction the line of sight may be pointed Therefore, the FDC will now send fire commands
we may give it an artificial value of 3200 mils. The in relation to deflection 3200, If the battery is to fire
reasons will be made clear in (9)(f) below. The reset 300 mils to the left of the azimuth of fire, deflection
counter is used in indirect fire for determining site 3500 is sent in. the fire command (LARS rule). The
to crest, and as an aid in putting out azimuth reset counter enables all weapons to receive the
stakes. same fire command with relation to a commnon

-(9) deflection of 3200 mile even though the primary(n Functions of the azimtuth countbr and reset aiming points of all the weapons were not
emplaced at the same true deflection, If the

"(a) Laying. Because the azimuth counter primary aiming point were rendered unserviceable
shows the true deflection from the rearward the gunner would simply open the hinged door
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over the azimuth counter, turn to the deflection of counter is now pointed at azimuth 1600, the gunt"r
his secondary aiming point, reset the reset counter, turns the line of eight to deflection 4800 and has
and close the hinged door. At this time he could the 3200 azinmuth stake emplaced. As the line of -

place the deflection from the next fire command on sight is turned to deflections 6400 and 8000, the
the reset counter unc take up the proper sight gunner hasthecannoneeremplaceazmuthst~kes
pictume on the secondary aiming point, for 4800 and 6400 respectively.

2. Site to crest. The chief of section will (10) Opposite the azimuth and reset co4,nters
determine what obstructions in front of his are two small gunner's aid counters. By turning
weapon may limit his field of fire. He will have the the gunner's aid knob, the gunner can place
gunner traverse the tube to the direction of the special corrections on the sight. If the FDC wants
obstruction and then determine the deflection with the weapon to continuously fire 16 mile to the rightrespect to the azimuth of fire. The gunner will of the azimuth of fire, the gunner's aid knob is
simply refer the line of sight to the primary aiming turned until a 16 appears in the R (right) gunner's
point, and read the deflection from the reset aid counter. This will cause tie numbers in the
counter to the chief of section. reset counter to increase by 16 mile without

S3. Azimuth markers. Azimuth stakes are moving the line of sight. In order for the gunner to
indicators that show the cardinFl directions 6400, fire the deflection announced in the fire command,
1600, 3200, and 4800. To emplace the stakes, the he must use the animuth knob to decrease the
gunner first determines which cardinal direction setting on the reset counter by 16 mil3 amd thus
is closest to the !ine of fire. If the weapon is laid on force t thtub 16 rie tote right of the azi eduth f
azimuth 1400, the closest cardinal direction is fire. The oraximum correction that can be applied
1600. The gunner then turns the line of sight to to the panoramic ý1escope varitcs but is normally
"that cardinal direction. By using the azimuth approximately 56 . ls. If the corrction is to
scale, he can turn to deflection .3400 which is 200 exceed that amount, the FDC will have to
mils past the line of fire in a clockwise direction. announce in the fire command a special deflection"" This is also 200 mis in a clockwise direction past to that weapon. Special corrections are placed on
i azimuth 1400, or azimuth 1600. The gunner then the sight before the deflection in the fire command
directs the cannoneer to emplace the 1600 azimuth is applied. Corrections are taken of before the
marker, closes the azimuth counter door, and panoramic telesccpe is referred to 3200 to return to
resets the reset counter to 3200. If 3200 on the reset the original azimuth of fire.

Ad;- -. ,1 .,Ctaf- C- required few proper rocle
(A minotion.

__ M53 light instrument illuminates the Pantel

--- M52 light instrument illuminates the counter

C lamp assembly

Figure 4-37, Emplacemnent of night lighting deuices M5*2 and M53 on the MI I,
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(11) The night lightin'g devices will be the effects of trunnion cant. The mount provides a
, - installed as shown in figuie 4-37. The newer vertical support for the panoramic telescope to

"weapons have radioactively illuminated sights provide true measurements of weapon azimuth.
and mounts. r. Fire control quadrani M14. The fire control

(12) The telescope has four position settings qubdrant M14 (fig 4-39) which ij mounted on the
for the convenience of the gunner, and the right-hand trunnion, is used for adjustment of the
telescope should be parallel to the body of the weapon in elevation. Fire control quadirant M14 is
weapon during travel to prevent it from catching equipped with a mechanical nail counter for
on obstacles and breaking. Other components of elevation readings. By turning the eleva don knob,
the panoramic telescope will be discussed in later the assistant gunner can place the announced
paragraphs. quadrant elevation on the elevation counter. HeS b. Telescope mount M1P4. Telescope mount then elevates or depresses the tube to level the

b e o oM134.(fig4 )provides aajTables bse fort bubble in the longitudinal leveling vial and thusM,134 (fig 4-38) provides an adjustable base forla st e w po f rqu d nt l v ti .
leveling the panoramic telescope M 13. Trie mount lays the weapon for quadrant elevation.
is in stalled on the left trunnion.Themechanism of (1) Gunner's aid counters. The gunner's aid
the telescope mount M134is essentially a "Hook's" counters function similarly to those on the M113
universal joint that makes possible adjustment of panoramic telescope. By turning the gunner's aid
the vertical axis of the panoramic telescope to knob, the assistant gunner can place a positive or
plumb regardless of pitch or cant (within the range negative correction on the counters. If a positive
± 178n.) oi the weapon. The mechanism also correction is placed on the counter, the elevation
contains a gun bar pivot that is maintained counter digits are decreased; this causes the
parallel to the weapon tube at all times, since it is weapon to be elevated even more to achieve the
mounted directly on the weapon trunnion. This announced quadrant elevation. Corrections are
gun bar pivot serves as a reference about which the placed on the gunner's aid counters before the
mount is adjusted to compensate in azimuth for announced quadrvant is placed on the fire control

TELESCOPE LOCATINIG PIN

PITCH LEVEL VIAL. CROSS-LEVEL

CROSS LEVELItKG

LEVELING KNOB

CROSS-LEVEL L
-. ' P1TCH

I HOUSING

GUN BAR

.. Figure 4-38. Telescope inount M134.
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quadrsnt; they are removed before the weapon is control quadrant M14. Thib instrument is
nrturned to the original elevation of lay. basically similar in fund :)n to other direct fire

"(2) Elbow telescope mount. The mount for the telescopes now in use except for a reticle
W"' 14 direct fire telescope is located on the top of presentation of multiple ballistic data and the use

the MA. Installation of the direct fire telescope is of a movable range gageline that can be set to
discussed in paragraph 22b. range values for direct fire by use of the range gageknob. Magnification has also been increased to

(3) Lighting devices. Emplacement of the 8--powe;, and a diopter has been added that can be
lighting devices is shown in figure 4-44. A toggle adjusted to change the focus of the telescope to uuit
switch located underneath the correction scale is the observer's eye.
Ud& to turn thle counter lights on and off. Note. The sighting equipment for the 105-mm

(4) Quadrant seats. Two sets of quadrant howitzer M102 is designed for two-man operation.
seats are located on top of the M14. One set may be One man, on the left side of the breech, uses the
used to cross-level the fire control quadrant with a panoramic telescope for azimuth adjustments. The
gunner's quadrant. The longitudinal quadrant second man, on the right side of the breech, uses
seats form a line thatis parallel with theend of the the fire control quadrant M14 for elevation

S tube. They are used in determining the accuracy of adjustments.
the gunner's quadrant or during firing when the
gunner's quadrant is used for greater accuracy in 4-21. Installation of Fire Control Equipment
quadrant elevation, a. Installing M113 panoramic telescope. The

d. Elbow telescope M114. The elbow telescope M113 panoramic telescope (pantel) is installed by
M114 (fig 4-40) is the basic instrument used for the gunner as shown in figure 4-41 and describe
laying the weapon in elevation for direct fire. The in (1) through (10) below:
elbow telescope M114 is mounted and boresighted (1) Remove the canvas cover from the Mi34
in a mechanism integral with the upper part of fire mount.

3

AA

it

Figure 4-41. installing the MII3 panoramic telescope.
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(2) Loosen the four wing nuts (0lfig 4-41)and Ulf.
* remove the protective cover (®fig 4-41),

CAUTION: Vent the stowage check before
opening it.I 

"

(3) Place the cover ( ()fig 4-41) in the stowage__ __-
chest and rem.ove the panoramic telescope from
the stowage chest. CF

(4) Position the panora ic telescope by"
means of the locating pins (T3fig 4-41) on thesM134 mount. Hand-tighten the four wing seqrew .. --Jul(fig 4-.41) to fasten the panoramic telescope in 3

place. /5 .=---
(5) Uncover the level vials (( fig 4-42) L

azimuth counter ((3) fig 4-42) and set the gunner's
aid counter (2fig 4-42) to 0. Level the M134 ELBOW-
mount.

(C) Open the parallax shield ((®fig 4-42) by Figure 4-42. Preparin;3 the M113 panoramic
releasing the lock. telescope for action.

(7) Release the lock plunger (@fis 4-42) and (10) If you do not have radioactively
turn the panoramic telescope etbow perpendJicular illuminated fire control instruments, install the
to the weapon tube. The elbow can be iotated i40 M52 and M5&3 light instruments as shown in figure
mils by releasing the plunger ((@fig 4-42). 4-37.

(8) Perform required before-operations b. rnstallhng M114 elbow telescope. The M114
?reventive Maintenance Checks and Services, elbow telescope is installed by the assistant
(PMCS). gunner as shown in figure 4-43 and described

(9} If you have radioactively illuminated fire below.
control instruments, be aware of the user's manual (1) Remove the canvas. cove" from the M114 - --

waning, mount.

S** ". - "'-1. .

-- A

Figure 4-43. Installing the MI 14 eibow telescope.,
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•.• ~ ~~~~~A'tauh M52 Uight instrument CL PASMBL.

•'i', ~Attach M53 l;ght instrument •" """"

N-,

': V (2) Remove the elbow telescope from the 4-22. Mi 02 Fire Contra! Instrument
stwg hs adisr t noteM4 ieMit�otncce Problem Areas

c"•: .ntrol quadranmakinig certain that the !icatingThroefrrnrnrnaeafttrttinevolving maintenance problem areas on the -c
(3) Fasten the ltcoh ©as shown in th- insert M102 Fire control and related equipment (fig 4-45

•'•to figure 4-43. and 4-46).(4) Perform required before-operaiin t a PMCS4 a. The first problem area involves the Mi3S

(5) Set the gunnert s aid cuunrer- to 0 h a d the panoramic telecope. As a result of poor qualityt
elevntion counter(4®to z0i. control, improper torque values were asoppied

(6) Leveln the eleatio(2 qadrsnndu•ring the fire control equipment rebuild program

(6) Level the elevation quadrant. I(tem 1, fig 4-45). These improper torque values
(7) Make sure that the elbow telescope caused play of 1 to 3 mils in the hoads of a

eyepiece is perpendicular to the weapon tube. The significant number of M1 13 panoramic tt.cscopcs.
eyepiece can be rotated 3200 mils by releasing the Quality control measures have been strengthened
latchgand pulling the telescope to the keyway. to correct this deficiency; however, faulty

instruments remain in the field both at the user(8) If you havt.i radi, actively illuminated fire leladathgrsuptlvl.

control ipt-ruments, be aware of the warning on level ard at higher support levels.

the inside front cover (• the user's manual. (1) As a user, you need to inspect the
(9) If you do not have radionetively instruments on hand to verify their serviceability.

illuminated. fire cotrol instruments, install the If play exists, turn the MIl3 panoramic telescope
i fniin for repair. Additionally, you should inspect your

?.152 and M53 lighting instrunents rs shown in float items, if issued, because these may ak•io be•!• .i ~figu're 4-44.dectv.,

(10) Adjust the Eheostats as rcquired 'r (2) To determine if play exists in the head of
proper reticle illumination. an instrument, aline the telescope crosshair on a

(11) The toggle switch (efig 4-44) ccntrosir well-defined distant aiming point while the
the lights for the elevaticn and gunner's aid instrument is mated to the weapon mount. Grasp
counters. the telescope head and gently attempt to rotate it
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Figure 4-45. M134 panoramic telescope mount with M113 panoramic telescope.

in either direction. Release your grasp on the the panoramic telescope and storing it, with the
juetrument and verify the crosshair alinement. If elbow telescope, in the carrying case on the
the ciusahair has moved more than 1 mil from its wishbone trail. This continual removal and
original alinement, the telescope is defective."I¶urn replacement has caused excessive wear on the
in the instrument to direct support; indicate on the M134 mount guide pins and in the mating grooves
DA Form 2407 that the telescope head is loose, of the M113 panoramic telescope (fig 4-41). The

result of this wear is a loss of boresight during 2
Note. A prerequisite to any inspection of M102 firing operations. The amount of loss of boresight

Snre colntrol instruments is to insure that there is no varies, but investigations have uncovered losses
obvioua defect in any item when it is installed on as great as 5 mils in deflection.
the weapon. Check the M134 mount for looseness (1) To corret this wear problem, the M134

lescop muo berec ttghtl wecure prblm the M134er wobble in the mechanism. The M113 panoramnic mount will be modified to replace the guide pins
tIleobe fur wigutls. with a key configuration. The key configuration
wou-nt by the four wingnuts, will increase the bearing surface between the M134

b. The second problem area involves both the mount and the M113 panoramic telescope and -.C-.• _
M113 panoramic telescope and tLe M134 eliminate the excessive wear between the two "--
panoramic telescope mount. Standard procedures components. This modification will be applied on
for M102 march 'order and travel call for removing an attrition basis.
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(2) At the prsent timn, each xtser sbhould control q(fldrant level vials when the mounts are
inspect the MI 13panerarictclcsopegrooves and mnated I,, t.he weapon. This operation, which has
the M134 mouet guide pins for wear. been ternied "marrying" the nt)unt.•4 to the1V'i" ~~weai)olý, must be alcconplished under stringent --

Note. Also) inspect the M134 mount guide pins toW
determine if they are snug. Loose pins have been test conditions.

found on some weapons. (I) The primary problem of the M 134 and MI 4
misalinement has been overcome by the operation

(3) To determine if excessive wear exists, you of marrying the mounts to the MI02. This
ahould boresight. the weapom immediately prior to operation must be performed only at direct support
firing in a firing position. After several rounds or higher level maintenance. Thus, you, the user,
have been fired, boresight should be verified. If are no longer allowed to remoive or replace the
loss of boresight of over 1 mil has occured, turn the M134 mount or M14 fire controlquadrait. Change -

weapon in to direct support maintenance 7 to TM 9-1015-234-12 deleted the user's authority
S peirsonnel for repair; indicate on DA Form 2407 to remove or replace these items Change 8, June
that the weapon fails to retain boresight during 1973, deleted the removal/replacement
firing. information from the technical manual text.

Note. The distant aiming point method can be (2) The problem now is to insure that everyone
uced to verify boresight. Additionally, you must gets the word. Do riot remove or replace the M134
insure that the Ml13 panoramic telescope is not mount or M14 fire control quadrant at your. the
defective because of play in the head of the user, level. If uncertainty exists as to when or
in&trument as indicated in a above. where these items were last removed. from or

c, The third problem area involves both the installed on your weapon, conduct fire control
tMI34 mount and the M! 4 fire control quadrant (fig alinement tests prescribed in TM 9-1015-234-12. If4.4 and the MM firetions h a nt the weapon passes the tests, the mounts are

4 •and 4-46). Investigations have shown that properly alined. If the weapon fails to meet the test
durhig normal elevation of the M102 cannon the tlrnetr h epni odrc upr
weapon trunnio-is spread, or flex. This, in turn, tolerances, turn the weapon in to direct support
affects the alinement of the M134 and M14, which maintenance personnel; indicate on the I)A Form
.afects tohe a rinnient oftheyM14 andapter M, wche 2407 that the weapon failed the fire ccntrol
'are mated to the trunnions by adapter plates. The alinement tests.
spreading, which is inherent in the weapon

• system, is due to the lightweight aluminum d. The final maintenance problem area
carriage and cannot be corrected except by major involving M102 fire control and related items is
redesign of the weapon system. However, it has that of moisture buildup in the M113 panoramic
beeax determined that the nisalinement caused by telescope, the Ml 14 direct fire elbow telescope, and
the spreading trunnions can be compensated for thbc, MI infinity reference collimator. This moisture
""- U... -. - 4 A XI A ....... .l."- a b•us, ;.-c n oaf btiin-tP, fg +nfn o -nd nit, et-

Lily Ui%JUflLAIIVL1%b UL !JAC IYAitrw AIJMUIIS a-aA" IVAA - - - - - - .... - - -

+:; E . .... AI *1

V J-p -Ad cirn
sur'- 4-46. M 14 fin: control qjuadtant with Ml 14 elbowM
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it difficult or impossible to read the counters or as muchoas 2)7() Withi 2 I y, 01 h2ul 10 'kW
obtain proper aiing point ahneni through the drained from i hot w ,-nn jnd iopinced iftvr die
optics. We'apoll had 1)1(1 ,0,l, This oIrI'Iilw of Ihi' II1' 1- 1 5

(1) Investigations have shown ihat in most for nodf'cation ofthi ret",ll internal .aipolwii

instancem the in, tiature buildup is a direct result of to provide a larger I- reserve1
the user failing to properly purge the instruments b lhe se(oil subprtpisii Iovers he M37 roilor to insure that adequate nitrogen pressure is hardware. TEe M87 recoil has :r hitorx ," high
maintained. However, in some high-humidity .'nimid for repilae'eiint, paris -mintte:ii'' tiWO,,
cllimates, even though proper preventive and overhaul requiceirenls. A study is presently
maintenance is perforimed, condensation still being conducted to isolate, analyze. xnd reudleigi
builds up in the instruments. Frankford Arsenal high -failure compononts. Th'I goal is to double h.11c
Development Engineering Laboratory has been pret',,vnt d,000-round 1, erlge life ('A the r"'oil

directed to initiate investigations into this mechanism. The11 inprovetentil is scheduled to h.
problem area to determine if additional sealing or a(conlpllshed during overhaul in the fiscal .c ar
waterproofing of these instruments is necessary or 1976 timie tniune.
feasible.(2) In the meantime, your organizational c. The third subproposal iV4 desigtii.d to improvt

maintenance personnel can reduce the problem by the breech mcc'hanism of" the M ;3' WAl cannon.

insuring thbt the fire control instruments are Through the past years, tour problen areas

purged and charged every 90 days or when involving the breech have been identified' (I)'ITc

condensation is evident in the instruments. TM bevel gears. (2) the extractors, (8) tle firing
750-116 (Oct 71) prescribes the procedures for nier,'hanismn, and (4) the counterial.rice spring. .

purging and charging fire control instruments and l improvement is projected to ii('l eas'sa yreliability, a nd to, reduce' naintenai.'e probhvins of'•
is the authority for requi-itioning the necessary reliabil y adtreuemin e -'e poblemso
items. the breech by simplifying these Vonyonei-ts.

4-23, Boresighting d. The fourth ý,uboroposal cover: seclf-
illumiaation of the M 102 fire control an(d relt'..d

a. In order of prefreence, there are three items. Because the current night ligliting- systen"
methods of boresighting the M102 howitzer. en the M102 is the 4ource of nulnerous problems,

(1) M140 alinement device, the improvement is designed to eliminate the
entire system by providing individual radioactive.' ..-

(2) Distant airring point, illumination sources for fire control digitai "
(3) Test target. counter, reticles, and leveling vials. Additionallv,

radioactive illuamination will be applied to tCie
U ,i. •, Ut, t,&CL,&I,.t* p,•,•.t,-,ut.~' S,,, L LO,1,ALAAA- , ,tt colniirtor iind the, ayi , a' •r tr (1 i Vfii ? N ew

pages 2-34 through 2-42 of TM 9-1015-23,1-10. radioactive aiming post lights and the N I140

4-24. Product Improvement Psckage alinemernt device used for checking boresighting
(fig 4-47'/ are ailso included in the' PIP. The firstAs part of a continuing program, the US Army 'onverted sets of theme M1102 fire control items

Armament Command is developing an $8,297,000 were fielded in alendar year 1976.
product improvement package (PIP) for th, MI02

howitzer. The improvements are based on data
collected during the period of extensive usage of
the weapon system in the Republic of Vietnam and
arc divided into four subproposals.

a. The first .3u)proposw.i addressed the limited,•

recoil oil supply of the M37 recoil niechanisni.
B-ecause of critical weight limitations (luring
development, the recoil mechaismn wan designed
with a marginal oil reserve. Whein the MI0N was Figure 4-47. M140 alitniernt doetice usec
fielded in Vietnam, where temperatures fluctuated for rhechiec' hor,.,igzting.

Section VL. SUiMMARY

4-25. Resiew nmust be kept in proper working condition. It hos
been mQe purpose of this chapter to 4.6%iv a gklle-al

The four major cotrqponents of the 105-9m- insight into the charane.'risict , nitm. latnire,
howvitzer M102 are the c-Irriage, barrel and breech functionim.g, a ni maintelul nce 0, tla Oflijol 2's,1
assemblies, recoil mechanism, a,-7d fire v' catrol cOMMneurwts oi" the Weapon. For nmore detailed
equipment In order for the weapan to function information, see FM 6-70, TM 9- 1015-234-1:., and
properly and deliver accurate fire. iach (com potient LO 9--lt 15-234-10.
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U. S. ARMY *W Cxx, IWS

FIELD ART0ILERY SCHOOL l

Weapons Deportment
• Frrt Sill, Oklahoma

CHAPTER 5

i55-MM HOWITZERS M114A1 AND M114A2, TOWED

"Section I. GENERAL

5-1, References loading HE projectile to a maximum -ange ofS,) • 14,600 meters. The prime mover for the weapon is a
TM 9-1025-200-,12; 1,) 9•-1025•-200-10;, and FM 1,f~itr~eneoefrhwaoxa

M 5-ton cargo truck. The main difference between
the M114A2 (fig 5-la) and the MIl4AI (fig 5-1b) is
in the riflery. The MI 14A2 has a I in 20 twist vice a, -, 5-2. Introduction
I in 25 like the M 114 A 1. This change has made theSThe Mll4tAI!MI14A2 155-ram h~owitzer is a Ml14A2 compatible with all projectiles and

nedium toweC ield artillery weapon (figs 5-le propelling charges used with the MINP. 'The
and -;lb) of the infantry and airmobile divisions. M I I4A2 has a machined groove approximately 4
A 155-mm battalion consists of three batteries of inches behind the muzzle which (fig 5--a) is the
'Aix weapons each. The 155-mm howitzer weighs only physical difference between it and the

*i 12,700 painds and fires a 95-pound separate- MII4A!.

Section II. CARRIAGES MIA1 AND M1A2

"5-3. Trails, Trail Lock, and Spades bt,,tom surface with a recess for attaching a trail

a. Trails. The trails are tapered, welded--steel, spade lug. On these end surfaces is a square hole
hx gridera with plates an~d rib supports welded to -C inserting the spade key, which secures the trail

the inside suriacea to rovd l-'- eraeifn,. , t.
( e l u t npT Trail lock. The trail lock holds the trails in the

and the prime mover (normally a 5-ton truck, closet position for traveling.
when traveling to stabilize the weapon in the (1) The trail lock is a toggle--type clanipikg
firing position; and to carry the spades, aiming mechanism and is operated by the treil lock
posts, six rammer staff sections, sledge hammer, handle.
weapon handling barn, spade keys, firing jack
float, and loading tray. (2) The tra!; locking retainer pin ip inserted

" (2) rhe trails (fig 5-2) are hinged to Cie bottom into a hole in the projecting ledge of the lcft týail as
(an additional kiafety device to prevent the xtnils

carriage; when they are spread, each trail forms a from spreading during travel.
300 angle with the center of the car-riage. On each
trail are arms with shoulders, which contact (3) The trai) lock is adjusted by loosening the
wedge-shaped stops welded to the top and bottom trail lock link jamnut and turning the trail lock

of the bottom carriage to control maximum spread. link 1/2 turn at a time, either right or left, depending
on the adjustment needed. When the trfil lock is

(3) The trails are equirped with trail handles properly adjusted, a slight downward pr'essure
to assist in moving the weapon. should force the lock handle down and cause the

(4) When the top carciage is properly centered, trail lock hook to engage with the trail lock link.
plates welded to the top trail hinges contact steps - Spades. The spades, being tw, oC she throe
welded to the bottom plate of the top carriage. This points of suspension, absorb the forci' of rvicI and
prevents movement of the top carriage during transmit the shock of firing to the groin ,/ They

limit the amount of displacement of t ,'v, ,,poix.
* . " (5) The rear end of each trail has a smooth For greeter clearance of the rear of the, w-,epon

*Supersedes 11B-5 W(XXWX, Dec 81.
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Fig?,A Ia. IS5-mmn how4 itz4'r. MI1142.. tow4ed.

during traivel, the spad,,s are removed fromn the supp)ort maintenti~tlne personnel.
undg ol' the trails and ploved iii the traveling Note. Maintenance of this (onponient auc! of a'll
posimi.j on the trails. Handles on the spades tire thrcmoesofhe5i-mm howitzvro

m~w o ZBlingf and arryiuig the samades iron ithe 44 1 1 'A l I 4 )..~..
I tPLLai d M I ICAV~ 2 ~ i~ de,- r11P in u l S ti,5CjuVi'

travehing position on ~'he howvitzer to the fir~iig onvagnigrph 0i this chopter will ir~ciade lubrn-ý ,'01io

po~tin at he e~ .f ech iri!.tit' thb it. 01) concerned. Lub)rica tio n ofi .01
(1) In the firixiv poz-ition, the trail spades lict comp.>tients will be pertormed ii accorda nc,' Iv
tueed to the undershh' of the trails by engaglnL Lubvtio k re Aim1 (2-.0- i

the' spade luigs in ýhe r'ecesses of the trails. Tl-v.< &-4. Lrakes
mpides are secured to the trails by mneans of the
01pade keys.. A spade iilignment lug is welded to the the p trim . Whven, the harriagebrae .ireil tOc'(N1 

etr
side o f the spade that, .w en flush with 'the sideo~f th copressed aiwr, thurnashed b.rakes irea coprot
the tra~il'm, will alignl the spade key socket..lyc prsdaifunhd nirofpetr

on the primeo mover and conducted 'Lo the carriage(2) During travel, the spadles are carried in b~y the, Levie anI mrec i raelns i[
bracetson he nk. sufac ofthetrals.carriage brakes tire controlled by the brake pedlnl

(3) During travel, &he 'Ipa(Ie keys are varried in of the prime mover. The brakes cain dok,
the key carrier on the otd~er surface of the left trnil. conitrolledl Individuially by hiand levers ifl('iI1kt~el On

d. Atiacn'.the carritige-

pinsshoud beIth. Principal parts, 'Thv principal parts of the air
(1) Tho, trail hiig pissol eIoriclited brake systemi are two air linies (Pervice and

weekli, with lubricating oil, geneval purpose (JI tvrgonc.,,), two ani fitiers, an emergency relay
Thýe waste tr.terial A~ould not be iremovcd valve, an nir tilnk, two air brake diaphragms, twro

(2) Tihe trail 1et~k should be lubricated weekt:, lAvck adwvlju4rN, two handb-iike leveis., and two

(3) The drain plugs in the trails should be c. Air iint's. 'htheiir line(.s constist oft'irlhic oti,ý,ýi-
flnioved weehl_ to allow the trails to drain. If the~ tidbes interconnecting the various inits of ýII

tr-ails are not provided with drain plugs, notify the bý.ke sv,,4ci. T[he servive air line leads from~ Ow~
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"Figure 5-lb. 15.5-mm tannon and 155-mm howitzer carriage .dA A2--firingpuition,
max-mum elevation -- left front view.
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3TRAILS

Figure 5-2. 155-mm cannon M1 and 155-mm howitzer carriage MIA I-firing position-left rear view.

prime mover to the top of the emergency relay brakes become locked. It stores compressed air . .
valve (fig 5-3) and controls all service brake both for service and emergency brake , .
applications. The emergency air line leads from applications.
the prime mover to the lower part of the emergency
re-,ly ,lve Tt.R pn-rpn. ia tM kepn the air tank v. Air brake diaphraoms. Two air brake
charg-ed at all times. The tank, in turn, supplies the diaI,:'ragms, one for each brake, convert the
compressed air which actually makes all brake energy of the compressed air into the mechaiiical
applications. Dummy couplings on the outer sides force necessary to operate the brake mechanisms,
and near the rear ends of the trails are provided to The air hoce connection is protected by the brake
retain the air brake bhse couplingo and to exclude diaphragm guard (fig 5-5).
dirt when the couplings are not connected to the ,. Slack adjusters. The Black adjusters serve as
prime mover, levers to connect the brake mechanisms with the

d. Air filters. The air filters (fig 5-4) are mounted air brake diaphragms. They also provide a
on the trails and connected in the &ervice and convenient method of brake adjustment.
emergency air Iii ies to filter water and dirt from the .leair efoe i•entrs he eergncyrela vavei. Handbrake levers. A handbrake lever is .
air before it enters the emergency relay valve, provided for each carriage brake. It is pivoted on
Draiui plugs in the bottom of the filters permit tebaecmhf utisdetewel hdraiing ccuulatd waer nd drtthe brake camshaft just inside the wheel. Thedraining accumulated water and dirt. handbrake lever is positioned under the slack

e. Emergency relay valve. The emergency relay adjuster so that, when the lever is pushed to the
valve (fig 5- 3) is mounted on the rear of the bottom rear, it lifts the slack adjuster, causing the brake
carriage and is protected by aguard. Thevalveis a camshaft to rotate and apply the brake. A
combined relay valve (which speeds up the brake handbrake lever latch, controlled by a
action from the prime mover to the carriage) and spring-loaded hand grip lever, engages the teeth
emergency valve (which controls automatic brake of the handbrake lever latch plate (rack) and
application in the event the carriage breaks loose retains the handbrake lever in position when the
fhom the prime mover), brake is applied.

f. Air tank. The air tank (fig 5-3) is mounted on j. Brake actuating mechanisms. Each brake
the rear of the bottom carriage and is equipped actuating mechanism consists principally of the
with a drain cock for draining moisture and for brakeshoes, brake camshaft, and brakeshoe
relieving pressure prior to firing or when the springs. The brakeshoes and camshaft are

5-4
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DRAIN COCKWE11

r Figure 5-3. Air brake components,

attahedto he ottm cariae b mens f a emergency brake application daily by closing the

Lbrakeoshield Each o bra rriage piot matnesn ofa emergency air line cutout cock on the prime mover

the brake anchor pin, a i aboth are. e hpandedland frsomnct the 1mergenyeairn brakhe hosme

against the brakedrum by the. rotation of teculn rmtepicmvr ftetcia

ca ah f cahh an th e ' -b 
I f t h r k s d ith 9Pr m e

shoes, which are thep. pulled away from Ohe drum ~(bAEI E 
E

by the brakeshoe springs. 
IA(HP.T

6a-5. Cava and MaintenanOce of theBRK
Air Broke System 
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a. Tef;t emergency brake application. Test the
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0

WE 65575

Figure.5-4. Air filter -- xploded viewv. Figure 5-5. Air broke diaphragm and sk1ach adjuster.
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automatically, notify support maintenance clearance between the brake lining and the
personnel. brakedrum. Rotate the drum, tak'ng care not to

twist or damage the gage. The clearance between
b. Drain water from air filters and air tank. the lining and drum should not be less than 0.025

(1) Drain accumulated water weekly from the inch or greater than 0.050 inch. If it does not fall
air taak and air filters. In cold weather, drain these within these limits, readjust the brakes as in (3)

mnits every 8 hours of continuous travel. If the above.
water freezes in the unit, apply sufficient heat to (6) When the brakes are properly adjusted,
melt the ice and drain the water, taking care not to install the wheel and tire assembly.
damage the air brake hoses.

Note. Do not drain the air filterp or air tank (7) If adjustment cannot be made using steps
while the air brake system is under pressure. If (1) through (6) above, turn into direct support
draining is performed during travel, temporarily maintenance.
disconnect the air brake hose couplings from the e. Test for air leakage.
prime mover. (1) Test the entire air barke system for air

(2) To drain the air filters, remove the drain leaks bimonthly or when a leak is evidenced by
plug from the bottom of the air filter cover, allow weak or intermittent brakes by applying soapsuds,
the water to drain, and install the plug. with the system under pressure, to all air hojes, air

(3) To drain the air tank, open the drain cock brake hose connectors and other hose connections,
at the lower right of the air tank long enough to air brake hose couplings, air filters, and air brake
expel all moisture and then close the drain cock. diaphragms and to .he emergency valve and air

tank. Any leak causing a soap bubble 2 inches in
c. Clean air filters. Clean the air filters diameter in 5 seconds is considered serious. If it

bimonthly by disassembling the filters, brushing cannot be remedied by the methods herein outlined
off accumulated foreign matter, and washing the or if a leak is found in any air brake hose, notify
air filter strainers and air filter cover and strainer ordnance maintenance personnel.
support with drycleaning solvent or volatile
mineral suirits. Allow the parts to dry thoroughly (2) Apply soapsuds to the edges of the air
and assemble the air filters, brake diaphragms and around all diaphragm

Note. D o soclamping bolts. If a leakage of air is evidenced by
S Note. Do not use compressed air to dry the air the formation of a soap bubble, tighten all __-

S filter strainer, clamping bolts in such sequence that successively

d. Adjust air brakes. tightened bolts are positioned on the diaphragm as
s hnearly opposite each other as possible. If this failsi () ''o lea th brkesyoumus nav t he to stop the leak, notify ordrinance maint-enance

wheels off the ground, spread trails only enough personnel.
for stability but still allow air lines to be connected,
then lower firing jack. (3) Test all air brake hose connectors for

leakage. If a leak occurs at the joint between the
S(2) Check the travel of the brak( diaphragm connector body and connector nut, tighten the nut.

push rods monthly by measuring the distance If ttis does not correct the leak, notify ordnance
each push rod extends from its air brake
diaphragm with the brakes released and with the
brakes applied. If the push rod travel is less than 3/ () Apuly soapsuds to the air brake hose
inch, or more than 1 inch, adjust the brakes. Also, coup;'"-' ý.s a leak occurs at a coupling and the
when the handbrake latch is positioned in the ccupling t securely in position, detach the
third notch of the rack, the brake should be fully coupling from the prime mover, rem,-ve the air
engaged. brake hose coupling packing ring, and replace it

(3) Spread the trails to their fully open with a new one.

position and raise the carriage on the firing jack (5) Apply soapsuds to the joint between the air
until the wheels are clear of the ground. Release filter cover and the air filter body. If a leak is
the carriage handbrakes. evident, tighten the hexagon head screws holding

(4) Rotate the wheel and, at the same time, the cover to the body. If this fails to stop the leak,

turn the brake adjusting screw on the slack notify ordnance maintenance personnel.
adjuster until the brake stops the wheel from (6) Apply soapsuds to all joints and
turning. Then back off the adjusting screw until connections on the air tank and emergency relay
the wiheel turns freely. valve. If any leakage is found, notify; ordnance

(5) Remove the wheel and tire assembly and maintenance personnel.
insert a thickness gage or feeler through the f. Lubricate. Lubricate as prescribed in the
inspection hoie in the brakedrum to check the lubrication order.
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g. Check tire pressure. Keep the pressure at 50 b. Location. The firing jack on both models is
pounds in each tire. A tire that is soft will have attached to the front part of the bottom carriage.
more road contact and will cause the other tire to c- Purpose. The firing jack ahpports the weight
Sskid sooner. of the front part of the weapon while the wheels are

6-6. Wheels, Hubs, and Tires off the ground and provi&s one point of the
three-point suspension system for stability duringiiia. Wheels. The early model 155-mmn howitzer firing.

wheel consists of a wheel disk and rim, a wheel tire fiig
rim, and 18 wheel ring retaining nuts. The later d. Traveling lock. The traveling lock is a
model wheel consists of a wheel disc and rim and a triangular-shaped casting which is hinged to the
side rim. The wheel is held in place by 10 nuts. The front part of the bottom carriage by meanA of the
studs for these nuts are in the wheel hub mad are traveling lock bracket. Its purpose is to support the
inscribed with the letters "L" or "R" to indicate the tipping parts of the weapon during travel.
type of threading on that stud. 5-8. Firing Jbck (Rack and Pinion Type)

b. Hubs. For Carriage MIAl

(1) Eich hub is supported on the axle spindle a. Components.
by two tapered roller bearings. (1) Rack gear plunger.

(2) Grease retainers prevent grease from (2) Ratchet plunger.
leaking into the brakedrum.

(3) Each hub has 10 mounting bolts for (3, Firing jack handles.
securing the brakedrum. (4) Firing jack key.

c. Tires. Each tire assembly consists of a 14.00 x (5) Housing bottom cover.
20 tire, a 14.00 x 20 tire tube, and a fire bead lock. (6) Firing jack float.
When the tire is mointed on the wheel, the bead
lock holds the tirq beads against the rear wheel (7) Wormshaft ratchet wheel.
disc bead and the outside ring, which serves as the -"
outer wheel disc bead. On the early model, the JACK RATC14CI

outside ring is secured to the wheel by the 18 wheel M IT ,.,?
ring retaining nuts. The outside ring of the later

W model wheel is a tension ring which locks behind a
small front bead of the wheel disc and acts as the
outer bead for retain Lg the tire. T he correct air -
pressure is 50 pounds.

d. Care and maintenance.

(1) Keep tire pressure uniform.

(2) Check to insure that the tire tread depth is
at least 'A inch and that there are no severe cuts or
breaks in the tires.

(3) Repack the wheel bearings with grease,
rutomotive and artillery (GAA), annually or if the
grease is found to be emulsified after fording
operations. .

6-7. Firing Jack and Traveling Lock

a. General. The firing jack and traveling lock -m • 4
used on the MIA1 carriage of the M114 howitzer .
differs from that used on the M1A2 carriage (fig JACK FLOAT

5-6) of the M. 14AI howitzer in the following ways:-

(1) The firing jack for carriage MIA1 has a
rack gear type of plunger.

(2) The firing jack for carriage MIA2 has an
internal screw type of plunger (fig 5-7).

• (• (X; .e traveling lock for carriage M1A2 is RA Po 1A3898

equip,-,- with a firing jack hanger (fig 5-8),
"whercaa the traveling lock for carriage M1A1 is Figure 5-6. Carriage MIA2 firing jack and
not so equipped. traveling lock-firing position.

5-7
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r JACK RATCHE P R follows: Turn the two ratchet plungers until tho
"PINING /JACK • arrows poilt downward. Remove t;he firing jack

HANW 5OCKETplunger locking lever. Lower the. firing Jack
plunger by rotating the ratchet housings by their
handles until the plunger is near the ground.
Remove the jack housing bottom cover from the

N-'.... lower end of the jack plunger. Install the jack float
on the flat-sided ball end of the plunger by placing
the float socket over the ball. Secure the float by
rotating it 1/4 turn. Install the jack handlea i. tht,
sockets provided in the ratchet cases and operate
the handlep vertically to raise the carri..Age until
the plunger reaches its limits Oldn the keyway
cover and install the firing jack key. Reverse the
arrows on the ratchet plunger handles and lower
the carriage until the weight is supported by the
firing jack key, thereby releasing the load from the
jack mechanism.

FIRIN JACK RATCHET c. Maintenance. Remove the plunger and-.

(1) Check for burs, rust, and dirt.

"Figure 5-7. Carriage MIA2 rotating firing jack (2) Lubricate.
"atchet body. 5-9. Firing Jack (internal Screw Type3)

(8) Wormshaft. For Carriage M 1 A2

(9) Pinion shaft. a. Components.

(10) Pinion shaft worm wheel. (1) Firing jack plunger.

b. Functioning. To lower the rack-type jack (2) Firing jack ratchet body.
(raise the carriage on the firing jack), proceed as (3) Firing jack ratchet plunger.

(4) Ratchet plunger stop. -

TtA6* OC OCKING SIA.UVWG LOCX KN
PIN SA IET LOOKING PIN (5) Firing jack ratchet pin.

-" (r, i:N g UV 4
( 1FL1Ing J acrk handle sockets.

(7) Firing jack handles.

(8) Traveling lock and firing jack iocking pin,

(9) Firing jack hanger.

b. Functioning. To lower the screw-type jack
(raise the carriage on the firing jack), proceed as

ThAVftW4G LOC A;4O follows: Remove the firing jack bracket pin from
,.VIN ',CK LOCK5 M• the bra( t. Remove the traveling lock and firing

jack loc. - pin. Raise the jack to unlatch the
firing jack ,,anger. Lower the jack to the vertical
position and secure it ir the firing jack bracket by
reinstalling the bracket. pin. Place the jack float
under the jack. Remove the traveling lock locking
pin. Lo[wer the traveling lock and elevate the
weapon. Move the ratchet pin toward the ratohet

plunger as far as it will go. Rotate the ratchet body
clockwise to lower the jack plunger near the
ground. Secure the float to the flat-sided bai ,end
of the jack plunger by placing the float socke, o ver

IWA .... •*•the 5all and rotating the float 1/4 turn. I-ostali the
"SAPSY SNAP ••VII" JACK BoRAV jack handles in the sockets of the ratchet housing

, ACKET P WF 13128 and operate them in a horizontal plane until the - Ll
plunger is fully extended. Failure w.o jack the

¶•. Figure 5-8. Carriage MIA2 firing jack and traveling howitzer to the fully raised position will prec!ude
lock-traveling position. reaching maximum elevation. Lock the jack in the
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* extended position by depressing the ratchet and trails.I
plunger until it enqages the plunger stop. Make (U) Provides a mount for the firihiN j;c',sure the ratchet pin is in its position nearest the traveling lock, and traversing arc.

travelingratchet plunger.

c. Flow of power. The power flows from the jack hg t a fth bottm rage,' ~~hinged tAo each side of the bottorm .2arrine
handJes through the firing jack ratchet body to the (Bushing-lined bores are in each side ofth•• bottom
int6rnol sae.w which is houscd in tho firing jack catriage to receive the trail hinge pins,)
plunger. The scew talescopps within the plunger,
thus moving the plunger up .,r down. (5) Serves as a base foe' the wheel spidles ýnt?

brake mechanisms, which are attached to eachCA UTION: If tht, fziring jack plunger reachefs side of the bottom carriage.
the fully exLended position, cart must be exvcised
toavoid breaking the fir•ig stop. The firing jack 5 -1. Top Carriage Assembly
ratchet pin must be in its positior neart the . Definition. The top carriage asaenmbly
firing jack ratchet pyunger, with tbe raw'he4 consists of all parts which move in traverse and inp.•unger engaged in W, stop, in order Vi loi-k the •etin xettesils
firing jack in tpe firng positioni.

b. Constraction. The top carriuge is constructed
d. Maintenance. Every 6 months. rýmove the of welded steel. It has a circular base and two arms

breather element and clean it with deyclecaving Ihat extepd reerward and upward.
solvent or voleti lc mineral spirits. Dr-, and

saturate the element with oil, lubricating and c. Purpose. The top carriage supports the
prieervative, as prescribed in the lubrication howitzer and recoil mechanism, the elevating and
order. Keep the firing jack plunger clean-. traversing mechanisms, the shields, and the

Note. Insure to keep the four breather p sighting equipment. It is supported by and rotazis .
clean at all tiries, on the bottom carriage. Equilibrator brackets areon the upper ends of the top carriage anrn,. The
5 5-10. Bottom Carriage bracket for the variable recoil control rod is on the

a. Construction. The bottom carrage (fig 5-9) of upper edge of the right top carriage arni
the 155-mm howitzer, towed, is constructed of d. Functioning. The top carriage is fastened to

.w esteel, the bottom carrage by means of a pintle (fig 5-10).

b. Purpose. The bottom carriage- The pintle is a tubular projection extending
"() Supports the weight of the top carriage and do�wnward from the center of the top carriage. It

t 1h Supping t rotates in the pintle bushing of the bottom carriagei• ~~the tipping part•s.__ :,. ....... •. :.,^
bfUAML46% .IAVU.. atsUt%., WVAJILIA IJALr MJJJaLab

(2) Transmito tiring stresses to the firing jack rotates in Lraverse. The weigh' of the top carriage

Figure 5-9. Bottom carriage.

5-9
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TOP CARRIAGE lOP C'APRIA~f

If

PIUSHILG

tiEARINGSBEAR INGS

SPRING "SPRING TENSION
WASHER WASHER

-- BOTTOM CA ýýE

Figure 5-; 9. PintLe and pintle, bei~ring schemrwtx, 155-mm howitzer MIAJ and M1A2.

and associated parts if; supported on the two clockwise moves the tube to the left; turning the
hel ville springs, which transmit the load through handwheel counterclockwise moves the tube to the
antifriction bearings to the bottom carriage and right.
raise the pintle and.top carriage off ihe linerof the c. Maintenance. Check the trAversing
bottom carriage about 0.005 inch. When the mcaimfr

weapon is fireA, tne hi-Ov1!e r~npr1ngR are *
compressed v" load is then tronsmitted from (1) Ease of traverse to both limits,.

thesmoth .. tleof he op arrageto he(2) Rus darnage, loose play, and need of
bottom carriaj This arrangem ent (the top lh'cto
crarriage being i Wo on antifriction bearings)
resulte in easy traverse azid rc-lieven the (3) L~oose conneetions.
antifriction bearings of the stresses of firing. (4)~ Backlash. Backlash exceeding 1/6 turn of'

e. Maintenance Loose perts shouald be the handwhe .1 should be reported to direct support
tigh+,ened and th#. assembly cleaned and maintenance personnel for correction.
lub-ticated as; pres- ed in the lubrication order. (5) Tightness of the safety nut on the
5i-12. Traverse handwheel.

a. General. The traverse used on' the tcowed (6) Hlandwheel handle lubrication. The
*i5,5-mnm howitzer is the pintle type. The total anrgl handwheel handle and the arc and pinion shouldI

of on-carriage traverse, is 866 mile-448 mils right be oiled weekly.
*and 418 mile left of catter. Traverse is limited by Note. When operating in extremely sandy or

the top carriage contactrig stops welded0 to the dusty terrain, wipe the arc and pinion gears clean
bottom carriage, of oil oil before traversing.

b. Traversing meichanism. The traversing 5-13. Elevation
mnechanism (fig 5-il) controls the moventent, of the
weapon in azimuth and is of the arc a~nd dno a. General. The trunnions of the cradle are
type, employing a worm and worm wheel. The mounted in bearings on the top carriage arms and
worm and worm wheel create an irreversible flow form the pivot about which the cannon rotates in

*of power, t1lus preventing the weapon from elevation. The total angle through which the
traversing due to shock of firing. The rhte of caio a eeeae t rm0t ,5 ie
traverse per turn of the handwheel is b. Elevating mechanism, The elevating'
approximately 10 wiils. Turning the liandwheel mechanism (fig 5-12) controls the movement of the
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TRAUFRSIN(I CONINECTING~ SHAF 1

TRAVEK~iNG ARC
TRAVERSING TýVRIGWR
WORM WHE E L TVRIGWR

Figure 5-11. Are and pinion. tvpe of traversing mechanism.

weapon in elevation and, like the traversing and depressing the tube.
mechanism, is of the arc and pinion type, (2) Check the teeth on the elevatinkg arc for
employing a worm and worm wheel. The worm burs or damage.
and worma wheel make the elevating mechaL.ism
an ireesbetype. The rate, of elevation per turn (3) Check for backlash. Backlash eXCe~t<diDg

of the handwheel is approximately 15 miles. 1/6 turn of the handwheel should be rapprted to
Elevation is limited by stops or. the ends of the arc. direct support maintenance person.'ePl for

__.c. Maintenance. correcton.

(1) Check for ease of operation in elevating (4) Check for loose connections.

X/Z

ARC

E.LEVATfING WORM WhEEL

Figure 5-12. Arc and pinion type of elevating mechanismn.



V (5) Alw•,'s maintain a light coat of lubricant when the following conoitions exist:
i•." on the gear tiaino.oh etn(a) The howitzer is slightly muzzle-heavy

f(6) Check the safety nut on the handwheel without a round in the breech.
(must be tight). (b) The three adjusting nuts on each

(7) Oil the handwheel handle and the arc and equiilibrator are equally distant from the ends of
pinion weekly. the equilibrator guide rods.

Note. When the weapon operates in extremely
sandy or dusty terrain, wipe the arc and pinion (2) To test the equilibrators for proper
gears clean of all oil before elevating, adjustment, level the carriage and load

approximately 54 pounds into the powder chamber
'8) Check the function of the variable recoil to simulate one-half the weight of a projectile and

cam. (The cam rotates the throttling rod in the propelling charge. Elevate and depress the tube
!recoil cylinder when the tube ic elevated.) through the full range of movement. If the tube can

be elevated and depreesed with approximately the
5-14. Equilibrators same handwheel effort, the adjustment is

a. Purpose. The equilibrators compensate for satisfactory with respect to the balance of the

4,', the unbalanced weight of the tube caused by the weapon.
rear-mounted trunnions and reduce the manual e. Adjustment of equilibrators.

•j•, efortrequredto levae te tbe.(1) Make the test for proper adjustment

b. Type and construction. The equltibrators described in d(2) above.
used on the towed 155-mm howitzer are of the open
spring lifter type. The four springs in each (2) If the three adjusting nuts on each
spring equilibrator are not equally distant from the ends" e b a s d i tof the rods, adjust the nuts until each one is an
spring inside the other. The two pairs of springs equal distance from the end of the rod. This can be
are assembled to the oquilibrator tube and are acc om by emov the jamnuTs andaccomplished by removing the jamnutg and
"separated by a spacer. The spacer is built so thatit measuring or counting the number of exposed
may slide up and down the tube. The springs are threads frorr the end of the guide rod to each
retained at the front by the front end of the
equilibrator tube and at the rear by the rear spring adjusting nut.
seat, The rear spring seat slides to compress the WARNING: Uider no circumstencev will the'A

springs. The equilibrator guide rods are connected adjusting nuts be removed fom the rods rxcept by
to the ,fnt nf the equilibrator tube which. in turn, authorized support maintenance per ,onnel.
is connected to the cylinder yoke. The rear Cflu of (3) If more handwheei effort is x•eq•tdred to
the equilibrator tube is fastened to the equilibrator elevate the tube than to depress i4, tighten the
bracket. The absembly is kept in alinement by the adjusting nuts (clockwise) to increase spring
front end of the tube spacer and rear spring seat comuression.
sliding on the tube and rods.

cFun .The e i connect the Note. If one adjusting nut is turied a complete
,c. Functioning. Theequilibratorsconhe turn, more than one turn, or lecs thaix a full turn,• [i'•cylinder yoke with the equilibrator mounting all other adjusting nuta must be turnie the same

brackets on the top carriage. Th springs are amount.
compressed as thý howitzer is depreesed,
counterbalancing the muzzle-heavy weight of the (4) If more handwheel effort is required to
tipping parts and eliminating the need for depress the tube than to elevate it, loosen the
manually braking their descent. Energy is stored adjusting nuts (counterclockwi&e) te- redv .e
in the springs as they are compressed. The compression.
compressed springs expand as the howitzer is (5) Check adjustment and, if the edjustmn-.t is I
elevated, releasing energy and exerting an upward satisfactory, replace and tighten ol, jemnuts.
force on the weapon, thereby easing the. manual
effort required to elevate it. f. Maintenance. Wipe. the equilibrator spnngs,• d. estig fo proer ajustentrods, and tubes weekly; cleai them. with:, a c'ean "

cloth and then apply a coat of lu1ncal:ig oil, 2

E(1) The eqilibrators are properly adjusted general purpose (PL). 9

p Section III. BARREL AND BREECM ASSEMBLIES

5-16. Barrel Assembly guides, and keys.

The barrel assembly of the 155-mm howitzer, a. Construction. The tube is made frsm ar. aloy
towed, consists of the tube, breech ring, brackets, steel ingot, which is poured and then hot-forged

U ! _.,, ... . ., ..'- . 5-12 ,•
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into a cylindrical ob ape by rne~ans of v r ha ortiv'n of t-i-w mv~-le
high--pronsure press. A hole is 'thert bored through end of the t.ube that 44 rehored for a vrcxiel urnili;,od

-.tlte ceniter, the outer surface it; rough-turned, and distance so as to increase the tube wriporW' "Y
the barrel is machined. The inside of the barrel is removing the lands from that portion,) U~ tn~t tws
machined with a bore guidance system, which The purpose of the counterbore in tor'cJieve otrz~cr,
insures the straightness of the tube to within when the weapon is fired.
0.005-inch throughont its entire length. d hrceitc.Tecsahii~ f~

barrel assembly are as follows:
b. Exterior oarts. The ex~,erior of the tube is a ()Caie-l5m r612icf~btc

smoothly finished bearing surface which slides in(1Caie-]5m o6.0inh; 0wo
the recoil mech,,Rnism cradle and cylinder yoke opposite lands.
during recoil. It is not tapered but is stepped up to (2) Length of tube from the muzzie' to ýhe re~ar
the rear of the cylinder yoke inside the g~,n cover. of the gas.-check seat-23 calibers or 140 3Vfu
The rear end of the tube is threaded so that the inches.
breech ring may screwed onto the tube and
locked in place by key on top of the breech ring.(3Leghoriln(be)1.Iines
Rotation of the tube during recoil is prevented by (4) Muzzle velocity-564 meters per ý econd.
two recoil guide keys located on the upper right (51) Maximum chamber preesure-3!,O000

side of the tube, one which is near th breech ringponserqueich
recoil guide keys ride in the keyway in the upper (6) Lands and grooves-48.
right side of the cradle and the cylinder yoke.(7Rfln- ior rghhadtstf1

c. Interiorparts. Tie ii tm ior parts consist of the turn in 25 calibers for the MI1L4A I and 1 turn in 20
following: calibers for the M114A2.

(1) Breech recess--Houses the breechblock ()MxmmrneI460mtr.1,0
whenthebreehblck s inthecloed psiton.meters on the M 114A2 firing the M549 RAP' with
whenthebrechblck s i th cloed osion.charge 7.

(2) Gas-check seat-Thlat part of the rear (9) Rate of fire-N. aximurn rategi 4 rounds per
-'portinoftebrwicistprdtreeeth minute for the first 3 minutes; sustained Y dite of fire

~split rings and the gas-check pad, thereby sealing is I round per minute.
W the breach (performing rearward obturation). e ueadbec ie ahr.udo

(3) Powder chamber-That portion of the b)ore ammunition fired through a cannon tube causes
ciesigrnaredo h ouse. fe propellingr cnargre.welau wi iLltLUwhl estiin:

te(4) Centering slope-The tapered portion of change of the dimensions of the bore. For most gun
tebore forward of the powder chamber, designed tubes and some howitzer tubes, the extent of weat

to cause the projectile to be centerd anid seated in determines the remaining life of the tube. In
the bo~re. addition to wear end erosion, each round produc-es

(5) Forcing cone-The rear portion of the mnetal fatigue, a process in which heat and
mainbor, wichis frme bytapringtherea of expanding gases weaken the metal in the tube and

the lands. Its function is to F~radually engage the breech and reduce the tube and breech lie. The
rotaingban of h~ ,.. , thn-b aln ~remaining life of a tube can be determiined by

converting the rounds fired to equivalent ftill
forward end of the powder char"L.ýr (peirforming charge (EFC) rounds and oiubtracting the EVC
forward obturation). rounds fired from the EFC life of the tube. Table

(6) Main bore-includes all that ",--tion .5-1 shows the tube and breech life and the EFC,
* forward of the centering islope; that is, the t'ntire factors for the M114, MI114A1, and N1I23AI

rifled portion of the bore, howitzers, extracted from TNI 9.-1300-202-1('ý.

Table .5-1. Condemnnation C7riteric for Tubes and Breech Assemblies A

Major Cannon 'rubs F t fTb EFC Factr BochLw

I155-mmf howitzer M1I14A1 MiAl 7,500 rounds Charge 7 =1.00 No retu~birng
-~ ------ ___ Charge 1-6 =0.25

1 55-mmn howitzer M I14A2 M1A2 7,50U rounds Charge 7 =1.00 No retubing~
______________ -________ Charge 1-6 = 0.25
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G~-16. Barrel Maintorvance (2) Oil, 1,ibrneaing, prierev ative., medi'iin

a. General. Thc two cardinal enernies of itilh ~( in~lO~4,Vean u-a'si
cannon are, corrosion ancA erosion. Corrosion, or t~er1wridturO(4 nbove ;i2` 1'.
rust., ia caused primarily by the propellant residue (3) Oil, lubricatingr, preservaf ive. special, will
(prainer salts) deposited in the cannon after firing, be used if the temperature is belo%% :32'~ F.
The salts absorb moisture from the atmosphere,e.EoinTortd omnmpyth
and he solution thlus formied combiTnes chemically floigpatcs
with the metal of the barrel to form corrosion. floigpatcs
Erosion is a wearing away of the metal and is (1) Use the lowest charge commensu e-tv with
caused primarily by heat, pressure, and abrasion. the miasiron.
Corrosion can be prevented; erosion cannot be ()Uete oetrt ffr omnqrt
completely prevented hut can be retarded. (2)h the the lon etrt o iecmrert
Procedures far preventing corrosion, the cleaning wihtemaon
solution and lubricants to be used, and practices (3) LoŽt the weapon rest. 10 minuteR per howr.
for retarding cromoi.n are 'Jiaeus-scd in b through e (hIlese retsi periods are to be used for 6eaning and
below. maintei~ance of the weapon.)

b. Corronion. To prevent corrosion.', use the (4) Swab the tabe with cold water during~ lulls
following cleaning procedures: in firing.

(1) Clean the tube with i'ifle l'ore cleaner (5) Use clean ammunition.
(RBC) the day of firing and for 3 corn Recu tivo diays
after firing, making a tctal of it least four (6) Be sure that the projectile iv properly
cluanings. After each cleaning, leavo a coating of rammned.
RBC ini the tube overnight. After tu',e fokirth 5-17. Breech Ring and Breechblock
cleaning, if the weapon in not to be fired, wit~hin 24
hours, wipe the tube dry, inspect the tube, an a. The breech ring is threaded internally xAtd

lubrcat v. th il, ubrcatig, resewitve, screwed onto the end of the tube. It is lockwl in
medriumate ihol lmeaubiang resabv32F.Wensthve, position by a key inserted through the ixpr*rmedum a tmpeatre a oil,2 . hnh forward wall of the breech ring. It supports , 13ie
trespervatuve ispbecilow30F.s lbiaig breech mechanism (fig 5-13) and forms the-

presrvai ~e, pecal.housing for the breechblock. it has lugs on the top.,'
(2) If the tube continues to sweat after the and bottom near the front edge for attaching Ow ~u

fourth cleaning, continue dtiiy cleaning until the counterrecoil and recoil piston rods. Quadrait
sweating stops. set are located on the top of the breech ring.

(3) Wlien the weapon is not being ired, clean b. T[he breechblock is of the steppwid-tLhre-ad,
the tube weekly with RBC and then wire. dry, interrupted-screw type. It employs the 'Del~ang

inapect, ad reoil as described in (I.) above. obturator device for preventing -asses from.j
c. Ceanig slutinsescaping to the rear. The firing mechanism Ml,c. Claningsolutons.which is a percussion hammer type of m-echanism,

(1) Rifle bore cleaner. Rifle bore cleaner, is used with the breechblock.
* abbreviated on lubrication orders as CR,

evaporates at 150' F; therefore, the tube should be 5-8ConrbaceAem'
cool when being cleaned. Rifle bore cleaner is not a a. The counterbalance assertibly (fig 5-13) is a
lubricant, but it is effective as a rust inhibitor for cylinder with closed ends. Tho', cylinder contains a
24 to 48 hours, and it should never be diluted, relatively strong compression spring and is

(2) Alternate solution. When rifle bore cleaner mounted on the breech ring. The spring is -

is nt aailblealtaltrnat soutin of¼-pund compressed between the head of the eylinder and
of castile or GI soap mixed in a gallon of water may thconrblcepsn.Teou raac i
be used. Hot water is preferable because it will connected to the breechblock carrier hinge pin by
dissolve soap more readiilv. The tube should be menoftecneranepionod
cleaned while it is still hot so that the sowution may b. The purpose cf the counterbalance is to assist
get into the pores of the metal to wash out the in closing the breech. It also holds the breech block
primer salts. The same Procedures as those in the fully cpeii position to facilitate loading thIe
described in b above will be used in -leaning the cannon.
tube. with this solution except that the tabe must bo -9 smI ndMitnneo h
rinsed, -dried, and l1ibxiiat,4,d after eachn %la-ibBechMchnsm-

breech mechanism with the breech partially or
(1) Oil. lubricating, preserv .iavc, w~ij he wused fully closed. if the mechanism is disassembled

on the front bearing surface of ýhe tubt,. when the oree4-h is partially or fully closed, the

5-14
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Figure 5-- 1:3. Breech mjechanisni-right rc ar view .

B Ni JC1split rings arid g is-check pad will drop into the

FlNIli ' WfF.i threads of the bre 'ch recess. which could cause
I"CO) I'IjSerious damage to '.'he -ings and threads and

prevent opening or clsn of the breech.

z. JDisassem bly. To dlisassemnble' the
brevchhlock (figs 5-13, 5-14, 5-15, Iý -16f, and

(2) With .1he breech ine-anisin in the cloiied
pogition, remove the breech block control ifrc.

(3) Open (,he breech and place theI
counterbalance c3F linrier spacer betweeit Oie
shoulder of theý eye on the counterbalance piston
rod and the counterbalance cylinder 1w-ad Theii
swing the carrier toward the closed position until
the eye on tho counterbalance pisten rod ca!i 1)1
lifted over the hend (if the hinge pin body pin.

C.4117TJ(N: Whben the couriterbalan e spacer is
in- po )ition on the counterbalance piston rod, the

couteralaceshould be handled onitv by the
cylinder body.

4 (4) Ilotaue the breechblovk operating handle
1( I I ý i ~k i`110 Iand swing the breech to the fully open position and

reinove the firing mechanism housing lock 4,-rew.

Rlemove the socket head capscrewv arid then,
reini vv the satfety lattch stop and s pri ng. Rotate the

* ~.h.\ IF ILR'.i.FFbreých block operating hanudle to the closed
p~osit~ion and slide the safety latch and tsafety latch4

-Yiurv5-4. nsallng herowtebalncecyitierplungor 'to the right. Un screw the fi ri -g
- Fgue 5 1. I~tliig he outeralncecyind'rmechanisns housing and reno vfo the fi vi g

spacer on t'or rei'oving it from~) the mechanisma housing adlapter, the obturator
-ounterhuiarlle pistwif rod. spind1le assembly, i~nd the gats-check pad
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BREEHBICK DTAINGGAS-CHECK PAD
PRUHMOK RTATNGýCOMPREWSNc, 5 RIN ('

ROULE PINOBTURATOR

bREECHBIOCK ROTA fING RCHLCCA1P

E3R[[CHBLOCK' DRIVER I8EARIN*6 _SLRFAC1E FOR
- RETAINING, I'LAIN B SHUf HBLOCK DRIVER

5 BEARING SURJFACE O1R dPEECHBIOCK

4 1 - XUEECHBLOCK CRANKShAFT ROLLER AND RIVEl
-BR _ýCHBLOCK OPERATING HANDLE CRANKSHAFT

~ ~"HINGE PIN DRIVING WASHER

BCREECHBLOCK CARRIER 61EARING WASHER

'SPLINES TO MATE WITH 5PLI1l ES ON BREECH-BLOCK

--- BREECHBLOCK DRIVER

-~-BREEC~HBLOCK DRIVER RETAINING, RING LOCK SCREW UPI) Fý8/5

Figur. ii. Bre*'ch block cu;-rier and breech block actuating parts-exploded view.

Alaa

(~tRANIKSHAPI CROS-WIAt)

15EKMk K-

P,11 ',KA S II OM

NNI '91'NV~k 
C DM

1h IIRAI t I N 11 01 k

oKI P) i h' I

Figurc5/- i(. Olturuxtor parts. Figure~ 5i -17. tPrv'chhlock fret,7I roar.

conjressi-t1i spring. When the obturator spindle is the j~jiiner should riot be less than 1A inch from the
r:vi-J)Vpd, cheek thb, obiturating spindle plug (for rear face of the plug. If this d~qtance is lpss than 16
proC'~t seating of the primer) by inserting an iihch, notify ordnance maintenanvý' personnel.
Ul.ftiredi priner into the spinlile plug (fig 5--18) and k,5) tienlove the safety latch, pl-iger, and'
Pressing it V- vith thumb pressure. T1he flange of buaotpnl lee
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OITURATCR
SPINDLE VENT OBTURATOR SPINDLE PLUG a. Place the breechblock carrier bearing washer

on the lower lug of the breech ring which supports
.. .. IL IN the breechblock carrier hinge pin lug on the-.. "I -- -• .,N ,,N breechblock carrier. Then. place the carrier

assembly with the washer assembly into position

between the hinge pin lugs on the right side of the
breech ring.

b. Support the carrier in the above position and
PRIMER insert the breechblock carrier hirge pin from the

top. Push the pin downward thrc'.gh the hinge pin
lug and breechblock Lciter.

c. Slowly rotate the hinge pin so that the square
portion, at the lower end, will enter the square hole

•5 6, + I 6A IN in the driving washer and be positioned in such a
OBTURATOR SPINDE manner that an extension of the two flat surfaces

PLUG GASKET at the bottom end of the hinge pin would run
Figure 5-18. Checkir.g primer seat in obturator rearward and to the left. If the hinge pin sticks, use

a wooden or leather mallet to tap it downward,spindle p . being careful not to strike the oilcan point in the
(6) Remove the breechblock from the top of the pin.

breechblock carrier. d. Place the breechblock carrier hinge pin in

(7) Remove the breechblock (:iver retaining such a position that it will receive the
ring loca screw which holds the breechblock driver counterbalance when the breech is in the partially
retaining plain round nut to the carrier, unscrew closed position.
the retaining plain round nut from the carrier, and e. From the inside of the breechblock carrier,
remove the driver, insert the operating handle crankshaft assembly

(8) Remove the breechblock operating handle into the bore through the right side of the carrier.
....,,retaining shoulder bolt and remove the f Insert the crankshaft journal, smalldiameter

breechblock operating handle. Unscrew and end first, into the crankshaft bore from the outside
remove the crankshaft journal detent. of the carrier. Screw the crankshaft journal detent

1t9.1 Slide the cross head off its pivot. Withdraw iiuw ulu rvar Ou tile calrier to secure lhe .uurnai.

the crankshaft journal from its bore and remove g. Fit the breechblock operating handle to the
the breechblock operating handle crankshaft. slot in the crankshaft journal and secure the :

(10) Drive the detent out ofthe hinge pin collar handle to the end of the crankshaft with the
and remove the collar. Withdraw the hinge pin operating handle retaining bolt.
from the hinge lug and remove the breechblock h. Place the breechblock crosshead on the arm
car-er from the hinge pin lug. Remove the of the crankshaft.
breechblock aliring carrier bearing washer. i. Slide the breechblock driver onto the hub of

b. Maintenance. The breech mechanism is the breechblock carrier and screw the breechblock
subject to contamination from powder residue driver retaining plain round nut onto the carrier
working its way t, and through the obturating hub. Secure the breechblock driver retaining ring
parts. For this reason, the mechanism must be lock screw.
disassembled and cleaned periodically to insure
proper functioning of the weapon. Clean the j. Place the operating handle in the vertical
obturating parto in the same manner as prescribcd position and slide the breechblock assembly onto
for cleaning th, hqrrel on the day of firing and for 3 the splined hub of the breechblock driver. Hold the
consecutive days hef.after. Clean the breech driver in such a position that the lug on the
mechanism, except the gas-check pad, with rifle breechblock body will fit the open side of the large

circular flange on the right side of the driver. Aline
bore cleaner. Remove all powder stains, rust, or
burs by using crocus cloth if necessary. Wipe the the breechblock body so that the crosshead can be
gas--check pad with a clean dry cloth or clean it guided into i'.s groove in the breechblock assembly.
with hot soapy water and wipe it dry. After b. Insert tht, obturator spindle sleeve into the
cleaning &nd dxying the mechanism, use the breechblock cartier, aline the key on the sleeve to
proper lubricants as prescribed by LO the keyway in tho. carrier bore, and slide the sleeve

j i.9-1025-200-10 before reassembling the parts. forward. Replace the safety latch and safety latch
Mechanism plunger. Insert the obturator spindle assembly

6-20. Assembly of the Breh hninto the bore of the breechblock, insuring that the
To assemble the breech mechanism split rings are in ýhe proper position (splits

5-17
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opposite one another), and through the iore of the m. Set the headepace. The headspace, as
obturator spindle sleeve. Place the gas-check pad measured by the iheadspace gage, is the distance
compressing spring inoti te rear bore ofthe carrier between the rear face of the firing mechanism
and press the firing mechanism housing adapter housing and tho end of the obtuw ,r spindle plug.
iti behind the spring. Excessive headspace can resui, in a ruptured

WARNING: Failure to install the firing primer and early failure of the spindle due to gas
mechanism safety latch plunger will permit erosion, commonly known as gas wash, in the
inatallation of the firing mechanism M1 before the primer seat. To check the headspace (fig 5-19),
breech is completely closed and locked. Firingthe insert the headspace gage into the firing
howitzer, with the breech not locked, will produce mechanism housing. If the headapace is adjusted
breech blowback with possible serious injury to correctly, there will be a space of 1/16 inch (plus or
personnel. The practice of omitting the firing minus 1/32 inch) between the rear face of the firing
mechanism safety latch plunger during assembly mechanism housing and the shoulder of the
of the breech mechanism is strictly prohibited. headspace gage.

1. Screwe the firing mechanism housing and n. With the operating handle downward, insert
firing mechanism housing adapter onto the the breechblock control arc into its recess on the
obturator spindle as far as it will go and then back .right side of the breech ring and secure it with the
it off slightly to the nearest position in which the breechblock control arc screw.
hole in the housing will aline with the safety latch
plunger. This must be done to allow the plunger to o. Swing the breechblock toward the closed
enter the hole freely and to allow installation of the position until the eye on the counterbalance piston
firing mechanirsm housing lock screw. Rotate the od can be replaced over the head of the hinge pin
breechblock operating handle to the open position space om the ounteblace pn rod.
and replace the firing mechanism housing lock spacer from the counterbalance piston rod.
screw. Install the safety latch stop spring and p. Carefully swing the breechblock into the
socket head capscrew. closed position, easing the breechblock into the

FIRING MECHANISM HOUSING

MECHANISM
HUU5Ui NG FIRIN(.-
ADAPTERMEHNS

S... -'HOUSING A

x• OB'rURATOR HEADSPACE GAGE -
SPINDLE 4933-722-5952

LLU SWRONG B

HEADSPACE GAGE - 4933-722-5952 WE 6458CA

Figure 5-19. Checking head8pace.
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Sbreech recees without permitting the edges of one (3) To adjust the counterbalance, use a
part to strike those ef another. Check lhe operation wrench (®)to turn the piston rod (). To decrease

Sof the breech mchanism and the adjustment of the breecn closing effort, turn the piston
the counterbalarica. If the counterbalance is out of rod (clockwise to tighten the spring. If the
adjustment, adjust it bs follows: counterbalance closes the breech with too much

force, turn the piston rod counterclockwise to
loosen the spring.

Note. Do not turn the piston rod more than ten
complete turns in a counterclockwise direction
from its original position; to do so may reverse the
pifston rod and render the mechanism inoperative.

. -(4) Reconnect the piston rod and test the
adjustment by opening and closing the breech
mtechanism. If fvrther adjustment is required,
repeat the adjustment in paragraph (3).

5-21. Firing Mechanism Ml
a. General. The firing mechanism M1 (figs 5-20

and 5-21) consists of the firing mechanism
housing assembly, the firing pin, and related
parts. The firing pin housing, the firing pin guide,
and the primer holder retain the firing pin in

(1) Open the breechblock enough to insert position. The firing mechanism Ml screws as a
counterbalance cylinder spacer (D between the unit into the firing mechanism housing in the rear
counterbalance piston rod end ()and the end of the breechblock carrier.
counterbalance cylinder head (a.

(2) Close the breechblock sufficiently to lift
the counterbalance piston rod end (from the
hinge pin (D). FIRING MECHANISM FIRING MECHANISM

FIRING PIN

Ilm OF PRIM•.R FIRING MECHANISM
INSERTED HERE HANDILE ARMi RAPD 1439,1B -

Figure 5-20. Firing mechanism MI-
front and rear views.

b. Fqpctioning. With the primer inserted in the
primer'holder, the firing mechanism is screwed
clockwise into its housing. A strong pull on the
"lanyard attached to the percussion hammer will
cause the percussion hammer to strike the firn*ng
pin; the firing pin will move forward, striking the

Note. To prevent the counterbalance cylinder primer, The firing pin spring will retract the firing
;n, pacer . from slipping off of the counterbalanceý pin from the primer. It the breechblock is not

piston rode(when the rod is turned, a hose completcly closed, the firing niechanism cannot be
clamp(J)should beplacedonthespacertosecureit screwed completely into its housing. This will
to the rod. position the safety rim oa, the firing mechanism
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FIRW, *A**i S BLOCK pin housing. Unscrew the firing pin housing
PSLWR FIRING WETY, S SCREWS -rounterclockw-se from the rear of the firing/->e ftN mechanism block.

b. Remove the firing pin and the firing pmn
FIRINGS PIN S,• spring from the rear of the block.

MING PIN c. Unscrew the primer holder clockwise from the
front of the block. Remove the firing pin guide.

.... STRAIGHT d. Clean all parts with rifle bore cleaner. Wipe
- ,I, the parts dry, Inspect the parts and oil them with

IM "MING oil, lubricating, prervative, medium or special.
WO *NG WRIN4G | jIRING

I I HWMCNANDLM

I ,f,14G Aow1.N HANDL GAJI 1 5-23. Assembly of the Firing Mechanism M-
RA PO 143952A a. Insert the firing pin guide and screw the

primer holder counterclockwise into the firing
Figure 5-21. Firing mechanism MI-detailed view. mechanism block from the front of the block.

b. Insert the firing pin and firing pin springM1 in such a way that it will prevent the from the rear of the block.

percussion hammer from striking the firing pin.
-y the Firing Mechanism M c. Screw the firing pin housing clockwise into

5-22. Disassembly t the rear of the firing mechanism block. Insert both

a. Remove both sal ety setscrews from the firing safety setscrews into the firing mechanism block.
mechanism block (figs 5-20 and 5-21). Do not These setscrews must be flush with or below the
loosen the shoe under the setscrew from the firing firing mechanism block.

Section IV. RECOIL MECHANISM

5-24. Type of Recoil Mechanism d. Independent indicates that there is no no
The recoil mechanism employed in the 155-mm p.ssage for liquid between the recoil cylinder and '•

ho.wit"_er towd. is of the hydropnematic, variable, the recuperator cylinder.

independent type with floating piston. An
explanation of the nomenclature follows. 5-26. Purposes of the Recoil Mechanism

a. Hydro indicates that the inechanism employs The purposes of the recoil mechanism are-
a liquid; the liquid used is recoil oil. Re6oil oil is a a. To stop the recoiling parts. The recoil portion
petroleum-base hydraulic fluid. There are of the recoil mechanism must absorb and control
presently three types of recoil oil (OHT, OUA, and the rearward thrust of the weapon when it is fired
OHC authorized for use in field artillery weapons. to prevent excessive Phock to or displacement of
OHT is the preferred oil because it provides greater the carriage.
protection against corrosion. The oils can be
mixed; however, mixing should be avoided if b. To return the recoiling parts. The recoil ,
possible because mixing may tend to dilute the mechanism causes the recoiling parts to return to
protection (additives) of one or more of the oils. A the in-battery position.

recoil mechanism that contains a mixture of oils c. To prevent shock. The recoiling parts must be
should be drained and refilled with the preferred returned to the in-battery position without I
OGT as soon as it b.comes available. All three oils excessive shock.
are red and have a temperature range of opertion d°••: from -65' F to +151° F. d. To hold the recoiling parts. The tube and

other recoiling parts must be held in the in-battery

b, Pneumatic indicates that a gas is used. The position during travel and at all angles ofb. Pnumatc inicats tha a gs isused The elevation prior to firing.' ]

goa used in this weapon is nitrogen, wli'ch is eorelatively inactive and will not react on metal to

ciause corrosion. E "6. Components of the Recoil Mechanism

c. Variable indicates 1 at there is a mechanical The recoil mechanism (fi.g 5-22) is mounted on
means for varying the length of recoil. Unde;r the cradle and held by the cylinder yoke. It is ' %
normal operating conditions, the length of recoil composed of the recoil cylinder, the variable recoil
varies from 41 inches to 60 irlches, depending on cam assembly, the replenisher, and the
the angle of elevation. counterrecoil and recuperator cylinders.

4 5-20
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RECUIERATOR

COUNTER CYLINDER OIL

RECOIL RECUPERATOR FILLiNG VALVE
CYLINDER CYLINDER SETSCREW

OI HOLES#
FILLING REPLENISHER

Figure 5-22. Recoil mechanism removed from carriage-left side view,

a. Recoil cylinder. The recoil cylinder (fig 5-23) of the recoil cylinder yoke. The purpose of the
is the large cylinder beneath the tube. The recoil replenisher is to maintain the proper amount of
piston, liner assembly, and piston rod are drilled recoil oil in the recoil cylinder at all times. The
concentrically to provide the bore in which the replenisher compensates for the contraction and
recci' throttling rod is located. The rear end of the expansion of oil due to temperature changes and
throttling rod is tap -red to form a spearhead type changes in volume of oil required in the recoil
of buffer, and the end of the hollow piston rod cylinder during the recoil and the counterrecoil
forms a d shpot type of buffer chamber. The recoil strokes. The replenisher also provides a means of
throttling rod is attached to the packing head at checking the quantity of oil in the recoil system.
the front end of the recoil cylinder. The throttling
rod hasc. Counterrecoil cylinder. The counterrecoildepths cut lengthwise in its surface. Two of these cylinder is the smaller of the two cylinders above
grooves are 180' apart, and each is 41 inches long. the tube. It contains a piston rod and a piston. The4
The other two grooves are 1800 apart, and each i• counterrecoil piston rod is connected to the lug on60 inches long. Recoil oil must flow through thI the breech ring. The piston is fitted with an oiltight
grooves in the throttling rod in order to pass from packing. The counterrecoil respirator in the front w
one side of the recoil piston to the other. At least end of the counterrecoil cylinder is equipped with a
two of the four grooves must be alined with the two spring-loaded ball check valve. The purpose of theports in the recoil piston to permit the flow of oil. valve is to release air and any oil which may seep

past the piston from the front of the cylinder when
b. Replenisher. The replenisher (figs 5-22 and the piston moves forward during counterrecoil.

5-23) is a small cylinder containing a The counterrecoii cylinder is interconnected with
spring-loaded piston and is located on the left side the recuperator cylinder by an oil passage.

5-21
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"..FLOATING PISION PORTS OPEN
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12 1_ 11 COUNTERRECOIL 10 9 MOVEMENT13SYSTEM OF ROD7
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•.21,• .2019 18

:•22 21

RECOIL SYSTEM
ORD F90X4

1-Recuperator charging valve 1 3-Replenisher oil filling valve plug
2-Recuperator cylinder 14-Oil reserve in replenisher
3-Recuperator floating piston 15--Recoil throttling rod
4-Recuperator cylinder regulator valve 1 6-Recoil rod stuffing box head
5-Oil index 1 7-Buffer chamber in bore of recoil piston rod and liner

W 6- -Recuperator cylinder filling valve assembly
7-Counterrecoil rod stuffing box head 18-Recoil throttling rod
8-Counterrecoil and recuperator cylinder head 19-Recoil cylinder

stuffing box 20-Variable recoil cam shaft
9-Counterrecoil cylinder 21-Recoil piston and liner assembly

l O-Counterrecoil piston rod 22-Variable recoil cam
11--Counterrecoil piston assemb'y 23-Gear sectors
12-Counterrecoil cylinder respirator assembly 24-Throttling rod packi-g head

Figure 5-23. Recoil mechanism -- recoil action

d. Recuperator cylinder. The recuperator gear which, in turn, moves the oil index. This
cylinder is the larger of the two cylinders above the action withdraws the r, -. r end of the oil index into
""tube. It contains a floating piston and the the outside face of the recuperator cylinder head.
"regulator valve assembly. Th floating piston The weapon should not be fired when the oil index
provides a movable Jiquidtight and gastight seal has been withdrawn into the recuperator cylinder
to separate the nitrogen gas in one end of the head, since this indicates that no oil reserve is
cylinder from the oil in the other end. The regulator present.
valve assembly is housed in the rear end of the e. Variable recoil cam assembly. The variable
recuperator cylinder. It permits a free flow of oil recoil cam assembly is a device for controlling the
from the counterrecoil cylinder during recoil but rotation of the recoil throttling rod.
regulates the flow of oil back into the counterrecoil
cylinder during counterrecoil. A recuperator oil 5-27. Functioning-Recoil Cycle
index is located at the rear end of the recuperator a. Recoil cylinder. When the weapon is fired, the
cylinder. It indicates the presence of an oil reserve, tube recoils in the cradle (fig 5-23). Since the
which is necessary for the proper functioning of hollow piston rod (piston and liner assembly) ifi
the recoil mechanism. When no oil reserve is connected to a lug on the bottom of the breech ring,
present, the rear end of the floating piston presses it is drawn to the rear with the tube. As the recoil
on the oil index actuating rcd. This rod actuates a piston is drawn to the rear, oil i6 forced through

5-22
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"two ports in the recoil piston and through the control the flow of recoil oil back through the
throttlinggroovestotheforwardsideofthepiston. regulator valve assembly and into the

-: As the oil passes through the tapered throttling counterrecoil cylinder.
- grooves, the flow of oil from the rearward side to

the forward side of the piston is gradually reduced (2) Since the floating piston is free t R tove,Ia and finally stopped. This throttling action absorbs the energy stored in the nitrogen gas reacts to
S the greatest portion of the recoil ernergy. displace the floating piston to its normal

in-battery position. As the floating piston moves
b. Counterrecoil and recuperator cylinders, toward its in-battery position, it displaceb the oil

When the weapon is fired, the counterrecoil piston, from the recuperator cylinder through two small
being connected to the top of the breech ring, controlling ports in the -egulator valve into the
moves rearward with the tube. The oil in the counterrecoil cylinder. Te oil exerts pressure on
counterrecoil cy' ider is forced through an oil the rear of the counterrecoil piston, moving the
passage and inti, the recuperator regulator valve counterrecoil pioton forward and thereby pulling
assembly by the counterrecoil piston. The flow of the tube to the in-battery position.
oil under pressure opens a spring-loaded valve in bt
the regulator assembly, permitting a free flow of
oil against the floating piston. The floating piston rod pulls the tube into battery, thew oil oil in front
moves forward, compressing the nitrogen gas. of the recoil piston flows through two ports in the
Thus, the throttling of oil in the recoil cylinder, the piston and the exposed throttling grooves in the

itin the recoil throttling rod. Little throttling action occursincreased compression of the nitrogen gas at this time in the recoil cylinder as compted to"
recuperator cylinder, and the friction of moving thtitercpeaocynd;hwvea eparts stop the tube in recoil. that in the recuperator cylinder; however, as the-.

tube nears the in-battery position,it i3 slowed

5-28. Functioning-- Counterrecoil Cycle down and eased into battery by the spearhead-
a. Counterrecoil and recuperator cylinder, type buffer. The oil trapped in the buffer chamber

must escape through the centrally bored rotatable
(1) When the force of recoil is overcome, the throttling rod. Thus, the final movement of the

tube stops, the flow of recoil oil stops, and the tube is cushioned as the tube returns to battery.
spring-loaded valve in the regulator valve
assembly closes itself. In the head of the 5-29. Functioning of the Variable Recoil
recupprator regulator valve are two small Cam Assembly
counterrecoil controlling ports (fig 5-24), each of a. An arc gear sector is mounted or, the forward
which is about 1/16 inch in diameter. These ports end of the throttling rod. This [;ear sector is

REGULATOR VALVE
MOVEMENT OF PORTS RESTRICTED U

"FLOATING PISTON

COUNTFRRECOIL SYSTEM MN N:--'•,' •_ -- MOVEMENT

OF ROD

_ -S ~~"r MOVEME NT"-•

REC.OIL SYSTEM ORD 19063

Figure 5-24. Recoil mechanism--founterrecoil action.
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THROTTLING ROD GEAR SECTOR

,,I•,VARIABLE

:• ' RECOIL. CAM
GEAR SECTOR

['""2VARIABLE RECOIL

VARIABLE RECOIL CONNECTING ROD CYLINDER YOKE

VARIABLE RECOIL CAM SHAFT VARIABLE RECOIL CAM CAM PIN

ORD F9533

Figure 5-25. Variable recoil cam-assembled and phantcm views.

meshed with a similar gear sector mounted on the length of recoil is increased.
end of the variable recoil cam assembly (fig 5-25). c. When long recoil is required at all angles of
The tu•l,,,i,, CAM V9 maehined with a spiral, or U �h l r is required t
S-shaped, slot. A cam pin, mounted ou the cam •va'v,,, • .......

"shaft, rides in tha 5 ;-al slot. The shaft is M454, the variable recoil cam assembly must be
Sconnected to the tot e'ariage by the variable recoil inactivated. To inactivate the assembly proceed asconce totetp.rig y h aiberci follows:
connecting rod. ' tub" * elevated or
depressed, the n . , g r-'1 oves the shaft (1) Bring the howitzer to zero elevation.
either forward or vWard, causing the cam pin on
"the shaft to turn the am and its gear sector, which (2) Remove the ¼-inch pin (fig 5-26) from its' stowage bracket below the variable recoil shaft
in turn rotates the gear sector on the rotatable stowagetbrackt bl the vriable reci shaf
throttling rod. The turning of the throttling rod
regulates the opening of the oil passages in the (breech) end of the variable recoil shaft.
throttling rod located in the recoil cylinder, (3) Disconnect the variable recoil connecting
thereby changing the length of recoil rod from the variable recoil shaft by removing the
automatically as the tube is elevated or depressed. ½/-inch pin from the front (muzzle) end of the

*•-'- b. For the first 444 mils of elevation, the cam pin connecting rod.
does not rotate the cam. At elevw'- no; of )711 (4) Install the 1/2-inch pin in the stowage

. mils, the cam pin rides in'- Adpo W. I the bracket on the variable recoil connecting rod.
spiral slot and rotates the cam, axa the two CAUTION. The variable recoil cam assembly60-inch grooves are moved partially out of line C TO:Tevral eolcmasml

60-ich roovs ae mved artall outof ine will be damaged if the weapon is elevated with the
with the ports in the piston. This motion decreases
the size of the oil passages. At elevation above 711 ¼-inch pin installed in the variable recoil shaft

,eo n o a poand the variable recoil rod connected to the shaft.mile, the two 60-inch govsaecompletel of

line with the ports in the piston; theror at WeS eieatins btwen 71 to1,15 mis, te •..gt ofd. With the variable recoil cam assembly •
eievations between 711 to 1,156 mile, the 1 gho disconnected, a recoil pit, deep enough to allow for
recoil can be only 41 inches because a greater 60 inches of recoil when firing at high angles of '
"throttling action is caused and the flow of oil is -
"stopped quicker in the shorter grooves. As the tube elevation, must be dug.
is depressed, the opposite action occurs, and the e. To reactivate the variable recoil cam
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VARIABLE RECOIL - /
CONNECTING ROD K

•,• ¼~-1NCH PIN !"

VARIABLE RECOIL
SHAFT

Figure 5-26. Positioning pin in variable recoil shaft for firing M1454 projectile.

assembly, bring the weapon to zero elevation, replenisher piston guide, and measure the distance
reconnect the variable recoil connecting rod to the from the rear face of the replenisher cylinder to the

W variable recoil shaft with the ½/-inch pin, and end of the replenisher piston extension. The proper
reinstall th, ¼/4-inch pin in its stowage bracket reading is 5/2 inches, which indicates the correct
below the variable recoil shaft. amount of oil in the replenisher. A reading of 312

inchee or !esla indicates ton much oi! in the

5-30. Checking and Servicing the replenisher, and a reading of 7½2 inches or more

Recoil Mechanism indicates an insufficient amount of oil in the
replenisher. If reading is 71/2 inches or more, attach

a. General. Battery-level checking and the pump, purge the hose, and add oil (fig 5-27)
servicing of the recoil mechanism is limited to until the reading is 5½2 inches. If the reading is 31/2
exterior cleaning, painting, and lubricating; inches or less, attach the liquid releasing and
draining and establishing the oil reserve in the filling tool and drain the oil (fig 5-27) in the
recu rator; and draining and establishing the replenisher until a reading of 5½/ irches is
correct amount of oil in the replenisher. The obtained. For exact adjustment, the reading
replenisher and t ! recuperator cylinders must should be 51/2 inches; however, the weapon can be
contain the proper quantity of oil at all times; safely fired when the replenisher oil is within the
otherwise the weapon will 4e damaged by firing. limits of 3½2 to 712 inches. The replenisher should "1
The oil reserve in the recuperator cylinder be checked prior to firing and after every l0 rounds
separates the floating piston from the regulator fired. When rapid fire is to take place and the
valve assembly. The compressed nitrogen gas in weapon is at ambient temperature, release the oil ".1

* the recuperator cylinder will exert pressure on the from the replenisher until the rear end of the piton "
oil in the counterrecoil system only as long as there extension ii, 7½2 inches from the rear face of the
is oil between the regulator valve assembly and the replenisher. In an emergency, firing may be A

floating piston. If the regulator valve assembly continued until the end of the piston extension is 2
and the floating piston come in contact with each inches from the rear face of the replenisher.
other, further movement of the floating piston is
prevented, and the pressure on the recoil oil drops Note. The replenisher of a nonfiring weapon
to zero. should be exercised monthly.

b. Replenisher. To check the oil in the c. Recuperator cylinder. Checking thc position
"replenisher, remove the plug from the rear end of of the oii index indicates the presence or absence of
the replenisher cylinder, insert a ruler into the fluid reserve in the recuperator cylinder. If a
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Figure 5-27, Draining and filling replenisher. '
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" - Figure 5-28. Draining and filling recuperator cylinder.
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reserve of fluid is present, the oil index will (5) Loosely screw the filling plug adapter int.
protrude between '/ and 3/8 inch beyond the rear the filling valve.
face of 'he housing. If dte oil index protrudes less
than 1,1 inch, iluid should be added to establish the (6) Attach the other end of the oi i hwie to the
proper reserve. To establish the oil reserve, drain oil pump.
off the existing reserve before refilling. This is (7) Operate oil pump Landle until i' •i a
accomplished by reineving the recuperator oil bubbles appear at the filling plug odapter.
filling valve plug and installing the liquid (8) Tighten the filling plug adapter
releasing and filling tool assembly (fig rl -28). 'he
reserve fluid will spurt out in a stream and (9) Place a finger on the oil index: iturt
suddenly drop to a trickle. At this point, the flow of working the oil pump handle. When the oil index
fluid shi;!d he. stoppe(d by unscrewing the liquid starts moving to the rear, commence toiunting the
releasing and filling ttxl aýaembly. It will be noted strokes. Count the strokes until the oii index stops
that the oil index has moved out of sight before all moving, which will be the farthest outward
of the reserve fluid has been released. If the oil position. Multiply the number of strokes requ1ired
index has not moved, tap it gently with a small ti accomplish this by two and add this number of
piece of wood. strokes to establish full oil reserve in the

recuperator.

(1) Remove the oil filling valve plug. Note. If it takes 25 pump strokee U)eoxtend the
fluid index to its farthest point, add, 50 moreý

(2) Install the liquid releasing and filling tube stlokes to establish fua oil reserve.
assembly, using a tube or pipe to carry fluid
released to an appropi;iate container. (10) Rnmove the filling pump adapter and

lNote. You can expect approximately 1 pint of install the filling valve plug.

reserve fluid to escape. 5-31. Malfunctions

(3) When fluid flow becomes a trickle, remove It is essential that personne! know and
the liquid releasing and filling tool assembly. undertand the causes of malfuwwi..on. in the

recoil mechanism so that they c'•a•r the
Note. Oil index 1 should have moved in. appropriate corrective actions. Causes of various

(4) Attach the oil filing plug adapter to the oil malfunction3 and the actions wer!!cfibed for
hose. correcting the nialFunctions are as follows:

"Malfunction Cause Corrective action

a. hi _np, from counterrecoil k an -nl (1) Notify support maintenance
Srod, recoil rod, or control rod iamaged. unit.

stuffing box in evcess of three
drops per 5 minut"•s. (2) Worn or damaged parts. (2) Notify support maintenance

unit.
b. Fluid leaks from rear of (1) If weapon has been at 00 (1) If leakage at any packing

replenisher. elevation for some time, fluid exceeds three drops per minute,
may drip rapidly (or run in a notify ordnance maintenance per-
stream) fronm the rear of the sonnel.
replenisher for several seconds
when the howitzer is elevated.
Neither this temporary leakage
nor a drip at ony packing that
does not exceed three drops per
minute are considered serious.

c. Tube returns slowly or (1) Insufficient reserve oil in (1) Drain and replenish the oil
fails to return to battery. the retuperator cylinder, reserve.

(2) Excess oil in the (2) Drain the recoil oii to the nor-
replenisher. mal level.

(3) Insufficient nitrogen (3) Notify support maintenance
pressure. unit.

d, Tube returns to battery (1) Insufficient recoil oil in (1) Refill the replenisher to the
with too much shock. the replenisher, normal level. °

(2) Fxcess oil reserve in the (2) Drain and replenish the oil
recup, vator cylinder, reserve.
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Malfunction ('Cm.,e (orfn'ctive action
e. Tube is slow in returning (1) Dirty or scored bearing (I) (leat; and lubricJitt the twur-

to battery when the oil index surfaces. ing surfaces.
"is normal.

(2) Excessie friction from (2) Notify support, maintenance
the packing. unit.

(3) Insufficient nitrogen (3) Notify support miintemiance
pressure. unit.

f. Uneven or jerky counter- (1) Emulsified oil. (1) Drain and replenish oil
recoil. reserve. If still emulsified, notify

ordnance.

(2) Dirty or scored bearing (2) Clean and lubricate the bear-
surfaces. ing surfaces.

(3) Excessive friction from (3) Notify support maintenance
the pac'ing. unit.

g. Tube recoils more than the (1) Malfunction of the van.- (1) Notify support maintenance
normal allowable distance. able recoil mechanism. unit.

(2) Insufficient oil in the (2) Refill the replenisher to the
replenisher correct level.

(3) Insufficient nitrogen (3) Notify rupport maintenance
pressure. unit.

Section V. SIGHTING AND LAYING EQUIPMENT

5-32. Definition of Common Terms f. Indirect fire-Fire from a weapon which is

"h Common terms pertaining to sighting end laid by sighting on a point other than the target.
""laying eu~pment are defined below. Normally, the target and weapor will not beintervisible.

M ir, fi'r"-t intr,ment-,n de b r -re from. Pl p hchaIdJ
and off-carriage instruments. On-carriage fire
control instruments are those which are built in or by sighting directly on the target.
are placed on the weapon by the guncrew and are h. Cant-The tilting of the trunnions of the
used for laying the weapon in deflection and/or weapon out of the true horizontal plane. Cant
elevation. Such instruments as the panoramic causes the tube to travel out of the true horizontal
telescope, range quadrant, elbow telescope, and plane in traverse and out of the true vertical plane
gunner's quadrant are on-carriage equipment. in elevation. Cant is always present if the
The aiming circle, battery commander's telescope, trunnions of a weapon are not level.
and M2 compass are examples of off-carriage fire i. Boresighting*-Boresighting is the process of

control instruments.h calining the on-carriage aighting and fire control
b. Trajectory--The curve described b. the equipment so that the line of sight of the telescope

center of gravity of a projectile in flight. The is parallel to the axis of the bore of the weapon.
trajectory has two elements, which are controlled This insures accuracy in laying for elevation and
by sight;ng and laying equipment-the vertical direction. Boresighting is conducted before firing
angular measurement and the horizontal angular and, when necessary, during lulls in firing.
measurement.5-33. Panoramic Telescope M2A7Q

c. Reticle-A measuring scale or mark placed in a. Panoramic Telescope M12A70

the focus of an optical instrument. Some reticles a Teporamielesope Montro igst -29)
have graduations which allow the operator to is; a 4-power, fixed-focus, fire control instrument
make small angular or range measurements while which may be used for either direct or indirect fire..

ahe s an et wIt is a modified telescope M12A7C. When used inhe is looking through the inUtrument. its most common role, indirect fire, the M12A7Q
d. Sighting-The process of directing a line of telescope allows the operator to apply a specified

pight toward an aiming point, change in direction (deflection) to the tube of the
"e. Laying-The process of pointing the tube of a weapon by changing the line of sitht of thetelescope the samne specified amount and thenweapon in a given direction for a given range, teaesing bac onte fied am o int Fortraversing back on the fixed aiming point. For
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4ixample, to chlknge ,.he d*rctien of t•e tube "WiW izimtrof micrometersna lI, iaJx ljustaiOle ii rlition
Tnil% to the right, the opro,'tm~ re'fers the tree ot to a fixed gunner's aid sca?,c gindil,n4t on• tl.•
Might 200 mile to the leit of the fixed aiming point wonn throwout lever and is used in the iipleVi'fnci

and then traverses the tube until the linte of sight of of special corrections.
the telescope is back on the aiming point. The tube
will then be pointed 200 mils right of its original t. For boresighting with the panowileft
"direction. The panoramic telescope M 12A7Q has a tlescope Ml2A7Q, all indexes, including eht e left
slipping azimuth scale and slipping azimuth index, must be at zero. Any adjustmet to make the

micrometer scale, which allows all weapons of a line of sight parallel to the tube must be ma,•ie with

battery to have a common deflection, regardless of th, tangent screws on the telescope wcznt (figs
the positions of their fixed aiming points. 5-30 and fig 5-31).

d. Modification Work Order (MWO)
b. f~e elevation knob, located at the top of tl.e 9-1240-236-30/1 applies to all M12A7 aeres of

telescope rotating head, will raise or lower the line pao2ra-ic6tel/scapes to all MoA series of
of sghtplusor inus300milewhe rot~ed panoramic telescopes and allows for dhe nurging ofof sight plus or minus 300 inils when rotated thopiasyemwhntrg g toeoe
throghon, ts imis. fie eevaionindx ad a the optical system with nitrogen g.4'o to remove

throtghouc its limtits. A line elevation index and a wmoisture and prevent fogging of thc lenses.
coarse elevation index indicate the levcl position.
The fine index may be adjusted by loose,iing the 5--34. Tolescope Mount M26
three screws on the top of the elevation knob and
thin slipping the collar containing the zero index it. Purp•se.
into coincidence with the fixed index. The coarse (1) Thc telescope mount M25 {'ig 5-130)
index is adjusted by suppqrt maintenance provides a means of mounting the telescope
personnel only. An open sight, located on the right M12A7Q, which is used in laying for defiaetion
side of the rotating head, is used for rough and/or measuring elevation.
alinement with an aiming point. 'irie slipping (n
azimuth scale, located immediately below the (2) The telescope mount provides a meann of
rotating head, consists of a ring graduated into 64 compensating for errors due to cant.
divisions ofl00milseachandnumberedevery200 b. Description rnd functioning of the
mils from 0 to 3,200 in two consecutive semicircles. components. The n,,ijor components of the mount
A slipping scale locking screw enables the are the rocher .racket, rocker actIuaii,ýg enn,
operator to secure the slipping azimuth scale to the actuating arnn pivot, actuating arm bracket, e*ocs-
rotating head or to release it. Whom rtleased, the and longitudinal-level bubbles, telescope sochiet,I.4)
slipping azimuth scale may be set at any and tangent screws.
detection, but, when the scale is locked, itsmo e m~ • S . .. • ' • " •.. .. :...1• (1) Rocker bracket.

CO trll e Y& Ul~t -.1• ,# a •, h.

"micrometer knob. The nonslipping azimuthac•!e, (a) •'Tte rocker bracket secures the sight
located below the slipping azimuth scale, ceo be mount to the caniagýŽ at the trunnions.
moved only by the azimuth microniintcr knob and 4)) The rocke• bracket holds the actuating
the mnotion o. the rotating head. A door covers the arm bracket hold th actuating
nonslipping azimutn scale when it ii not in use bracket o b
and provides an index for the slipj;ig a.zimuth
scale. The slipping azimuth micrormieter scale, (2) Rocker.
located on the left side of the telescope, is (a) The rocker is mounted on the rocker
graduated into 100 divisions of 1 mil each. A bracket on ball bearings.
locking nut located on the end of the azimuth
micrometer knob, enables the operator to release (b) The rocker carries the cross-levdling
the slipping azimuth micrometer scale, set it at a mechanism.
desired deflection reading, and lock the scale in (c) The rocker rotates about the rocker
place. A left index (nonslipping), located on the bracket when the elevation knob is turned.
micrometer end of the azimuth micrometer knob,
turns with the micrometer knob. A right fixed (3) Actuating arm assembly.

index, located on the telescope body, does not (a) The actuating arm assembly ia mounted
move. The left index is synchronized with the right to rotate vertically with the tube.
fixed index and the graduations on the
S (nonslipping) azimuth scale•. Whenever the left (b) The actuating arm bracket is bolted to

index is opposite the right fixed index, the azimuth the cradle, thereby transmitting the movement of
scale index should coincide with a graduation on the tube to he actuating aim bracket. A

the (nonslipping) azimuth scale. If the three (c) By turning the eccentric pxin, the e
indexes do not coincide, the instrumnent should be actuating arm bracket is adjustahle in relation tcC'.:
turned in to the support maintenance unit for the tube so that the actuating arm pivot an&',--
repair. The movable azimuth micrometer index, quadrant mount may be adjusted in a vertical
located immediatey to the inside of the slipping direction to make the quadr-nt mount parallel to a
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Figure 5-29. Panoramic tele8cope M12A7Q.
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Figure 5-30. Telescope mount M25. Figure 5-31. Tangent adjusting screws in the te/e8cope
socket of the telescope mount.

horizontal plane passing through the tube. match those of the panoramic teleecope.
Quadrant seats on the actuating arm bracket are (e) The wing knob holds the panoramic
used in making this adjustment. tele(xope in the socket.

(d) The actuating arm bracket is located at (6) Tangent screws. The tangent screws (fig
right angles to the axis of the tube and the 5-31) are used to center the panoramic telescope in -

actuating arm pivot. The pivot is parallel to the its mount. to eliminate any looseness between the
.ax6 0 f tube .Ac t a,1i6uth I .- .pensatio + o . n. d the meunt, and to ndjut thi- line of
depends on the actuating arm pivot being exactly sight of the vertical reticle of the panoramic
parallel to the tube. telescope.

(4) Cross- and longitudinal-level bubbles. c. Procedure for seating the telescope.
(a) The cross-level bubble is centered by (1) To install the telescope d the telescope

means of the cross-leveling knob. The centering of mount, turn the wing knob on tha tq1esc,pe socket
the cross-level bubble automatically introduces an against ith aering pressure and c~refully place the
azimuth correction, which compensates for any !,lescope 1r. the Rocket, taking care that the
error produced if the tube is elevated when the locating lug on the panoramic teiescope enters the
trunnions are not level. slot in the telescope socket. Release the wing knob.

(b) The longitudinal-level bubble is Exert slight downward pressure on the telescope to
centered by turning the elevation knob. The insure that At is properly seated. Next check the
centering of the longitudinal-level bubble places telescope for rotational looseness. .
the azimuth scale of the telescope in a true•'-• the zimth saleof te tlescpe n a rue(2) If looseness is present, loosen the tangent -

I: - horizontal plane when the cross-level bubble is (s
centered so that deflection angles can b lock screws and tightien one of the tangent screws
acurty until the panoramic telescope fits in the socket

(5) accsocket, smugly without looseness or binding.•.'.(5) Telescope socket.iee--e(3) Make the vertical reticle adjustment and
(a) The telescope socket is held in place by a then retighten the tangcnt lock screws.

"in through it and the body of the mount. d. Azimuth compensation.

(b) The socket provides for a 450 offset. (1) The effect of rcant present in the trunniorDs
(c) The telescope is positioned and is transmitted to the telescope mount. The mount

tightened in the socket by means of the tangent will compensate for up to 178 milh of cant by
Mrews. leveling the cross-leveling mechanism.

(d) The locating surfaces on the socket (2) Accurate compensation can be obtained
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Figure 5-32. Gunner's quadrent MI.

"only when the actuating arm pivot is exactly in which the gunner's quadrant is placed on the
"parallel to the tube. quadrant seats. The gunner's quadrant MIAl

differs from the M1 in the following respects: the
(3) The process of laying the weapon for MIAl is provided with a micrometer mask to

insure use. ox m.le correct uca,. " ws an Inulunor
5-35. Gunner's Quadrants M1 and MIAl on the index arm, and the index mark on the

micrometer is numbered 10 rather than 0.
a. The gunner's quadrant (fig 5-32) is used on

the 155-mm howitzer primarily during sight test c. Gunner's quadrant micrometer test.
and adjustments; however, it may be used when d. To tesy the gunner'3 quadrant for accuracy,
the sight mount elevation scale is inoperable or t d.rTorm the flnneg qd-rn t befora c
split a mil in elevation in fir-ing a destruction perform the f ig end test before

m~so. Te guners qadrat wll ot masue a performing the sight tests and adjustments.mission. The gunner's quadrant will not measure a

true vertical angle when used on the breech ring of (1) Zero the scales of the gunner's quadrant,
a canted weapon. place the gunner's quadrant on the quadrant seats

on the breech ring with the direction-of-fire arrow
b. The gunner's quadrant consiscs of a frame pointing toward the muzzle, and level the tube

with a graduated arc, and index arm, a micrometer with the elevating handwheel. Be sure to center the
knob and scale, a level vial, refetrence surfaces, and bubble accurately.
frame shoes. The arc is graduated in 10-mil
increments from 0 to 800 mils on one side and from (2) Reverse the quadrant (end•-for-end) on the

800 to 1,600 mils on the other side. The teeth on the quadrant seats and check the bubble. If the bubble
arc position the radial arm plunger atthese 10-mail recenters by itself, then the tube is level, and thegraduations. The index micrometer scale is end-for-end test is complete, and the error in thegraduated on 0.2-ril increments from 0 to 10 mils, gunner's quadrant is 0. However, if the bubble does

One complete revolution of the index micrometer not recenter by itself, then you must continue the
raises or lowers the aim 10 mils. The index end-for-eid test and determine the sign (+ or-)

micrometer scale is numbered with black and red and the amount of error in i e gunner's quadrant

S figures. The black figures are read for measuring as described in paragraph's (3) or (4) below.

".- an angle from 0 to 80M mils, and the red figures are (3) If the bubble does not recenter itself ((2)
read for measuring an angi n from 800 to 1,600 mils. above), turn the n, icrometer knob and try to center
Two direction-of--fire arrows indicate the position the bubble.
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Guisner's Quadrant Micrometer Test

WARNING: If you have radioactively illuminated lights, be aware of the radiation hazard procedures listed*:* in the front of •is manual. ,-

1. Set index at plus 10. 2. Zero the micrometer. 3. Point quadrant toward muzzle.

01I

'4-

4. Depress/elevate tube to center 5. Set index at zero. 6. Set micrometer at 10.
bubble. ,- . ,

.I

7. Point quadrant toward muzzle. 8. Bubble should center,

9. If bubble does not recenter, the
micrometer is in error. The
quadrant should be turned in to
organizational support for
repair.

6.11
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(a) If the bubble centers by turning the (4) When the equipment is not in use, keep it in
micrometer knob, read the black figures on the the carrying cases provided.

, micrometer scale and divide the reading by 2. Set• '••- he esuts n te mcroete scle.(5) Send any instru~ment --,ot functioning
vthe results on the micrometer scale.p~rytthaporieauprminnncproperly to the appropriateý sup~pr,,. mnirfenance

(b) Place the gunner's quadrant back on the unit for repair.
quadrant seats with the direction-of-fire arrow
pointed toward the muzzle and, using the (6) No painting is permitted.
elevating handwheel level the tube by centering (7) All throwout levers, when used, must be
the bubble. the bbblefully depressed.

(c) Reverse the gunner's quadrant
(end-for-end) on the quadrant seats. The bubble (8) Before assembly, remove all dust and grit
should center by itself. The reading on the from the contact surfaces.
gunner's quadrant is the amount of the positive ()
error in the gunner's quadrant, and the (9) Wipe off a excess lubricant to prevent the
end-for-end test is complete. accumulation of dust and grit.

(4) If the bubble does not center ((3)(a) above), b. Panoramic telescopes and telescopic sights.
move the gunner's quadrant arm down one
graduation (10 mils). (1) Remove dust or grit with a clean

camel's-hair brush or lens tissue paper.
(a) Turn the micrometer knob until the

bubble centers. (2) Use oil, lubricating, light, on the sight
s (b) Take the reading on the micrometer mount M25; apply oil through the hole on top of the
scale, add 10 to it, and divide the sum by 2. Place housing.
the results on the micrometer xcale.

(c) With the arm of the gunner's quadrant (3) Use oil, lubricating, preeervative, special,
the results in (b) above set on the felt washers on the range quadrant andteloescope mount and also on exposed bearing

the micrometer scale, place the gunner's quadrant surfaces of the sight end sight mount.
back on the quadrants seats, with the

.. : direction-of-fire arrow pointed toward the muzzle, (4) Remove oil or grease
a nd, using the elevating handwheel, :evel the tube eyeshields immediately. f e
by centering the bubble.

(d) Reverse the gunner's quadrant c. Telescope mounts and range nuadrants.
(end-for-end) on the quadrant seats. The bubble
should center by itself. If the bubble centers, not in use.
subtract the reading on the micrometer scale from not in use.
10 to obtain the error. This is known as the
negative (-) error, and the end-for-end test is (2) Do not attempt to force a mechanism
completc. beyond its stop.

Note. If an error (+ or -)is determined during the (3) Lubrications will be performed by support
end-for-end test of the gunner's quadrant, it will maintenance personnel periodically.
be carried only during sight tests and adjustments
and will not be applied to elevations in fire d. Gunner's quadrant.
missions. However, if the error determined
amounts to more than plus or minus 0.4 rail, the (1) Do not burr, dent, or nick reference
gunner's quadrant must be sent to a support surfaces or the notched portion of the frame.
maintenance unit at the earliest possible date. (2) Clean the arc frequently with a small

5-36. Care and Maintenance of Sighting end brush or with a brush and drycleaning solvent.
Laying Equipment (3) Never leave the gunner's quadrant on the

a. General care. weapon during firing.

(1) Avoid rough handling.
e. Coated optical elements. Coated optics are

(2) Disassemble equipment only to the extent optics coated with a reflection-reducing film of
authorized in the field manual or technical manual magnesium fluoride. Rub coated optics only to the
pertaining to that particular weapon. extent necessary for cleaning. If such a coating is

(3) Keep equipment dry; never put the partly removed, do not remove the remaining
equipment in carrying cases when it is damp or coating, since any amount of coating will make the
wet. sights clearer.
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Section VI. SIGHT TESTS AND ADJUSTMENTS

6-37. General following methods (listed in order of preference):
The accuracy of artillery weapons depends to a (1) Using a leveling plate, place a tested

great extent on the proper adjustment of the gunner's quadrant, set on zero, (or set with the
"sighting and laying equipment and the correction determined from the end-for-end test),
relationship of that equipment to the axis of the on the counterrecoil piston lug on top of the breech,
bore of the weapon. Certain tests and adjustments parallel to the trunnions. Raise one trail until the
are performed to insure the proper relationship bubble on the gunner's quadrant is centered.
between the sighting and laying equipment and
the axis of the bore of the weapon. The tests and (2) Match the white scribed lines on the
aoaug telescope mount (scribed after fire control.adjustments andtheproceduresforalinement tests) and raise one trail until the•: " them are described in this section.t r c i i ttelescope mount cross-level bubble is centered.

*' 5-38. Leveling t0 . c. The trunnions of the 155--mm towed howitzer

a. To Iefel tl'e trui-nioas, suspend & plumbline should be as nearly level as possible wh n
boresighting to bisure that the proper relationship12 inches in • Lt of themuzzle of the tube. Insert a exists between the tube and the panoramic

-7. boresighting disk in the breech end of the tube and telescope mount. Under no circumstances should
affix crosshairs on the muzzle end. Aline the there be more than 20 mile of cant during
vertical hair on the muzzle of the tube and the='-•"'"boresighting. If for some reason the trunnions
plumbline. (The plumbline should be at least 11 cannot be leveled, boresightirg can be, feet long.) Elevate and depress the tube, checking accomplished by use of scribe lines (d below

to see that the vertical hair tracks the plumbline placed on the panoramic telescope mount during a
. - throughout its length. If it does not, raise one of the fire control alinement test with the trunnions level.

trails until the vertical hair on the muzzle does The scribe lines also make it possible to complete
track the plumbline. The trunmnons will then be boresighting with the tube out of level. If scribe
level. The raised trail should be blocked to make it lines are used to boresight a weapon, the accuracy
stabe of the scribe lines and the alinement of the

b. If it is not possible to suspend a plumbline of panoramic telescope should be verified at the first <
suitable length for leveling the trunnions, they opportunity when both the tube and trunni~ns can
. .. bappMrinmatey lpveled bv either of the be leveled.

21

Figure 5-33. Scribe lines for positioning mount.
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d. The scribe lines should be placed on the c. The standard angle check is a check only. The
weapon after fire control alinement tests have ltandard angle can be determined only after the
been performed with the tube and the sights in eapon has been boresighted by the testing target
"perfect alinement. While the tube is in this method. Once the standard angle is established,
alinement for the fire control alinement tests, the this method can be used to make a quick check of
following scribe lines (fig 5-33) should be placed on boresighting in the field. If the standard angle
the weapon: procedure discloses inaccuracies in the sighting

(1) Straight across the junction of the and fire control equipment, the weapon must becross-leveling segment and the cross-leveling accurately boresighted by one of the three methodsofB-evln segmenhtng an.hecos-evln
worm housing of the panoramic telescope mount. of boresighting.

(2) Straight across the junction of the 5-41. Tesdng Target Method of Boresighting
cross-leveling worm knob shaft and the
cross-leveling worm housing. Boresighting by the testing target method is

(3) Straight across the junction of the inner accomplished as follows:
and outer rings of the sight mount. a. Level the trunnions. This may be done by the

plumbline method or th, leveling plate method.
e. Fill the scribe lines with white paint and wipe The plumbline method i'iý' preferred method.

off the excess. If conditions prevent boresighting Place the tube in the cent,. " raverse.
with the tube level, longitudinal compensation for
Sn unlevel tube may be made by matching the b. Perform the end-for-end test as outlined in
scribe lines, paragraph 5-35c.

5-39. Boresighting c. Using the teated gunner's quadrant and
Borebighting is the process of alining the applying any corrections determined from the

on--carriage sighting and fire control equipment end-for-end test, set the tube at zero elevation.
with the axis of the bore of the weapon. The
purpose of boresighting is to properly adjust the d. Place the gunner's quadrant on the seats
sighting and fire control equipment in relaticn to between the telescope mount and the trunnions. If
the axis of the boreof the weapon in ordertoobtain the bubble of the gunner's quadrant does not
accurate fire. ViLration, temperature changes, center within ½/2 mil, loosen two cap screws and

- shock, and other factors tend to alter the turn the actuating arm eccentric pin until the
adjustment after if has been made. Therefore, bubble of the quadrant centers; then carefully
VurxuAl.LLIK6 mutuu1 Ut p IMuEAIzu Lxu4vuuV y-- retighten the cap screws.
before firing and after each displacement when
firing. e. Center the cross-level bubble with the
5-40. Methods of Borexighting cross-leveling worm knob. Place the gunner'sS- quadrant on the outer quadrant seats and check

-• In order of preference, the two general methods the bubble (plus or minus ½ mil in elevation is theof Inorder of pg refrne the dsatw general poethondsqaanonteuerudatsatadchkoboresighting are the distant aiming point and allowable error). If the outer quadrant seats are out
the test target method. The standard angle can bc of alinement more than the allowable error, they
used in an emergency to Check boresighting. sh
Regardless of the method used, the tube should be referred to support maintenance personnel.

near the center of its traverse and pointed in the
general direction of the testing target or the f Recheck the cross-revel bubble. Center the
aiming point. The breech and muzzle boresights longitudinal-level bubble with the elevation knob.
must be in their proper positions. All instruments Adjust the elevation scale to zero by loosening the
must be positioned securely without free play. screws in the elevation scale and alipping the

a. The testing target method of boresighting is scale. Adjust the elevation mic.ometer ecale to zero
the most accurate of the three methods. However, by loosening the three screws in the head of the
boresighting by this method requires more time micrometer and slipping the scale. Retighten the
than do the other methods, and it must be screws.
performed in a relatively level area, where the g. Place the breech and muzzle boresights in
trunnions can be leveled. their proper positions. Place the testing target (fig

,b The distant aiming point method of 5-34) at least 50 meters in front of the weapon.S boresightipg is the method most often used in the Aline the proper aiming diagram with the line of
field. With this method, the trunnions do not have sight through the tube (move the testing target and
to be accurately leveled, but they must be within 90 not the tube for this operation). If the trunnions of
mils of level. The distant aiming point method the howitzer are slightly canted, the testing target
requires much less time than the testing target must be canted an equal amount in the same
method, but it also yields less accurate results. direction.
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t.. OF PANORAMIC
TELESCOPE --

OF 155mm HOWITZER

II "

Figure 5-34. Testing target and stand.

h. Place the panoramic telescope in its socket in time the coarse elevation index should read zero.
the mount and set all scales of the telescope and The coarse el6vation index cannot be adjusted by
the telescope mount at zero (with the bubbles of the the using personnel and must be referred to the
mount still centered). If the vertical reticle line is support maintenance unit if it does not read zero.
not alined with. the vertical line of the aiming (3) Tighten the locking screws and verify the
diagram, loosen the tangent locking screws on the
telescope socket end adjust the tangent screws
until the vertical reticle line is properly alined. (4) Remove the panoramic telescope from its
Tighten the locking screws and verify the mount and replace it in the mount to determine if
adjustment. If the horizontal reticle in the there is any looseness in the seating or if the
telescope does not aline with the horizontal line of tangent screws have been adjusted too tightly.
the aiming diagram, the elevation knob on the This operation may reveal that the tangent screws -A
telescope must be adjusted. Adjust the elevation must be readjusted to bring the line of sight on the
knob as follows: distant aiming point.

(1) Place the horizontal hair (optical center) of Note. The nonslipping azimuth scale must
the reticle on the proper horizontal line of the not be adjusted by the using unit.
testing target by turning the elevation knob of the
telescope. 5-42. Distant Aiming Point Method -- •

(2) If the elevation indexes do not coincide, of Boresighting
loosen the locking screws and shift the movable Boresighting by the distant aiming point
index into coincdence with the fixed index. At this method is accomplished by sighting on a common



point at a minimum distance of 1,500 meters from (1) Adjust the ve tical line of the reticle of the
the weapon. This minimum distance insures that telescope on the distant aiming point by means of
the mechanical axis of the tube and the optical the tangent screws.
axis of the telescopes intersect to form an angle not
greater than 'A mii and are thereby approximately (2) Adjust the horizontal line on the distant
parallel. aiming point by means of the elevation knob ontop of the welescope. If the fine indexes do not

a. Place the weapon near its center of traverse coincide, loosen the three screws on top of the
with the tube pointed in the general direction of the elevating knob and slip the scale. Tighte-i the
distant aiming point. three screws and verify the adjustment.

b. Cross-level the trunnions. Accurate Adjustment of the coarse index by battery
cross-leveling of the trunnions is unnecessary for personnel is not authorized.
boresighting on a distant aiming point: however, (3) Remove the panoramic telescope from its
they should be as level as possible. mount and replace it in the mount to determine if

Note. If the trunnions cannot be leveled within there is any looseness in the seating or if the
90 mils, the cross-level bubbles on the telescope tangent screws have been adjusted too tightly.
mount cannot be used and scribe lines must be This operation may reveal that the tangent screwsused as described in paragraph 39c to insure the must be readjusted to bring the line of sight on the
proper relationship between the telescope mount distant aiming point.
and the tube. If scribe lines are used, omit steps f g, 5-43. Standard Angle Method of Boresighting
h, and i below. a. The standard angle should be determined

c. Place the breech and muzzle boresights in and recorded after the weapon has been
their proper positions. boresighted and the fire control alinement tests

d. Insure that all instruments and mounts are have been performed. The procedure for obtaining
positioned securely without free play. the standard angle is as follows:

e. Perform the end-for-end test on the gunner's (hye
quadrant as described in paragraph 5--3c and set batt.(1) Checfl the recoil system with o t hube in

t}re tube at zero elevation. battery. Carefully measure the distance from the
end of the tube to the wiper. Record this distance.

S . Level the telescope mount in both directions (le
by centering the croes- and longitudinal-level (2) Carefully level the trunnions.
bubbles with the cross-leveling and elevation (3) Turn the cross-level knob and center the
knobs bubble ji the cross-level -vial. Trn the elevation

knob and center the bubble in the elevation-level
g. Place the gunner's quadrant (adjusted to the vial. -setting determined from the end-for-end test) on

the inner quadrant seats. If the bubble of the (4) Place a common straight pin in the left
gunner's quadrant does not center, loosen the two horizontal muzzle witness mark and secure the pin
capscrews and turn the actuating arm eccentric with adhesive tape. (If a straight pin is not
pin until the bubble of the gunner's quadrant available, a straightened paper clip can be used.)
centers. While tightening the two capecrews, check The pin must project to the left of the muzzle.
to insure that the bubble remains centered. (5) Install a parallax shield over the

h. Recheck the cross- and longitudinal-level panoramic telescope eyepiece lens. Check to be
bubbles. If they are not centered, repeat the step sure that the elevr.tion index and micrometer on
described in f above. the telescope are at 0.

i. Adjust the elevation scrie to zero by loosening (6) Turn the azimuth micrometer knob and
the two screws in the ele ion scale and slipping the elevation knob (on the panoramic telescope
the scale. Retighten the screws and verify the mount) to move the panoramic telescope line of
adjustment. Adjust the elevation micrometer scale sight down and to the right. Carefully turn the
by loosening the three screws in the micrometer knobs until the panoramic telescope reticle is
knob and slipping the scale. Retighten the three alined with the pin where it extends from the
screws and verify the adjustment. muzzle.

j. While looking through the breech boresight, (7) On the inside of the panoramic telescope
elevate and traverse the tube until the intersection case, record the azimuth setting to the nearest rail.
of the cresslines of the muzzle boresight is alined This is the standard azimuth angle. Also record

_ on the distant aimir.g point, the elevation in mils to the nearest legible
S... k. Place the panoramic telescope in its mount; fractional part. This is the standard elevation

check to insure that the azimuth and micrometer angle.
scales are set at zero. (8) With a sharp-bladed knife, scribe lines on
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the telescope mount just above or below the scribed the telescope.
lines used for boresighting. (See paragraphs 5- (5) Bring the red (or yellow) scribe lines into
, 8d(1) through (3).) coincidence, refining the setting by turning the

(9) Paint these scribed lines red or yellow or elevation micrometer knob to the standard
any color other than white, which is the color used elevation angle.
for the boresighting scribed lines. (6) Set off the standard azimuth angle on the

b. The standard angle check of boresighting is panoramic telescope.
accomplished as follows: (7) If the vertical line of the reticle is not

(1) Verify that the parts that move in recoil exactly on the junction of the pin and the muzzle,
" aren in the same position with respect to the adjust the tangent screws until the vertical line of

nonrecoiling parts as they were when the standard the reticle is properly alined. If the horizontal line
angles were determined. If they are not in the same of the reticle is not exactly on the junction of the

i .' position, the amount of recoil oil in the recoil pin and the muzzle, turn the elevating knob of the
mechanism must be modified until the distance panoramic telescope until it is properly alined.
from the end of the tube to the wiper is the same as Adjust the zero of the elevation knob scale so that
the recorded measurement (a(i) above), it is in alinement with the index.

(2) Verify that the trunnions are not canted Note. If an error in boresighting is discoveredN. more than 90 mils; if convenient, level the by the standard angle check and corrected by
trunnions. using the standard angle data, the weapon should

be boresighted by a more accurate method at the(3) With tape, fasten a pin in the left first opportunity. All of the methods of
horizontal witness mark so that the pin projects boresighting described in this section are
out to the left of the muzzle. described in detail in chapter 7 of FM 6-81 with

(4) Place the aprallax shield on the eyepiece of appropriate pictures and drawings.

Section VII. SPECIAL SAFETY PROCEDURES (MISFIRE)

5-44. Meffunctions driven into the primer in the normal manner. --

Malfunctions in the firing of artillery b. Hangfire. A hangfire is a delay in the ,
ammunition are defined and discussed in a functioning of the propelling charge explosive
zhrough c below. Malfunctions aje rarly~ •train at the time of firing. The delay is
"encountered when authorized and properly upreditble anay range fromasplitsecond -
"maintained ammunition is fired from properly to several minutes. Thus, a hangfire cannt bei distinguished immediately from a misfire (a
maintained and operated weapons. In order to distinguihe im eial from asmisi (a
avoid injury to personnel and damage to above). The principal danger i in assumingtlat a
"equipment, all personnel concerned must failure of the weapon to fire immediately upon
understand the nature of each malfunction and actuation of the firing mechanism is a misfire
the proper preventive and corrective procedures• when, in fact, it may be a hangfire. It is for this
General procedures for removing chambered reason that the time intervals described in:'" paragraphs 5-45 and 5-46 should be. observed
rounds associated with these malfunctions are para hrap h 54 and 5 f46 shoul e obfere.
"described in paragraphs 5-45 azd 5-46. before the breech is opened after a failure to fire.

a. Misfire. A misfire is a complete failuretofire. CAUTION: During the p,eescribed time
A misfire may be due to a faulty firing mechanism•i itaretr ndalls t perweaonne will seketan cleare of the
or to a faulty element in the propelling -harge target a all personnel will stand ele~r of the

muzzle and the path of recoi.explosive train. A misfire in itself, is not ri
dangerous, but since it cannot be immediately c. Cookoff. A cookoff is a fun1 tioning of any or
distinguished from a delay in the functioning of all of the explosive components of a round 4
the firing mechanism or from a hangfire (b below), chambered in a very hot weapon ard is due to heat
it ahould be considered as a delayed firing until from the weapon. The primer and propelling
such possibility has been eliminated. A delay in charge, in that order, are, in genera!, more likely tc
the functioning of the firing mechanism, for cookoff than the projectile or the fuze. If the primer
example, could result from the presence of foreign or propelling charge should cookoff, the projectile
matter (such as grit, sand, frost, or ice) or from the may be propelled (fired) firom the weapon with
use of improper or excessive oil or grease. The nornmal velocity ever, though no attempt has been
foreign matter might create, initially, a partial made to fire the primer by actuating the firing •mechanical restraint-, which after some mechanism, Insuchacase, although there maybe -w.. ,-

undeterminate delay, is overcome by the continued urcertainty as to whether or when the round will
force applied by the spring. The firing pin is then fire, the precautions 03 be observed are the same as
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those prescribed for a hangfire. However, should additional times in an attempt to fire. If the
the bursting charge explosive train cookoff, injury weapon still fails to fire, wait 2 minutes from the
to personnel and destruction of the weapon may last attempt to fire and then remove and inspect
result. To prevent beating to the point at which a the primer.
cookoff may occu, a round of ammunition thatlayd n(1) If the primer is not dented-the fault is inhas been loaded into a very hot weapon should be th fing ecasm Rpirheiig
fired or removed within the time prescribed in the firing mechanism. Repair the firingparagaph -45.mechanism, replace the primer and then fire the
paragraph 5-45.wepn weapon.
5-45. Hot Tube Loading Precautions (2) If the primer is dented-then the primer is

Certain precautions must be taken wV en at fault. Replace the primer with another primer
artillery ammunition is being fired from a hot tube; and then fire the piece.
therefore, the officer in charge of firing must (3) If the primer fired-then the fault is with
determine when the tube is hot enough for the the prin e. Wit 10 mi utes ( iteprocedures and precautions to be applicable. h rpligbre at1 ius( iue
Sev l pr cdures thand pecautse aoto tbe suaplic . after removal and inspection of the primer), open
Several factors that may cause a hot tube situation the breech and remove the propelling charge for
to exist are the ambient temperature, temperature
of the ammunition, rate of fire or number of rounds disposal as defective. Reload the weapon with a

fired within a specific period, and the charge being new propelling charge and primer for firing.
fired, In any event a hottube situation exists when b. Misfire procedures for weapons firing
a combination of factors could possibly cause a separate-loading ammunition-hot tube. After a
co-)koff or exudation of the high-explosive filler failure to fire on activation of the firing
from a chambered round that can-ot be fired mechanism, actuate the firing mechanism two
immediately. The person in charge ( firing must additional times in an attempt to fire. If the
determine whether a hot tube situation exists and, weapon still fails to fire, wait 2 minutes from the
if so, observe the following precautions: last attempt to fire, remove and inspect the primer,

a. Do not chamber a round in the tube until and follow one of the two safety procedures below.
immediately prior to firing. (1) If the primer has fired-evacuate all

personnel a safe distance and follow the safety
b. Fire or remove from the weapon within 5 procedures and precautions presented in

minutes a round that has been chambered in a hot paragraphs 5-45c(2) through (4) concerningtube. loading a round in a hot weapon.
c. If the round in a hot tube cannot be fired or WARNING: Do not open the breechblock to

t AUAUVV, WIlMIU•LCfl&LCk hIruafU, luul remove the pronprmant unfli a 2-hflor waitinno
a misfire is not involved, take the following period has elapsed.I~i actions:

Note. In a combat emergency if the primer
(1) Remove the primer and propelling charge has fired, insert a new primer and attempt to fire

immediately. the weapon. If the weapon still fails to fire, foilow

(2) Evacuate all personnel to a safe distance. the procedures in paragraphs 5-45c(2) through (4).
(3) on safe data. (2) If the primer has not fired-insert a new

K t e lprimer or correct the faulty mechanism and
S(4) Notify EOD for projectile removal, attempt to fire the weapon. If the weapon cannot

be fired within 3 additional minutes (total of 5
"minutes from the time the round was chambered in
the weapon), remove the propelling charge and

a. Misfire procedures for weapons firing follow the safety procedures and precautions
separate-loading ammunition--cold tube. After a contained in paragraphs 5-45c(2) through (4)
failure to fire, actuate the firing mechanism two concerning loading a round in a hot weapon.

r Section VIII. SUMMARY
'•': 5-47. Summary54.umrcharacteristics, nomenclature, functioning, and

The four major components ef the 155-mm maintenance of the maeor components of the
howitzer, towed, are th-', Arnage, the barrel and weapons. For more detailed information, see TM
breech assemblies, the recoil mechanism, and the 9-1025-200-12, LO 9-1025-200-10, and FM 6-81.

A sighting and laying equipment. In order for the
"weapon to function properly and deliver accurate 5-48. Special Notes
fire, each component must be kept in proper The M109 howitzers TFT, GFT, and GST must
working condition. The purpose of this handbook be used when computing firing data for the
is to give students a general insight into the M114A2, 155-mam howitzer.
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U, S. ARMY "WCXXWS
HI3-6FIELD ARTILLERY SCHOOL leb-83

Weapon,; Department
Fort Sill, Okiahoma

CHAPTER 6

155--MM HOWITZER, TOWED., M198

Section I. GENERAL

6-1. References geueral support and direct support field artillery
TM 9-1025- 211-10. fire in the infantry and air assault divisions and in

corps general support battalions. This chapter will
Al-.. Introduction describe the nomenclature, operation, functioning,

The M198 i55-mnm towed, howitzer, is a medium maintenance, adjustment, disassembly and

artillery weapon (fig 6-1) designed to provide assembly of the major components of the weapon.

Figure 6-1. Howitzer, medium, towed: 156-mm, M198.

Section II. CARRIAGE M39

6-3. Trails, Trail Lock and Spades (2) The trails (fig 6-2) are hinged to the bottom
a. Trails. The trails are tapered, welded carriage; when they are spread, each trail forms a

aluminum with box-type girders welded inside to 300 angle with the center of the carriag2. On eachtraii are arms with shoulders which contact
p d rwedge-shaped stopa welded to the top and bottom

of the bottom carriage to control maximum spread.
(1) The trails are used to connect the weapon (3) The trails'are equipped with trail handles

and the prime mover. When traveling they are to help lift the weapp)i.
used to stabilize the weapon in the iowed position
and to carry the spades, aiming posL, rammer staff (4) When the top carriage i%, properly centered,
sections, sledge hammer, weapon handling bars, plates welded to the top triil hinges contact stops

"M13 ramming pad bell rammer pick, spode keys, welded to the bottom plate of the top carriage. This
,sw, base plate, loading tray and sight box with sights urevents movement of the top carriage during

inside, travel.

*Supersedes 111B-6 WCXXWS, Dec 81.
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Figure 6-2. Trails.

(5) The rear end of each trail has a smooth during travel, the spades are removed from the
h-toM_ ourfae. with a recess for uLacuiiiu a &-,il edSA Gf tW. -l -. , Plaed in " ". .. ra-.ve..in-g.

spade lug. On these end surfaces is a square hole position on the trails. Handles on the spades are
S. for inserting the spade key which secures the trail used for lifting and carrying the spades from the

Sspade in position. On each side of the fiails are traveling position on the howitzer to the firing
sockets for inserting the spade retainer pin, position at the end of each trail.

"b. Trail lock. The trail lock holds the trails in the (1) In the firing position the trail spades are
closed position for traveling, attached to the underside of the trails by engaging

"(1) The trail lock is a togglar-type clamping the spade retainer pins and spade keys in the
mechanism and is operated by the trail Iek recesses of the trails.
handle. (2) During travel the spades are carried in

(2) The trail lockring retainer pin is inserted brackets on the outer surface of the trails.
into a hole in the projecting ledge of the left trail as (3) During travel the spade keys are carried in
an additional safety device to prevent the trails the key carrier on the outer surface of the lelft trail.
fiom spreading during travel. d. Maintenance.

(3) The trail lock is adjusted by loosening the
trail lock link jamnut and turning the trail lock (1) The trail hinge pin's bushings should belubricated monthly with GPG. -
link 1,A turn at a time, either right or 'ft, depending
on the adjustment needed. When týie trail lock is (2) The trail lock should be lubricated weokly
properly adjusted, a slight downward pressure with PL-S.

7,,, •mShould force the lock handle down and cause the Note. Msrienhnce of this component and all
trail lock hook to engage with the, trail lock link. oe"4•" oaier eomponent;6 oi the 155--mm tsowitzor M198 .

c. Spades. The spades, being two of the three described in subsequent paragraphs of this
points of suspension, absorb the force cfr•coil and chepter will inciade lubrication of the item 44
transmit the shock of firing to the ground. They concerned. Lubrication of all componeats will be ""
limit the amount of displacement of the weapon. peiformed in accordance with lubrication order on
For greater clearance ?)f the rear of the weapon pages 3-1 through 3-14 of TM 9-1025-211-10.

-r *- -,I.
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6-4. Brakes emergency air lines to filter wa ter aud di ri ýmth

a. General. When the howitzer is being towed by air before it. Pat-Ars the~ relay valve. l)rai n ilugn ir
the prime mover, the carriage brukes are activated the bittm ofd wthearclaes emLth in-r~
by compressed air furnished by an air compressor ofdranwa'.
on the prime mover and conducted to the relay e. Relay valve. The relay vnlve i,,ig 6i--'0 ic.#
valve by the service and emergency air brake mounted on the trails.
hoses. The brakes can also be controlledAitakThartnksmoteonheril
individually by hand levers tstowed on theArtakThaita smondonheril
carriage. Itstores compressed air for venrwrgpncy brnk-e

C. applications.
b. Principal parts. The principel part~sof the air g. Power booster. The power boo-ter is

brake system are two air lines (service and composed of an air cylinder and a by draulic brake
emergency), two air cleaners, art emergency relay cylinder. rThe Pir comes ftom tl~e rvi,.iy valve into)
Valve, an air tank, a drain cock, an assembly and a the air cylinder when it controle a float piston
disk brake head assembly (fig 6-3). inside the hydraulic brake cylinder that appli& s

*.c. Airlines. The air lines consist of air hoses and pressure on the brake fluid inside the hydrautlic
* tubes interconnecting the various units of the brake cylinder aid causes the brakes to lock thix

brake system. The service air line leads from -,he
prime mover to an air cleaner and the emergency h. Disk brake head asse'.bly. The disk brake

* line to another air cleaner. Dummy couplings on head anse~mbly is where the brake fluid is forced to
the outer side of the right trail fire to provide a from the power booster and to the head and forces
place to retain the air lines whe, not attached to the brake pads against the brake disk.
the prime mover; this is to prevent dirt from I . Hn rk oapytehn rksisr
getting into the brake system. the brake lever into the hand brake socket and pull

d. Air cleaners. The air cleaners are mounted on the socket in a counterclockwise direction. This
the trail and connected in the service and forces the brake pads against the brake disk.

-AIR LINES

-~~ SERVICE ~I

HYDRAULIC___
BRAKE

CYLINDER

VALVE

ARCYLIINDER

EMERGENCY AIR RESERVOIR __

TDISK BRAKE___ZW J

Fiue6-3F . Charg2 2



6-5. Care and Mantenence of the 6-6. Wheel, Hubs and Tito*
Air Broke System a. Wheels. There are 10 lug nuts holding the

a. Test em~ergency brake application. Test the wheel on.
emergency brake application daily by closing the b. Hubs. The wheel, hubs and tires3 rotate ox. a
emergency air lines cutout cock on the prime set of bearings.
mover and disconnecting the emergency air
brakn-hose coupling from the prime mover if the c. Tires. The M198 tires are interc~han~geable

-- tactical situation permits coupling the weapon to with the M40, M61, M54, M813, M51, M552, MtC2,
the prime mover !or this test. If the brakes do not M139, and M41 trucks; also, the M114AI howitzo-r.
apply automatically, notify support maintenance These tires should only be used in einergen'cy
personnel. situations. The appropriate tire pressure is 45

b~. Drain water front air cleaner and air tank. pons
Drain water from the air cleaner and tank weekly. d. Care and maintenance.
In cold weather drain these units aftez 8 hours of()Chctiersue.Kptiersue
continuous travel. ()hc iepesr.Ke iepesr

uniform (45 pounds) as the tires act as shocks for
*c. Clean air cleaners. Clean air cleaners the weapon.

bimonthly by disassembly of the cleaners,
bruahing off foreign matter, and washing the air (2) Check tire for cuts and slashes dowr to the
cleaner strainers and cleaner covers with core.
drycleaning solvent. Allow the parts to air dry. 6-7. Manifold Assembly

*d. Teat for air leazkage. Test the brake system for a. General. 7~2 s assembly is located on the right
air leaks by applying soap suds to all the joints and forward section of the bottom carriage assembly
fittings from the air cylinder by where the lines and provides power to raise and lower the wheels
connect to the prime mover. (fig 6-4).

~t A WHEELS
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b. Speed shift assembly. This assembly is Notify organizational maintenance to correct any
mounted inside the bottom carriage assembly at problems.

-. the on-carriage traverse centerline. It it a
hydraulic ram cylinder that provides rapid 6-8, Bottom Carriage
shifting of the carriage to insure 6,400 mil fire a. Construction. The bottom carriage (fig 6-5)of
cov.erage, the 155-mm howitzer, towed M1O,, is ccnstructed

c. Firing basepiate. The firing baseplate is of welded aluminum.

suspended underneath the bottom carriage. The b. Purpose. The bottom carriage-
firing baseplate is a circular aluminum structure (1) Support- the weight of the top carriage and
mounted on a ball socket. The firing baseplate is t p a
designed to absorb the vertical reaction, and the the tipping parts.

bail joint compensates for uneven ground (2) Transmits firing stress to the bareplate
contours. The firing baseplate is operated. by the anid trails.
spsed shift lever located to the top left of the wheel (3) Provides a mount for the baseplate, travel
shift lever. lotk, and actuator assembly.

d. Functioning. To lower the baseplate to the 6-9. Top Carriage
ground you must make sure the speed shift lever is 6 T r
in the OFF position and then push down and move a. Definition. The top carriage (fig 6-6) contains
the wheels lever to the DOWN position. Insert the elevating brackets and traversing mechanism
pump handles in hydrav1  adapter sockets and and forms the connection with cradle trunnion
pump until the pressure iL off wheel lock handles; attachment, the upper end of the equilibrators, and
then move lock handles to UNLOCK position, the bottom carriage.
place wheel lever to UP position, and insert pump b. Construction, The top carriage is constructed
handles into hydraulic adapter sockets. Pump of welded aluminum. It has a circular base.
until wheels are all the way up and turn wheel lock
handles to LOCKED position. Next, place wheel c. Purpose. The top carriage supports the
lever to OFF position. howitzer and recoil mechanism, the elevating and

traveraiing mechanisms and the sighting
e. Maintenance. Check manifold oil dip stick. equipment. It is supported by and rotates on the

SInspect for dirty, loose, broken or missing parts. bottom carriage.
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F'igure 6-5. Bottom carriage assemnbly. '
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ELEVATION CLUTCH RELEASE

Figure 6-6. Top carriage assembly.

d. Functioning. The top carriage is fastened to 6-11. Elevation

the bottom carriage by means oa a pintie. The top a. General. The trunnions of the cradle are
carriage rotates when traversing hand wheel is mounted in bearings on tree top carriage arms and
turned, form the pivot point about which the cannon

rotates in elevation. The total angle through which
6-10. Traverse the cannon can be elevated is from -75 to +1275

a. General. The traverse used on the towed mils.

155-mm howitzer M198 is the pintle type. The
weapon traversing limit in the firing position is b. Elevating mechanism. The elevating
400 mils left and 400 mils to the right. A traversing mechanism (fig 6-8) controls the movement of the

ring scale is placed on the lower carriage to weapon in elevation. The type elevating
indicate left and right traverse limits of the mechanism is scriw assembly with a clutch
howitzer in the firing position. The traversing ring assembly to provide irreversibility. One turn of the
scale i6 located just below the breech end of the elevation hand wheel moves the tube up or down

tube. The 400-mil traverses left and right are approximately 10 mils.
limihet by the top carriage coming in contact w th
the stops bolted on the trails. With the trails closed c. Maintenance.
approximately 1/10 of the way, the weapon can be
traversed a complete 6,400 mils. (1) Check for ease of operation in elevating

and depressing the tube..
b. Traversing mechanism. 'Ihe ýx.vcrsing

mechanism (fig 6-7) controls the movement of the (2) Check for backlash. Backlash exceeding
weapon in azimuth and is the angular drive type. 1/12 of a turn should be report ed to orgsnizatioAal
One turn of the traversing hand wheel moves the maintenance personnel.
tube left or right approximately 10 mils. (3) Check the function of the variable recoil -

c. Maintenance. Check for smooth operation, if cam. (The recoil cam rotates the thro, ling rod in
backlash is greater than 1/12 of a turn, notify the recoil cylinders when the tube is elevated or
organizational maintenance, depressed.)

•.., 6-6
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6-12. Equilibrators d. Adjustment of equilibrators. If the tube is
r. Purpose. The equilibrators (fig 6-9) harder to elevate than it is to depress, you must ust

compensate for the unbalanced weight of the tube a / inch drive socket wrench handle and increase
caused by therermountedtrunnioneandreduces the mechanical advantage by rotating thethe manual effort mounted to elevate the tube. adjusting bolt in a clockwise manner. If it is hardertrequired to depress than it is to elevate, rotate the adjusting

b. Type and construction. The type used on the bolt counterclockwise. If the equilibrator scale
towed 155-mm howitzer M198 is pneumatic; the pointer points below -1 oi above +4, notify
equilibrators have nitrogen gas inside. As the tube organizational maintenance.
is elevated the nitrogen expands. As the tube is
depressed the nitrogen is compressed. One end of e. Maintenance. Check equilibrators for leaks.
the equilibrators is connected to the arms of tbe top (If it leaks, notify organizational maintenance.)
carriage; the other end is connected to the cradle.

c. Testing for proper adjustment. Elevate or
depress the tube to travel lock elevation; then test
to be sure the tube is as easy to elevate as it is to
depress.

Note. The adjustment of the equilibrators
should be made with the tube in the travel lock
position.

.44

Figure 6-9. Equilibrator assembly--internal components.

Section Ill. CANNON ASSEMBLY

d-13. Cannon Assembly away when the tube is bored. This leaves the best

The cannon assembly of the 155-mm howitzer metal of the centrifugal casting as the tube.
M198, towed. consists of the tube, breach thermal bewarn ng e-,• e, uz•:e b ake and key (fi 5 - 0).b. Ex terior parts. T he exterior of the tube is a
warning de-ice, muze brake, and keys (fig 3-10). smooth finish bearing surface which slides into

a. Construction. The tube is made of alloy steel the recoil mechanism cradle and cylindrical yolk
and is of monoblock (one piece) construction. It is during recoil. The rear end of the tube is threaded
formed by the centrifugal cast method and is so that the breech ring may be screwed on to the
prestressed by hydraulic pressure. Hot molten tube and locked into place by a key on top of the
metal is poured into a cylindrical mold which is breech ring. The front end of the tube is threaded so
rotated approximately 1,500 revolutions per the muzzle break can be screwed onto it and a key
minute. Heavy impurities of the metal are thrown to hold, it in place.
toward the outside portion of the mold and are
later machined away. Light impurities migrate cr Interior parts. The interior partu consist of the
toward the center of the mold, and they are also cut following:

6-8



(1) Breech recess. Houses the breech block (4) Tube wear life--l,750 EFC (M549A1
when the breech block is in closed position. projectile, M203 charge).

" - (2) Gas check seat. That part. of the rear 6-14. Tube Maintenance
section of the bore which is tapered to receive the a. General. The two cardinal enemies of a
split ring and the gas check pad; thereby, sealing cannon are corrosion and erosion. Corrosion or
the breecS (performing rearward obturation). rust is mainly caused by the propellant residue

(3) Swiss groove. The cutaway portion in the (primer salt) deposited in the cannon after fire. The
powder chamber where the powder lies prior to salts absorb moisture from the atmosphere and the
firing, solution thus formed combines chemically with

(4) Powder chamber. Portion of the bore the metal of ýhe barrel to form corrosion. Erosion is
designated to house the propelling charge. Also, a wearing away of the metal and is causedutaes p llgc. primarily by wear, pressure and abrasion.

% where the explosion takes place. Corrosion can be prevented. Erosion cannot be
(5) Centering slope. The tapered section of the completely prevented but can be retarded.

bore forward of the powder chamber designed to
cause the projectile to be centered in the bore. following c n prede s:following cleaning procedures:

(6) Forcing cone. The rear portion of the main
boie which is forwed by tapering the rear of the (1) Clean the tube the day of firing with water
lands. Its function is to gradually engage the after firing. Push a ball of rags through the tubeto
rotating band of the projectile; thereby, sealing the remove the water. For 3 consecutive days clean the
forward end of the powder chamber (performing tube with RBC; on the third day after cleaning
forward obturation). with RBC, dry the tube with rags, put a light coat

of PL in the tube, and install the muzzle plug. On
(7) Main bore. It is the entir' rifled portion the next day, inspect the tube to insure that

forward of the centering slope, sweating has stopped, if using CLP for two

(8) Counterbore. That portion of the muzzle consecutive days.
end of the tube that is rebored for a predetermined (2) If the tube continues to sweat aft the
-distance so as to increase the tube diameter by fourth cleaning, continue daily cleaning until
removing the lands from that portion of the tube. sweating stops.
The purpose of the counterbore is to relieve stress (3) On nonfiring weapons clean weekly with

W when the weapon is fired. RBC; then wipe dry and reoil.

d. Characteristics. The characteristics of the c. Erosion. To retard erosion employ the
tube assembly are as follows: P-1o .I^ ... p- a -- 4 .

(1) Lands and grooves-48. (1) Use the lowest charge and the lowest rate
(2) Travel of projectile-200 inches. of fire commensurate with the mission.

(3) Powder chamber-40 inches. MUZZLE BRAKE

THERMAL WARNINGI
'•DEVICE

BREECH S

Figure 6-10. Cannon, 155-mm, M199.
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(2) Swab the tube with cold water during bills a. Cold tube. Color is green-0 0 to +1700 F
infiring. (-17.920 o + 770 C).

(3) Use clean ammunition. h. Warm tube. Color is yellow-+1700 to +3500 F

(4) Be sure the projectile is properly rammed. (+77a to +1770 C).

c. Hot tube. Color is red-above +3550o F (+1770

6-15. Breech Fing and Brewhblock C),

"a. The breecl, ring is threaded internally and Note. If tube is warm, notify the fire direction
screwed onto the end of the tube. It is locked in center. If tube is hot, fire only in a combat
position by a ley inserted through the upper emergency situation.
forward wall of the breech ring. It supports the 6-17. Counterblance Assembly
breech mechanism and forms the housing for the
breechblock. a. Construction. The counterbalance assembly

btype. 'the ,eecho i n ofbthe trdevice or (fig 6-12) is a cylinder with closed ends. Theb. The breechblock is of the interrupted screwcyidrcnasaretvlytogcmpsin._:
tp.It employs the O)eBsng obturator device for cytinder contains a relatively strong compressiontY emospring and is mounted on the breech ring. The

preventing gases fromn escaping to the rear. The spring is compressed between the head of the
M35 firing mechanism is a continuous pull type cylinder and the counterbalance piston. "Te
mechanism used with the breechblock. counterbalance is connected to the breechblock

carrier hinge pin by means of the counterbalance
6-1. Using Thermal Warning Device piston rod.

The thermal warning device (fig 6-11) shows the b. Purpose. The purpose of the coumterbalance is
temperature of the cannon tube so that you may to assist in closing the breech. It also holds the
take the proper action in the event of a misfire or breechblock in the fully open position to facilitte
checkfire. loading the cannon.

-lb

-, -- 1

Figure 6-l1. TWD tfmperature scale.

I10
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Figure 6-12. Counterbalance assembly.
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Figure 6-13. Firinog mechanismn, M35 8elf-locking COntinuous puli sequence.



6- 18. Disassmbly and Maintenance of the (8) Remove disk, rear split ring, fim~er ring,
Breech Mechanism obturator nad and front split ring from obturator

spindle ai iembly.
* a. Disassembly.

(1) emov M35firng mchansm.b. Maintenance. Clean all parts witil. RBC and
(1) emoe M5 frin mehansm.apply light coat of PL-S except the gas chec-k pad.

(2) Rotate breechblock assembly until slot is Clean it with soap and water or wipe clean with
in the horizontal posinion. clean dry cloth.

(3) Pull ouý on spring pin and slide firing 6-19. Firing Mechanism M35
mechanism bi~ock assembly to the right anda.GnrlThfrigehasmM5osit

removeof the case follower lanyard lever and related
(4) Lift extractor away from obturator spindle parts.

assebly towrd yu).b. Functioning. With the primer inserted in the
*(5) Open breechblock support firing prime holder (fig 6-13), the firing mechanism is

mechanism housing assembly and depress then pulled to the right into the firing position, A
plunger at the end of the obturator spindle strong, even, smooth pull on the lanyard will cause
asse~mbly. the hammer to strike the firing pin.

(6) Turn obturator spindle assembly c. Disassembly. The eight steps for
clockwise (opposite direction of arrow on obturator disassembling the firing mechanism are shown in

7 spindle assembly) until firing mechanism housing figure 6-14.
assembly can be removed. d. Servicing, inspection, and reassembly. The

(7) Lift obturator spindle assembly off the steps for servicing, inspecting, and reassembling.
breechblock assembly. the firing mechan'ism are shown in figure 6-15.

Sectioi IV, RECOIL

6-20. Recoil Mechanism nitrogen. which is relatively inactive in its free
The ecoi mecanis (fg 6-6) eployd onthe state and will not raact on metal to cause corrogion. ;

155-mm howitzer towed M198 is of the c. Variable. Lkngth of r-,coil can be varied r'

hydropneuxnatic, variabie, dependent type, An mechanically Wo prevent the breechiblock from
* explanation of the nomenclature follows: striking the top carriage when firing at a high

aiigle. UnderA~ nc-.........c tonrifni h

a. Hydro. The mechaniam employs a liquid. length of recoil can vai-y frora 50 inches to 70½4
OHT is thit preferred oil since it contains certain inches when firing charge 8 (M203).
additives designed to 7,educe galYvaniUUc corrosion. d.-8dn. h eol yidr and the

OHThasa tmpeatue rng of-65 F o +5O~F. recuperator cylinder have an oil passag to
b. Pneunwtic. A gai is used. The g~as used is connect the two.

1. Place firing machanism 01on solid surface. Place
M18 fuzasetter wrench (i)over the caseeand
followar~and deý)rsss until pin(Vcan be
removed from lanyard leverIC9and yoke®
Release spring tension slowly. Litt 0f lany'ard
lever.

rr



.- T.-.77- 7-77777.

2. Remove and separate case~and follower®g. 3. Remove cup spring (Doar~d yoke spring n

4. Remove sear pin @~

13 Figure 61.Firing w~cuhanism maintenance. 1

ser133 ~

5. Remvove sa 1)with firing hammer spring 6. Separate sear 1 3 and firing hammer spring 0
from yoke 09.

- . . - . 6-13-
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7. Riamuve yoke @®frcm firing hamrnner B . Remove firing hammer @from cup

Figure 6-14. .#'iring mechanism maintenance-
Continued.

Serv~cinQ *nd Inspection jSEAR
PN

Y-ý OK'(E YOKE SPRING

HAMMEAS

Mi/FIRING PIN -awCUP I HAMMER
I SPRING

SFARW
CUP

SPRING
LANYARD

FOLLOWER LvEVE

1. Clean all parts with RBC (item 4, app D), wipe dry, 2. Inspect for damaged or worn parts. If any delective
and lubricate with PL- S (item 11, app D). parts are found, noctify organizational mainte-

nance.

,IN

Q4)4

I Put fir~ng hammer spring 63on sear 603 2. Place cuip on firing hammer).-
Figure 6-15. Servicing, inspection, and reassembling.
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*3. Place yoke(§)on firing hammer 63 4. Place sear @ with firing hammer spring into
yoke@.

U 12I

5...... Seuesa ihsa i - .Paeyk pig6j nyk® n lc u

131

5 ~ ~ ~ ~ -. Seur sea 6.Paey pig1 nyk n lc u



i.f

7. Slide followerl@,over case@J, anu place over 8. With assembled parts on solid sicrface, put M18
assembled yoke . fuze-setter wrench Dover castO ,depress, andhold down. Place lanyard lever (•"in yoke®.

rf

9. Secure lanyard lever()with pin).

Figure 6-15. Servicing, inspection, and reass&-mbling--Continued.
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RtPLENISHWR ANDICATOR-- 7 .
1(Oi Roes.rves) OIL FIRLtNG- 7

NITROGEN FILLING . (V..,. ,
PLUG '~1 K

issý

COUNTER WF!GHT

-RECOIL CYLINDERS

Figure 6-16. Recoil mechanism, M45,

6-21. Purpose of the Recoil Mechanism charged with 800 PSI dry nitrogen gas to hold the
tube in-battery at all angles of elevation. When the

The purposes of the recoil mechanism are: howitzer is fired, the piston is drawn rearward
a. To stop the recoiling parts. The recoil throuh the cylinder, further compressing the gas.

W mechanism must absorb and control the rearward When "he force of recoil ';s overcome, the gas
thrust of the weapon without displacement of the expands farci:ig the piston forward and the piston
carriage or excessive shock. This action is forces the hydraulic fluid back into the recoil

.. .k-A' 1 +,,,, A=.= u. 4r 4 tn cyjn'ier causing the tube to aeturn tc, th3
throughout the orifices, the compression of the in-battery position.
nitrogen gas, and the friction of the moving parts. b. Rplenishet The purpose of the repienisher is

b. To return the recoiling parts. The recoil to allow for change in quantity of oil required by
mechanism must cau' e the recoiling parts to the recoil cylinder as the weapon cy2les in recoil
return to the in-battery position. This is and counterrecoil and to allow for the expansion
accomplished by the expansion of the nitrogen gas and contraction of the hydraulic fluid due to
inside the recuperator cylinder which was temperature changes. The replenisher cylinder
compressed during the recoiling phase. indicator should be between 2 to 10 oil reserve. The

c. To prevent shock. The recoiling parts must be most preferred hydraulic fluid is OHT.
stopped in recoil without shock and returned to the c. Variable recoil system. The variable recoil
in-battery position without shock. During recoil system (fig 6-17) is composed of two recoil systems
this action is accomplished by the increased and associated mechanical controls. Each
throttling of the oil flow due to the gradual cylinder contains a piston assemb.yv an ,nner
tapering of the slots and grooves; during orifice and an outer orifice. Each piston assenibly
counterrecoil it is accomplished by the consists of a piston, a piston tube, and a uitton
displacement and restriction of the oil flow in the plug. _
counterrecoil buffer. 6-23. Maintenance of Recoil System
6-22. Major Components and Functioning of the a. Checking the replenisher. The replenisherp.Ceridcalykuing Th ep i he.Ie replenisher

should be checked daily before firing and

the howitzer mount. It is composed essentially of cylinder indicator should be between 2 to 10 oil '
-,two recoil cylinders, a recuperator cylinder, an air serves. If the reading is incorrect, notify the
"."cylinder assembly, and a replenisher cylinder rtillery mechanic.
assembly. b. Lubricating the rcoil system. Lubricite býy

a. Recuperator cylinder. The recuperator is the most current LO.

6-17
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4,4

Elbowi~sr 6-17.t pini~b Hcods the ps'iorn, irelbow tof sit therr com.JAnnente.i ~ ndvda

TuhI~e6-1, C'nLrdh atcd i 7i 4aOp-jrs-- in'hepanoryming casce,

C.zn~titl; ýýute ln ftor Fcsteaiuhrfrnecuncter.

i . Aziriti~y -Lnf-a Eroateso ah nue~ ricldsm la to a mv iediofaves throg a virn caI aNlIe.o
i. P-) Az~mut mctlb where the panoramic telescope head to ithe desired azimuth.-vap

e. flor aigh luc kn loas shf ris atives cntn azimuth coune rmpnramic tio onto thea boe-ri
aimuntallwnazmt countertatrina bainen hond at4m ign pheosts. o

head boresihtd bo.g~ h cryn ae

9. Defletion ounter ~ Provides 8 numerical display that indicates the azimuhth angle ofunt

(lower. ý3400 mil) enaolirig an operator to q~uickly lay the weepun an a desired
deflection s'~nino with respect to the aiming poiets.

10. Gunner's aid Indicates relativeiv constant deflection correction.
IICluwch release lever for dptlection Disf rigages dofiectiort cotinter tram pi-inor~mic telescope hoedni ove.-

m~nt enabling an c-erator to set any deflection reference -given
vwhen aiigned with the collimator or aiming posts.

'1.Open right Provides a simnple means of pointing. ý)iioramic head in~idesired,

. . . .. . . .. .d iro cl ig~ .
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Soction V. FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT weapon. The mechanism also contains a pivot
(gun bar) which is maintained parallel to t.-e

8-24. Panoramic Telescope M 137 weapon tube since it is mounted directly on the
T p r c e p 7( -)tweapon trunnion. (See fig 6-19 and table 6-2 for
SThe panoramic telescope M137 (fig 6-18) is the controls and indicators.)

basic instrument used in laying the weapon in
vR.muth. It i& a 4-power, fixed-focus telescope with
a j0-degree field of view. Sealed sources
containing radioactive tritium illuminate the I..5
reticle and counter dials. The azirauth counter is

set on 4800 of its 6400 mils when thetelescope/boresight is checked using the
alignment do,1ce M139. The gunner's aid counter
mechanism permits azimuth corrections for
factors peculiar to the individual weapon and its
emplacemeat. Five-rail click lead settingu have
been provided for direct fire. (See table C-" and fig

* 6-18 for controls and indicators.)
6-25. Ttescope and Quadret Mount M171

*The telescope and quadrant mount M171 (fig
6-19) provides an adjusta.ble base of leveling thepanoramic telescope. Sealed sources containing
radioactive tritium gas are employed to illuminate2
the level vials. The mechanism of this mount
permits adjuztmnwixt of the vertical axis of the 4
panoramic telescope to pluinb regardless of the
pitch or cant (within the vange +10 degrees) of the

12

"Figure 6-19. Telescope a, d quadrant mou, A, V'..1.

6-26. Fire Control Quadrant M17

The fire control quadrant M! 7 ',&.g i) is used
for ac•;,stment of the wear,:Ž, ii ehvatien wlhen
one man is laying tb,. -.,eapU'. *,alsd sources
containing radioao;ivo t~i-ium are used to

3, ' Lilluminate the com,,.a dials and level vial. A
correction counter 4 itllt in to permit quick,
accurate insertio. (A ehpwation correction facors
peculiar to dLxŽ individval wernon and its
emplacemert. T, mount provides the cross and

¼ 2 pitch leveling uotion for Uie quadraat. Thie
establishe tl-e vertical plane to obtai, "true"

8 measurewei.as of weapon elevation. This
quadrant as oany an elevation level vial; the (Tore

II level vial ii; part of the M171 raount.
6-27. Tel4ccpe and Quadrant Mount M172

The t,-:,escope ard quadrant mount M172 (fig
6-20) provides an adjustable base for leveling the
fire cGntrnl quadrant MI8 and elbow telescope
M138. A mechanlmm is provided to cE mp anei
boresight the elbow telescope in elevation and

S5 azimuth. Quadrant seats axe also provided on the
instrument to allow use of a gunner's quadrant
when fine elevation settings are required. (See

Figure 6-18. Pa,iramic telescope A137. table 6-3 and fig 6- 20 i&r controls and indicators.)
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A"" Table 6-2. Controls and indicators for V171 telescope and quadrant mount

.- Control or Indicator Function

1. Cross level knob Positions the mount to correct for weapon cant.

. 2. Cross ieveý vial Provides accurate horizontal reference for azimuth correction ind
measurements.

3. Pt•,h level knob Positions the mount to correct for weapon pitch.
4. Pitch level vial Provides accurate horizontal reference for azimuth corrections and

measurements.

5. Wing screws Secures panoramic telescope XM137 to telescope and quadrant
.mot, nt <XM171.

(Tr

_ 7

Figare 6-20, Telescope and quadrant mount M172.

"Table 6-3. Controls and indicators for telescope and quadrant mount M172

Control or Indicator Function

1. Cross level knob Positions the mount t• correct for weapon cant.

2. Elevation bo,'esight Rotates on eccentrically mourted pin that mounts the elbow tele-
scope.

3. Azimuth boresight Opposing screws that jack the teiescope mount in an a.-imuth plane
after mounting screws are !oosened.

4. Gunner's quadrant pads Provides an adjustable reference surface to check fire control equip-
merit or measure fire elevation settings by use of a gunner's
"quadrant.

"5. Elevation correction counter Rogistefs elevation corrections in mils.

6. Elevation counter Register cannon eic.vation in mils.
7. Elevation control knob Changes the readings in the elevation counter.

8. Elevation correction knob Changes the readings in the elevation correction counter.
9. Longitudinal levelinquial Levelpositi( vThe tube will beat the same elevation asthe elevation

counter reading.

6-20
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6-28. Fire Control Quadrant M18 6-29. Elbow Telescope M138

The fire control quadrant M18 (fig 6-20) is used The elbow telescope M138 (fig 6-21) is the basic
for adjustment of weapon in elevation when two instrument for laying the weapon in elevation for
men are laying the weapon. Sealed sources direct fire. This telescope is mounted and
containing radioactive tritium are used to boresighted in a mechanism integral with the
illuninate the counter dials and level vials. This upper part of the telescope and quadrant mount
instrnntm;nt is equipped with a mechanical mil M172. This instrument is basically similar in
counter for elevation readings. A gunner's aid function to other direct fire telescopes now in use
counter is built into permit quick, accurate except a reticle presentation of a movable range
insertion of elevation correction factors peculiar to marker that can be set to super elevation. This
tbh individual weapon and its emplacement. Fire model has a mil-scale reticle. Sealed sources
control quadrant. M18 must be used with and containing radioactive tritium are used to
attached to telescope and quadrbnt mount M172. illuminate the reticle.

,.-_ 2

r 3"

Figiure 6-21. EKbow teescope M138.

Table 6-4. fiA rols and indicatoi s-elbow telescope M138

Controt or Indicator Function

1. Range markar kpvb Slides a reference line up or down on the retinle enabling xhe oper-
ator to use a central lay;ng technique.

2. Diopter adjustment scale Adjust the eyepiece focus to suit the eye of the individual operator.

3. Latch Locks the telescope to the eccentrically mounted pir-. in the mount.

Section VI. SUMMARY

6-30. Review deliver .C~curmte fire, each component must be kqpt

The purpose of this chapter was to describe the in proper working condition. For motie detailed

nomenclature, operation, functioning, equipment information, see TM 9-1025-211-10.
maintenance, adjustmnnt, disassembly and For proper lubrication procedures and lubricants,

assembly of the major components of the weapon. always refer to pages 3-1 through 3-14 of the

In order for the weapon to function properly and operators manual (TM 9--1025-211 -10).
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CHAPTER 7

155-MM HOWITZER M109A1/M109A2/M109A3, SELF-PROPELLED

Section I. GENERAL

7-1. References b. The M109A1 is equipped with the longer
M M185 cannon and achieves a range of 18,100

SFM 6-88, TM 9-2350-217-iON, TM 9-2350- meters. The 155-mm projectile weighs 95 pounds.
* 303-10, and TM 9-2350-217-20. The maximum rate of fire is 4 rounds per minute

7-2. Introduction for the first 3 minutes; the sustained rate of fire, 1
Sa. The 155-mam M109A1/A2/A3, an armored round per minute. Sustained rate of fire for

self-propelled medium howitzer, is a highly mobile M109A1/A2/A3 for charge 8 is 1 round per minute
combat support weapon. It is air transportable in for the first 60 minutes, then 1 round every 3

phase III of airborne operations and has an minutes.

amphibious capability when equipped with a
flotation kit. It has a cruising range of 220 miles at
speeds up to 35 miles per hour. Combat loaded, the c. The weapon is equipped with a 24-volt
M109A1 weighs 53,940 pounds. The M109A2 has a electrical system with four 12-volt batteries
number of product improvements applied to an connected in series-parallel. A hydraulic system
off-the-assembly line M109A1. The M109A3 has provides power for traversing and elevating the
the same product improvements as the M109A2, cannon, for ramming the projectile, and the
except that the improvements haN e been applied to equilibrator system. Two recoil spades, located on

" an M109A1 which has been in the field and used the rear of the vehicle (one behind each track), are
for quite some time. A discussion of these product provided to improve the stability of the canion in
improvements in the back of this book. the firing position.

Section 1l. BARREL AND BREECH MECHANISM

7-3. Exterior Components cleaned monthly or after 300 rounds have been
a. Muzzle brake. fired, whichever occurs first (for M109A1 only). To

remove and replace the muzzle brake, follow the
(1) The muzzle brake assembly consists of a instructions given in figure 7-2 and 7-3 or in TM

muzzle brake, a key, a thrust collar, collar dent 9-2350-217-10N (paragraphs 3-42 and 3-43). Five
ball, spring, and two allen-head screws. The crewmen are required to remove the muzzle brake
muzzle brake (fig 7-2) is a double-baffle cylinder, because of its weight (350 pounds). it should be
internally threaded at the rear section to screw cleaned with RBC (rifle bore cleaner) and CR
over the muzte of the tube. The front section (corrosion remover) and checked for cracks 1 inch
extends forward from the muzzle face. Two long or longer, which would render the weapon
alternate keyways ar- provided in the threaded unsafe to fire. It should then be lubricated
se-tion to accommodate the key. A tapped hole according to the lubrication order and reinstalled. 1
near each of the keyways receives the screw that
secures the lock to the muzzle brake. The key is a b. Chamber evacuator. The evacuat.or for the
rectangular block with a cylindrical stud MI09A1/A2/A3(fig7-2)isaweldedsteelchamber
projecting upward from the center of the top equipped with 10 ball bearings and valvw, ring. The

- surface of the key. The rectangular portion of the evacuator is mounted on the tube by rmeans of one
key fits in the keyway in the muzzle brake and ball bearing spring and two allen -head screws.
seats in the keyway in the tube. The key prevents The unit serves to evacuate toxic gases from the

- the muzzle brake from rotating on the tube. tube and breech area by means of a metered

" f (2) The purpose of the muzzle brake is to discharge to relieve pressure built up within the
-absorb part of the force of recoil (approximately 45 evacuator chamber when the howitzer is fired. The

percent). The muzzle brake should be removed and chamber evacuator valves should be removed and
p T z k d ocleaned daily after firing (fig 7-2). If the weapon

*Supersedes HB-7 WCXXWS, Dec 81. has not been fired, the valves should be cleaned
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Figure 7-1. 155-mm, self-propelled howitzer, M109A11A21A3.

once a month. 7he chamber evacuator should be reinspection on the next quarterly service. Use
removed and cleaned monthly or after 300 rounds grease, general purpose (GGP), on the key and
have been fired, whichever occurs first (M109A1 exposed keyway. At the same time, perform cradle.'-.'-,
only). Care should be taken that the ball bearings cam adjustment. 1W
are not lost during servicing. A portion of the gas e. Exter~or components.
pressure is trapped in the chamber evacuator
during firing. This is accomplished by the free flow (1) Commander's cupola and iauhinegun
of pressure through the 10 ball bearings. When the mount. The commander's cupola and machinegun

force in the chamber is equal to or greater than the mount is the chief of section statior during travel.
pressure in the tube of theM109A1/A2/A3, ithas The machingun mount has a .50 caliber

three met, ring orifices to aid in the evacuations of machinegun that may be traversed 6400 mils.

gases from the tube. (2) Gunner's escape hatch. The gunner's

c. Gun travel lock. The gun travel lock (figsT-3 escape hatch allows the gunner an additional
"and 7-4) supports the overhanging weight of the means of exiting the vehicle in an emergency
tube and relieves stress on the elevating and situation.

traversing mechanisms. It is adjustable to insure ('" Ballistic telescope cover (lift and lock). Lift
proper locking of the tube during travel, and Icok is the command given by the gunner to

the driver to lift and lock the ballistic cover on the
d. Torque key. The torque key is constructed M1O9A1 only. The balistic telescope cover

primarily of brass stock with a wear surface. Its tcts the panoramic telescope from cverhead
purpose is to prevent the tube from rotating in the fire when the telescope is mounted.

cradle earn during recoil and counterrecoil.

CA UTION: Use cloth or container to catch
(1) Components and function. The torque key valve balls when sliding valve ring forward.

assembly is made up of the torque key, cap screws,
washers, and safety wire. The torque key rides in a Note. Ten valve seats and three metering
keyway machined into the top portion of the orifices may be cleaned monthly or every 300
cannon tube d'uring recoil, thereby preventing the rounds with muzzle brake still in position on .
tube from rotating or canting. nonfiring weapon. Reverse procedure to install. -1

Use light coat of GAA on valve 3eats before(2) M~aintenance, Remove the torque key after installing balls. "
firing the initial 1,500 rounds. Measure the key ian a
along the wearing surface. If the reading is 31/32 (4) Ballistic cover fig 7-30). For some time,
inch or less, replace the key. If the reading is 31/32 many have believed that we could increase
inch or greater, lubricate, reinstall, and schedule responsiveness if travel from one position to

7-2
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717-7

WARNING Muzzle brake weighs
* ~approximately 3503 lb. Avoid injury

* ~ **.to personnel.

WARNING: Never replace valve

'1balls with standard hall bearinrgs.

\\Iii~ ~COLLAR DETENT

,,.\--' THRUST COLLAR

KtY EVACUATOR

MUZZLE. BrRAKE KYDTN

Note: Eyeball muzzle brake; if there is a one(~ \~J; ~ch long .rock, it is unservicable.

METERING ORIFICES (THREE)

1 flePnrpc.- thri-,ct rriI!nir riptent w~ith zrrP%&-rive~r qnd~ri-erp e-rn!Inr reznryu~re nenough tn inncjovr 1rna,

2. Remove key from brake and tube.
3. Unscrew muzzle brake until threads in muzzle brake just clear threads on cannon tube. Attach a sling

and hos to muzzle brake and remove brake from tube.
4. Screw thrust collar forward and remove.
5. Unlock one evacuatcr detent, depress ott --r de-ient; unscrew evacuator and slide forwa.-d.
6. Slide valve ring forward and catch valve balls.

Note. Ten valve seats and three metering orifices may be clean,-u (LO 9-2350-217-12) with muzzle
brake still in position.
7. Reverse procedure to install.

Figure 7-2. Removing/installing M109A1/IA21'43 muzzle brake and evacuator.

* another could be accomplished with the telescope to engage targets in the direct fire mocle
panoramic 11,elescope mounted. A ballistic cover by allowing the direct Lre telescope to sight around
with a plexiglas cover over the front has beer? the chamber evacuator and double baffel muzzle '
installed to allow travel with the pantel mounted. brake.
Initially, the interior of the cover was painted the(6Seto euimnbrkt.Scin
same color as the pantel making sighting of the equipmentio brcetsare located ts ont ectopofnh
pantel with aiming circle very difficult, To eupetbakt r oae ntetpo h

alleviate this problem, the interior of the cover will cafostrgofetinqupet
be painted a different color. White has been ('1) Slaue re'7eptacle. A slave receptacle is
considered but it does result in significant located on the featr wall of the battery

!A %,signature which could be a tacticri mistake. compartment and also on the side wail of the
driver's compartment.

(5) MV42 offset periscope. The M42 offset (8) Recoil spades. Two reccil spactes are.
periscope is used in conjunction with the direct fire located on the rear of the vehicle.

7-3
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•-•, ure vdth the gunner's quadrant and embedded ]

-corrections are alI'6 located oi the breech ring.
b. Breechblock assembly. The breechblock - -

0 sembly is a circular piece of steel that provides a
C, aieans of opening and closing the breech of the

.. cannon. It is threaded externally with four
/ ,threaded segments designed to engage the

"threaded segments of the breech ring body. A hole
is bored through the center of the block for
mounting it on the breechblock and obturator

H group to the breechblock carrier. A triangular
1/ camway is machined into the rear surface of the

.____ breechblock to control the movement of the firing
mechanism block and the ejection of the primer. A
"projection on the rear surface is machined to form

Figure M. 09A I/A21A3 gun travel lock. an arc gear segment, which engages the rack gear
of the breechblock carrier groap. The arc gear onS 7-4. Raed and Breech-Howitzer Breech tie breechblock and the rack on the carrier groul." -. Barreandsm Assecontrol rotation of the breechblock.

* ~Mechaniism Assembly
The breech mechanism is of the semiautomatic, c. Obturator group. The obturator group (fig

interrupted-sc.ew type designed for separate- 7-5) provides the means of obtaining a gastight
loading ammur,]tion, Initial opening of tie breech seal at the rear of the powder chamber (rearward
mechanism is accomplished manually through obturation). It includes the spindle, two splitrings,
the use of the brech operating handle. Opening of a gas-cheek pad, an inner ring, and a disk
the breech mechanism during counterrecoil is (sometimes called a thrust washer). These parts
accomplished automatically by the breech are alined and held on the front face of the
operating cam. \Vxen the rear end of the operating breechblock by the spindle. When the breech is
cam is manually raised, the breech mechanism is closed, the split rings and gas-check pad press
released and i q automatically closed by the energy against the gas-check seat of the cannon tube,
of the torsion assembly, the obturator group, the thereby providing rearward obturation. When theoperating crank asse.mbiy, the carrier, and the cannon is fired, the gas pressure acts upon the

as b R •seby.... -. ,1, , , detiiled descripon mushroom head of the obturator spindle, forcing
of the howitzer breech mechanism assembly,rer te ) t r. L

STM 9-2350-.217-10N for MlO9A1/A3 and TM the spindle compresses the split rings and the
9-2350-303-iON for M.!09A2. gas-check pad between the rear face of the

mushroom head of the spindle and the disk at the
a. Breech ring assembly. The breech ring front face of the breechblock. Compression of the

assembly consists of a band, a bwdy, a bracket, a pad and the split rings causes them to expand
key, quadrant seats, a shelf, catchea, a cam, and radially, thereby tightening the 3eal as gas
associated. hardware. pressure builds up in the tube. As a result, the seal

(1) Band. The band, a flat threaded ring, becomes tighter until the projectile leaves the
screws onto the breech ring body. Three holes in cannon and the pressure is released.
the band permit attachment of the piston tubes of d. Carrier. The carrier (fig 7-4) io the hinge that
the recoil cylinders and the piston rod of the supports the breechblock assembly and maintains
recuperator. A keyway is machined adjacent to the proper alinement of the breechblock with the
center hole for installing a key, which locks the breech recess. It also serves as a housing for the
band, howitzer tube, and breech ring body breechblock gear and rack. The rack springs,
together. which supply the energy to rotate the breechblock

(2) Body. The breech ring body is cylhidrical, to the uplocked and locked positions, are contained
with integral brackets located on the right side for in the carrier. These springs are held in position by
supporting the breechblock carrier assembly. The the stp plate and the carrier rack plate. ,4forward end of the body is externally threaded to e. Operating crank assJemblyicrodle oam "
receive th3 band. The forward body forms the assemby. Tbe operating crar+k assembly (fig 7-4)
breech recess, whicb 1s internally threaded. The is a large hollow pin that seives as a hinge pin for
threads are machined segments of the mounting) the breechblock carrier on the breech
broechblock. The interrupted-screw arrangerrent ring body The lower end oftke crank is squared for
permits opening, closing, and locking the breech mounting the breechblock gear. Thr, Upper end ha. ,-: •
by rotating the breech block only 1/4 turn a triangula --shaped projection oi which the two-
(Ppproximadtely). The life of the brec-h ring is tht breech operating cam 7oillers are nn)inted. The
original tube plus 2. Embedded leveling plates for bieechhlock closing spring assembly is mouinted

7-4
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C 'ANG NSPRING
'4 HflR PIN " OPERATI!:;

SPINDL % ~ ~ CRANK ASSEWILY

FRONT
SIlT RING OPEWRArNOI /

'AD HAN4DLE ASSEMSL

INN% RIG TOP Pt ATE
OP EAATOC GLMk,

REAR DISK LPERATLC4 RACK
SPLIT RING OPERATOR RACK--/

CAM ROLLER C$~ARRtIER',?

RREECHBLOCK M
4OSSESMLY

CARRIER PLUNGERGRU LCKSIN(2

GRSTUP AT. LACKOL SPRING(2

RACK COF .ARRE Afl1 AKPfT

CLOSING SPRI NG J AS ;TO

FIRING MECHANISMJ,.'

OITLMATOR SPINDLE NUIT"
ADJUSTOR** FIRING MECHANISM

%WV MIWFR'GMEYNISM'

*Thease itemi not to be removed from carrier in first aenelon.
"*Theso items not authorized for removal by usrng unit on weapons having weapon-

mounted rammer.

Figure 7-4. 155-mm howitzer cannon M185 breech miech/anisn--exploded view.

in the hollow center of the ciank. As the weapon me.han•÷im, which is actuated by a lanyard. The
moves P•rward in counterrecoil, the cam rollers of firing bN ,. into which it fits has three positions:
the opwrating crank ride in the cainways of the firing, mrime, and disassembly.
breech operating caus, causing the breechblock to
first ,,otate to the unlucked position and then swin:
and be locked in the openposition autoatically. t Funtiotiig of B3reech Mecha~ism
Raising the rear end of the breech me,.+hanism When the weapo-. is fircd, thr. recoiling partso•perating cam releases the operating crank; the move rearward duiing' the -recoil cycle. It is durinig

ic;!irig sgring aeembly causes the bivechblock to the counterrecoil cycle (recoiling pao-t-, are guing
automatically close and -ock. The bzetechblock back +o the in-bjLter' position) that the
must NIipen"e initially with the breech operating semiautoymatic breechblock functions. As the
bnrd!e, which is mounted on the operating crank leco:ua•g partz rnovw back to the in-battery
new. the ,,ppir end of the crank. position, the primary "oller on the operating crank

f. Carn dnmpc:'. The cam 6amper maintains assembly engages with tt 5`--shaped caraway on

tension on the cradle ann. the (cradle cam. A,, the primary roller passes along
this camway, the breechblock is rotatedg Cloeing v•p;ring. The clusoig sp•ingis made up opproximately 1/4 turn coontercloc:Pwisv: to the

of 52 individual leaf springs which ace iesponsible
:N *~~ ofunlocked positiou, At 'his time the secontdary -

for the cloaing of the breechblock." closing, roller engages the C--shaued camnwoy on the cradle
h. Firing mechanism, The firing ci.ech-anistm c"m- as it passes drmg the caraway, it puksthe

1M35 (fig 7-4) is a conthinuous-pull, percusson-type breechblock open.

7-5
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7-6. Maintenance of Tube n'nd Breech of castile or GI soap dissolved in a gallon of water
a. P-trelmainenane. my be ue4ed for cleaning the tubea. Hot water is

preferable because it will dissolve the soap more

the conclusion of the day's firing and 3 consecutive used while the tube is still hot so that the solution

dasafter, making a total of at least four will wahh the prim.er salts from the pores of the
6eains. f heweaouisnot to be 1fred within 24 metal. After each cleaning with soap and water,

hous ftr te outhcleaning, it should be wviped the tube must be rinsed, dried, inspected, and
epr, nspctd, ndlubricated with oil, lubricating, lubricated.

preeratvespcil. f hetube continues to sweat (2) Lub.-icants. Oil, lubricating, preservative
after the futclaigcenngshould be spcaiuedoalbarnsrfe.
continued utlhesweating stops. When the spcaiuedoalbarnsrae.
weapon is not being firm", tbe tube should he b. Breech maintenance. The breech mechanism
cleaned weekly and then wiped dry, inspectood, and is siubject to contamination from powder residue
reolled. which works its way into and through the

obtarating ports. 'For this reason, the obturating
(a) Rifle bore cleaner. The preferred solution parts are ce iassembled and cleaned in the oame

for cleaning th tube is rifle bore cleaner. Rifle bore manner as ý.hat prescribed for the barrel--on the
dlewier evaporates at 150' F, (If you can place your day of firing and for 5 consecutive days thereafter.
hand. on the tube without being burned, the tabe is All componoints of the breech mechanism, except
cool enough to be cleavied.) Rifle bore cleaner is not the gas-check pad, are cleaned with rifle bore
A iubricant, but it is a rust inhibitor, effective for 24 cleaner. All powder stains, rust, and burrs are
t4 48 ho~urs. After eaich daily cleaning, a coating of removed with crocus cloth if necessary. The
rific boro cleaner should be left in the tube gas- check pad is cleaned with hot soapy water and
ow~rnight. Rifle bore cleaner shoaid never be wiped dry with a clean dry cloth. After the breech
diluted. mechanism hao been cleaned and dried, and before

it is reassembled, it should be lubricated with the
()Soaip and uwater. When rifiebreceae proper lubricants, as prescribed by LO

is not hvailable, an alternate solution of 1/ pound 9-2 1-217-12.
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c. Effective full charge rounds. Effective full 7-9. Ausem.bly of Brech Mechanism

charge (EFC) rounds are computed as follows: For atssembly of the breech mechinism, follow

". :, (1) M109A1-A round fired at charge 1-6 is the steps indicated in figure 7-7.

equel to 0.25FFC round; charge 7, 0.75FC C round; 1-10. Cradle Cam Adjustment
charge 8, 1 EFC round. a. Function of the cradle cam. The breech

'2) EFC rounds are recorded on DA Form mechanism operating cam opens the breech in
2408-4 irt the weapon logbook. A sample ef a counterrecoil and holds it open for the next
completed DA Form 2408-4 is given in figure 7-5. sN ,ebbing and loading operation through a series

of camways on the operating caxi and rollers on
the operating crank. Therefore, the operational

7-7. Rates of Fire adjustments are critical and must be performed

The maximum rate of fire is 4 rounds per minute quarterly or whenever the torque key is removed.
for the first 3 minutes. The sustained rate of fire is I b. Adjustment.
round per minute after the first 3 minutes. (1) Have the breechblock closed and the tube

at 0 mils.
7-8. Disassembly of Breech Mechanism (2) Remove the cotter key and castle head nut

For disassembly of the breech mechanism, from the r-cuperator piston rod; hold the piston rod
follow the steps indicated in figure 7-6. with a pipe wrench to keep it from turning.

Table 7-1. Misfire procedures for the MIO9A1iA2/A3

COLD TURE

LEGEND j FAILURF TO FIRE

W-I HANGFIRE POSSIBLE
:-•.-.IM;SFIREI

W-2 STAND CLEAR OF RECOILING IJWI, 2-
PARTS.

W-3 EVACUATE UNNECESSARY
PERSONNEL T

w-A nSPDSr OF ADOjECTT•LES AND l.E..
REMOVE FUZES. I -- - -_____"_

W-5 5-MINUTE LIMIT ON HOT TUBE

FIRES'ýC1
09AI YES

WA If 2 MIN I"S;-
THEN REMOVE PRIMER 1. WAIT 2 MINUTES.FROM LAST

LW3) ATTýMPI TO FIRE.
2. OPENI REAR (IF CAR.3. POSITION lUBE SO PRIM1ER

CAN BE EXPELLED Ir STICKER.
4. OPEN FIRING LO1CK.

0P-RIMER F-IR D STICKER 1

YESES . .
___-- ---

r FAULTY' 1. AIT 10 MINUIES FROM1

MAECH ISM 'A NIR E U LAST ATTEMPT TO FIRE. REFIRE AT CHARCE 4

" C M ISM IAND FIRE. UNLOAD OR RELOA9 A,]NL
"FIRE AS 0IRECTED.

""J7-



Table 7-. Misfire prtvdures for the MO9A1/A2/A3--continued

HOT TUBE

ELAIIARE TO FI RE

-- LEGEND

MISFIRE ]WI HANGFIRE POSSIBLE;•'-,.W 1w , 2, 3) J
W-2 STAND CLEAR OF RECOILING

PARTS.

ATTEMPT TO F!RE TWO W-3 EVACUATE UNNECESSARY

ADDITIONAl. TIMES PERSONNEL

-W-4 DISPOSE OF PROJECTIl ES ANDI REMOVE FUZES.

YS -w.5 5-MINUTE LIMIT ON Hnr TUBE

Au M109AI 1z..
CHARGE 1

WAIT 2 MINUTES; THEN 1. WAIT 2 MINUTES FROM LAST
REMOVE PRIMER ATTEMPT TO FIRE.

i•W3) 2. OPEN REAR OF CAB
- 3. POSITION TUBE SO PRIMER

CAN BE EXPELLED IF
STICKER.

4. OPEN FIRING LOCK.

FIE, FIRED

11REPLACE PRIMER REPLACE/REPAIR FAULTY-FATATTEMPT TO FIRE PR•FVE!R CA FIRING FIRE AT CAS 4 OR AROVER 'WEAPON ._M IECH',SM AND FIRE. rEWITHN 6 MINUTES.

.- _I

R OUNC OUT WITHIN 5 MIN-E-l ROUN OUT WITHIN
!(-.-' OF CH.A'AERING. 5 MINUTES

N,,1NO !1 N

IF WEAPON NOT CLEAR-' WIT-'IN 5 MINUTES, EVACUAIE
ALL PEPSONNEL TO SA E DISTANCE. KEEP WEAPON LAID
ON SAFE DAfA. rMOTIF, EOD FOR FROJECTILE REMOVAL.

iW4)

(S) Foxce the tub-. cut of battery until the Note. The tolerances are 'A to 3/16 inch
center of the primary roller is alined with the (vertical) (use rulev) and 0.001 inch to 0.002 inch
adjustnment mark on the cradle cm° (Qiorizont.al) (us feeler gage).

(5) Return the tLibe to the in-.lattery position
(4) Check the clearance and adjust as and drain the bleeder tee if necessary.

necessary. (6) Sect'e the !astse head nut and the cotter

key.

7-8
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WARNINC. Only -rkn:.Žvr) breechblock operator- rack springs whei,
VS -breechblack is in closed position. :3r. inys are tinder heavy pressure.

Under no circumstances must vs'Iiovel of springs be attempted with
breechblock open.

Note. Before dsso breech maechanismi, remove direct fire
t0escopo.

1. Nih firing mechanism block 2. Slide rack p~ate(3,rea wav'd
2) n center positiorp- push until ra, k plate isengages,

fl~n gechn~s(1into from plunger.
block(2 ~ ~~ ndrtaeclwise

to rem ye.

K ~ - N N

____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ __ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ __8

3. is breechblock closedl? (See 4. Release preload on closing
nbove W44NIAG.) Dri~ve Wring using spannor \rinch
rack wat~ 3rearward; t 9) Apply countorc 0-ýwisf%

plae 5n rack spwingb 4 prsueon ad;Osto 3 d
Will P\5p out. Catch plate 1d deore,;s adjustolr plung..r(7)
spritigs with a clean rag( 6 Rotate adjustor, - owv ei oýkM.

wvse until all torq ie hwi been
rei~eved.

Note. You may have ai &iffer-~

crescent wrench rather than
holes for a spanner wrench. -

CAUTION: Never attempt to disatsemble .,he broech mechan~ism
with breech paertially or fully closed.

:v1

Figasrc 2-6, Disasosembly/assembi~y of bre'echa mecha~nismn-- weapon- onwwtvcd t nirnpr.
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5. Loosen jam nut and re- ,
move cam damper (Tannon -

shoul£be elevated s-hghtly, and 6, Opel) brec•t M obseiving the
3cam. raised and secured tollowing C(, '10VN:

with astrap to cab roof. CAUTION Since all swing

tension has bee,, released, be
extia carefj whien opening•' '3 D' -•.• '-•-;r'•breechbljock 3 Use, operating

handle 1V4 an suppoit breech-
"Nblock as it is being clý,ened. Oiher-

wise, carrier will slam open and
1/ I , may be d mageo.

7. Usiilg drive puncrm de--

press detent pltiri g- and
rotate breechblock to loc, posi

, tion.

Note. Disassembiv of f iring
.- mechanism, mechar,sm block,

... ~be 6one in sequLence shown !hoy -

• ,"could just as well be taken apart
:"•-•:"" 'a ftewa rd s

HA MMER
SHiNG.E PIN

SFRINC-" , I1"

CUP I ...

HAMM R J N

8. Disassemb.hi MN135 firing mich-- , "
anism. (P, t 1 , I yard lever pin
ar id the rneuhn-,irnm falls apart).

* ,. _ ., 1 r : ('H ;'!li- -C I O I ' -,.N> C I TI ''

inV
%"Ito
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9. Reootwo screws and plunger 10. Move extra ~r away from obtu-
group 17), Slide firing mecha- rator nut Q8) support firing
nism housing to disassemnble rnec,ýnism bloc" Q and hous-
position (all the way to the right). ing QJ9 and unsc-ew obtur o

nut with spanner wZench J
Remove firing mec.hanism hous-
ing and block.

Note. The firing pin retainer is FOLLOWER BI UCK
under pressure and will spring out if &,PRIN(- PiN
not restrained during disassembly.
11. Disassemble firing mechanism

block. 4

R RO.L RP K NOB

AA

H-IRING PIN' RE fA NER -

-~ f )1 2. Pull obturator group k&out

1"' i~ I /from breechb:ock. 0
/ CAUTION: Do not apply oil or

cleaning solvent to pad.

L/

Figure 7-8. Disrussemb1l//assemb/y of breech mechanism--wveaponi-mounted rum fl2er--ntinued.
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..-OBTUP.AIOR SPINDLE SHAFT

PAD
RE AR SPLI-h RING

DISK(

- ~FRONT SPLIT RING,
SPINDLE ASSEMBLY INNER RN

W.
V M'13, Di".,;somble obturator group to clean, -

ifltpev~ or repair.
0 WARNING: It take vo men to remove a br3echblock,

CAUTION: Protecý bre~echblock2
and Carrier with rags.

14.Insrt leain stff hroghbreechblock "-4and carrier 621

Slide breechblock off, onto staff.

Fig ure 7-6. Disassernbly/assembly. of breech mechanism-weapon- mounted r,'mmcr-continmed.

. . . . . .. Nof'e: Cannon should be elevated slightly, and cam rais6d and
securod with a strap to cab roof.

1 Rotate operating crank 0to NVmove breech block operating
gear and operating rack timingmarks to the center of tAin-S~ection hole tinder the carrier.

2. With carrie r(~in fully Open posit)n, install breechblockQ. Uscleanin~g siaft2and wrap staff with raqs to protect carrier anct,.
breechblock.

Figure 7-7. Absembly of br-eeh mechc'nis.n.
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3. With carrier in fully oe oi
tion, align closlp Iu0959 withý
detent plunge . WTitopr

ating rack and operati-1;. geara' timing marks aligned in the
center of the inspection hole,

on. Now, recheck alinemnent
marks.

OBTURAT OR SPI NDLE SHAFT OBTURATOR SPINDLE NU
REAR SPLIT RING

PAD UISPLI T DISK

~-KEY

SPRNG INFRONT SPLIT RIN(U Q
SPINDLE ASSEMBLY INNER RING

4. Assemble obturator group. Be sure rings, disc ak-4 pad are assembled
in proper order on obturator spindle. The splits in the front and rear
split rings should be 1800 apart as shown above,.

breechblock.

FOLLOWVER

4. SPRING PIN

ROLLER 
1B

SHAFT FIRING PIN

6. Assemble firing mechanism

block. LOCK -FIRING PIN RFTAINER ~.

Figure 7-7. Assemnbly of breech mechanism-continued.
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7. Replace ob~urat>or S. Install unger and two
t11 firing me~oan*srn block 'r~~etu e plngr

ý8 nd ousqkC)an s~ur awsinl n Wa slot of the obtu-
0 uaornd iuti rat sor nut

vs5 15F5
/1 4

9. Using driv pt 1h, depr'ess 10. Engage clutch', n 6 to
detent plunger q) and rotato cls brech )ýýM4'etuirn
breechblock to unl ock position, operating han~dle ~1 to

11. Release strap holaing cam to tP
room. and iovir cam.

-13. Apply preload tension on6,1 i 1 - \ , `I breech mechanisrn closing
r installed in holes of ad-

2 jutor The two nutches
in the adjus~tor prFovide vvo

C ~~graduations of adjustment, o
[ii)/ ''~ . Inot apply more preload than is

nocessary to close brohIblock securely. Use of thoa f inal

(second) notch rsduee~, leocam -~the leaf springs and should he

sprig ca ens to4 ichesfortype adjustor with ears for a crez,-
corrct cA tesion Tigtwicent wrench rather !hsii holos foto--4
ism nuta spariner wrench,

Figure 7- 7. Assembly of breech rnechanism-r~ontinued.
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-7

r 7Z-~'@

14. r Appl p platsue. ~ t

-HAMME IG PIN

/ '-"~j~~ GUIDE "C'()KE SPRIN(, L )~

cup I LANrYARD
\~A SAR CASE LEVER

SPRING EE

HAMM.ER SPRING

15~. Assemble M35 firing mnecha-

2A'

17. With firiny rnechan'ism block
in e~xtreme rl~ght*--hand

P:)sIt-on in!nert fir~ng rnechni-
nism and r,,,,ati- counter-
clockrwise.

Figure 7-7. Assemb ly of breech niechaniismn-enntiriued.
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S~conMI. RECOIL MECHANISM

7-11, Iype5 of Recoil Mechrcnisrm displacement and restriction of the oil flow inl the

The recoil mechanismn employed on the t'ointerrecoil buffer.
A sef-*ropellcd 135-mi m howitzer 14IN0A1 /A2,'A3 d. 7' hold tube in the in-hattery posifiL(i iii all

44 thýý ioydropneumatic, variable, independent anges of eietyatiiin.s,.
typ-wx An explanation of the nomenclature follows. TI3 ao opnnsadF~cinn

a. Hydro. rhe miechanism ?'inploys a liquid. 1It of the Recoil M~echanism
can be oi!, recoil, petroleum base, hydraulic fluid Terci ncaimilctdnadipro

MILO-506(OHA), or hydraulic fluid Jh, eolmcans slctd nadiruo
M1LA)-6O8i3., type 1 (OHC). or hydraulic fluid , e howitzer mount. It is composed essurntialJ~y of

MIL-.-683,REV C (81349) (Off"17) 0ORT is tilean
piteferred oil, iiince it contains ccrtain additives -

designed to reduce galvanic ci~rrosion. These oils a. Recuptcrator cylinder. The reculperatcor Vi
may be mixed ii h roilmcaim f mounted in the cradle to the lower left oi the
necesbary: however, the diluting of OHT by the cannon tube, with the piston rod secured to the
addition of OHC or OHA reduce~s the gal vanicý byreech ring' band. The recuperator is charged with
corrosion pretection, and thus the mixture shoulN sufficient dry nitrogen gas under pressure (700 psi)
be drained and rcpl.eced whenever 011T bec,,ayies onl M1OA9A!/A2/A3 to hold the tube in battery at
available. Al three types of oil are rod and have ell angles of elevation. When the howitzer is fired,
temnperature ranges of -65" to +150r- F. the piston is drawn rearward through thoý cylinder,

h. Pneumatic. .A gas is v~aed. The gas used is fuirther compressing the gas. When the force of
nitrogen, which is relatively inactive in its fri-e recoil is overcome, tiw gas expands, forcing the
state- and will not r-eact on metal to cauwe corrosion. p is tx-n forward and through returning the weapon

to battery. The recuperator cylinder contains a
c. Variable. Length of recoil can be. varied piston group, a piston rod, and a cylinder head

*mechanically to prevent the breeeh mechanism group. The major components of the pilston group
from striking the floor in the crew compartment are the outer piston section, which is bolted solidly
wheni the weapon is fi~cd at high angl&s of ýo the front and of the piston rod, and the inner*
elevation. Under nonnal operating conditions, the piston section, which is mounted on the piston rod ~
length of recoil can vary fromn 24 inches to 36 near the outer section. The inner sectiort is ftee to

d. ndeendnt.Thee i nopasageforliquid th -iner section pass through holes bored in the

between the recoil cylinder~s and the rec~uperator outer section to maintain alinement of the two
cylinder. sections. Oil,. pumped through a fitting in the outi-.

section, separates the two sections and serves te
7-12 Pupose oft~e ecol Mehansinlubricate the assembly as it moves in the cylindC7.

The purposes of the recoil mechanism are-- The quantity of oil between ti'e two sections can be

a. "sto th reoilng prts Th reoil determined by measurement of the dist'ince that
a. Toisto mutheL orecing coarto. The recoilr the guide pins protrude through the outer piston

mechnis mut a sob aid ontol he earardsectidn. T ,e guide pins must 1)rot rude at least 1/8
carriage or excossive shock. This action 's packings foi'ai an oiltight, gastight seal. The
aecompli shed by the throttling of oi! through the

oriice, he ompesionof henitogn gas, an cylinder head group is constructed essen-tially the
sarne as the piston group, with the outersetothe friction of the moving parts. mounted solidly in the rear end of the recuperatior

b. To return the recoiling parts. Thle rt~coil cylinder. The piston rod p~isses through the
mechanism muitst cause the recoiling parts to cylinder head. Ring seals and packings prevent oil
return to the in-battery position. This is leaks, and thle quantity of oil be'ween the two
accomppir~hed by the expansion in the recuperator sections of the cylinder head, like that between the
C:Irlinder, of the nitrogen gas that was compressed two sections of the piston group, is determined by

Aduring the recoiling phas-,. guide pinls.
c. To preven t shock. The recoil ing parts inust be b. Coun terrecoil bajffer. The counterrecoil buffer

stoppedN in recoil withoutd shock and returned to the is an ol.--Fi tied cylinder containing a spring-loaded
in--battery position without shock. Diring recoil piston and a pisiton rod. The buffer is mounted in
this Fction is acpomrplish'vi by the increased the cradle beClow the cannon tube. The pi F t6n r od*.
throttling of the oil flow due to dle gradual projects thro-ugh the rear endi of the cylinder and
tapering of the -.lIots and- grooves; during rests against a projection ("M the breech ring biond
counterrecoil it is accomplished by the when the weapon is in battery. When thvý woeapon
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m-roves re•r•ward in recoil, the piston and rod are and it; supported by the frn.t follower group, which
released and tý.e piston, driven by the spring, serves as the front head of the rtcoil cylinder. The
moves to the rearend of the cylinder; the piston rod outer orifice is mnachined to fit into the front
is fully extended to the rear and stA ps its rearward portion of the r coil cylinder anl snerves as the

L movement, while the cannon tube and other cylinder in which the recoil piatoni movep in recoil

'4 recoiling parts move farther to the rear to complete and counterrecoil. As the recoil piston moves so the
the recoil cycle. During the last few inches of the rear during recoil, oil bypasses the piston by
counterrecoil cycle, the projection on the breech ilowing through the slots in the outer orifice. At the
ring band cornmE in contact w-itli the piston rod, same time, oil flows through four holes in the

forcing the rod and piston forward through the piston into and through the grooves in the innev
cylinder. The valve plate, now forced against the orifice and thus ahead of the piston. At an angle of 2
piston, forces il through small metering passages4 elevation of approximately 45' (plus or minus 30),

in the valve plate. The restriction in the flow the inner orifice of each cylinder is .nechanically
(buffing) of oil through passages to the rear sideof rotated by meshed gears located at the front end of

4,, the piston slows the cannon and causes it to ease the cylinder so that the grooves in the orifice are no - 2
into battery without excessive shock to the longer alined wit the holes in the recoil piston. At
cmnrage. angles of elevation above 45', the only passages

c. Replenisher. The purpose of the replenisheris through which oil can bypass the piston are the
triangular slots of the outer orifice; therefore, theto allow for change in quantity of oil required byle gho re ilili i l o2 in esA a ges f

-, he recoil cylinders as the weapon cycles in recoil length of recoil is limited to24 inches At angles of

and countenrecoil and to allow for the expansion elevation below 450, the holes in the piston are

and contraction of the hydraulic fluid due to ained with 36-inch-long grooves in the inner

temperature changes. The replenisher also serves orifice, as well as with the slots in the outer orifice,;

as an oil reserve for the coinftrrecoil buffer and therefore, recoil can continue for 36 inches. The:•~~~grda slowingur downes The teleise casonerve

"the two recoil cylinders. Tbh replenisher is gradual slowing down of the cannon results
mounted on the inner wall of the turret to the right primarily from the increased throttling ofoil as the
of the cannon. The bladder in the accmulator is piston moves rearward. The openings in the outer

charged with nitrogen gas to a pressure of 7 to 8 orifice through which oil can flow become
pounds per square inch by direct support narroweraordfinallydiuappear,andthe grooves in ,
maintenance personnel. The using unit is the inner orifice gradually become more shallow,

a authorized to add hydraulic fluid to the beginning at a point 24 inches in the recoil cycle,

accumulator until the pressure gage has a reading and finally disappear at a point equivalent to 36 I
of 17 pounds per square inch to 24 pounds per inches of cannon recoil.

square inch. Tlhe hvdraulic fluid in the recil 7-14, Mtintennce of Rec! Syctam

-yunurt ann .,xe iuner is kept under pressure by a. Checking the replenisher. The replenisher
the nitrogen gas in the partially compressed should b,, checked daily. Before firing the pressure
bladder. Hydraulic fluid OHT is the preferred gage slould read 17 to 24 psi on the M19A1. Or,
fluid, but OHC may Ne used if GiHT is not the M109A2/A3 the gage should be 17 to 24 psi.
available. During firing the pressure gage should read 17 to

d. Variable recoil system. The variable recoil 50 psi.

system is composed of the two recoil cylinders and b. Servicing the replenisher. When the gage
associated mechanical control,;. The cylinders are reading on the accumaulator type of replenisher is
wmunited on the cradle, one to the upper left and the less than 17 psi, the replenisher eystem must be
other to the lower right of the cannon tube. Each serviced with hydraulic fluid OHT(orOHCifOHTFI
cylinder contains a piston assembly, an inner is not available). If the pressare is greater than 50
orifice, and an outer orifice. Each piston assembly psi, hydraulic fluid should be drained from the
con-iists of a piston, a piston tube (piston rod), and replenisher system until it is within tolerances.

a plug. The plug is a bolt threaded on both ends.
The plug ia screwed into the :.-ech end of the (1) To replenish the fluid, remove the filler
Spiston tube. A rhut screwed onto the other end of the valve plug and gasket, install the M3 oil gun, filled

plug secxrs the piston assembly to the breech ring with clean, new hydraulic fluid OHT, into the

band of the cannon. The inner orifice is a shaft check/fill valve of the pressure gage/accumulator:_...:•:type, and pump the fluid into the replenisher untfl
with four grooves, 341 inches long, cut lengthwise in
its outside diameter. The outer orifice is a metal the pressure gage reads above 24 psi on the
tube with two triangular-shaped slots (orifices), 24 replenisher.

inches long, cut into its side wall, one on each side (2) Deprfss ti., Lube to approximately -50 mils
of the tube, The wide ends of the slots are near the and loosen the right-hand bleed plug to bleed the

S - fr)nt end of the tube, with the points of the slots accmiulated air froma the rear of the buffer. Whtjn

k toward the rear end of the tube. 'ITe inner orifice is air-free fluid continues to flow from the bleed cock
located in tbe hollow recoil piston tube (piston rod) or bleed plug, close the cock or tigh ten the p'ug.

A 7-i7I1
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(3) Eleval.4 the tube to approximnately K54 mils
and loosen th! l, bleft d lug to hleed the
..cca' 41ulat4d air from the front of the uffer. When tt MY I R

"Ft air-free f(Iid continues io. flow f'ron the plug,
tightpn the plug.

ii,}i •'"(4) Elevate the wealmmn tA) approximately 4-18()
mils and loosen the plug on the bleeder tee. When

air-free fluid continues to flow from the plug,
tighten the plug.

'- Lk 'N W

-" ",Figure 7-t0. Reci. e'y vl,.r bleeder tee plug.

(5) Open the replenisher bleed cock alRghdy to
bleed off any accumulated air from the replenisher
and, when air-free fluid continues to flog from the

I:I ibleed cock, close the cock.
(6) Check the accumubf.or gage (fig 7-8) for a

pressure reading of 17 to 211} psi.

(7) On the Ml09AI if 4age reads below 20 psi
(on the M109A2/A3 beh, v 17 jsi). start over from
step 1. If gage reads above 24 psi, bleed from any of

Figure 7-8. Pre&sure gage/accumulator type. the 4 places until gage reads below 21.
'.: (8) If the check shows that the replenisher is-ow 0,, tnit. .... IIUX.O Li Lcoret:L OpeIaLl i.g. *

range; if the check shows that the ieplenisher is
overfilled, drain to the correct operating range.

Bt E FRON bUFFER PEAR

SU? ED PLUG .B.ED PLUf (9) Rebleed the eystem if required and check
for fluid _.aks. Remove the M3 oil gun.

7-15. Malfunctions of the Recoil System

a. If the tuLt slams out. of battery, the system is
"low on hydraulic oil or low on nitrogen.

b. If the tube slams into battery, the system is
low on hydraulic oil or air is in the counterrecoil
"buffer.

0. If the tube is jerky in recoil action, air is in the
recoil cylinder.

d. If the system leaks 3 drops or more in 5
Fig, ure' 7-9. Buffer bleed plugs (OQA !iA2A3) minutes or less the weapon must be sent to support

maintenance.
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Socti~n IVl. ELECTRICA11- A~ND H-IDRAUL-IC SYSTEM

S1,E1NCtrica& sv;3fu '- hold dihe M A STE V ý4,i tch at dhe 81 AV K,~ pu' ;itioe'
The '.n negatilvely g 'ninded electrwicl tl', TV1w 1 )n(ici1,r ve. hicle d hotheIt- wiih c(ITI( 4d to that

systemT reqku ires fohr 12-volt stori-ýge 11antteries. th 'ivin~vhclh tee reoie edote
A-, 0ir(4ct, c,.wrent, for our~inng the batteuies and geNr r systion i.et idctor light shid rvw li tch a

operating electrical mnits is furnished by aN -4iii ~euidctrlgtsoudr'mi
100-ampý en gine-driven altern ator an iot(Id eunleMA'F{sic ote-
seleniumi-type recti wer C urrent 1a as 1w SiAV h position atid hlad it while longer4
supplie'd by an external source through a slave (6i) Disconnect. the -Jave cablel fro)01 hoil.
r(,ceptacle ()it earlier models, the rcceptAwlte iis vehicles.
located int the driver's compartment. and the slave ()Ices h ialdvhceegn P~
cattle trmust lie pamsed through flio driver's hatch. to-n~0 p to recharge thlt batteries. Check the

Yk later m odels the receptacle has been batery indicator.
repositioned and can be reached through the
battery access door. 7-17. Components of Hydraulic Systems

a. Cocntact boxes. The contact boxes pass the a. Reservoir. 'lhe reservoir holds 1 1.2,5 (livrts of
electrical powex fromt the low.er carriage to the oil, which may be pumpedl into the accu mu lat or iiý
turrot. Trhere are five !ontact boxes on the newer it is needed to pressurize the systeni.
weaponis and three on the older weapons. b. Power pack pumnp. The power pack, powered

6. Slip ring. The slip ring provides continuity of by a 5-horsepower electric motor, is located iin the
electrical circuits from hull to cab. bottom of the reservoir. This pumflp pumps the (Al

c. Cab power switchl. The cab power switch is out of the reservoir into the accumelator to
located on the guniner selector switch box at the presserize the system,
gurner's station. This switch controls all electrical c. Accumulator. The accumiulator, at metal
power to the cah with the exception of that for cylinder alongside the reservoir, has a
communications and lights. free-floating piston in it. One end of the

~.K. d Slve taringdisble .. accumulator has q precharged nitrogen prt.,surt'
d.Say satn dsbe ehicle. of .500 to 550 psi. The accumulator allow-s the

IANN:D o lo esne ewe transfer of pressuiv to tht, system to serve the
YVARIAIC: Donot llo peronne beteen power tra~ersing aind elevating mechanisins andvehicles (during slave startinig. th amr tas evstu miit,

(1) 1Alek the brakes on both vehicles. (All d. Pressure sensitiv'ity switrch. The pr4,,ssurv
accetisorieg nwst be off.) 8onsitivity switch is located at the base oft the

(2) On vehicies with serial nuntbers 1 through accumulator, It senres tie presdure in the system,
U2: lave te MASrER sitch.~n th OFF and maintains the pressure between 925 and 12
pos:~n.On ehices ithnumbrs 123and psi. When the pressure drops below 925 pýsi, th.I

abe'. .. set the MASTER switch at the SLAVE prestsure sensitivity switch t~urns on the 5--hp
positioo. to activamte ;Jie pump to return the press--ee

CA UTION: Polarity (plus.-to-plus, minus-to- 1,225 psi, the sw .- h shuts the movtor off.
minus) and voltage (24 volfta) OIukI be the same in
both vehicles. e. Safety relief valve. The safety i1ieý' valve

opens when the pressure in the accumulator
(3) Start the engine of the vehicle suipplying reaches betweern 1,600 and 3,100 psi. This action

power an1rd adjust the hand throttle lever to idle the allows the hydraulic oil to flow back into the
engine at approximately 1,f~rpm. ves&ervoir and prevents the seals in the hydraulic

systemn fromi being damaged.
(4) Connect the slave cable to the auxiliary f cui l o rsur ae h 1~ ni . opower receptacle (fig 7-12' of each vehicele. The *Acnltrpesrga.Thacmlto

indiatorlampshoud lihtpiessure gage, located in front of the accunmulator,
indicates the amount of nitrogen pressure dur~ng

(5) oet the disabled vehicle engine STARTIER the zero pressure check,

(a)Seia ninicr Ithoigh1122. Wheat gaeilotd tvenirsrorikdth

?'b) Serial nubr A3ad bu.We . (Cab hydraudlc .systein. The cab hydraulic
the engi ne starts, set the idle to 65W rpm. Set. mid system provides power for the operation of the I.aib
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trRvet-foing and howitzerr c!evzttiig Ifle~hniiisnui the mi-npon. An elev~ittion con:trol hanidlei
and the rammner. IPresi~ire withiii the ivsteni is provided fori Ole vwiseitatiat KInu ew'; 01- ci j l'in I-;
suppiKIje by it hydraulic pimip iover, '~ 6y it uen "vi wheni the giinner'si vi'evaMion so'Iiort
!5-horsepower t'Ie'i~ric niwoiri, wh;'ch charges the switch 1.4 d.'pretwed. Ini indiflwiti to fia' j'oxi 'r

accurylulator. A power c.onttrol brindle is provided cntfi'ol, ther-e are iniinotul c()nti-olq (rI'liM i

for use by the gunner int eli~vniinMo :ind traversing rind Ctraversinig.

0 .

I //L

_~ -,

itoLi

4~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ - Veicla lih swthRt- t in22

5--Fuel~__ takslco7wthT iiaefulsipy--ae of e21

1 - ti-te r swtho -tr.e gn

1 1-- Frdinehater swite h Tgo sndtarte flae neater (adorte 2 n acoetrhorme1
12---as-oi h witm indicator light IllUmi0nates iwhen 1Y~m hswdigchtisae "ON"

. , 3 -ilge ý, slave switch To cointrol bilgetia pump i (p or 2-49)
7 --Flaedme eter./sysrntem ihrlmntsi lm etrsse s"N

8--Blaakoi speedto switc Regiter tohcl figur 2--
15 --Auxliary heutlertersi To controlame untahedte (abless2 21)
I1O---Sach'nter/ wit r mate Intiarte engine pradoeatnhus

Il-Fulaprmehetr sicosatfaehae tbe221

13--Maste~~~.'slaver s7-t1. ToIntoseetrica poerito vehic
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('C,/ fl IVN: Never "PULL TI PO'WFE a.;ctualor
1,11111111er CTh t ol Valv Wt~ ithout lui vi iig it proliec(ti Ic
m~ the ram j)onifi.oII Act, ting I t lI wrainter'wi I iout
the project.it' iii position will ''iiume e~eaI dariniige.

1'. Sohenold 'aIII The' li sol-nond I.When activalted

., ~~alIlowing hydraulic jpressll r4 to rench Owe cyli nder

"eify mrodels indrivers' o"ete

Ramme Aux~i~r pouer r''epaC'eaccidents, the crew must ina~ure that the lead wvire

The rammer is an electrically activated, firing.

the cannon by thrusting the projectile into the M1O9A2/A.3 howitzer is manusily nctuated. The

chamber. The weapon-mounted, rammer remain ramnrier actuator valve is niulcco .e ;w the cab roof.
in alinement as the tube is elev,~ed or depresse- Cannoneer riumlter I pushes 7amtii(r actuator
and therefore permits ramhming the projectile at handle in.. The val-ve handle will latch. Allow 4

anyelev ati on between* 5.3 m-iis and approxim-rately seconds for, proper seating of projectile, then
7K0 mlie on the M109AI only. The weapon- release actuator.
mounted raminer is supported in the stowcd 71.Taes

6position to the lower left of the tube on the ramnmer 71.Taes
shaft aind needs only to be rotated about the a. T~ype. Tphe type of traverse is ring and race.
rammer shaft into position behind the breech. The The ring is attached to the hull (motor c%-riage)
projectile is manually placed on the tray ahead of and does not move in traverse hut supports the
the cylinder, As the cylinder is swung back onto weight of the race, which is attached to, anld
the tray, a switch is tripped, thxo rammer moves, wit!), the cab in traverse. Bearings between
automatically extends, and the projectile is the ring and race provide easv of movement.
rammed into the chamber. As soon as the raminer h. On-carriage traver~se. The total amneunt of4
retracts, it is folded into the stowed positit - The onerig rvreis6,0mis(31.
principal componenis of the rammer a 2the oi-angtrvre (()mls:60.
cylinder, trny ..... h1, al i'rhp tinier., anIIA .u ravaring Mechanism

solenid vlvea. Purpose. The traversing mechanism (fig
a. C.ylinder. The cylinder, when hydraulically 7-14) controls the movuiement of the weapon in

activated, extends a telescoping ram, which slides azimutth.
the p.rojectile into the chamber. At the completion b.Tp.The traversing inechianism i.'. of the
of the ramming stroke, the ram is returned hdalcpwrtp ihamna akpI automatically.

b. Tray assembly. The tray assembly, a concave
length of sheet metal, iupporls the projectile and ."

guides the projectile into the chamber. f~ --
"M ~c. Switches. Three switches are provided for
Ii safe, automatic operation. The hinge switch

makes the electrical operation of the rammer -

impossible when the rammer is in the stowed_-
position. The tray and rollover switches provideti
depreautodaic operaiunc. Toes astivteches rmms er.
fepreassemaic operuecetio atheste swthes rmusmer
'When the rammer is run through its normal cycleI

4R, of operation, the switches will be depressed
Jautomatically and in proper eequenice.1 -)--

Wi.d. Tinmer. The timer, when activated by the L~ 1~ /~ ~ I
switches in the base, closes an electrical circuit, k)I

ý7kwhich activates the solenoid for the period of time -___ '. .

necessary for the complete extension of theQ-okidcar Manrlsehde
cylinder ram q~nd holds it in the extended position (-Lc niao anrlaehrl

approximately .9 second. Figure T-13. Weapoii cziouttcd rarnzm'' (MI09Aj).



r. Vlowi Of powe4r. The trnivt'rsinig elec'tric'al -F, I --

(-ircilif provides elect-rical cid'ontil for the
traversi rig h yd rimic systen). Actuation (of the

tniignetW brake acttiiit r releases the hydraulic

traversing (control handle directs 1)ressurize~ d l
hydraulic oil to dvive the traversing motor.

d.Trav'ersinig comprrepnnts.

Cab traverse lock. Tlhe calb traverse (fig j2-
7--i 5 is located to the right of the gunner's N Li! _

con( hade w- position lock, it. locks the
cab in place. and relieves stress on the traversivg
mech anisrm,

(2) Vtanual--power solection lev1er. On the -*----- -__

M109AI/A2//A:, the selector switch son the
gunner's selector switch box (fig 7 1i5)

* Note. With power off, always leave the lever higtre 7- 15~. Elciating aaid tr(. iPc,',ig ('oT2trots

in te maual ositon.7-22. Elevating Components
(3) Hýydra ulic motor. The hydraulic motor ip.

located to the left ijf the manual traversing The gunner's and assinitant. gunner's controls
handhel(g .() are located at their respective stationis.

a.ee (feviig se7_15wth ''eelvt
z ~~(4) The M109AI /A2./A3 has a no--back devicea.Euionsltr wt-.Theevin

nuilt into the hydraulic motor that acts as a brake. eltrswchfi -l4),locae o h
gunner's selector box, allow~he guiiner to c'hoose

(5) Manuial tra versing z andwihecl. The whether he or the assistant gunner will elevate the
* manual traversing handwheel, located on the left weapon.

of the gunner's power traverse cotoealsthe]
gunnr totravrsemanully fig -IFb. Equilibrated elevation cylinder. The

equilibr-ated elevation cylinder, located on the cab -

(6) TJhe handwheel moves the tube 10 mils in ceiling, is to the left of the breech ring. The amount
traverse per turn. of oil which is pumped or drained from this

* INote'. inw? grunter must. a ieri, Ce crew prior t~o C~~~~iL1Li~ Lilt; is.C V1111 C -YIX A 1313. L

traversing. push or pull on the gun mount, which in turn
causes the tube to he elevated or depressed.

v. Manual elevation accumulator. The nmvnuit&
eevation accumnulator is the narrow cylinder

loaed vertically along the right trunnion wall.
d. Manual cetleation handpuiap. The mnanual

elevation handpumnp, located at the assistant
gunner's station, provides at manual backup in the

- 7 ~ event the power elevation mechianismn 1w,-otres
N. inoperable.

7-23. Maintenance of Elevation Mechanism

/1 (a. If the iianal elevattion uiccumuila~or is low on.
__ hydraulic oil--

OPERATING RAMMER VOW9A, M1OSA3 ONLY) j (1) Lower the tube to the depression stop.

(2) D~epress further (approximaItely 10 turns)
Figure 7- 14. O)perating rammner. with the. manual elevating handpimip.

1). Jerky motion of the elevation m~echanism
indicates emulsified oil. There aire two niethods of

7-21 . Elevation removing the emulsified oil.

I The MlO9AI -A2./A.3 howitzer hias rear-
* mounted trunnions. Thie elevation miechanismri is 7-24. Equilibrator

*opt-rated by hydraulic power. 1, perniiits elevation a. Type. T'he equilibrator (fig 'i- -16) is of the
* of the tube from -5i3 mils to + I .333 mils (-W1 to +750). hydropneutrnativ type, in that, both i,. fluid (hb (ho)

A manual backup systemn is also provided. amid a gas (pnieumnatic) are employed Wn the svstem.
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* b. Purpose. The purpose of the equilibrator is to (5) On the M109Al/A2/A3 there two valves.
compensate for the preponderant weight of the The drai ' valve (painted red) allows the fluid to be

. .. muzzle (due to thie rear-mounted trunn ions) and to completely drained out of the system. The second
- reduce the manua' effort required to elevate the valve is the equilibrator valve knob, which allows

tube. fluid to be supplied to the equilibrators from the

-c. Components. main accumulator. Variations in temperatures
can affect elevating or depressing of the cannon.

(1) Equilibrated elevating cylinder. The rear The equilibrator, which counterbalances the
part of the elevating cylinder is located on the roof weight of the tube, must be adjusted if more effort
of the cab near the gunner's station. It is composed is required to elevate than depress or vice versa.

Sc. a piston, a piston rod, seals, and a cylinder Take the following steps to compensate for
housing. The piston rod is attached to the howitzer differences.
mount. Hyd.uli,:ic fluid under constant pressure
from the hydraulic accumulator assembly forces 7-25. Zero Pressure Check
the pistoni to exert a coiuitant pull on the howitzer a. The zero pressure check (fig 7-18) should be

* mount. This pull assists with the elevation or performed by qualified organizational
dvprepion of the tube. mitaintenance personnel (artillery mechanics)

(2) Accumulator. On the M109A1/A2/A3, quarterly or when troubleshooting the main
there are two accumulators located at he gunner's accumulator and hydraulic system. The zero
"station. The primary one (fig 7-1K, 1))iE located pressure check is not perforraed by the crew as a
below the handpum _n the cab wall. The part of the daily o- prefire preventive maintenance
secondary one (fig 7-16(2)), which is sjnaller, is checks. However, in the event nrc artillery
located above the handpump (fig 7--16,)) on the mechanic is available, it would become the
cab wall. responsibility of the chief of section and the crew..

(3) Reservoir. On the M109A1/A2/A3, the b. The zero pressure check is two cii-.ckee in one.
main reservoir provides hydraulic fluid to the The first indicates the amount of precharged
accur lators through a pressurized line (fig nitrogen in the main accumulator. The second "
7-16(4)) or a fee-flow line should the weapon be indicates if there is enough hydraulic oil in the -

- without pow,3r. main power pack reservoir.

7 i (4) Hantipump. A handpump (fig 7-16.03) is c. If, after pe. forming the before-operation and
ineorporpta'ato the system to forcethe hydraulic maintenance checks or, the cab traverT.;ing,
fluid from the rezr.rvoir to a cross in the line elevation, and rammer systems, they func`--ion
leading frorn the accumulaýor to the cylinder. This sluggishly or unusually, it may be ce-essary 4ýo!nermitA -qiw~tnPtmnt. of" fhoe Pnir'libr~tor cys~tilm -n qp7or n a zeovw pre isure ce A,: er•, .:- wnOrld
" comipensate for van atiors in the temperature. The be if the elecýtric drive motcor runs more otfwn than

handpumyr i.• located at the gunner's station on the usual to keep pressure built, up for power opei ation
"left cab wall, of the traversing, elevation, and rammer sy¢i.mns.

RED, K'.'00tNS

-. -V .->~ WHITE (.7)

• i*

Fig -' 7-16. Components ot the equilibra•tor system MIOOAi/A2iA3.
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1. Using the gunner's quadrant, set the howitzer at G. Repeat sterpTh nd adjust the system with stedebr
+266 mils. ®•until no difference is detected.

2. Using the manual elevation handpurnp®', ele-
vate and depress the howitzer tube to determine if
it is Ps easy to elevate as it is to depress. Note. M109A1: With the MASTER switch and cab 4

3. If no difference is detected, no adjustment is power switch turned on, the equilibrator valve knob
required. open (turned left), and the system drain valve open,

4 the complete hydraulic power pack will be pumnpeC A4. If it is harder to elevate, increase equilibrator dry -e

pressure with the handpump . dry.

5. M109A1/A2/A3: If harder to depress, slowly
open the system drain valve l; place a clean Note. M109A1/A2/A3: Equilibrating hydraulic oil
container under the drain tube and bleed off a comes from the power pack. Do not operate the
sma:; quantity of hydraulic oil. system with low fluid levels.

Figure 7-17. Adjustment of equilibrator. ,. '

r4

.1

22 oni

Proc•dure: nitrogen pressure in the main accumulator is from 500

1. Place the weapon on ievel ground.. if possible. to 550 psi at 70'. (This psi will vary with temperature

2. Set the MAS 'ER switch and cab power switchOto ON
, position to charge the system. Note. If the main accumulator nitrogen pressure is

3. Observe Lhe pressure gage~reading. Normal oper- below 450 psi, notify organizational maintenance.
ating pressuie is 925 to 1,225 p'i. 12. Set the cab power switch and the MASTER switch at

4. Set the cab power switch and the MASTER switch to the the OFF position.
OFF position. 13. Obseive the sight gageýon the main hydraulic

5. Set the cab traversing lock handle 4at the locked reservoir. Oil appearing in the gage should be level
position or place the tube in travel lock. with the mark on scale "full at zero pressure che( k." :1

6. On the M109A1/A2/A3. move the selector switch® 14. If the oil is low, replenish by adding hydraulic oil.
to the manual position. 15. To add hydraulic oil, remove, the cab access plate(o

7. Disconnect the circuit conncctor (No 645)®located at Ig* ted on top right rear of cab, by removing four boits
the right rear of cab by the pressure gage. t1I

8. Set ihe MASTER switch it the ON position. 16. Unscrew and remove the dipstick® from the top of
.erswitch to the ON psition, the reservoir and note the reading on the dipstick.

9. Set the cab pouvver sic~oteO oiin
10. Move thegunner'scontrolhandle®totheleftorright. 17. Add hydraulic oil (MIL-L-6083) to the reservoir, if11. Waý"tch theressurolgagndle Q as it dr rom needed and check the level again with the dipstick. Oil11. W~atch the pressuire gage needllet!Das i't drops from. should be level with the full mark o0r• the dipstick.

operating pressure until it flutters; then the needie willdrop sharply to zero psi. The reading at which the 18. Replace the dipstick in the hydraulic oil reservoir arid

needle flutrtred is the amount of precharged nitrogen tighten.
;n the mair' accumulator. The normal precharged 19. Replace the access plate and four bolts.

Figure 7-18. Zero pressure check.
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20. Reconnect the circuit connector (No 645) 3 . 22. Set the cab power so itch to the ON position
21. Se? the MASTER switch to ON position. The main 23. The needle will move from zero on the pressure gage

hydraulic system will then charge. and stop between 1,175 and 1,275 psi.

N 2J

Figure 7-18. Zerg pressure check--continued.

Section V. FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT

7-26. Panoramic Telescope M 117 telescope with a 100 field of view. The instrument

The panoramic telescope M117 (fig 7-19) is the contains two precollimated ballistic reticles that

"dbasic instrument used in laying the weapon for can be selectively placed in the field of view. The
direction. Unlike older series of panoramic telescope eyepiece arm can be positioned to a

telescopes, which have azimuth scales graduated convenient angle for viewing. The rim release

from 0 to 3,200 mils, the M117 has an azimuth lever prevents damage if the eyepiece arm is up

counter that permits readings from 0 to 6,400 mils. and the tube is depressed. Two reticles are
It is mounted directly on the telescope mount provided for use with the MI8C telescope
M145. It is a 4-power, fixed-focus telescope with a Crewmen can rapidly 'nterchange the reticles by ,

100 field of view. It is equipped with a mechanical rotating the reticle lever arm 1800 right or left.
counter device. Included also is a reset counter, Reticles and ammunition are correlated. The

which can be set to show a reading of 3,200 mils proper ammunition is identified in the upper
when the telescope is alined with the aiming point. portion of the field of view on each reticle.
A gunner's aid counter mechanism is an integral 7-28. Telescope Mount M146
part of the counter mechanism and permits special
corrections for factors peculiar to the individual The telescope mount M146, located to the right ofworreapions and i actrseuento b heentere .T 90 the tube, forms an adjustable base to support thewepo an.. .epaemn.. eetee.Th 0 M118C direct fire telescope. The component parts
head prism, objective lens, reticle, and erector lens die. f . T om netpr
are -ncluded ina singl assembly.. . This design-_ are constructed primarily of stainless steel forare- in l d di• i g e as e b y h s d s g streng th an d corr o sion resistance .
eliminates relative movement between the reticle .
and the 900 head prism as the cab rotates. a. Boresight knobs. Azimuth and elevation

7-27. Direct Fire Telescope M 11 8C boresight knobs mounted on calibrated screws
provide a means of adjusting the mount during

T The telescope M118C (fig 7-20) is mounted in the boresighting. Telescope mount slip scales
-. telescope mount M146 on a forward sp' erical seat graduated in tenths of mils simplify the

and is retained at the opposite end by a kingpin, application of special ballistic corrections for
This instrument is a 4-power, fixed-focus factors peculiar to an individual weapoi, or its .
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emplacement. Internal ratchets automatically men are laying the weapon. Elevation quadrant
lock- khe controls at any desired setting. M15 is equipped wvith a mechanical mil cotnter for

elevation readings. Correction counters are builtb.in to permit quick, accurate insertion of elevation
c',rre( tion by rotating the entire telescope between corretit fack, pecurate in dival
the telescopeball supported attheforward end and correction factors peculiar to the individual
the fixed telescope sleeve near the opposite en, cannon and cannon emplacement. Quarant seats
thereby erecting the reticle pattern. A single are provided on the instrument to allow the use of
tapered kingpin secures the telescope in the mount; gunner's quadrant M1 A1 when fine elevation
the kingpin can be removed without the use of settings are required. A mounting bracket for the
thel, k ielevation quadrant is precigely machincd and

alined so that, when the instrument is installed,

c. Cable assembly. A cable assembly conducts complex adjusthnents are unnecessary and only an
electricity from the vehicle powAr supply to the accuracy check is required. The controls on the
telescope for illuminating the reticles and level elevation quadrant are identical with
vial. corresponding controls on panoramic telescope

7-29. Elevation Quadrant MI5 mount M145.

Elevation quadrant M15 (fig 7-21), mounted 7-30. Boresighting

directly on the right-hand trunnion, is used for a. Purpose. The purpose of boresighting is to
adjustment of the weapon in elevation when two irqure accuracy in laying for elevation and

(hidden) 18

.10 0ho a 4

161 1 7

1 -Rheostat knobs: Turn to vary anount of light for lamps.
2 -Azimuth deflection knob: Turn to set azimquth reset counter and rotate telescope and to set azimuth

counter.
3 -Cross-level knob: Trum to center cross-level vial~~
4 -Gunner's aid knob: Turn to set gunner's aid counters®s.
5 -Gunner's aid counters: Used to set visual correction factor for individual wear3n.
6 *-Boresight detent shaft: Used in boresighting.

7 -- Pitch-level vial.

8 -Cross ievep via!.
S -- Elevatiori h ,ndwheel.Turn to set elevaton counter 10.

10 -- Elevation counter: Shows quadrant.

11 -Correction counter: Registers correction value for individual weapon in mils.

12 -Elevation correction knob: Turn to set correction counter Q
Figure 7-19. Telescope M117 and mount M145.
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13 -Elevation level vial.
14 -- Pitch knob: Turn to center pitch-level vial®"

15 -Quadrant level knob: Turn to center quadrant cross--level vial .
16 -Quadrant cross-level vial. -

17 -Toggle switch: Push up to turn on lamps.

18 -Reset knob- Push in and turn to reset the azimuth reset counter
19 -Reset counter (3-00--mil): Registers azintuth travel in mils.
20 -Azimuth counter k6400-mil): Registers azimuth travel in mils.

21 -Door release: Move to right to open azimuth counter door.
22 -Elevaicn knob: Turn to adjust reticle up cr down 300 mils.

23 ---Quadrant seat: Set gunner's quadrant here for fine e!evation adjustment.

Figure 7-19. Telescope M117 and mount M145-continued.

direction. Boresighting is the process of alining Note. For boresighting with the M140, see TMNL
the on-carriage sighting and fire control 9-2350-303-10N, pages 2-132 through 2-136.
equipment so that the lines of sight of the
telescopes are parallel to the axis of the bore.
Boresighting is conducted before firing and, when c. Preparation for boresighting.
necessary, during lulls in firing. (1) Regardless of the method uised, the

b. Methods of boresighting. In order of trunnions should be as level as possible. Test

preference, the methods of boresighting are: target 0 mil. DAP boresighting trunnions 90 mile.

(1) M140 alignment device (M109A2/A3 (2) The breech and muzzle boresights mu3t be
only). in their proper positions.

'(2) Distant aiming point. (3) All instruments ind mouits must be 1
' (3) Test target. positioned securely without free play.

I>)

1 -- Light control knob 5 -Elevation scale
2 -- Reticle detent knob 6 -Elevation knob (boresight)
3 -Cant correction knob 7 -Release lever

S4 -Kingpin knob (se'cures the 8 -Eyepiece arm
"direct fire scope in place) 9 -Azimuth knob (boresight) not seen

Figure 7-20. Direct fire telescope.
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d. Testing target method. To boresight, using -__-

the testing target method, follow the steps in (1) .
through (7) below. -

(1) Level the trunnions to zero mils.S~(2) Using the gunner's quadrant and adding

aigebraicaliy any corrections determined by the
end-for-end test to the embedded correction and
stamped on the howitzer breech ring, set the tube
to zero elevation.

(3) Turn all numeral counters end corrector
scales to zero on both the panora ic telescope
S mount M145 and the elevation quadrant MI 5 and

5 cross-level the bubbles.

(4) The elevation level bubbles in the vials on
the elevation quadrant M15 and the telescope
mount M145 should now be centered within plus or
minus 0.5 mil. If they cannot be centered within Figuie 7-22. Boresight testing target for

this tolerance the mount M145 and/or the self-propelled houwitzer MJO9AI/A2/'A&
elevation quadrant M15 should be referred to
authorized maintenance support personnel.

Note. A detailed orientation check of the (c) Take up the correct sight picture by
elevation quadrant M15 can be found in figure alining the vertical and horizontal lines of the
3-10, page 3-41 of TM 9 -2350-217-10 if required. panoramic telescope reticle pattern to the left

aiming diagram on the testing target by rotating
(5) Place the testing target (fig 7-22) 50 to 100 the azimuth and elevation knobs, respectively.

meters in front of the howitzer tube and position
the target so that the bore diagram is alined with (d) The azimuth counter should now read
the boresights. 3200. If it does not, fully depress the boresight

Pc h ar c lc itadjustment shaft with a small screwdriver avid
(6) Place the panoramic telescope in the rotate it until the azimuth counter reads 3200. The

elescope mount M145 and-- panoramic telescope is now bore±3ighted for
(a) Check the gunner's aid to see that it has direction during indirect and direct fire.

t. --n set to zero and adjust the azimuth counter to CA UTION: To prevent extensive damage to the
read 32(0. panoramic telescope Ml17, depress the boresight

S(b) Check to see that the pitch and adjustment shaft fully before attempting to rotate
cross-level bubbles of the panoramic telescope it.
mount M145 are centered. (7) To •oresight the direct fire telescope--

CARRECM!ON ELEVATION (a) Center the cant level bubble by turning
CORECT50oW CONTERS COUNTER the cant correction knob.

i1 - ELV••. .AN (b) Rotate the azimuth and elevation
boresight knobs on the direct fire telescelpe mount

- - M146 until. the correct sight picture is obtained on

- elevation 4, azimuth 4 without moving lhi
elevating or azimuth boresight knobs. The direct
fire telescope is now boresighted for range durikigS• '•direct fire.

!:! e. Distant aiming point method. A distant

" / I aiming point may be used for boresighting if a

e. testing target is unavailable or if the tactical
situation makes use of a testing target impractical.

TOGGLE SWITCH/" ELEVATION LROS The aiming point selected should be n sharply
LEVEL VIAL defined point at least 1,500 meters from the .A"

CMOS- LtEVEt howiLzer ard as near to howitzer zero elevaton as
•iiIv, pcssible. All steps prescribed for the testing target

Figure 7-21. M15 elevation quadrani, methl!d (d above) apply in the distant aiming point
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nmethod, except that, in the latter method, the 7-31. Fire Control Alinement Tests
boresightA and the optical sights are alined on the The procedures for performing fire ontrol
same distant aiming point rather than on alinenent tests are contained in Referenw', Note -' '•'.:'? dis lac d p lMs. Accurate leveling o4' the, .,
dispiaced pois. AWCXXF'C, Fire Control Alinement Ted:.s for
trunnions is not mandatory when a distant aiming Self- Propelled 155-mm Howitzer Ml 09A 1 /
point is used for boresightixig. The trunnions A2/A3, Self-Propelled 8-Inct Howitzer M I102, -?

, should be within 90 mils of levels. Towed 105-mm Howitzer M102, and Towed
155-mm Howitzer M114 or MJ4A/AV42.

.. W.3
S~_J

cSection VI. PRODUCT T1APROVEMENTS

7-32. The M109A2/M109A3 stainless steel hydraulic lines running to various

Improvements of the M109A1 have followed two systems have been replaced with flexible hoses (fig

separate tracks. The end result has been the same, 7-27) wherever possible. They should reduce the
however. The M109A2 originally began as the frequency of hydraulic line leaks. To reduce entry
MlO9AIB which was manuf'a'tured specifically of rain water into the howitzer cab via the rotor

for foreign sales which was nothing more than a assembly, a window shade type of cover (fig 7-28)
.new M1O9A1 with all recent modifications. has been installed on the exterior. Initially,

Afterwards, the decision was made to retain some however, the weather cover did not urevont entry
oif the M109A1B models and apply the midlife PIP of water at all angles of elevation which caused*items with the result being the M109A2. The further improvement to be necessary.

M-109A3 is an applicatfan of the same midlife PIP c. Bailistic cover (fig 7-29). For some time mnny
items to the M109Al wnich has been in the field for have believed that we could increase
quite some time and recalled for modifications. responsiveness if travel from one position to

a. Amnmunition storage. One of the most another could be accomplished with the
. ..- noticeable changes resulting fro panoramic telescope mounted. A ballistic coverSn applic•atb as appears in alteration to storage of with a plexiglas cover over the front has been

apphatrioflsappasinQi alt eratioJflnflSln1rnT tote withag aiin cicl vey-if ent.ammuniton. Ammunition capacity has been installed to allow travel with the pantel mounted.

increased from 28 complete rounds to 36 by the Initially, the interior of the cover was painted the
, addition of a projectile strage rack (fg 7-23.). The same color as the pantel making sighting of the:-I . -- nte! with aiming circle vecry d€€" "ui r o !:

,. rack- is installed in th rear" o!.,;exiing of the iturret, It

ha. been designed with three doors, two large deviat- this problem the interior of the cover will

d(ors which protect the projectiles and a small be painted a different color. White has been

door viWOch allows servicing of the howitzer with considered but it does result in a significantl
ammunition from the M-548. The existing signature which could be a tactical mistake.
"projectile rack inside the howitzer has been"i re~owxt nd rplaed vih brck~whi~ alowsd. Power-ramnmer (fig 7-30). Thae time delay

rer~ovdanrepacewi~abrckcwhihalows sequencing of the loader-rammer has been
"storage of 13 propllant containers. The rear door er
on the inside has been modified to allow storage of rcmrovli and a simple push (ram)-puil (retract)
fofa metal fuze containers. In the past, servicing of control installed to replace the older system.air filters has been a problem due to the right front TRamming is now a positiverCrewmember aCtion.

.. orage racks. Now, the racks are fitted with quick Ime haee rd ued byw approximat 50

dive';nn•cts which facilitate easy removal of the t.
"racks when servicing the air filters.

e. Travel lock (fig 7-31). The travel lock has been
havebee proide on he ab rof nd sde n-ta1Ied withi a set of springs at the pivot point to7-24) have N-en provided on the cab roof and side make it easier to raise and lower the travel lock.;•.• wadis t•o reduce possibility of injury &) the crewwalsde duceng possibility ofe ianjur d tov the rew The springs also prevent the travel lock from,

inside flering movement. The handhold over the
cverating cam serves an additional function in falling arid injuring the operator during
that it provides a point to secure the cam during engagement and disengagement.
"maintenance. Latches on the cab side doors (fig f. Recoil mechanism (fig 7-32). The

- 7-25) have been improved to prevent accidental countcrrecoil buffer has been redesigned to I
closing of the doors due to shock of firing. The provide a more reliable system that reduces mere
equilibrator handpump (fig 7-26) has been moved of the shock of firing. The bleeder "T" on the front
to a location behind the panoramic telescope. A of the recoil mechanism is being designed such
horizoata! push-pull stroke is now possible that tools are no longer necessary for servicin•t the
without injury to crew membe~cs. The older recoil mechanism.
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F'igure 7--23. Arirnunitio~i storage. F'igure' 7-2-1 (Crew h Z 7h b /

-14

VK

Figure /1-25. a t hes- si(I door. Figure 7-26. I qa ilira. w haii( p

II

411

F igure 7-27. Fiu.ilih/4 host's Figure 7 2H Wimbi hitul, t v,
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Figure 7-29. Ballistic cm 'er. Figure 7-30. Fower- rammer. n

NI

Figure 7-31. Trat -,I lock. Figure 7--32. Recoil mechanism bleederr "T".

Figure 7-33. JDriuv'es hatch. Figure 7-34.Inir' sr:rtnoi..
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g. Driver's hatch (fi, r 7-33) and instrument panel. Another alerting device to aasist in proper
-panel. [he driver's hatch on the M109/MI09A1 maintenance of the engine is th,> aeration •ctetor.

provides aiccess only after being opened from the This will provide the operator a positiveirndication
inside. The new hatch allows the operator to open when the coolant level is too low in the uadirttor.
the hatch from the outside. Th- driver's
instrument panel (fig 7--34) has been modified to h. Fuel pump. To increase the autoxiotive bife of

* - provide mounting in the crew compartment of the the weapon, an electric fuel pump Hae beenr
howitzer for easier monitoring during firing. A installed. Loss of injector assemblies and injector

"" shatdown alerting device in the form of a color pumps has been attributed to air in the fuel filter
coded temperature gage to indicate to the driver syst~era. With the new electric pump, however, any
when the engine temnpera cure is low enough to shut air in the fuel lines will be removed prior to the fuel
the engine down has been added to the instrument going to the injector pump.

Section VII. SUMMARY

7-33. Review were discusaed. The product improvements ori the

This chapter was devoted to examining the M109A2/M!09A3 howitzer were depicted so that

major components of the M109AI/A2/A3. The one can see what the weapon system will lock like
characteriatics, nomenclature, functioning and in the future. For more detailed information, see

maintenaace of the components of the weapon FM 6-88, TM 9-2350-217-10, TM 9-2350-21720,
qnd TM 9--2350-303-10N.

"7-34l~i:I
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U. S. ARMY *WCXNXWS
TIKI.,FIELD ARTILLERY SCHOOL ~8

Weoponi, Departmenot
Fort Sill, Oklahoma

CHAPTER 8

8-INCH HOWITZER, MhlOA2, SELF-PROPELLED

Section 1. GENERAL

*8-1. References systemn effectively hanrosses the shock of firing

FM 6-94; TM 9-2350-304-10, TM 9-2350-304-'20;, and transmit#; the f~hock directly to the ground
and DO 9-2350-304-12. through the. locked Fuspension system, thue

making the vehicle an extremely stable firing
8-2. Inlroductionplto.

b. The M11OA2 is capable of attaining high
a. Te 8inc howtze M1OA2 s ahigly peeds on average roads and of negotiating rough

mobile combat support weapon. A unique feature
of teseweaonsis ha4~the ca bemouted terrain, snow, and mud. A-vehicles add strategic

interchangeably on a single vehicle. The mobilityo toheera supporA2 art5 ilesy. thiusn
interchange con he accomplished by support rgfrthM1O2i:35mls
maintenance. personnel in less than 2 hours. This c. The 8-iinch howitzer (fig 8-1) mounted on the
greatly increaces the versatility of general support M110A2 retains the characteristics, accurocy, and
artillery naid permits a corresponding decrease in re-liability associated with early models of the
logistical suppo;rt. A hyclratJic suspension lockout 8-inch howitzer.

Figure 8-1. 8-inch self-p ropelli 2sitzer M1 10A2.

*Svprsees B-8WCXXWS, D~ec 81,
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Section 11, CARRIAGE

8-3. Turret CA UTION: Insure that the hyd.-sulic pump is
The turret is mounted on a turret liparing t~urmd on only 'when the engine i-4 operating at idle

Roasembly (base ring and race) in the ear center sed(5-5 p) hntepm si
* sctonof heveicl hll Th bsi sructure oprto, h xg-ine speed should not. exceed

conlsists of two trunnions that support thelOrm cpthtepdisinmpad
* weapons mount and a circular base that is geared or raised.

to the turret bearing thivougii a traversing drive. Note. Raise the spade with the control handhL
1The turret base and trunnions mount the weapon to re~ieve pressure on the locks.
elevating and traversing mechanisms, the loader 3 lc h w pd ccne ok fg84
and rsxnrer assembly, the gunnr'eis seats, and the ()Paetetosaeclne ok fg84
equipment Ptawage racks. The turret traversinginheULC poto.
and weapon elevating mechanisms are equipped (4) Place the spade control lever (fig 8-5) in che
for either power or manual operation. LOWER position and increase the engine speed to

NVott. The hydraukic system and other lower the ispade to the ground.
components described in thisi chapter will he (5) Insure that the weapon tube is in the
lubricated in accordance. with IA] 9-23,50-304-12. trvln poionwethsadi 'ig
[Unit-level maintenance of the turret hydraulic emplaced.
and electrical systems is limited to cleaning,
reV~enishment of oil in the hydraulic rsero, WARNING: Insure that the cradle is se-cured by
replacement of filters in thie hydraulic system, anid the travel lock (flig 8-6) before attempting to move
adjustment or replacement of electric~al awitches. the vehiclIe

8-4.Rec~l pad andLocoutSyimn~(6) Slowly move the vehicle backward unfil
a. Before the weapon is fired, the spade located the spade is emplaced firmly in the ground. Insure

at the rear of the vehicle (fig 8-2) must be lowered that thi s~pade does not jack up the rear of the
and must be emplaced firmly in the ground to vehicle. Also insure that all road wheels conform
minimize the rearward movement of the vehicle to the contour of the ground under the tracks.
when the weapon is fired. If the spade is not

--. properly emplaced and appreciable movement CA UTION: Do not fire the weapon if the rear of
occurs when the weapon is fired, the spade and the vehicle is jacked up by the spade or if all the

* upullsiol sIymtemd could be dawitged. The read wheeig are not on the ground. D~amage to titie
following procedures should be used to emplace the spade and suspension systems could result.
npade and to prevent damage to the weapon: (7) After the spade has been emplaced (fig

(1) Start the engine. Check the suspension 8),return the spade control lever to the neutral
lockout valve control handle (10, fig 8-3) to insure position, place the transmission shift lever in (N)
that the suspension system is in the UNLOCKED neutral, and lock the vehicle brakes.
1)oaition. (8) Lock out the suspension systemn by placing

CA UTION: ontmv h hcewt h the lockout valve control handle in the LOCKED
suspension system locked. Damage could result. position.

(2) Turn on the hydraulic pump power takeoff 6. 'the following procedures should be used to
* (PTO) clutch'switch. raise the spade.

ALL. WHEE f ,SHO!L-n UE ON rH THE I OP OF THE Sý ADE MOLA) 110A4D SHOULD
G R u,4nO AND THE L-OCKOUT rsysrEN1 BEK NO HI(;HI:R THAN T HE WHEEL. HUHS AND~ NO
SHOULD 13E F•N A GFD LOWER ITHAN THE HOTTOM OF- I HE. 40AD WHFEELS

Figure 8-2. Recoil spade emplaeement.
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11-Starter switch 8-Tachometer
* 2-- Infrared riceivr switch 9-Suspension--locked indicator ligh.

3-lnfrared blackout (114-130) switch 1O-SUspwnsion lockout valve control handle
4-Instrumeni panel switch 11 -- Speedometer
5-Vehicle master switch 12-Utility outlet
6--Vehicle lights switch 1 3--Hydraulic purnp powver takeoff clutch switch
7-Instrument oanel light 14-Engine air tiox heater switch panel

1 5-Driver's compartment light switch

Figure 8-3. Operator's compartment instrumtent and swvitch pam-11.

(1) Sta1-t the engine and turn on the hydraulic (4) Rotate the spade control 1evey Oo the
pump power takeoff switch (fig 8-3). neutral position.

2)fRotate the spade control lever to tle c. Even though the spade is proper ly ghp;aed,
() r so thackt the hydrauic clind-rsSthe vehicle and spade havi a tendexV to ' -

ilS psitiouens rearward and to jack up the vehile withme
!-wi-lVeiflt e spade. swiuccessive tiringc . When this occufq tLc spade

(3) When the spade is in the raised position, m 4)t be reeinplaced in accrdaoile with the
(c2k the recoil spade cylinder locks. prtcedures in a(l) throagh (8) above.

8-3
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F cylinder. I he trunnions form the fulcrum for the
movement of the weapon in eievation. One end of

1,--- . each of the two I-quilibrators is secured to the
cradle. The other end of each equilibrator is
attached to the txunnion cap on the top carriage. A
travel lock connection rt the front end secures the
cradle to the bull in the traveling position. The

UNLOCK replenisher and the varible recoil cam assembly
art, attached to the cradle-the replenisher on the

right and the variable recoil cam assembly on the• •-•"• left. _

(1) Purpose. Tbe travel lock is used to suppor-t
the overhanging weight of the barrel and recoil

Figure 64. Recoilspade cylinderlock (shown locked). mechanism in the traveling position, thus
removing the strain from the elevating
mechaniam, which would otherwise be subjected
to excessive wear.

2t

Plgure 8.--. Recoil spamde c-ontrol.
.Yigure 8-6. Travel lock and placing it in e

traveling position.
d. The lzckout system consists of lockout

cylinders (adjustable shock absorkbrs), located on
each side of the vehicle. The lockout system (2) New travel lock. The 1 10,r.2 travel jock is
stabilizes the road wheela during firing. Lockoatis newly constructed. The new travel lo(k is u cated

accomplished by turning a control valve on the near the front of the cradle on the under ,. (fg
switch panel in thedriver'scompartment. Turning 8-6) and it consists of the long support WA i's

this control valve directs oil pressure to the hlokout i sed for travel. The short support is for sb n

cylinders It also causes a hydraulic pret.sure only. A lift latch is used to allow the con•:,•rl ' -r(

switch to turn. on the lockout indicator lights, one to Že pushed either forward or to the tet,. ,,, ha'
of which is located on the switch panel in the the suppoit will mante with the hull recess.

driver's compartment and the otl.r on the left (2) Placing the travel lock in theo Sw.'ed
tarnnion wall. position.

Note. The lockout system should be ve-ercised at (a) Release the travel lock control handle
Jeast once each week. (fig 8-6) by lilting latch and pushing "Orwarol.

8-5. Cradl;, 'fraval Lock, and Retracting (b) Manually elevate the tulbe and guide the
Contiol Valve Handle travel lock s, pport out of the recessea.

A a. Cradle. TLe cri 1le is mounted on the (c) Lift the travel lock upward un t IKit
* trunnion bearings of the top carriage. It houses the engages the catch tihe. lower surface of the

recoil, counterrecoil, and recuperator cylinders; cradle. The travel 1] k is now in the Atowed, or t
and attached to the cradle is thf reolenisher firing, position.
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(3) Placing tho travel lock in the traveling beinv moved out of battery or when the
, position. self-propelled weapon is moved and the tu-6e.

* aloin lng upor t drp ow ito vrtca cangeofathealtubelpivote point. fhesude(a) Push support stow catch handle inward autofaQcally elevates because of the sudden"': change of the tube pivot point."'"allow, ing long support to d~rop down into a vertical z

position. 8-6. Electrical and Hydraulic Systems
" (b) Use manual elevating handcrank and a. Electrical system. The vehicle i, equipped

depress gun mount, meanwhile guiding support with a 24-volt electrical system consi, ting of foue
into mating hull recess. 12-vol storage batteries; a 300-amp generator; arV voltage regulator; a :master relay; and :(c) Lift latch and pull travel lock control y

miscellaneous relays, circuit breakers, switches,handle to secure support to hull. Secure handle in .ndicatora, ge-ges, sending units, and connecting
locked position with latch, wires an-d cables. An auxiliary power receptacle

Note. There is no adjustment of the new travel located in the fender on tie left side of the hull
lock. provides a meawis of supplying electr;.c power to or

* b. Retracting control valve handle. The heavy receiving electric power fivom another vehicle if
"*. cannon tube is moved hydraulically in and out of reql)rec.

battery by means of the retracting control valve J
handle (fig 8-7) located on the right rear of the Notc. When using external power (slaving) to
c radle. The cn.non tube shouldnever be moved out start a vehicle, keep the master switch of the
"of or into b;attery position by means of this vehicle requiring externei power in the OFF
retracting control valve handle unless the cradlý3 is positior, anrtil after the engine has started, This

- secured to the deck of the weapon by the t'avel lock prevents damage to the voltage regulator and
(fig 8-6). Additional infor.nation on this handle rectifier of the slave vehicle.
and how it is used with the recoil me,';,-irirm is b. Hydraulic system. The hydraulic system

- ~given in paragraph 8-9e.b.ydalcsse.heyrulcysm

g i. supplies hydraulic power to operate various
WARNING: The travel lock must be in the vehicle components (fig 8-8). Hydraulic oil

"traveling position (secured to the hull) whenever pressure is provided by an electric motor-driven
the retracting control valve handle is used to move hydraulic pump, ar, 'ngine-driven pump, of- a
the tube into or out of battery, whenever the hand-operated pump. 'ie oil pressure is stabilized
self-propeled weapon is to be moved, or whenever by an accumulator ai , is directed through lines
a crew member is required to descend into the and control valves to the suspension lodl-cut.
turret well. Otherwise, serious injury to personnel cylinders, spade cylinders, turret traversing
or" uamage U- may occur when Me tube IS system, cannon elevating system, loader and

rammer mech' iism, and recoil mechanism. A
27-galion tank housed in the right trunlion wail
provides a reservoir for the system oil supply.

(1) Electric-motor-driven hydraulic pump.
"The electric-motor-driven hydraulic pump is
mounted on the right side of the deck of the turret,
over the hydraulic fluid reservoir. It includes a

STRCN!rotary pump, a direct ,current motor, and an
VALV adapter. The motor receives power from the four

HADE12-volt storage batterie (hooked up In series
parallel as the vehicle electrical supply system)

and drives the pump. The pump, commonlyreferred to as the main pump, extends into the
",reservoir and is the primary 'uurce of prov•ding

the hydraulic pressure. The I-mnp forces oil f.om
tha reservoir into the accumulator against the
floating piston and couses the floating piston to
move against the nitrogen gas pressure in the
accumulator, thereby providing a source of stored
energy within the limits of the pressure switches in
the system. The switch for this pump is or, tha left
trunnion wall.

.4• 4 (2) Engir?--driven. pump. 'l.he engine-driven
pump, commonly referred to as the power takeoff
(PTO) pumo, is mounted at the front of the turret

Figvre 8-7. Ratracting control valut handle, well. It is driven by the vehicle engine through the
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Figure 8-8. Hydraulic pressure system.

auxiliary drive. it is the secondary source of when the piston bumps the end of the accumulator I
providing hydraulic pressure. The control switch all of the hydraulic fluid will have been returned to
for this pump is located on the instrument panel the reservoir.
(13, fig 8-3). (c� Close the accumulato� dumping valve

(3) Hand-operated pump. The hydraulic when all of the hydraulic fluid has returned tothe
hand -ope pump is located on a bracket at the reservoir.

�rated
right side of the turret. Manual operation 01 this (d) Check the level of the hydraulic fluid in
pump will pump oil from the reservoir �rito the the reservoir. If the level of the fluid is below the
accumulator, thereby supply�ng pressurized fluid
to the hydraulic system. ADD mark on the dipstick, add sufficient fluid to

bring the level up to the FULL mark. If the level of
c. Hydraulic fluid check. The hydraulic system the fluid is above the F ULL mark, drain the excess

must be checked to insure that sufficient hydraulic fluid until the level drops to the FULL mark. If the
fluid and the correct quantity of nitrogen gas are fluid level is between the ADD and FULL mark,

present in the system for operation. The hydraulic the system is operational.

fluid is checked daily and before operation by the I
cannon crew. The nitrogen gas, the pressure ('e) If the checks described in (2) below are to
limiting switch, and the high-presatEre relief valve be performed by organizational maintenance 4
are checked during periodic maintenance service personnel at this time, leave the master switch and
by organizational maintenance personnel. the main oil pump switch off. Ifihe checks are not

Normally, the cannon crew will make the to be performed at this time, turn on the matter

inapections and checks in (1) and the switchandthemainoilpumpswitchtorecharge A
organizational maintenance personnel will make the system.

the inspections and checks in (2). Note. If batteries are weak, start the engine 4
(1) Hydraulic fluid chcck. and place PTO pump switch to "ON" to recharge

(a) Place the recoil spade in the the system.
raised-and-locked position, the tube in-battery (2) Pressure limiting switch, high-pressure
and in travel lock, the loader-rammer in travel relief valve, and nitrogen gas (zero) pressure)
position and all switches off. checks. After the fluid checks in (1) above have

�b) Open the accumulator dumping valvc been performed and while the system ... � �

slowly to allow the hydraulic fluid to flow back into depressurizes, actuate the rammer controls to
the reservoir. The nitrogen gas will force the release rcsidual pressure that may be in the
floating piston to the end of the accumulator; and system. Then i:roceed as follows: ]

4,,
86
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(a) Remove the plug from the test station on (d) Operate the system and note thetha loader and rammer control valve and install pressure at which the electric-mcnor-driven
the pressure gage. hydraulic pump automatically turns on. The pump

"should turn on at 1,6M0 psi.
(b) Repressurize the system by turning the (e) Turn off the master switch, open the

master switch and electric-motor-driven accumulator dumping valve, and observe thehydraulic pump switch on and observe the pressure at which the pressure gage needleprebdaure reading at which the electric-motor- suddenly drops to zero. The needle should drop todriven hydraulic pump shuts off. The pump should zeg'o when the gage reads between 1,100 and 1,330
shut off at 2,400 psi. psi.

(c) Depress the override switch to reengage (f) If the needle drops to zero when the gage
the electric-motor-drIven hydraulic pump and reads between 1,100 and 1,330 psi, remove the
observe the gage to determine the pressure at pressure gage, replace the plug, and turn on thewhich the high-pressure relief valve opens. The master switch and the electric-motor-driven
valve should open at 2,850 psi, -50 psi. hydraulic pump switch for normal operation.

Section III. RECOIL

8-7. Recoil Mechanism 8-8. Purpose of the Recoil Mechanism
The recoil mechanism employed on the 8-inch The purpose of the recoil mechanism is-

howitzer, self-propelled, is of the hydropneumatic, a. To stop the recoiling parts. The recoil portionvariable, independe tt type. An explanation of the of the recoil mechanism must absorb und control
nomenclature follows: the rearward thrust of the weapon when fired

without displacement of the carriage or excessiveHydro. Hydro means that a liquid is used, and shock when the weapon is fired.
r this liquid is 1 :coil oil. The recoil oil used in the b. To return the recoiling parts. The recoilSrecoil mechanism is one of three petroleum-based m a cause s the recoiling parts to retunthydruli flids ow n te spplysysem.The mechanism causes the recoiling parts to return to

hydrauic fluids now in the supply system. Thein-battery position.
hydraulic fluids are commonly known asi rc.il nil ttiORT, Q11A, or OHC. Because OHT provides more c. To prevent shock. The tube must be stopped in
protection against corrosion, it is the preferred oil. recoil and the recoiling parts must be returned toThe mixing of these oils is not recommended the in-battery position without excessive shock.because this would tend to dilute the additives of d. To hold the recoiling parts. The tube and
one oil not contained in the other. A recoil other recoiling parts must be held in the in-batterymechanism containing a mixture of these oils position at all angles of elevation.should be drained and refilled with the preferred
OHT as soon as it becomes available. All three oils
are red in color and have an operational 8-9. Components of the Recoil Mechanism
temperature range from -651 to 1500 F. The recoil mechanism (fig 8-9) is mounted in the

cradle. It is composed essentially of a recoilb. Pneumatic. Pneumatic means that a gas is cylinder, a counterrecoil cylinder, a recuperatorused. The gas is nitrogen, whicb is a relatively cylinder, a replenisher cylinder, a retracting* inacdve gas that will not corrode metal. control valve, a relief valve, and interconnecting
tubing. The hydraulic oil for the recoil mechanismc. Variable. Variable means that there is a is supplied by the vehicle hydraulic system.

mechanical way of varying the length of recoil.
This prevents the breech mechanism from striking a. Recoil cylinder. The recoil cylinder is the
the turret deck when the weapon is fired at high large cylinder located beneath the tube. It houses
angles of elevation. Under normal operating the recoil pistonhead, which contains two ports, or
conditions, the maximum length of recoil can vary openings, to permit the free passage of recoil oil.Ile recoil piston is mounted on the recoil pistonfrom 32 inches to 70½2 inches. rod, which extends through the recoil cylinder and

. -I. Independent. Independent means that there is connected to the lower lug on the breech ring..i.s no liquid passage between the recoil cylinder When the weapon is fired, the piston and piston
rod travel rearward with the tube during recoil.and the counterrecoil or recuperator cylinders The piston and piston rod are drilled
concentrically to provide a bore in which the recoil
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throttling rod functions during the recoil b. Replenisher. The replenisher is a small

movement, cylinder located on the right front side of the -

* (1) A rotatable throttling rod is located within cradle. It is connected to the recoil cylinder by a

the piston rod and is attached to the packing head metal tube. The replenisher contains the oil "

at the front end of the recoil cylinder. The reserve for the recoil cylinder. The oil reserve and

throttling rod has two long and two short grooves the oil in the recoil cylinder are held under

of varying depth cut lengthwise in its surface. constant pressure by an oiitight, spring-loaded
Recoil oil must flow through the grooves in the piston. The purpose of the replenisher is to .
throttling rod in order to pass from one side of the maintain the proper amount of recoil oil in the

recoil piston to the other. At least two of the four recoil cylinder at all times. It compensates for the

grooves must be alined with the two ports in the contraction and expansion of oil due to
recoil piston in order to permit the flow of oil. temperature changes and changes in cylinder A

volume during recoil and counterrecoil. The
(2) A buffer rod and a buffer chamber are operating position of the piston is automatically

located within the recoil cylinder. The rear end of controlled by the use of a pressure relief valve.
the throttling rod is smaller in diameter than the -- i
remainder of the rod and is provided with a c. Counterrecoil cylinder. The counterrecoil
throttling groove to form a spearhead buffer. The cylinder is the smallest of the three long cylinders.
bore of the recoil piston rod is also smaller in It contains a piston rod, a piston head, and recoil
diameter at the rear and forms a buffer chamber. oil. The counterrecoil piston rod is connected to the
Near the end of the counterrecoil movement, the lug on the breech ring and travels rearward with :1
spearhead buffer enters the chamber at the end of the tube during recoil. The pistonhead is fitted
the recoil piston rod. The oil trapped in the buffer with an oiltight packing arrangement. When the
chamber escapes through the throttling groove pistonhead is drawn rearward, it forces the recoil
and in doing so cushions the final movement of the oil in the counterrecoil cylinder toward the rear,
tube as it returns to the in-battery position. through an oil passage in the counterrecoil and -

ROTATABLE THROTTLING GROOVES ,
REPLENISHER THROTTLING ROD RECOIL CYLINDER 'TWO LONG, TWO SHORT)

t "Ii
GEAR SECTORUPPL 

ORD E3

ý_OUNTERRECOIL CYLINDER '"

NIMUI•N (;As

35-PSIL
RELIEF RECUPERATOR NORMAL AND HOLD •rLX
VALVE

LRE tURN SUPPLY ORD E30453 .

Figure 8-9. Components of the recoil mechanism.
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recuperator cylinder head box, and into the ports in the recoil piston and through the
- . recuperator. The counterrecoil respirator in the throttling grooves to the forward side of the piston.

.,.'front end of the counterrecoil cylinder is equipped As the oil passes through the tapered throttling
: with a spring-loaded ball check valve. Its purpose grooves, the flow of oil is gradually reduced and

is to release air and any oil which may have seeped finally stopped. This throttling action absorbs the
past the pistonhead from in front of the greatest portion of the recoil energy.
counterrecoil pistonhead when the pistonhead is b, Counterrecoil and recuperator cylinders."moved forward during counterrecoil. When the weapon is fired, the counforrecoil piston,

d. Recuperator cylinder. The recuperator being connected to the breecA ring, moves
cylinder contains recoil oil, nitrogen gas, a rearward with the tube. The oil in the counterrecoil
floating piston, and the counterrecoil regulator cylinder is forced through an oil passage and into 4
assembly. The floating piston provides a movable the recuperator regulator valve assembly by the
oiltight and gastight seal. Yne piston moves counterrecoil pistonhead. The fl- v of oil under
forward during recoil and rearward during pressure opens a spring-loac t valve in the
counterrecoil. The counterrecoil regulator valve regulator valve assembly, permi .1g a free flow of

' assembly is housed in the rear end of the oil against the floating piston. The floating piston,
"recunerator cylinder. The valve assembly permits by moving forward, compresses the nitrogeqn gas.
a free flow of oil from the counterrecoil cylinder 'Thus, the throttling cf oil in the recoil cylinder, the
during recoil but regulates the flow of oil back into greatest compression of the iiitrogen gas in the
the counterrecoil cylinder during counterrecoil. A recuperator cylinder, and the friction of moving
recuperator oil index is located at the rear end of parts stop the tube in recoil.
the recuperator cylinder. This oil index indicates
the presence of an oil reserve, which is necessary 8-1 1. Counterrecoil Cycle
for the proper functioning of the recoil mechanism.
When no oil reserve is present, the rear end of the a. Counterrecoil and recuperator cylinders.
floating piston presses on an oil index actuating (1) When the tube has fully recoiled and the
rod, which actuates a gear, and the gear in turn force of recoil has been overcome, the flow of recoil
moves the oil index. This action withdraws the oil is stopped and the spring-loaded rcgulator
rear end of the oil index into the outside face of the valve in the regulator assembly closes itself. The

Srecuperator cylinder bead. The weapon should nct head of the regulator valve has two small
be fired or elevated when the oil index hab been openings, which are about 1/16 inch in diameter
withdrawn into the recuperator cylinder head, and permit a controlled flow of recoil oil back
since no reserve is present. through the regulator assembly and into tho.

e. Retracting control valve. A three-position counterrecoil cylinder.
, (RETRACT, NORMAL AND HOLD, and (2) Since the floating piston is free to move,

' RETURN) detent valve (fig 8-7), located at the the energy stored in the compressed nitrogen gas
* right rear of the cradle, actuates the recoil cylinder reacts to displace the floating piston to it.e normal

to retract the weapon tube into travel position and in-battery position. As the floating piston moves
to connect the replenisher cylinder to the recoil toward its in-battery position, it displaces the oil
cylinder during firing. Placing the retracting from the recuperator cylinder through two small
control valve handle in the RETRACT position openings in the regulator valve into the
actuates the recoil cylinder to retract the cannon counterrecoil cylinder. The oil exerts preseure on
tube into the travel position. Placing the retracting the rear of the counterrecoil pistonhead, moving

S control valve handle in the RETURN position the counterrecoil piston to the forward position
returns the cannon tube to battery and charges the and thereby pulling the tube to the in-battery
recuperator cylinder. Placing the retracting position.
control valve handle in the NORMAL AND HOLD b. Recoil cylinder. As the counterrecoil piston
position holds the cannon tube in the traveling or rod pulls the tube into battery, the reccl oil in front
firngl p shtou dn otb.p r t d un e s t e ta e reo ipll throt ubli ng od Littlery ther e lott l ing frton ti.firing position, of the recoil piston fows through two ports in the

WARNING: The retracting control valve piston and the exposed throttling grooves in the• :-' handlb , should not be operated unless the travel recoil throttling rod. Li.ttle throttling iv.t.ion is.'

lock is engaged in the traveling position (fig 8-7). performed at this time in the recoil cylinder as
compared to that performed in the recuper.-'--

8-10. Recoil Cycle cylinder; however, as the tube nears the in-battery
a. Recoil cylinder. When th weapon is fired, the position, it is slowed down and eased into battery

tube recoils on the recoil slides attached to the by the spearhead buffer. The oil trapped in the41-radle. Since the recoil piston rod is connected to a buffer chamber must escape through the"-.-"lug on the bottom of the breech ring, it is drawn to centrally-bored rotatable throttling rod Tba, the

the rear with the tube. As tbh recoil piston is drawn final movement of the tube is cushioned as it
to the rear, the oil in its pa., is forced through two returns to battery.
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8-12. Variibl Recoil Cam Assembly (2) Check whether the recoil and counterrecoil
piston rod nuts are in position and held with cottera. The va nable recoil cam assembly governs tbe - elc

rotation of the throttling rod in the recoil piston pins. Tighten the nuts, if necessary, atid replace

rod. An arc gear sector mounted on the forward the cotter pins.

end of the throttling rod is meshed with a similar (3) Exercise the weapon by placing the
gear sector mounted on the end of the variable retracting control valve in RETRACT u•ntil the
recoil cam amsembly. The tubular cam is machined weapon moves out of battery approximately 54
with a spiral, or S-shaped, slot. A cam pin inches. Place the retrac'ting control valve in
mounted on the camshaft ridea in the spiral slot. RETURN ad recharge ine recuperator cylinder
The shaft is connected to the top carriage by the as described in b below.
variable recoil connecting rod. As the tube is (4) When the weapon is fired, see that the air
elevated or depressed, the connecting rod moves check valve in the coun11Tecoil front head is
the shaft either forward or rearward, and, as -t functioning properly and allowing the air trapped
reaches certain positions, it causes the cam pin on in the cylinder to escape. if the air check valve i•
the shaft to turn the cam and its gear sector, which not functioning properly, notify organizational
in turn rotates the gear sector on the rotatable maintenance personnel.
throttling rod located in the recoil cylinder,thereby determining the length of recoil. b. Recuperator oil index. The recuperator oil
t y ig l o cindex, located under the cannon at the rear of the

o. As the tube is moved in elevation, the recuperator cylinder (fig 8-10) indicates the oil
connecting rod of the saable assernbly pulls the reserve in the recuperator. If the oil indexcamnaet to the rear. This, in turn, pulls the cam protrudes beyond the face of the recuperator, it ispin straight to the rear in t uh roove of the cam. good. The procedure for reestablishing the oil
For the first 178 mils (apprv,,•..atcly) of elevation, reserve for howitzer M110A2 is as follows:

the cam pin does not rot;'te the cam, thereby (1) Place the tube in the in.-batteiy position.
allowing the weapon to recoil to the maximum
length of 701/2 inches. At elevation of 178 mils to (2) Place the PTO clutch switch in the ON

480 mils (approximately), the cam pin rides in the position with the engine running. Activate
curved portion of the spiral slot and rotates the OVERRIDE position on the main oil pump switch

cam. This rotaticn, in turn, rotates the throttling to build-up the system to maximum pressure ."'•

"rod within the recoil piston rod, and the two long (2,800 psi). .

grooves are moved partially out of line with the (3) Place the reiracting control valve handle
ports in the piston. This motion decreases the in RETRACT position until the index pin on the

@VM length of the oi! passages and, hence, shortens the rec',peratvr moves in, then place the ictracting
length of recoil to less than 701/ inches. At control handle in the NORMAL AND HOLD
elevations above 480 nails, the two long grooves are position. (Omit this step when the pin is in.)
completely out of line with the ports in th2 piston;
therefore, at elevations between 480 mils and 1,156 ( Remove the plug from the replenisher and
mils, the maximum length of recoil can be only 32 insert a clean improvised rod through the opening
inches because a greater throttling action i• in the rvplenisher and agaist the piston. Note the

caued in the shorter groove3. As the tube depth of the pi,•ton.
depressed, the opposite action occurs and the (t) Assistan'• g~nner will hold retracting

length of recoil is increased up to a maximum of control valve handle in return.. Alter index pin has
701/2 inches at 178 mils or lower elevation, moved out, continue to hold handle in return for 3

seconds. If index pin doec not come ouat, see note.

Note. A recoil indicator attached to the right Note. If pin fails to move out, activate the

side of the cradle indicates the length of recoil. override switch and repeat,

8-13 Maitennce f th Reoil echaism(6) Return the retracting control valvea handleI3-13. Maintenance of the Recoil Mechanim (6) N Retur the retacin positron.avýýhnl

a. Geeral.to NORMAL AND HOLD position.a. General.
(71 Release the oil pump motor switch from the

(1) Examine the recoil mechanism for general OVERRIDE position.
condition and for loose or damaged parts.
Examine the condition of the rail wipers; they (8) If the index pin Joes rot move, no)tify
must be in gcod condition to prevent dust or sand organizational maintnnce persenrel.
from entering the slides of the recoil mechanism.

Notify organizatoonal maintenance personnel if (9) Chech the piston movement in the.
replacement is required. Check for dirt or rust on replenisher by noticing the,, p,.-ition of the
the slides. Remove rust; clean and lubricate improvised rod. If the rod has moved dcuiing step
surfaces. (5), the repleniAsher is operating rormally.

S . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Figure 8-10. Recuperaffor oil index.

- (10) Remove the rod and replace the plug in means of leverage applied from, the trunnion caps
the replenisher. to the cradle.

CA UTION: Under no circumstances shall the (3) Elevation of the tube cau3es the plunger
index pin be tapped o insure -.hat the index is and the case to telescope. This lengthens the
operating freely. If th - index pin fails to project interior pressure area and thereby reduces the
beyond the face at the housing after following the pressure, since the maximum lift is required only
above procednares, notify support maintenance at the lower angles of elevation.

"" personnel. If there is excessive leakage, notify (4) The equilibrators are interchangeable if
organizational maintenance personnel. This modified by an index line cut on both sides of the
pocedure aplies to the M1A2 (fig 8-10). case bead. If they are not modified, a plate must be!.!.•fastened to the eq uilibrator to indicate which is the

left and which iis the right.

Note. Temperature adjustment scales (00 to
a. Purpose. The purpose of the equilibrators is to 1100) are jocated on both trunnion bearing caps

compensate for the rear-mounted trunnions by (fig 8-,12). The scales indicate the approximate
making the tube as easy to elevate as it is to position of the equilibrators for the prevailing
depress. temperature. The temperature adjustment scale

b. Type. The equilibrators are of the pneumatic can be read accurately only when the tube is on the
iifter type. depression stops.

c. Construction. One equilibiator is located or e. Equilibrator adjustment procedure.

each side of the tube; each consists of two (1) Inspect the temperature scales t0 insure
telescoping cylinders. The front end of each that both sides are reading the same.
equilibrator is connected to the upper front part of (2) Using manual controls, unlock the travel
the cradle; the rear end is connected to the locl.
adjusting screw mounted in the trunnion cap.
Each equilibrator consists of a filling valve, (3) levate the tube to 560 mils.
plunger aad plunger head assembly, a case with (4) Elevate and depress the tube. manually to
two gland assemblies, and a plunger cover, see if it's as easy to elevate as it is to depress.

d. Functioning. (5) If an adjustment is required, lower the tube

(1) The eauilibrators are designed so that to the depression stops.
compressed gas works against the plunger head (6) Turn the adjusting screw clockwive to
and the case gland. This gas pressure sets up make the tube easier to elevate and

.!ýtension which causes the opposite ends of the counterclockwise to make it easier to depress.
.. c~~lindc•-s to be drawn together. (7) Adjust both equilibrators equally in

(2) The action of the equilibrators ¼,-turn increments; then repeat steps (.-) and (4) to -
compensates for the muzzle preponderance by insure the idupstment ia correct.
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Figure 8-11. Checking replenis'ter.

"roved in traverse or elevation; repeated activatiorn]
.5'of Lhe switches without moving the control --

handles, and thus the tube, causes excessivevo'

ADJUSTING pressure in the drive motor assembly. ThisS'-' 'exccasive pressure forces the seal inside the drive

motor assembly away from its seat, which permits
the hydraulic oil to leak from the traversing or
elevating gear housing.

b. MWO 9-2300J-216-30/19, dated 5 August
1969, authorized installation of the impioved
elevating and traversing control handle I
assembliev s therefore, all Mv iOA2s should be

equipped with the squeeze-type switches.

8-16, Traverse

The type (,f traver3e is base ring and race.
Bearings between the ring and race provide ease of
movement.

NDX .. a. On-carriage traverse. The totai amount of
on-carnage traverse is 1,066 mils--533 mils xight
an] 533 mils left from the center of trevcrse.

"""8-12, Tenper2tare and adjustment scale. b. Limiting feature. Position stops attached to
FWL" the base ring limit the amount the weapon can be

traversed,.-11. Traversing and Elevating Controls 81. Traveisiig Mechanism

' a. The traversing and elevating mechamsms on
,.M11aA2 are activated by squeezing n a Purpose. The travt.rsing mechanism controlt•_n

~the inovcmcnert of the ýNeraon iii azimuth. -

"actuator-type switch on the control handles (fig
"8-13). With either model, the switches snould be b. Type. The traversing xnechaaism is of the

depressed (squeezed) only when the tube is to bp hydraulic power type with manual backup.

8-12
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-. X POV"JI r TRAVERSING R'v I it VA1 NO !POV R L I 'VATNC1

AwA

-• a. Squeeze actuator, move handle forward b. SaOL )eze actuator, move handle f earward >I
for traversing to right, reirward for trav- to elevate --anncn, forward to depress
ersing to left. Power eleeting same as b. cannon.

U, W

i•c. Turn hand crank (.forw ard of left gurn ner's d. Ttirn hand cra isk fforw vAr d o)f
Wi gun-•,:seat) clockwise to traverse cannon to .:ight her s seat) clockwise to depress cannon .

• . •and counterclockwise to traverse cannon turn c:ounter( JOCkwise to (e!evate ','3n,0on

.• , to left,

•" ~e. CAUTI'£ON: Never opeo,ate the manua;
•(i controls whlen the powe! e~e\,ating or;

• "••-•traversing s~ystems ore being used.

• ' -," , Zi gt ur e 13 . ' T'u r r e t t r a u c y s,:,. % g an d c a n no ~n •'- ' p ua t i n gd v o nt r o l , h a i, fl e,,

•-' ~8-0 :
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c. Flow of power The traveriiov soletnoid valve located on the side of the right ty unniorj, thereby
provides electricei control of the tisiversing FeiAdlng prespaurizod hydraulic oil ix, ths, elevating
hydratilic system. Squee1 ;ug the actuator (fig control volve' anid releasing the veh''rtiig, motor
8--13) energizes the ftaversing 69lenoid valve b~rake. Movingv 1he elvation conftrol h-nndle
located oin the left, side of tfhc tuncet, thiisreby spctuates the elevatinRg control valve, which directs.
ivonding izdpressusie hydraulic oil to Oie traversing pressurizod oil to the elevating motor anda causeg

*- control valve anid relteasing the ?raveriang motor the weapon to be, elevatrA or depressed. dcepending
* brake. Moving the traversing control handle upon the position of the Iiandle.
* actuates the trav43r,3ing rontrol valve, which d. Power elevating operation. The `-ibe is

directs pree,ýurized u o h taerj mtr n elevated (depressed) by power in the folloivir~gcauses the weFApon to be traversedi eitlwr to the left manner:
or right, depending upon the piosition t-f the
handle (I q ezeteatuator (or depree;.; thettiggecr

d. P'owver traversing operation. The weaport is switch) to release, the elevating motgr brake. .
tr'aversed by power in the fobllowi~ng nianner: (2) With the actuator squeeze-d (oi- trigger

*(1) Place ninster switch in "ON" pooition. swifch depressed), pull the control livndle
Place maibin oil pump switch to "ON" position, rearward to elevate the tube. (Move- (he contj:coi

*(42) Sqsieeze the actuator (or depress.the tiiggý!r forward to depressi the tube.)4
switch) to release the traversing mrotor brake. (3) Return the elevation control hpandle to Cire

-rigneutral position and then release the actuator
(3) With the actuator squeezed (or the tfigger (V .swth(rigger wtc)switch depressed), traverse the tube to the desired

direction. Push tue traverse control forward to CA UTTON:ý Do not release the actuater (or
traverse to the right; pull the control to the rear to trigger switch) until you have retuined the,
traverse to the left, elevation control handle V- the neutral positior,.

Itleasing the actuator (trigger switch) be-fore
position and then release the actuator (trigger neutral position may result in damage to the

*switch). elevating mechanism.
CA (T1O~ D no reeasetheactato (~e. Manual elevating operation. The manual

trigger switch) until you have returned the control elevating systemn (fig 8-13) is intended soelely as a *q 1
handle to the necutral position. rwleasing the backup for the power systeni in case of power

atao(tIggrsic)bfr eunn h failure. It is also used when. the ',Travel lock of the
conrolhanle o he eutal osiio ma reultin weapon is being engaged or disenga-ed. The
damae t th trveringmecanim. anuai elevating control (fig 8-13) is located

e. Manuel traversing opoeration. The manual forward of the righ'rt gunner's seat. To elevate thetraversing system (fig 8-13) is iiitended solely as a weapon, turn the hamictrank counterclockwise.
backup for the power system in casc of powerCAT N:evratmtoopaeth
faibire. To manually traverse the tube to the right manual control.3when the powcr elelvation system
(left), turn. the handcrank clockwise (counter- is being used; conversely, never o' .erate the power

clockise.c~ontrol when the manual system. is being used.
CA bT~iON: Do not (operate the mnanual control

wvhen using time power traversing system; 8-19S. Loader and Rammer
conversely, do not operate the po;A7Cr traversing a. General. A hydraulically operated
controls when utsing the manual system. combination loader and rammer (fig 8-!4 and
Simultaneous operation will damage the slip 8-15) is provýided to pick up a projectile from the
clutch, rear or left rside of the vehicle, place in position for

ramming, and ram it into the chamber of the8-18. Elevating Mechanism cannon. Hydraulic power I'mr operation is ebtained
a. Type. The elevating m~echanismi is of the arc from the vehicle hydraulic systemn and is

and pinion type, It permits elevation of tube to controlled by a three-valve loader and rammer
+11~56 rils. poweic control. The loader and ramirer cone~sts

essent-ially of a swing cylinder, a support aim~, a
-* . Lm~tng eatre.Theh~nt3 f eevaionare loader arm- and cylinders, anti a ramnmer chain andgoverned by stops, one is located at, the end of the cyidrThsin clnerathdtote-

elevating arc and the other is attached to the hull, sylppdrt Trhs swings theloader andtammer ntote

*c. Flou) of powver. The elevating solenoid valve position for the loading and ramming operation rý-:h-
%provides electrical cantrol of the elevating Two hydraulic lift cylinderEs attached to the loader-- -

hydraulic systenA. Squeezing the actuator (fig atin rais'- and lower the projectile onto t.Ic
8-13) unergires the elevating solen~oidi val~re rammer. A slide trough (f ig- --16) serves as an

A
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xe.i~siorl of the pro ' ectile Io?'dinf; tray to supp'5rt (3) '1be load,'- ,cfrntrd v,ýalvelhandle oper~itetaa
the projectile between the foaaer and the cannon ValJve Which Actuates hydr~alic cyl-Inders to load
hre*tch it alao serves as a tray for loading the the projectile onto the lotider and raromer
powfier b,,g. The rp-mmer chain ~sactuated by a nasembnly.
hy'Jrxtuic cylinder witli integral gear rack through (4-hJaie cnrlvlehadeoeae44 ~~a pgear ti. ala and drive v ~,rocket. The rammer chain ()Ternne oto av adeoeae

~i ~ ~ e~ adanda eenirii it valve which actuates a hydraulic cylinder. "'Ate
;tolr ian.llntc ans repror'kied fo aunr hydraul'c cylinder, in turn, operates the ramming

adjstr~mi orreiovri o th raime chin or chain, which rarxis the projectile into the ch,,mber
tdntena"Pe. of thc weapon.

(b) The rammer manual cont~rol hauideranit.8
mount on the ends of the rammner-head shaft for

b. Lad~r ad rmmercoa ~'~s.emergency opi-rat ion if the hydraulic systi-m fails.
Tiyare stowed in v br:'Icket ta the right of the

M1 The loader and -arumer control valve manuner houising.
handes fig8-46 ar ioat&~n te rxnr~ rCA U TI ON.: Under no circumstances should an

c'ontrot.A m-anifoid, which in turn is secu7ed to a aICut) a.t anapoetl notetb
brackf t on the left trunnion support. Each handle untci a vbe mad in ran pectilbsben maneto thesube
oper.9ses a spring--loaded valve which returns the utlav~iiseto a enmd oisr

the h~dkthat the raminco. piston rod rack is in its fully
m~~eb is neitrl r~it~on henrewacted position as shown in step 5, figure 8-17.

YrAM position to make this visual inspectiorl. If the
-2) Tihe swing control valvt hqndle uperates it rau.:n-ter T istn rod rack is not in its fully retracted

valve ~ ~ ~ L whc c-tsterwn ~~~r~ ~V position vs showni in, step 5, the rammer must, be
the load~er and raminer wssemhbly into posiiion for timed. Tro time the ramnmer, Iollow steps 1 through

"the loading and ramming opeiatio 501 iii describ-G and illustrated in figure 8-17.

SMING CYLMDER AK PA

LIFT CY UINýLiRS

Fiu(P-4. L~oader and rammt)rer, w~ith pro frc(l,li' jo h)kI 'ositiotm.
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Figure 8-15. Ibadf-r and ramnmer, with projectile in slide trough.
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Step 1. insert handdrank in right-hiand ramnmer Step 2. helease rammer chain head laitch after
chain drive sprocket shaft. insirtinG crank~ on right side.

Step 3. Crank chain out approximatuly 3 feet as Step 4. Retract chain using hydraulic ,ontfol. It
illustrated. Ron~cove hand crank. the chain does nft retracý fai- enoL3gh to

engage head latch., reinsert Ihand crank
and wind up excess chain until head latch
engages.

Swp 5. As a final chock, look through the hole on
loift side of loader-rammer. The hydraulic
actuating cylinder red should be fuliy

K' retrac~ied when the head latch is in its fulY
retracted and loc~ked position. If cylinder
rod, rod rack, and cylinder ate not posi-
tion~ed as shown, repeat operation.

Note, . Steps 1 ihzough.5 ar. requir~ed for tfio old
loadei and ranvr anrhI tit . NIv 1 1 OA:! is

'se~ilfining, -and only ste p 5) ,t nvoýar

Figure 8-17. 1'i ag the loader andI rarnite.
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c Loading an(d ramming the projectile. (12) L1amd the propelling churge by hand ouliy

(1) Position the tube at the loading, evation do not use the hydraulic r,"minmr.

-, by aliazng the elevation indicator arm w, th the (0;) Disengage he left trough h A,,dle from the
index on the trunnion bearing cap. lockiig notch and slide the trough to the rear

Maie sure the rn;m rosition lock is di,-engaged
Note. The loading elevation for each weapon hefow operating rammer.

must he d.(,erinined by the using uinit in
*•!i2" accordance -Nith '7'M. 9-2350--304-- 10. (14) Stand forward at the uwing cylinder and

inboard of the ranmmer stop. Operat, the hswing
(2) Depress the breehbblock operating Wever control valve handle toword the left, side of the

catch anti peit the operating lever rearward and vehicle and hold it in that positiom until the ,-
downward. Swing the operating lcvp.r to the right rammer stop arm comes to rest against the

, to opea the breechbbock. rammer stop. The rammer is now in the stowed

(3) Remove the lifting tray from the loader position.
kaninwer assemnbly, release the stow position lock Note. The stowed position lock should 1e)
and position it for use in transporting the projecti, engaged.
from the loading area to the rear or left side of the
vehicle. The loader and rammer assembly is now (15) C.,se the breech by pulling the

ready to operate, breech block operating lever t.o+wacd ',he breech;
then lu-Sh it to the vertical nm),ftion..

(4) Move the swing control valve handle (tig p oo
8--!) toward the right side of the vehicle and hold d. Marki-g thi ran;er chain.,

it in that position until the loader and rarmner (1) Attach a ineasuring device, such as a
assembly is ink the loading position. L,.,idirip my ineasuring tape, to the raamer head.y
be accomplished from either the left or rear of the m I t th am e
vehicle. ) Manually crank out the rammer chain

viiuntil there mc 413.25 inches of clain extended from
(5) lMic've the loader control valve handle (fig the face of the rammer head to the rear face of the

8-16) to the OUT position and hold it in that breech ring.
position until the lifting arm is fully extende&. (i) At i.hat point on the rammer chain directly .

(6) Secure the loaded lifting tray to the liting opposite the rear face of the breech ring, paint the '

arm. chain link on the rammer chain white. -

('7) Move the loadercontrol valh,ehandle to the (4) Continue to manually crank wut the
IN position and hold it in that position until the rarmmer chain t-1i there are 46.13 inches ofchain
tray and arm ale LUIV ,~eaLe(i iII" WICttsgt: - extended trom ih11'ace V f tne -rammer neaa to 1.'we 4M
position on the loader rammer assembly, rear face of the breech ring.

(8) Move the swing control valve handle (5) At that point on the ratrt~r chaindirectly
toward the right side of the vehicle and hold it in oppohite the rear face of the breech ring, paint the
that position until the loader and rammer dhain link on the rammer chain a color other than
assembly stops in the RAM poshion. On the white.
Ml 1OA2 make sure ram position lock is engaged.

(9) Slide the trough forward and engage the r a o on. Ra;niý 'ng is accoanplished

left trough handle in the notch of the trough lock. manua ily by sufficient personnel asst+:hhng the
"The cam:ner will rot operate if the handle is rot in cleaning staff section and operating the

the notch. The operator must insure that the assembled stafisections to road tneprojecti'einto
projectile releases the headlink latch before the the powder chamber and the ftrcing cone of the

ranimer control valve handleis placed intheRAM tube. T[he projeciile must be rammed with
position (fig 8-17) sufficient lorce to insure that the rotating '-:,rind

seats in the forcing cone and seals the front end uf*(10) Move the rammer control valve handle the po~wder chamber (forward obturation).

toward the right side of the vehicle and hold it in

that position until the rammer chain stop,, and the f. Maintenance and inspectior.
projectile is rammed all the way "honie" ý"f below). (1) Position the weapon at the et.wvaion flr
For the new loader rammer, move the rammer l i) Posit nate weapon at te e n fir
control valve handle up and forward until the pad loading 'approximately 150 ils) and open thc
of the chain reaches the breech recess and then breechblock.
release handle. The loader and rammer will then (2) Movwe the loader and ranme assembly
continue ,avd return on its own. into the ramming position and move the loadini

(1i) Move the rammer cntrol valve hand)le trougl. forward into the breech: chamber. -

toward the left side of the vehicle and hold it in that (3) Manually extend the raninier chain by-
position until the rammer chain is fully retracted. means of the handcrank on the right side.
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(4) Inspect the pad on the headlink and cylinders for leakage. If any leakage is found,
replace- it if it is damaged. notify crganizational maintenance personnel. On

(5),the Ml1OA2 stowed and ram position handle(5) Inspect all cotter pins on both sides of the should be checked for cracks.
chain and replace any that are damaged.

.... Ig. Depth of ram. Check the depth of the ram on
S(6) Inspect the loading trays and replace any the MlIO series.

da-.,aged trays.
(1) When ramming the M106, M404, or M426,"(7) Inspect the loading arm for bent or a proper depth of ra will be achieved when the

damaged members; if any member is bent or white chainlinki•direclyoppositetherearfaceof
" damaged, notify oganizational maintenance the breech rin2 ",3.25 inches from front rammer
personnel. hea~i.

(8) Check for loose or missing bolts and (2) For M422A1 and M424A1, the red chain
tighten or replace as necessary. link is directly opposite the rear face of the breech

"(9) In,.pect hydraulic connections and ring (46.13 inches from front of rammer head).

Section WV. BARREL AND BREECH ASSEMBLIES

8-20. Barrel Assembly the projictile in the bore during the loading
The principal parts of th- barrel assembly are operation.

the tube Lnd the breech ring. (5) The forcing cone is ,uie tapered portion of
a. Consiruction. The tube is made of the highest the rifling at the rear of the bore. It allows the

quality steel alloy. Bearings for support and rotating band of the projectile to be gradually
alinement in the mount are provided by engaged by the rifling.
longitudinal rails attached to three hoops, shrunk (6) The main bore is the entire rifled portion of
on the tube. The rear half of the breech iing is lined the tube.
with a breech ring bushing to accommodate a
stepped-thread, interrupted-screw type of (7) The counterbore is that portion of the
breechblock. muzzle end of the tube from which the lands have

been removed to increase the diameter of the tube
"~ b. Exterior componciits. The exterior and thus decrease stress from firing.

components are the integral and permanently d. Characteristics. The characteristics of the
affixed exterior features r." the barrel assembly.
Three short cylinders, or hoops, are shrunk onto
the ou.id Ie 'll tube t. ov•.. ad..iti"l• A11OA2
strength and a means for attaching the (1) Caliber 8 inches
longitudinal recoil slides and bearing strips. An
extension on the underside of the breech ring (2) Iength of bore, calibers 40.5
"forms a recoil lug which is used to connect the (3) Nul.nbfr of lands and
recoil mechanism to the breech ring. Another lug is grooves (uniform right-hand"
constructed cn the right side of the breech ring for twist) 64
attaching the breecbblock carrier.

c. Interior components. The interior
components of the bore, which are the same as (4) Muzzle velocity,
those of' other weapons that fire separate-loading meterm per second M106 MC50
ammunition, are described below in the order of (Maximum charge) 778 m /s 768 m/s
their location, from breech to muzzle. (5) Range, meters 22,900 24,400(5) Rage metert 22,90 24,40

(I) The breech recess houses the breechblock rocket off
whei !he breechblock is in the closed posit.on. 30,000

rocket on
(2) The gas-cbeck seat is that part of the rear (6) Maxi-m rate of fire.

portion of the tube which is tapered to receive the for the first 3 minutes 1.5 rd per ruin
spli. rings and g'e&-check pad in performing
rearward obtuyatin. (7) Sustained rate of fire I rd per 2 rain

(3) "hepowderchamberisthatportionof ihe e. Tube and breech life. Each round of
tWbe from the rear face to the centering slope, ammunition fired through a cannon tube causes

f to receive the propelling charge, wear and erosion to the tube and results in a
% change in the dimensions of the bore. The extent1of

(4) The centering slope is the tapered portion wear for most gun tubes and some howitzer tubesforward of the powder chanibe-, desig-ned to center determines the remaining life• of t'he tube, It,,

B.19
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Table 8-1. Condemnation Criteria For Tubes and Breech Assemblies

Majom Itm Cannon/ EFC Ute of Tube EFC Factor BW-tch Life Remarks

"S-inch howitzer" M201A1 10,000 rds Zcne 9 = 1.0 Oiriinal and 4 tubes
M1 10A2 Zone 7-8 = 0.7 No retubing

Zone 1-6 = 0.25

N,?rote. 0.135 in wear pullover gage measurement of 8.135.

addition to wear and erosion, each round produces metal. The sequence for cleaning the tube with
metal fatigue, a process in which heat and soap and hot water is the same as that for cleaning
expnudLrig gases weaken the metal in Lhe tube and with rifle bore cleaner except that the tube must be
reduce tube life. The method of determining the rinsed, dried, inspected, and lubricated after each
remaining life for these tubes is to convert rounds daily cleaning.
fired to equivalent full charge (EFC) rounds and

-*" : subtract the EEC rounds fired from the remaining c. Lubricants.
Srounds authorized. The tube life and breech life for (1) Oil, lubricating, preservative, mi-Jium, is

the 8-inch 'howitzer Ml10 and M11OAl are shown used on all bearing surfaces if the temperature is
in table 8-1. T1he information in the table was above 320 F.
extracted from TM 9-1000-202-10 and changes 1, (2) Oil, lubricating, preservative, special, iI
2, 3, 4, and 5 to TM 9-1000--202-35. used on all bearing surfaces if the temperature is

below 320 F.
8-21. Barrel Maintenance d. Reducing tube wear.

a. Cleaning. (1) Corrosion is a chemical decomposition of
(1) The tube should be cleaned with rifle bore tube metal, caused by moisture being withdrawn

cleaner (abbreviated on lubrication orders as (CR)) from the air by hugroscopic primer salts deposited
the day of firing and for 2 consecutive days after in the tube by firing. The tube should 'be cleaned
firing, making a total of at least three cleanings. with rifle bore cleaner immediately after firing and
After each cleaning, a coating of rifle bore cleaner for 2 consecutive days thereafter, or until sweating ,.- .-.
should be left in the tube overnight. If the weapon ceases, to stop tube wear caused by corrosion.
"is not to be fired within 24 hours after the third (th
cleaning, it should be wiped dry, inspected, and (2) Erosion is the wearing away ofthe tubeby
lubricated with oil. OiJ, lubricating, preservative, th 9ý escape of propelling gases around the rotating

-,medium, should be used if the temperature is above uCLI., a.• L,,• ,,,,,,•,•, ,,.,. .11 .... ... ý wi .as .....azh

323; oil, lubricating, preservative, special, should and by frction. Erosion can be reduced by-
be used if the temperature is below 320 F. (a) Removing oil and other foreign matter

(2) If the tube continues to sweat after the from the tube before firing.

third cleani,'ng, cleaning shoeid be continued until (b) Using the lowest charge commensurate
the sweating stops. with the mission.

(3) When the weapon is not being fired, the (c) Using the lowest rate of fire
tube should be cleaned with riflW bore cleaner commensurate with the mission.
weekly and then wiped dry, inspected, and reoiled (d) Letting the weapon rest 10 minutes per
as in (1) above. hour. (The rest periods should be used to clean and

b. Cleaning solutiun. maintain the weapon.)

(1) Rifle bore cleaner. Rifle bore cleaner (e) Swabbing the tube with cold water
evapokrates at 1500 F. (if a hand can be placed on during lulls in the firing.
the tube without being burned, the tube is cool (f) Insuring that a'1 ammunition
enough to clean.) Rifle bore cleaner is not a components are clean be are loaaing. i

lubricant; but it will act as a rust inhibitor for 24 to
48 hours. Rifle bore cleaner should never be 8-22. Breech Ring and Breech Block
diluted, a. The tube (on the 8-inch howitzer) is screwed

(2) Alternate solution. If rifle bore cleaner is into an internal thread in the breech ring and is
not available for cleaning, an alternate solution of locked in place by a key and a screw. The inner
¼/-pound castile or GI soap, dissolved in a gallon of portion of the breech ring forms the breech recess,
water may be used. Hot water is preferable because which is divided into eight threaded and four plaint.
it will dissolve soap more readily. The tube should sectors mating with those of the breechblock. Two
be cleaned while it is still hot so that the solution leveling plates or. the top surface of the breech ring

Jll wash the primer salts from the pores of the are used as seats for the gunner's quadrant.

-820
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b. The breech ring forms a hov sing for the (6) Remove the --cntrol arc.
stepped-thread, interrupted-screw type of (7) Insert a section of the cleaning staff
. b:ecbblock. The DeBang obturator device is through the brecchbloct and remove the

"employed on the breechblock to perform rearward breechblock.
obturation; that is, to prevent gases from escaping
to the rear. (8) Using a small drift, or punch, remove theSspring pin from the crankshbaft crank.

c. The percussion-type (continuous-pull) firing
mechanism M35 is employed in the breechblock. Note. The operating handle must be in the

vertical position,
d. The breech life of each weapon is shown in I

table 8-1. (9) Remove the crankshaft and operating
handle as a unit.

(10) Remove the crosshead and the8-23 Contebalace sseblycrankshaft crank.

a. The purpose of the counterbalance assembly casf cRank.
is to hold the breechblock assembly in the open (t1) Remove he cotter pin from the bottom of
po~ition at loading elevation and to facilitate the carrier hinge pin.

closing the breech. (12) Tap the hinge pin upward and remove.

b. The counterbalance assembly is a cylinder Note. Do not drop the bearing, washer, or
with closed ends containing a relatively heavy carrier.
compression spring. The spring is compressed
between the head of the cylinder and the (13) Remove the carrier and the thrust
counterbalance piston, which is connected to the washer.
breechblock carrier hinge pin by its rod, The. b. Maintenance. The breech mechanism is •

counterbalance is mounted to the breech ring by subject to contamination from powder residue,
means of a counterbalance bracket secured to the which workp its way to and through the obturating
forward right side of the breech ring. parts. For this reason, disassemble the obturating

parts and clean them in the same manner as
prescribed foue the barrel-the day of firing and for

8-24. Disassembly and Maintenance of 2 consecutive days thereafter. Clean the breech
" the Breech Mechanism mechanism, except the gas-check pad, with rifle

Under no circumstances should an attempt be bore cleaner. Remove all powder stains, rust, or

made to disassemble the breech mechanism with burrs, using crocus cloth if necessary. Wipe the
the breech partially or fully closed; because, when gas-check pad with a clean dry cloth or clean with
the.br.ech As , iL4 ...... ,i,,s and ',4 gas nHu, soapy water. After cieaning and drng these
check pad will drop into the threads of the breech parts, lubricate them as prescribed by LO
recess. This could prevent the breech from opening 9-2300-216-12 (fig 8-19) before reassembling the "

* and could damage the split rings. breech mechanism.

a. Disassembly, To disassemble the breech c. Assembly. Reassemble the b,-eech
mechanism (fig 8-19)- mechanism in reverse order of disassembly.

(1) Remove the firing mechanism M35 by
pressing in the firing mechanism and rotating it 8-25. Firing Mechanism M35 and Firing
"700 in a clockwise direction. To remove the firing Mechanism Block Assembly
group block, pull the follower knob out and down
into the disassembly position. a. Firing mechanism. The firing mechanism

(2) Open the breech and place a spacer M35, which is a percussion-type mechanism, is
r between the shoulder of the eye on the normally kept installed on the rear end of the
. counterbalance piston rod ard the counterbalance obturator spindle and securd in the stepped recess

cylinder head. Then swing the carrier toward the of the breechblock carrier. The firing mech anism

closed position until the eye on the counterbalance is operated manually by means of a lanyard.
piston rod can be lifted over the hEad of the pin on b. R , the
. the hinge pin arm. firing mechanism. Figure 8-20 describes and

(3) With the breech open, remove the illustrates the procedures for removal,
obturator spindle nut (use a 1%--inch socket). disassembly, and assembly of the firing

(4) Remove the firing mechanism housing, mechanism.
. spindle spring, and firing block. c. Maintenance. Maintenance of the firing

mechanism M35 and the firing mechanism block.- '" " (5) Slide the obturator assembly from the
"( d o o m oconsists of cOcaning, lubricating, and replacin.,g

breechblock. worn or damnaý,ed parts.

8-21
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AT 11438

1-Hinge pin 19-Firing pin retainer
I -2-Oil cup 20-Knob

3--Cou nterba lance piston rod end pin 21-Firing group lock
4-Hinge pin key 22-Spring
5-Spring pin 23-B3lock follower
6-Latch knob 24-ExtractorA

I7-Latch 25--Breechblock carrier
S-Operating lever assembly 2S-Thrust washer
9-Latch spring 27-Crossheacl

1 0--Lrank 23-Breechblock
11 -Latch bracket 29-Obturator spindle assembiy
12-Spindle spring 30-Spindle key
13- Extractor pin 31-Roller
14-Firingj mechanism housing 32-Pivot pin
1 5-Spindle nut 33-Control arc
1 6-Firing mechanism 34-Latch screw
11?-Spring 35-Hinge key setscrew
18-Firing pin 36-Screws

37-Pin

Figure 8-18, Breech crid firing rnechanisni M35--exploded L)LCw.
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and/or elevetion. Such instruments as the d. Sighting-The process of directing a line of
panorazuic telescope, range quadrant, elbow sight toward an aiming point.
telescope, wnd gunner'a iaJ-axkt are on-carriage
equipment. The aimiing circle, battery e. L~aying.-The process of pointing the tube of a

coind -'c fdsue n M ops r weapon in a given direction for a giv'en range.
exemples of off-carruiae fire control insiriments.f `drc ieFr for epnwihi

*1~ ~ 6 Trajectory-The. curve tra'-ed by the center off.ndrcfieFrero awapn hchi
* ~ 'rav of r~eprojctie i itsfli~t fom 1~e laid by sighting on a point ot~her than the target.

muzze o th we~ponlo he pinto~ mpac orthe Normally, the target and the weapon uill not be
V at of b-,ast. The muzzle oft~he weapon is placed itriibe

* ~ i th coredfirig atitde posiion bysetingg Direct fire-Fire from a weapon which is laid
aprLupriate horizontal and vertical data on the
on-cerria'ge fireý control instruments and laying bysgtndiclyothtag.
tie weapo-n. h, Cant-The tiltiiiK of the trunnions of the

c, Rcticle-~Araw-suring scaleor mark placed on weapon out of the true horizontal plane. Cant
th.e focus of a~n optical instrument. Sorne reticALes8 causes the tube to travel out of the trYue horizontal
have grad ualilr's which allow small deflection or plane in traverse and out of the true vertical plane
range ieazureunts to be made while the operator in elevation. Cant is always present if the
loolke tbrough thein~truinent. truxnnionr3 ef a weapon are not level.

Section V. FIRE CONTROL EQUiPMENT

8-27. Gunnear's Quasdrant Ml /MIA 1/ M2A2 increments from 0 to 800 mnils on one side and from
a.Tcgne'sqarn 1M11MA fg 800 to 1,600 m~ils on the other &ide. The teeth on the

8-21) is used op the 8-inch howitzer primarily arc position the index planger at the 10-mil

may be used to lay the weapon for elevation if the gautdi .- i nrmnsfo o1 ie
YC~ levtio qudrat iil5or he levtio potio of One complete revolution) of the index micrometer

~ h eleston e mouac nt M15o ths evaionporatle. of knob raises or lowers the bubble 10 mils, The index
alic 1e ued o ly io eapn t th neres teth micrometer scale on the M1 gunner's quadrant ir
als beuse tola i~e wapo toth neres teth numbered with black and red filgures. The black1
of muineleatin.figures are read for me~i~iriwir an angle ftom 1to

b.Teg-unner's quadrant consieta otf a fruame W0) wils; the red figures, for measuring an angle
with a graduated arc, ait index arm, a micrometer frowm 800 to 1,600 mils. Twyo direction--of-fire
knob and scale, a leveling bubble, and reference ayrows indicate the mann~er iin which the gunner's
'jurfaces. The arc is graduated in 10-mul quadrent is placed on the quadrant seats.I

FRAME Note. The gunner's quadrant MIAl differs from

7i7~7ZZ ~the M1 in the following respects., the Mi.AI is
provided with a micrometer mask to insure txse of

/ 7 ~ \\ OSSE the correct scale, it has an indicator ont the index
arm, and the index -mark on the micrometer is

.1/ c. Gunner's quadrant micrometer test. Gunner's
""'A quadrant micrometer test and end for and bast

/ LEIVL VIAL must be conducted prior to using gurnir *s

I [ 1 7 L,~~ quadrant for any fire control alinement test,
(1) Set index at plus 10.

SLAM (2) Zero m~icromneter.I
* -I ~ 1 (3) Point line of fire arrow towardi muzzle end.

1 ~ ,N~o"~'(4) Depress/elevate tube to center bubble.

SHOC.~--- Ri FNC(. ',JHI0Cr AUXILIA (5 St nexatzeo
~~ -~~OO AL~~~ INDCX MARI( 5 e ndxK eo

(6) Set mnicromneter at 10.
Figurce 8-21. Gwwrers quadrant AV. (7) Point line of fil-e arrow toward muzzle end.
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(8) Bubble should center. should center. If the bubble centers, subttr ct the
reading on the micrometer scale from 10 to obtain

(9) If bubble does not recenter, the micrometer the value of the co•Tection for the error. This is
is in error. The quadrant should be turned in to known as the negative correction (-) for the en-or,
direct support maintenance for repair and no and the end-for-cnd test is complete.
further test or adjustment made with the
instrument. Note. If - correction (+ or --) for te errf. - has been

determined during the end-for-end test of the
d. End for end test. To test the gunner's gunner's quadrant, it will be carried only during

quadrant for accuracy, perform the following sight tests and adjustments and will kot be applied
end-for--end test before performing sight tests and to elevations in fire missions. However, if the
adjustments. correction for the error is more than 0.4 mil, the

(1) Zero the scales of the gunner'E quadrant, gunner's quadrant must be sent to the support unit
place the gunner's quadrant on the quadrant seats at the earliest possible date for correction and
on the breech ring, and level the tube,, adjustment.

(2) Reverse the quadrant (end-for-end) on the 8-28. Panoramic Telescope Mount M 137
quadrant seats and check the bubble. If the bubble Telscope mount M137 (fig 8-22) provides an
centers, the tube is level, the end--for-end test is adjuatable base for leveling the panoramic
complete, and the error in the gunner's quadrant is telescope M 115. A mechanical four-digit decimal
0. However, if t~he bubble does not ceer then you counter is used for registering elevation in place of
must continue the end-for-end test and determine the elevation scale and micrometer used on
the sign (+ or -) and the amount o~the correction for previous telescope mounts. A correction indicator
the error in the gunner's ouadrant as described in is used for inserting relatively constant clevation
(3) or (4). corrections so that the elevation counter registers

(3) If the bubble does not center ((2) above), actual firing table elevation readings. Test and

turn the micrometer knob and try to center the adjustments of the panoramic telescope mount arebubble. performed in the same manner as those of the
elevation quadrant M15 (para 8-30). For details,

(a) If the bubble centers when the see TM 9-2350-304-20.
micrometer knob is turned, read the block figures
on the micrometer scale and divide the reading by S-29. Panoramic Telescope M1 15
2. Set the results on the micrometer scalk.. Panoramic telescope M115 (fig 8-23) is a -

(b) Place the gunner's quadrant back on the 4-power, fixed-fbcus telescope with a 10' field of

quE seats w 'h the arrow pointed toward the view. It is mechanically similar to other
S+. - i. thqe elevating hkdwnehepp, leve panoramic telescopes now in service. ft consists of

.oe by centering the bubble. a rotating head assentbly, an azimuth worm
housing assembly, a counter Pdapter assembly, a

(c) Reverse the gunner's quadrant gunner's aid housing assembly, and an elbow

(end-for-end) on the quadrant seats. The bubble assembly.
should center. The reading on the gunner's
quadrant is the amount of the positive (+) a. The primary purpose of the panoramic
correction for the error in the gunner's quadrant, telescope is to lay the weapon for indirec,. ire. It
and the end-for-end test is complete. allows the gunner to apply . specified change in

dirlection (deflection) to the tube of the weapon by
(4) If the bubble does not center ((3)(a) above), changing ,he line of sightof the telescope the same

move the gunner's qu.-adrant arm down one specifed arovi.t and then traversing back on the
graduation 110 :.fixed aiming point. For example, to change the

(a) TrVu the raý,Lrometer knob until the direction of the tube 200 mils to the right, the
bubble'centers. gunner refers the line of sight 200 iniis to the let of

the flixed aiming point and then traverses the tube
(b) Take the reading on the mi.-rometer until the line of sight of the telescope is back on the

scate, add I0 to it, and divi,le the sum by 2. Place aiming point. This points the tube 200 mils right of
the results on the microm, cale. its original direction,

(c) With the arm a .u gunner's quadrant b. The elevation knob, located at the top of the
set at minus 10 and the results in (b) above set on, telescope rotating head enables the gunner to raise
the micrometer scale, place the gunner's qor lower the line of sight plus or minus 300 milsbac onwe the quaran ofst sight plusro poinnted0mis
back on the quadrant seats with the arrow pointed from center when rotated throughout its limits. A
toward the muzzle and, using the elevating fine index and a coarse index indicate the level
handwheeA, level the tube by centering the bubble. p(,2ition. The fine index may be adjusted by -ý=

(d) Reverse the gunner's quadrant loosening the three screws on the top of the
(end-for-end) on the quadrant seats. The bubble elevation knob and then slipping the collar

. . .26
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containit gthe zeroindez into coincidence with the doubt exists concerning the accuracy of its
fixed index. The coarse index is adjusted by mounting. Tnese adjustments and tests are made
suppt Personl.nel only. An open eight located on after the trunni ons and the weapon tube have been
the right side of the rotating head is used for rough leveled as shown in figure 8-25.
alinement with an aiming point. (1) Check the mounting to make certain that.

8-30. Elovswion Quadrant Ml6 the elevation quadrant is properly seated on the

a. Elevation quadrant M15. Elevation quadrant trunnion end plate key and is flush against the
M15 (fig 8-24) is mounted directly on the plate. Make certain that the capserews have been

right-hand trunnion and is used for adjustment of tightened evenly during mounting.

the weapon in elevation when two men are (2) Zero the correction counter and elevation
orienting the weapon. Elevation quadrant M15 is counter.
equipped with a mechanical mil counter for (3) Center the cross-level bubble with the
elevation readings. Gunner's aid counters art builtin to permit quick, accurate inserdtin of elevation cross-level knob and center the elevation bubble

correction factors peculiar to the individual by elevating or depressing the tube.
cannon and cannon emplacement. A quadrant
seat is also provrided on the instrumentto allow the (4) To test the elevation quadrant seatm, for

uwe of gunner's quadrant M1/MIA1 when fine accuracy, set the correction (if any) from the

elevation settings are required. A mounting end-for-end test of the gunner's quadrant on the . 4
bracket foi the elevation quadrant is precisely micrometer scale of the gunner's quadrant. Place
machined and alined so that, when the instrument the gunner's quadrant on the quadrant seats of the
is installed, complex adjustments are unnecessary elevation quadrant Mi5 and check the bubble.
and only an accuracy check is required. The (a) If the gunner's quadrant bubble centers,
controls on the elevation quadrant are idcntical to there is no error in the elevation quadrant scats.
corresponding controls on panoramic telescope (t) If We bubble does not center, turn the
mount M137. mricrometer knob of the gunner's quadrant until it

b. Adjustment and tests for elevation quadrant doeg center. The reading on the micrometer must
M15. The adjustment and tests described in (1) now agree within +01.2 mil of the reading set on the
Lhrough (6) below will be made whenever the gunner's quadrant at the beginning of the test of . .

elevation quadrant M15 is replaced or whanever a the quadrant seats for accuracy. If it does not agree

.. ,.T. . HAND I k61'I
SEAT I

KN~t POWER
CONNECTOR .:

A ELEVATION
CORREc-rioN KNOB

DIALS

O-LEVELPIVOT STUD

TCROSS-LEVEL

LEVEL VIAL KNOB

Figure 8-24. Elevation quadrant MI5.
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within +0.2 mil, the M15 elevation quadrant seats (6) Do not paint instruments.
are out of tolerance and should be reported to the (7) Before using an instrument, remove all
.direct support maintenance personnel, dust and grit from the contact surfaces.-. " - 2

"(5) To test for parallelism of the breech ring (8) Wipe off all excess lubricant to prevent the
quadrant seats and elevation quadrant M16, add, (8)uWion off a nd grit.
algebraically, the correction determined by the accumulation of dust and grit.
end-for-end test of the gunner's quadrant and the b. Panoramic telescopes and telescopic sit ts.
corrections stamped in the breech ring of the
weapon. Place the sum on a tested gunner's Reoe dust or grit t h a clea
quadrant arid place the gunner's quadrant on the cr
quadrant seats of the breech ring. (2) Remove oil or grease from rubber

(a) If the bubble of the gunner's quadrant eyeshields immediately.
centers, there is no error. c. Telescope mounts and elevation quodrant.

(b) If the bubble does not center, trrn the (1) Keep the level vials covered when not ingunner's quadrant micronmeter knob until the use. i:

bubble does center. The reading on the micrometer (2) Do not attempt to force a mechanism
knib must now agree within +1.0 rail of the reading beyond its stop.
iet on the gunuer/s quadront at the beginning of

the ist for parallelism. If this reading Tprces 43) Insure that lubrication is performed by
within+ 1.0 mil, the breech ring quadrant sest and maintenance support personnel periodically.
the M15 elevation quadrant are within tolerances d. Gunner's quadrant.
for parallelism. If the reading does not agree
within ,'1.0 mil the M15 elevation quadrant is out (1) Do not burr, dent, or nick reference
of tolerance and should ba Ž-ferred to direct surfaces or the notched portion of the frame.
support maintenance for adjustment. (2) Clean the arc frequently with a small

brush or with a brush and drycleaning solvent.
80-31. Elbow Telescope Mount M1 38 (3) Never leave the gunner's quadrant on the

Telescope moun1 M138 (fig 8-26) mounts on weapon during firing.
..-.>elevation quadrant M!5 and holis the elbow e. Coated optical elements. The optics of some

telescope M139. A lamp attached to a retractible instruments are coated with a reflection reducing
lead an mount Mi38 provides illumination for tie film of magnesium fluoride. Rub coated optics as
reticle pattern on telescon~e M139....e ee Mlittle as possible. If such a coating is partly

8-32. Elbow Tslescopes M139 removed, do not remove the remainder, since any
Elbow teiesccpe M139 (fig 8-27) is used on the amount of coating will make the sights clearer.

M11OA2 howitzer Both telescope mounts on Note. To replace telescopes or telescope mounts,
telescope mount M138, which mounts on elevation refer to paragraph 2-64, TM 9-2350-304-20.
quadrant M15. These telescopes are simple, 8-34. Bomsaighting
fixed-focus, 3-power instruments. They are used
in direc•t fhing of the weapons. Illuminated reticle a. Definition and purpose. Boresighting is the
patterns are incorporated into the optical systiems process of alining the on-carriage sighting and
of the telescopes. fire control equipment so that the lines of the

telescopes (optical axis) are parallel to the axis of
8 -33. Care and Maintenance of Sighting the bore, ax:d the mounts (that hold the telescopes) .1and Laying Equipment are in coincidence with the tube. The purpose of

a, General care. boresighting is to insure accuracy in laying the
(1) A o ntube for elevation and direction. Boresighting is

conducted by the section before firing and, when
(2) Disassemible the equipment only to the necessary, during lulls in firing. A tested gunner's

extent authorized in the technical manual quadrant (para 8-26) is the fire control instrument
pertaining to the weapon. used to set thp tube at the appropriate elevation

(3) and to test other sighting arid laying equipment on(3) Keep the equipment dry; never install th weapon.
covers when the equipment is damp or wet. the weapon.

b. Methods of boresighting. There are three(4) When the equipment is not in use, keep it methods of boresighting the ha-,y weapons.protected with the covers provided. These methods are the testing target method and

LZ'h (5) If any instrument is not performing the distant aiming point (DAP) method. Asafield
properly, send it to the maintenance support unit expedient, the standard angle can be used tofor repair. boresight the heavy weapons; however, if the
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standard angle is used to put the weapon in performed on the panoramic telescope mount
boresight, one of the more accurate methods of M137. If the Mi5 el~vation quadrant oeats or the
boresighting (testing target or distant aiming quadrant seats on tWe panoramic telescope mount
point) must be used at tL.- fhst opportunity (lulls in M137 are not within 1 min of parallelism with the
firing) to verify that the weapon is in correct quadrant seats on the breech ring, organizationai
boresight. This chapter will describe the two maintenbince personnel must be notified.If any of
methods of boresighting the heavy weapons. The the elevation scales do not read zero, the elevation
procedures for establishing and using the quadrant M15 and/or the panoramic telescope
standard angle check of boresighting can be found mount M137 must be checked in accordance with
in FM 6-)4. the instructions in paragraph 8-Si.

c. Sx steps of boresighting. Regardless of the (5) Targets. Either of two targets-testing
wnethod of boresighting performed, there are six targSt or distant aiming point--may be used in
basic rleps that have to be considered by the chief boresighting the heavy weapons.
of section in. order to completely boresight the (a) Testing target. The testing target (fig
heavy weapons. These six basic steps involve the 8-29) should be placed to the direct front of the
trunnions, tube, bubbles, elevation scales, target, weapon and at a distance between 50 and 100
and tolescoues (panoramic and direct fire). meters from the weapon. flie vertical and

(1) Trunnions. The tri.nnions should be as horizontal crosslines of the gun tube diagram on
level as possible when a heavy weapon is being the testing target anr, brought into coincidence
borcsighted. The simplest way to insure that the with the verticai ant horizontal boresight cords of

trunniona are level is to cmplace the vehicle on the weapon by moving the target (canting it if
level ground. If that is not possible, thc method for necussary) until coincidence is achieved. The
leveling illustrated in figure 8-25 may be used or maximum allowable cant of the trunnions (and the

the tracks may be leveled by digging and filling testing target) is 90 ,oils. The procedure for alining
under them. 'Tilt, corresponding to the cant in the the vertical and horizontal crosslines of the
weapon when the trunnions are not level, must be telescopes and the vertical and horizon.al
introduced in the telescope mount and the tzsting crossltnea of the target is described in (6) below.
target when the testing target is used for
boresighting. In no case should tbere be more than
90 mils of cant in if runnions when using any aiming point method of boresighting makes use of
boresighting method, a definite ainming point1 at least 1,500 meter, from..-,

the front of the tube. After the first four steps (para s '
(2) Tube. The tube of the heavy weapon must (0) through (4) above) have been completed, then

be at zero elevation. Perform the end-for--end test the weapon can be traversed and elevated in order
of the gunner's quadrant (para 8-27). Add the to place the crosshaire on the muzzle exactly on the
correction (if any) determined from the distant aiming point (fig 8-28) and aline the
end-for-end teat to any correction embedded in th2 optical axis of the Lelescopes with the same point of
breech ring of the weapon. Set the sum on the the distant aiming point as described in (6) below.
micrometer of the gunner's quadrant and place the
gunner's quadrant on the quadrant seats of the (6) Telescopes. The optical axis of each of the
breech ring. Now, using the elevatio, handerank, telescopes (panoramic and direct fire) must be
elevate or depress the tube until the bubble in the placed parallel tW the axis of the tube. This is done
level vial of the gunner's quadrant is centered. with each of the telescopes as follows:
This action places the axis of the tube at zero (a) Panoramic telescope M115. By rotating
elevation. the azimuth knob, adjust the vertical line in the

(3) Bubbles. Turn all cToss-leveling knobs reticle of the panoramic telescope on the distant
and all elevation-leveling knobs on the mounts of aiming point (fig 8-23) or on the testing target (fig
the weapon until the bubL.es center within the 8-29), depending on the method of boresighting
vials. The bubbles have been placed within being used ((5) above). The azimuth counter should
coincidence with the axis of the tube without read 3200. if the azimuth counter does not read
moving the tube. 3200, depress the boresight adjustment shaft

(4) Elevation scales. When boresighting with loeatei under the azimuth knob), rotate the shaft

the testing target and with all bubbles centered, until the afimuthe ounter reads 3200 and release
then all elevation scales should read zero. Be sure the shaft. Check the reset counter by, turning the
that all correction scales have been set back to reset counter knob and see if the reset counter willzero. If the scales r had zero, then check tieM register 3200. If so, the panoramic telescope is
elevation quadrant seats and the quadrant seM1s boresighted for direction. Continue the adjustment

seats of the panoramic telescope by adjusting the,=,on the breech ring with a tested gunner's quadrant horizontal line of the panoramic telescope to the
to see that they are parallel. This parallelism test dizontai pint (oramin tetesopeto by'
must agree within I mil. The same test nmust be distant aiming point (or testing target diagram) by
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a. Position two mechanical jacks under rear of b. Position mechanical jack u~nder frumv certer
vehicle, of Vehi~cle.

~ i~ NG

c. With fire control quadrant M15 elevation d. Calibrate gunner's quadrant M 1Al fuilowinp
counter qrit tn MI() .Pntpr Pnr4 donfrac ncdueýi TINA1 IAiS Majkat
ca~nnon to zero aO egrees elevation as indi- 0-degree elevation and position on breed'
cated on elevation level vial of the quadrant. leveling sui-aces. Adjust front iack to center

quadrant bubble.

BORV SIGHT CORD - 7309280~

4933-730-5632

a. Tape bore sight cord to muzzle witness marks
and install breech bore sight.

f. Hang plumb line in front of mnuzzle. Line must
- ~~be long enough to be visibie through bak-rel or

tube with cannon at maximium elevation.

Figu'e 8-25. Cr088i-leveLing cannon and trunnions.
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*TRAVERSF CANNON

Nov--

* .Traworse cant-on to aline vertical bore siynt h. Elevate cannon to mnaximýumr el,_,vation
cord with plumrb linA

411RAISE RIOW7 RFMR JACK

PLGUN

i. Oserve plumnb line witkh vertical bore sight I. Depress cannron to 0-dogree ainvation.j
cord Minemient. Trevei so half of cnýrur. Adpais
rear jack to iemrive belarcac of error.

RAIS LEFT!,iA$. JACKu
TRAVERSE GUNc4ý, ePLUMB L INE

~.Rapsa! steps h through k as n-cessary,
checking alinement of plunib liin dLdor
sight cord with zcnnon elevated alturratoly
to 0 aind to 65 otsrees unil l ro si-

moved.

k, ObSei-ve plumb11 line with vertic&ý bore sight
cord alinement. Traverse iialf of error. Adjust
rear jack to remove ballan-ce of error.



---ýELLEVERO

R ET I C LE
LAMP

TELESCOPE
HOLDDOWN

UGITCP

INTENSITY
ADJUSTMENTK

Figure 8 -26. Elbow tele8COpe mount.AM138.

Figure 8-27. Elbow telescope M139.

means of the elevating knob on the telescope. If the 8-33. Special Safety Proceduires (Misfiro)
fine indexes do not coincide, loosen the three
crewa on top of the elevating knob and slip the Malfunctions in the firing of artillery

scales. Tighten the three screwt; and verif~y the amntosc ~msiehnfe n
adjustmnent. cookoffs, are defined and discussed in a th rough

beo.When authorizedi and properly ma-ntained
(b) Elbow telescope M139. The direct fire ammunition is fired in properly maintained and

•~~telescope can be adjusted to correc~t for errors in operated weapons iheso rnalfunctiaris ratsely
cant, eievation, and deflection by adjusting the occur. In order to avcd injury to personnel aM
reticle patterns to the distant aiming point or damnage to equipmeont, all personnel concerned
tef.ting target aa enown in e, f, and g, figure 8-27. must understaind the n~ature of each malf-unctLon
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TARGET

MUZZLE

CORDý

a. Position vehicle on flat, level ground. Select b. Tape muzzle sight cord to muzzlk. 'ýss
aiming point with well.-defined vertical and marks.2
horizontal axes at least 1,500 meters distant.

-- ~---BR8EECH PEEP HOLE
80RE.

ISIGHT

c. Install breech boresight in breech. d. Aline muzzle crosshairs with horizontal and .
vertical axes of tat-get while sighting through3
peep hule in breech boresight.

ELEVATIONELATO

TI,
a.Adus Ieatonad ros-eelknbsuti f Tr eevtinlokig eert~rees0el,NLE"*' leeEilbLbEVAetreoilv-tinsrwo tlsoemu TIM3 Otat

ti~~n quadrant MiS. ~~~~~SCREW ui ciotlcshi frtLe0

e. Ajus glvaton ad cosslevl knbs nti f.Turn elevation locking lover to originas l poa

Figure 8-28. Bbresighting.]
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and the proper preventive and corrective above) and therein lies the principal danger-that
p -ocedures. General procedures for removing of assuming that a failure of the weapon to fire
chambered rounds associated with these immediately upon actuation of t&e firing
malfunctions are described in paragraphs 8-36 mechanism is a misfire whereas, in fact, it may
and 8-37. prove to be a hangfire. It is for this reason that the

a. Misfire. A wisfir6 is a complete failure to fire. time intervals prescribed in paragraph 8-37
It may be due to a faulty firing mechanism or a should be obaerved before the breech is opened
faulty element in the propelling charge explosive after a failure to fire.
train. A misfire, in itself, is not dangerous, but, CA UTION: During the prescribed time
since it cannot be immediately distinguished from intervals, the weapon will be kept trained on the
a delay in the functioning of the firing mechanism target and all personnel will stand clear of the
or from a hangfire (b below) it should be coi-sidered muzzle and the path of recoil.as h delayed firing untill such possibility has been ".aslidelayed. Suchr eay ing unfti suchp o ningft tha ~c. Cookoff. A cookoff is a tunctioning of any or K.
eliminated. Such delay in the functioning of the all of the explosive components of a roundfiring mechanism, fox example, could result from
the presene of foreign mat r (suh g:t, sand, chambered in a very hot weapon, due to heat from
Lfrot, ice, or improper or excessive oil or grease), the weapon. The primer and propelling charge, in
which might creata, initially, a partial mechanical that order, are, in general, more likely to cookoff
restraint. This restraint, after some indeterminate than the proj.ctile or the fuze. If the primer or the
delay, is overcome as a result of the continued force propelling charge should cookoff, the projectile -1
applied by the spring, the firing pin then being may be propelled (fired) from the weapon withnormal velocity even though no attempt was made '-
driven into the primer in the normal manner. no velo e th ough no attempt w rn madto fire the p~'imer by actuating the firing

b. Hangfire. A hangfire is a delay in the mechanism. In such a case, although there may be
functioning of the propelling charge explosive uncertainty as to whether or when the round will.
train at the time of firing. In most cases, the delay, fire, the precautions to be observed are the same as
though unpredictable, ranges from a split second those prescribed for a hangfire. However, should
to several minutes. Thus, a hangfire cannot be the bursting charge explosive train cookoff, injury
distinguished immediately from a misfire (a to personnel and destruction of the weapon may

result. To prevent heating to the point at which a
cookaff may occur, a round of ammunition which . 4has been loaded into a very hot weapon should be • w :w
fired or removed within 6 minutes. i

8-36. Loading Prucautions

L Certain precautionu must be taken when firing
.. artillery ammunition with a hot tube; therefore,

t•he officer in charge of firing muEt determine when"the tube is hot enough for the procedures and•'• I ~precautions to be applicable. Several factoi ; which i'

may cause a "hot': tube situation to exist are the
ambient temperature, the temperature of the...... '•. ,- ,,+,,ammuni.tion, the rate of fire or number of rounds c

Io,.W C-.... fired within a specific twriod, and the charge -being
" red. In any event a "hot" tube situation exists

when a combination of factos could cause a
possible cookoff or exudation of the high explosive

II filler from a chambered round which cannot 1be
fired immediately. If the person in charge of firing
determines that a "hot" tube situation exists. thefF1 following loading precautions must be observed.

a. Do not chamber a rcand in the tube until
immediately prior to firing.

/ b. Fh1e or remove from the weapon within 5 "-I
minutes a round that has been chambered in a hot

h U tube.
ec. If the round in a hot tube cannot be fired or 'removed within 5 minutes after loading and a"+

FIgre 8-29. Testing target. misfire is not involved, take the fAlowing actions:
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(1) Remove the primer, after removing the primer), open the bre',ch, and
(2) vacateallperonnl t sae dstace. remove and dispose of the defective propelling

charge. Insert a new propelling charge and a new
(3) Leave the weapon laid on the target. primer arnd fire t. - weapon.
(4) Request explosive ordnance demolition b. Mfisfire procedares-hot tube, After a feilure

persounel for assistance. Release the weapon to to fire all charges, actuate the firing inechanisin
ordnance if required. two additional times in an attempt to fire. WBAt 2

~37 Z..J~D~.Iminutes from the last attempt to fire and then
remove and inspect the primer.

a. Misfire procedures--cold tube. After a failure ()I h rmri o etd h al oi
to fire (M1IOA2, all charges; actuate the firing thie firing mechanism. Repair the f-ring
mnerhanism two additional timep in an attempt to
fire. Wait 2 minutes from the labt attempt to fire mcaim netanwM2pieadfr h

and henremoe ad inpec theprier.weapon. If the round cannot he fired or removed
within 5 minutes of chambering, follow the

(1) If the primer is nct denated, the fault is in procedures outlined in paragraphs 8-36c(2)
the firing mechanism. Repair the firing through (4).
mechanism, insert a new M82 primer, and fire the (2) If the primer is dented but dlid not fire,'the

* weapon. primer is at fault. Insert a new primer and firi the
*(2) Iff the piimer is dented, the primer is at we-apon if 5 minutes has not elapsed since the

fault. Insert a new prime-r and fire the weapon. round was chambered. If 5 minutes has elapsed,
(3) If the primer fired., the fault it- in tha follow the procedures outlined in paragraphs

propelling charge. Wait 10 minutes (8 minutes 83L()truh()

Sec~tion VL SUMMARY

B-38. Rleview
The 8-irxeh howitzer M1IOA2 isi the caierent

heavy weapon of the field artillery. This weapon
*car, be interchangeably mounted on a

sei-propelling carriag-e that was designed
specificaliy for field artillery purposes and that
possesseu flexibility, mobility, and stability to a
degree never before attainable in hcavy field
artillery weapcons. The entire operation of
treversing, elevating, and loading the weapon is
quickly and efficiently accomplished thirough the
use of 1power equipment; however, the weapons can
ailso be operated manually in the event of power
failure.
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CHAPTER 9

14.5-MM FIELD ARILLERY TRAINER, M31

Section I. GENERAL

BARREL ASSEMBLY
TM 9-6920-361-13. LOCKING

• 9-2. |Ifrodu ln LEVER TELESCOPE BRACKET

',The puvpose of this manual is to provide 9 ý"MOUNW SSEMBLY

wiforrmation on the use of the 14.5-mm field
artillery trainer, M31 (fig 9-1) and the improved LEG ADJUSTING
version of the trainer. The 14.5-mm trainer is a SLEEVE
bolt action, single-shot, rifled barrel assembly
designed to be fired from a tripod but improved to TRIPOD
be fired through the bore of the howitzer as a MOUNT

14.5-mm trainer emplcys an adapter which SCREW

permits mounting the barrel of the trainer
A'> • concentrically inside the breech of the tube,

thereby permitting the use of the on-ca.riage fire
control equipment wo deliver indirect fize. Unlike
other artillery training devices, the M31 trainer
Sfires a projectile to a maximum range of 730
meters. The projectile detonats and produces an Figure 9-1. 14.5-mm Field Artillery Trainer, M31.
audible report, a puff of smoke that is visible for
1,000 meters during daylight and a flash of light
that is visible for several kilometers at night. The
German and Dynamic Training Boards stated an 9-3. Composition of M31 Kits
urgent requirement exists for an artillery unit a. Inodrt r de all field artillery units with •
training device which can provide realistic the items required to fire the 14.5-mm trainer from J
training for all components of the field artillery the tripod or as a subcaliber device for the primary
battery. To meet the requirement a program was weapon, seven kits (A-H) have been prepared.
initiated to develop an improved version of the

214.5-rmm trainer. The improved version of the (1) Kit A c sists of the following:
trainer permitsthe gunner and assistant gunner to (a) Six graphical firing tables.
respond to are commands as though the primary

weapon was being fired. A FADAC tape and (b) Six graphical site tables.
graphical equipment for the 14.5-mm trainer (c) Six tabular firing tables.

-- allows realistic FDC training at battalion and
battery. The purpose of fielding the M31. field (d) Two MI8 FADAC tapes (revision 5).
artillery trainer is to provide a low cost, but still (e) Six users' manuals.

*.' realistic trainer which will allow a field artillery
unit to train at! personnel involved in the delivery (f) Eight copies of TAI 9-6920-361-13;'.'"w/change.
of fire, including gun crews, fire direction
personnel, forward observers and survey crews. (g) Six copies of the safety regulation.
"The trainer also allows realistic training in (h) Two safety tongs.,J

~ geographical areaa where f£ll scale artillery
ranges are not ivailablo. (i) One complete set of repair parts.

,*Supersedes HB-9 WCXXWS, Dec 81.
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()Cit B consists of two M31 trainers and two 5-t hwM1A/3 ,Ci
V. M12 oeries panoramic telescopic sights. 15-nmm how M10-5.Al A, G te cope opt asay

9. W., 8iimb how M11OA2 A, G telescope holder assy(3) Kit- C consists of two M31 trainers and two ~ kt iialwtebteyt ntl
telecopesockt asembles.subicaliber device on each howitzer and train as a

(4) 'Kit D consists of four 14.5-mm gun barrels battery or. in the case of the light and medium
with cleaning kit. battalions, three two-gun batteries can be

N. () Ki E onsits f si adater forthe erployed during battalion operations. The heavy
105-mm howitzer M10lA1. battalion. can employ three onev-gun batteries or* two one-gun. batteries and one two-gun battery to(6) Kit F consists of six adapters for the ^onduct battalion training.
105-mm howitzer M102.

(7) Kit G consists of six adapters3 for the 9-4. Recomnmwnded Ch&angea or Comments
155-mm howitzer M109AI1/A2/A3 and four for the Ueso ~hnbo r norgdt
8-inch howitzer M11OA2. submait recoiLi'. -, ;led changeoi or comments.

(8) Kit H- consists of six adapters for the Commento shoutia t~e keyed to the specific page,
155-mm howitzer M114A1/A2. paragraph, and line of the text in which the

b. Each field ardillery battalion will d-raw three cag srcmedd esn hudb
provwded for each comnment to insure completeS idtsq as indicated below: understanding and evaltnation. Comments should

Type Battalion Type Kits be for-warded dire&t to Comm.-andant, US Army
105-mm how Mi0lAl A, C, E %~eld Artilleiy School, AFT'N: ATSFA-PL-FM,
10S-mm how M102 A, F telescope holder assy Fr il kaoa7&3

V. ~Section H~. PREPARATWONS

S9-5. General ... .
The degree of training benefits derived from the. LiUFFEPI 9M

use of the trainer is in direct proportion to thezoW preparation made by the using unit. In order to usT\AMRNGETS
fhe equipment provided in the training kits, the, TARETS

unit maust construct a miniature range, developa1eia map and iaeahpersovinel ui use *t seca .- IPCequipment.

-6. Selct a Range
a. When selecting an area for th~e M31 trainer LATERAL

r range, considerntion muist be given to the 6afety ZONE~F
requirements, for indt'ect fire with the weapon.

r- Dimensions of tha surface &anger zone a~re I- Ae
dependent on the nature of the firing and type of GUN
wasrface conditions present wllihin the surface F%.gL;re 9ý-2. Surface danger zone.
dangrer kone. Figure .9-2 showa a sample surface
danger zone-. TM 94t920-36"--13 and P and AR
38ki-63/M4C0 Pa3570.1 explain the procedures for

* constructing surface danger zones. and doea riot have to abare the Rrea with other
training activitios or operations. The targets,b, The area shouk mefil ee osgty rference points, firing point markers, observation

!,olling. Deep ditches o)r largte mrunds in the jimpact posts, and other maninade objects :mmain in place
area will result in lo~t rounds. Tall g-mois or wseds from month tomrontlht Mosý military poxs., where
over 6 inches high will aloo result in lost, rowild3. fleld artillery is -wationed, have suff~icient lanid to
'Ile grass and weeds should he cut or bunied of accommuodlate SUL, R range.I

(2) Semipermanent. A oeraiwnpearinent rangec. Type range. The types of ranges are, in order 18 one w~hich m~ust be Shared wiflh other training
of priority, the permanent, semipermanent, and acviesroprtn. uhaskondsae

temprary A escrptin ofeachis iscused rifle range, drill field, or tempiorary landing fie' d.
below. The targets, refereiice points, etc., must be

(1) Permanent range. A permanent range is removed after use and all reference stakes which
one which the user controls on a permanent basis mark the location of targets, fi.ring pointa, etc.,

92
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must be at or below ground level. The unit can use P-'3
the range on a scheduled bas•i. tQ!& M . 0_ P

(3) Temporary range. A temporary rmnige is
one which the unit can use on a oi-e--time basis TYPICALBATTER POSITION

(e.g., one day or weekend) and is normally private
property, such as a meadcw or wheat field after
harvest or a pasture which is not heing used for . . WM ,,- flIp3.0

1 OP 2 DUP3 .. OP4
grzig. t3Jr& W'I '2!4 1 '~t 304M 0M

9-7. Federal Aviation Authority Notification A
Since the 14.5-mm trainer is used to conduct .

indirect fire and is classified as fieei rtixe:", the TYPICAL BAl TALION POSIT ION

airspace in the firing area repc- .Ard tolow-flyeing aheircraft. Therepo th. 5-mm toFgure 9-3. Typical battery and battalion positions.•" low-flying aircraft. Therefo,,• th,- •" 5-mm

trainer range must be classifier1 ,. jtricted
area by the Federal Adi• m Aum,.. ity. The 9-9. Spocial Map
procedure for obtaining resti icted classification of
a range is contained in AR 95-50. The unit should a. For permanent and semipermanent ranges a
contact the Department of the Army Regional 1:5,000 scale map of the impact area should be
Representation (appendix B, AR 95-50) for constructed. Most training aids centers can "blow
assistance when preparing a formal pioposal, up" a portion of a 1:25,000 or 1:50,000 scale map
Military reservatioas are normally classified as five or ten times in order to make a 1:5,000 scale
restricted areas; therefore, the site for the range map. Shown in figure 9-4 is a type 1:5,000 scale
can be locally approved, map of 800 meters by 1,100 meters. The map shows

the contour lines and terrain features shown on the
original map. After the roads, buildings, and other

a, After the site for the range has beens elected it terrain features (such as small mounds and
should be examined by ground reconnaissance to orchards) have been positioned and accurately

C determine the best po.cition for observation posts located by survey, they are included on the map.
and firing positions. The gun position should be The map need not be in color if the terrain is fairly
almost on line with the observation posts so that level and there are few contour lines; however, it
the ON do not interfere with the lateral safety should contain sufficient information on
limits. A skstch of typical battery and battalion buildings, roads, orchards, etc., which will permit
position areas is shown at figure 9-3, If the area the observer to locate targets in relation to a
offerm good observation from three or four sides, known point that he can identify on the ground
select several firing points/observation posts and on the map. The grid lines on the special, map
combinations to permit the :hdt to displace from are 100 meters (1000 decimeters) apart which
position to position. permits the observer to use the 1:50,000 scale

observed fire (OF) fan and the coordinate scale he
b. A plan for the target area should be drawn by would normally use with the 1:50,000 map.

the project officer and approved by the using unit
commander. The plan need not be to scale; b. When labeling the grid lines on the special
however, it should show the relative location of map, use the 100-meter value (see fig 9-4). For
houses, roads, and other manmade objects to be example, if you are preparing a map of the range

S built in the target area. A good plan will save many which is located in the shaded square of a 1:50,000
hours in organizing the work details and will allow map, you would label the grid lines of the special
several projects to be accomplished simultane- map as shown in figure 9-4, leaving off the
ously. For example, ff the plan shows four roads in 10,000-meter digit and adding the 100--meter digit.

. the target area and the project officer has four
work crews, he need only to stake the start point, c. Since H. temporary range may be available to
road junctions, crossroads, and terminal point, a unit for only 1 or 2 days, it is not practical to
The work crew will then be able to foVlow a simple construct a map of the range; therefore, the unit

. sketch with minimum supervision from the project may start the service practice by constructing an
officer..As the roads are constructed, buildings can OF chart, then switching to a sureyed firing chart
be built to represent farm housns, villages and when survey is completed. The forward observer
towns along the roads. A house can be made of will be required to locate all targets using a shift
nine cinder blocks and a plywood roof. The house from a known point method until survey has
appears on the observer's map by military symbol. located his position and the OP is plotted on the

S -" Such a structure is an excellent aid to the observer firing chart, At that time, the forward observer can
in locating targets that do not appear on the map. send polar coordinates in his call for fire (see FM
The house should not be used as a target. 6-40 for methods of target lcation). Survey should

•i• ( •.i.:i • •'••I •. "•'',•i•i T [ ,. ' i'ii i" i i ' i..',: ,:i i.• i ~ •: . (• ".,•:•'.":. / •> .. •i' •i• >• ( i- 9-3•.-
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C14.5-mlf¶ TRAINER RANGE start at the earliest opportunity and, if possible, be
CONSUALE OF,O EE completed prior to the start of the service practice,

2- negating the necessity of constructing an OF -> .
chart. The survey party can also provide the - -

""Il -- -- -forward observer with a crude map of the area by
I drawing 500-meter grid lines between the

so - - A 1000-meter lines on a 1:25,000 grid sheet, then
SLigElabeling each grid line with its 100-meters (1000

" I-re -- decimeters) designation, plotting the critical
,8.UNOUl R"points (reference points, buildings, etc.)on the grid A

sheet. The grid sheet will then become a 1:5,000
17 scale map with 1:50,000 grid lines. (See figure 9-6.)

p .. * NUNFELD .

89 .

- 1
12 _$8_ HOUSE HOSE

21 2228475 2 2 5 2

MAP, 1,000 Fiur96.Spcl86
,• :.:MRL I a5- • - HOUSE ,Z E.

12-:: !8 TANK - -•

__""11111 -83 --31 3 2 3 3 , 3 4. ; 31 37 2A 1

9-,O.Figure 9-4. Example of a 14.5-qem range map. 1 OP2

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 ,
MAP 1:50,000;

1000 METER GRID Figure 9-6. Special grid sheet map. ."• "

42 ,

_1L The battalion survey party must locate all-l• -[ critical points (buildings, road junctions,
4 watertowers, etc.) to the nearest 1/10 meter with

40 -an accuracy of I in 500. This information will be
required to construct the special map. All targets,

S39 firing points, reference points, and observation
posts must also De located by survey to the same

38 degree of accuracy. The firing point marker shown
in figure 9-7 is used on a permanent range. It is a
metal rod with a flat piece of metal 12" x 6" welded L

MAP 1:50,000 to it. A 3-foot piece of pipe driven in the ground 21/2
100 METER GRID feet serves as a holder for the firing point marker.

9 Permanen~t communications can be installed
t.. between firing points, OPs and FDCs if the unit

uses the same combination of OPs and gun
- -_- - positions. Reference points in the impact area are

used by the officer in charge to identify targets to
the observer. For example, FROM REFERENCE
POINT THREE, GO RIGHT 35 MILS AND

•,-DOWN FROM THE SKYLINE ZERO MILS WILL
- ,., -- - PLACE YOU ON A SELF-PROPELLED GUN. A

""5 -.......- permanent reference point can be a piece of
telephone pole 8-feet long with 3 feet in the ground.
One-foot numbers on three sides permits ' '

0 32 34 36 4 all-round identification figure 9-8 On temporary
ranges, portable reference points, such ns a

Figure 9-&. Labeling the special map. volleyball net pole, can be positioned in the impact

9-4..................
..........
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survey party should provido the battalioa S3 with
a list of targets, firiag points and OPe showing the

9 •.coordinates of each to the nearmst 0.1 meter. 'Me
list should ablo reflect the target number aknd
description for ease of identification. A sample
target hot is shown below.
Tgt No. Coordinates (M) Alt (M) Iksc;ription

21 2168.1 3826.5 391 Self- propelled

22 2207.4 3794.6 389 R{ed 8-inch
propellant
container

""'gmn 9-7.. find point mG ker. tire aut

9-11. Firing Battery Procedures
a. When the 14.5-mni trainer is mounted on the

primary weapon ais a subcaliber device, the
on--anti.ge 5re control equipmeiat, traversing andt
elevating mechanisma -wil b" ueed by the crew toa, lay the wearon for dkieclion and elevation. The
chief of section, gunner and aswistant gunner will
perform their duties as though the primary
weapon is being fired, except the brcci; is not
opened and closed. Cannoneer number I will load
"the jpiace, During the conduct of an cb&orved fire
minion, realistic commauds are announced to the
stection, i.e., BAfFIIRY ADJUST, #3 1 ROUNýD
AT MY COMMAND SHELL HE LOT XY
CHARGE 3 FUZE QUICK DEFLECTION 3270,
QUADRAI~Rr 3355 : ROUND "P,',WE TIN EFIEC.F.
Eatii command will reqaire the section to respond
"in much the same manner as thoigh the primarySweapon- ia twing fired. The weapon ,A•n be serviced

.igww 9-8. Permanent reference point by a 4-xnan crew--a chief of geton, gunner,
anmt guunernd number I cannoneer.

b- - 6. The 14.5-mm projectile presente a berrtt about
1/10 the size of a 105-mm HE burst, consequently,
when The bursts are more then 5 meters apart the
observer lhas difficulty in spotting the center of the
two bunts for range. Therefore, when positioning
the weapons, the lateral distance between tubes
should not exceed 5 meters, except in the case of
hesvy artillery when area adjustments are
condaeted with a single gun. Special corrections
can be Applied to fire for effect data if the weapons
are more thou 5 meters apart, but it is unrealistic to
apply spetial corrections during the adjustment.

c. Boresighting pnxcedures are contained in the
instructions on installing tie adapter and gun
barrel.

Nun• 9-9. Temporary reference point. d. During firng, the bore should be cleaned with

IN" •the steel bore brush every 10 to 15 rounds to reduce
am•. figure 9-9. Such a reference point need not be the possibility of a muzzle burst. There is
iested by survey. The officer in charge should considerable buildup of cosmoline in the tube
determino the azimuth to the reference point prior during firing and if it is not removed there is a loss
to the conduct ofthe service practice. The battalion in range and eventually ýhe rouni will burst at tile

'q> q



muzde. It is not necessary to remove the 14.5-mm coiotained in AR 75-1, which is basically to
* -, tube from the adapter for cleanung. Remove the sumpenri firing immediately &nd notify the

belt and tswab the bore fr-om the breech end of the ammuniii~on officer from which the unit drew the
7 tube. Aftr firing has been completed and the ammuninition of the malfunction. The ammi'nition

adapter is removed, both the primary tube and officer wvill provide the QIC with necessary
14.5-mm tube must be cleaned ar though firing guidance.

was onefro boh tbes Th adptes ~f. Although no overhead firing is permitted with
cleaed sin th sae clanig itatria asthe 14.5-min trainer, the battery executive should
for he tne nd blt.compute the executive's minimum quadrant

e. A muzzle burst is cunr'nity considered a elevatiort and report it to the PD Crest clearance
malfunction. in the event of a muzzle burst, the for the 14.5-mm trainer is 5 decimeters. Either the
officer in charge of flring will folow the guidance tUtbular or graphical solution is acceptable.

Section III. GLUNNERY PROCEDURES

* 9- 12. General thousands of decimeters rather than thousands of
All nfomaton ncesarytc .*rfnn beever meters. For example, an observer-target distance
All x~oratio n~sar~r~ ~of 2,M)~ decimeters (280 meters) would result in anorainanopera peaetefr ietocne OT factor of 3. The observer corrects for deviation

will be found in FM 6-40 and I'M 9-6920-46i1-13 .

and . I is mpotan to onslt hesemanals by multiplying the measured deviation by the OT
since PIthr are smoretuntqu t roon dult thse massouatls factor and announcing his corrections to the
withe therae 14.5me uniqu rodrs aoca nearest 10 decimeters, i.e., RIGHT 60. Thewiththe14.-mm raier.bracketing method of adjusting for range is used

9-13 ObsrverPmedresby the observer. Caution should be exercised in
9-13 Obervr Prcedresestablishing the range bracket; in many cases, the

When the observer in provided a special map as observer thinks his rounds are much closer to the
psiunly disciwid oml hevrprcdrs target than they actually are. If the rounds are 30

to include the use of tho OF fan, are umed for meters (300 decimeters) Phort of the target the
determininkg the location ol targets. The OT factor observer should announce ADD 400 in order to
determined by the observer is based upon obtain a range bracket.

Section IV. AMMUNITION

9-14 Genralb. The projectile is Coated with cosmoline under
a. The 14.5-mm trainer ammunition is the cartridi. ý-ase (see figure 9-10). Some of the

classified as "fixed" ammunition and is ready fal cosmoline may appear on the projectile forward of
firing as it comes from th., rardboaidpcijbx the cartridge case. Unless the exposed cosmoline

All rundo are identical in appeatiace execpt that collects dust or dirt it should not be removed. The
thti fu:ze deisignation, cartridge designation, cartridge should be free of sand, dirt, moisture,
charge deaignation and msixiJn^acturer'& lot frost, snow, ice or other foreign mattcr before
namber are inscribed on the aide of tho cArtridge lfading. The round should not be removed from the
cascinbl in ineil nk h atidest n cardboard box until the weapon is to be lorded ini
nianufiecturer's identification ane stamped on the order toa keep the ammunition clean.
base of the cartridg c4es hw n~ 9~ c. The ammunition should be protected from the
wthrehe typeso iz eatonaeaji-i ?rir sun, rain, dust or other damaging element in order

with he t'~i~to maintain standard performance of the
(1) A ooint detoniatinhý (PD) fuze, M1iM, which ammunition. Due to the low muzzle velocity (100

produces n burst, whn th*e projectile atrikes the meters per second) a small increase or decrease
gfound or an ob~ject. from the standard will result in several decimeters

(2) A 3-second delay fuze A1181 and a in range dispersion.
6-sccond delay fuze M182 which produces d. When the fuze functions it causes the
aii~bmtzs when fired at a time of flight in excezes of explosive to blow off the plastic base and the
.o Neconds and 6 seconds respectively, The latter "burst" appears. Since there is no fragmentation, .'

two fuzes are not "dela-y" a;5 we thiuk dfthem~. They the projectile may ricochet some distance from the
are factory-an~t time ih'zes which do not have a point of L-npact depending on the angle of impact
point detonating elen!.,it. and the condition of the ground.

9-6%]
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9-1 11. Police of Duds IEAD PROJECTILE->,'

Due to the nonfragmentation of the projectile, it
will appear that there are many "duds" in the
impact area after fiing. Such in not the case. A
"dud" can be identified by having a black plastic
cap on the base of the projectile. If it is nectseary to PD FUZE -FUIE DESIGNATION COSMOLNE
move the dud for disposal by EOD pers-nnel, use -- CHARGE DESIGNATION
the 24-inch tongs provided in Kit A to bandle the M1I -- C4ARTRADG NIO A
dud. Seuipennanent and temporary ranges may DESIGNATION ! PA C

require policing of all projectiles after firing is LOT-14 LOT DESIGNATION 1 PLAsIIC CAP
completed. A projectile should be treated as a dud L1 -LOT--ROPELLENT

until it can be determined that there is NO plastic . -
cap attached to the baso of the projectile. Whcn "',,-- sIZE CROSS SECTION
picking up a dud with the tongs, position the Q-
projectile in the tongs so that the plastic cap is - MANUFACTURER
away from the body.

Figure 9-10. 14.5-mm trainer ammunition.

Section V. INSTALLATION

9-16. Installation Instnrction for the
M109Ai/A2/A3/M110A2

The 14.5-mm gun bmrel is mounted in the
breech of the MI09AI/A2/A3 156-mm howitzers
and the MIIOA2 8-inch howitzers as a subcaliber
device. To moumt the gun barrel and boresight the
piece follow steps 1 through 14.

ADAPTER ASSEMBLY

4 Step 1: Open the breech of the howitzer and
K-?> remove the obturator group, obturator

spring and firing mechanism housing
assembly. Step 2: Remove the adapter nut and washer.

9-7
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TOP~ KýYWAY

SCREW I"--It 1O/M1

KEY--

I(for M10/M1O19A I)

Step 3: Using the 7/84 allen wvmnh prov~tlr*ý
ottach the key in the appropriotte, keyway.
The top keywa~y is for the M I I0A2 B-inch
howitzer; the side keyway is for the
M IO9AI /A2/A3 I155-mm howitzers.

OBTURA TOP

SPRIN~G

* SteP 4: Place the obturator spring over the adapter.

Step 5: Insert the adaptor in the breschblock from
rear to front.

Step 6: Place i~he washer on the udapter; then
tighten the nut until the spring is corn-
pressed: then loosen the~ nut two turns. -.



_ ' - • . " " -" -'" - .. , • -- - ... . .. 4- -" -'

ADAPTER
CAP -

"ISCRFWS

"Stup 7: Using a i-inch alien wrench from• the
mechInic's tool set, remove the four head
cap s oket screws.

* MOUNTING SCREWS

ELEVATING AHC ...

Itr8 tlninci a srrs~.driva r, mnvse IMa ,4lumtinq~
mrc from the gun barrel.

THREAD'"

Stýe&p 9: Attech ihrmad across the four witness
marks on the end of the tube.

1"RAUNNON

Stop 10: Place the gun narrel in thr, edmpter, muznie

first.

[9-.
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Step 11: Place boresihtsr, 'g onteruzeo h ip2 ure the adapter cap to ',he body but dc~hrowitzer. not tightan the four s.ýrews until the gun
barrel is near the center of the adapter.

W RECH. BOREEIrl

ELEVAIING[ PULL
ADJUETING

Stp1:Close the brftch; re move i ha beit by p uI I irtg
down on fthe IoCdnq cap ankd p uIIi nq t he Wot
ta the rean' SighGng through the brefth

o~r~iy ds~ ~ineme gun barr,:, ioroizn-
kel crosshair !:ýraaight string with the
harizonta c~rcshair strinq on thenmuzzM of
the h~owitzer by tightening one of tho e&e-.
vating. adjuming screws, 3oresight the
14.51-nmn 7rainier using the distant vimrnin
point method.

"firce mayon b le.x t he lanyard; ring Iover

from eihN ide.



9-17. instilation Instguction for the
Ml ')2 Howitmer

""The 14.-rm gim barrel is mounted in the
- bnwh of the M102 howitzer as a aubcaliber device.

To mount the gun barrel f-llow steps I through 8.

ADAPTER ASSEMBLY

Stap 1: Open the breach and place "she adapter inthe breoch recess. The gib adjusting screws
should be in the unscrewed position. Make
s ure the adapter rests against the breech
ring; then tighten the gib screws. A

G•APC

C " ,AD CAP

Step SI - 'C
Step 2: Using a 1/--inch all8, wrench fro-q the

nochanrc'3 txoil set, ren-wve the four head
cap socket scrows.

MOUNTINC SCREWS

E:LEVATING ARC

Step 3: Using a screwdriver, ron-oi'e the elevating

arc. from thes pn barrel.

9-1"1
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"BREECH BORESIGHT DISC

ELEVATINGJ PULL
FINE THR4AO SCREWS

* Step 4: Attach fine thread across the four wihness Step 7: Boresight the 14.5-mm gun in the follow-
marks on the end of the tube by usnng a ing sequence:
rubber" band. Also place boresight strings a. Remove the bolt and install the breech boresight
on the muzzle of the howitzer. disc.

-b. Sight through the breech boresight disc and
align the horizontal boresight string of the gun with71 the horizontal cross-hair string on ths howitzer. To
raise the barrel, tighten the front elevating adjusting

.- screw, To lower the barrel, loosen the front screw
- -- - and tighten the rear screws.

.- -/ -. c. When the horizontal crosshairs are in alinement
and the two elevating screws are tight, tighten the

,BARF•tL four head cap socket screws, "

S' TUO d. Remove the howitzer boresight strings.
e Select a distant aiming point (DAP) at ieastM..

1,500 meters from the weapon. Sighting through the • A
Step 5: Place the gun barrel in the adapter and breech boresight disc a!ine the 14.5-mm barrel oneng -a the. hprrel trtnnions with the the DAP.

adapter slots. -

f. Refer the panoramic sight to the distant aiming
_ _ _ _ -point. The reading should be 3,200 mils. If the reawing

is not 3200, adjust it to 3,200 mils.
-' I ,g. Remove boresight disc and install breechbolt.

-' I -- I(f? )

LANYARD RING-

Step 6: Lock the barrel into position by securing the Step 8: Turn the safety ring to the "fire" position. '
adapter cap to the body. Do not tighten the Place the lanyard ring over the rear of the
four screws yet. breech, matching the openings of breech

and the lanyard ring.

9-12
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IT9-18. How To Set-Up the 14.6-mnm C. Jnatall breech boresight disc. (The breech
TeTraineron Tripod boreeight disc is a fired cartridge case that has a
Th 4.-mtrainer haa four major as~!~mblies. 1/16-inch hole drillad in the cer ter of the bore.)

- . The four assemblies are parked in their d. Attach cross thread to the muzzle.
shipingatoagechet alng ithmaitenncoe. Sight the tube onto a distant aiming point

tools and equipment (figure 9-11). To set-up the (1,50 meter).
trainer on tripod refer to figure 9-12 and perforanrmc eesoe ih o hesm

ses1 through 11.Alnpaoaiteecpsghonheam
The ~~~~~~distant aiming point mehdo h~nawg nusing the tengentscrewu on

b3-oresightink; is uzted when the 14.5-mm~ trainer letetlscp iut
*mounted on the tripod. To boresight the trainer: g. Perform the end-for-end teflt of the gt-nnerls

a. Ce~nter both mount bubbles. quadrant. If the error exceeds 0.4 mile, it should
not be uced.

b. Remove the bolt.

BR'3NZ BRUSH

-:*; PLASTIC Doo (tor spare parts)
7520-W0-35-9815 ICLEANING ROD 6WV-&.87-533

be~ ~Wtn attrition by

' SHIPPING AND

STRAECHS



ARREL ASSEMBLY•.. ~ ~~~~~LOCKING "'•t T •"""'
I LECKI NELESCOPE BRACKETI ,•LEVER r•;L_.-'"'

I " MOUNT ASSEMBLY

M12 SERIES SLEG AEJUSTNGE
TELESCOPE S ;LEEVE

SOCKET LL
ASSEMBLY or TRIPOD

or

M11 
U The rear xtension leg of the

TELESCOPE L..- --- • •MUTAS~B.

SUPPORT tripod mount can be extended
ASSEMBLY 15 inches more than the two front

legs for greater stability during
firing.

Figure 9-12. Mount and tripod assemblies. I
Step 1: Remove the tripod assembly from the storage chest. (Note that one leg has a locking lever near the

bottom. This leg is known as the rear leg.)

Step 2: With the rear leg pointing in a direction opposite to the direction of fire, spread the two front legs about
55 inches apart and lock them in place by turning the leg lock levers to the outward position.

"Step 3: Unlock the 'ockno lever a-, the bottom of the rear iui and extend the leg aout ,. ih;,,, it.i ..
the extended position by tightening the lower locking lever.

Step 4: Flace the rear leg in the grounr, so that the top of the tripod assembly is approximately level.

Step 5: Extend each ieg until the yellow ring can be seen. (The yellow ring indicates the center of the threads:
these are two red rings on each leg which ihdicates the rotating collar has reached the end of the
threads. Do riot turn the rotating collar beyrnd the red rings.)

Step 6: Rcmove the mount assembly and piacc it on top of the tripod assembly.
S'ep 7: Tighten the mourat locking screw into the mnunt assembly; then open the trunnion caps.

Step 8: Remove the barrel from the chest and attach it to the mount assembly by placing the trunnions in the
recesses; then io(;k the trunnion caps.

S&on 9: Remove the te!eicope socket assembly from the chest; attach it to the mount assembly by tightening
the telescope locking screw. (The socket assembly is designed to support the M12-series panoramic
teliuscope sight.)

Step 10: Level the mount. There are two levsl vials on the mount. With the tube pointed in the approximate
direction of fire, turn the traversing handwheel until one of the level vials is directly over the rear leg;
this one wi01 be known as the 'cross leve; vial." The other level vial wilt oe near the right front leg and
will be known as the "horizcntal level vial." The horizontal level vial bubble is centered by turning the
rotating collar of the rear leg. The cross level vial bubble is centered by simultaneously turning the
rotating collar of the two front iegs either toward each other or away from each other.

Step '11: P~ace the M.-1 2 series ronoramic telescome sight into the telescope socket.

5"14
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9-19. Firing the Trainer continued force applied by the spring, and the

a. Loading. P•ull the breech bolt to the rear and firing pin then driven into the primer in the normal
make sure the bore and chamber are dry and free of manner. No cartridge should be left in a hot trainer

.7' .dirt and foreign matter. Place safety in the safe or subcaliber device any longer than
position, insert a cartridge in the chamber, and circumstances require because of the possibility of
close the bolt. a cookoff.

(2) Hangfire A hangfire (fig 9-14) is a delay in
the functioning of a propelling charge at the time
of firing. The amount of delay is unpredictable but,
in most cases, will fall within the range of a split

'SN. second to several minutes. A hangfire cannot
immediately be distinguished from a misfire, and
therefore, it may be mistaken for a misfire. In case
of a misfire, perform the following steps in

C-7 <sequence:
(a) Keep the device trained on the target and

all personnel clear of the muzzle.
(b) Before attempting to remcve the

SAFE cartridge from the trainer, personnel not requ red
for the operation will be cleared from the vicinity.

(c) Inspect rear of bolt to determine if the
firing pin has been released and is forward. (It will

SAR 90 protrude from the rear of the bolt the weapon is
cocked.) If the firing pin has been released, wait 30
seconds and proceed with steps (d), (e), and (f).

Figure P-13. Operation of safety.

"b. F'iring. Rotate safety to fire position (fig 9-13).
*: Depress the triggor by pulling the lanyard, or if the

/ lanyard ring assembly is not installed, by placing
'Wthe (humb on the trigger and the forefinger on the

opposite side of the receiver to prevent lateral
movement of the barrel when trigger is depressed.

c. Extraction. Pull the bolt to the rzar to eject the
cartridge case. If the case fails to extract, use the
cleaning rod to remove it. If the adapter is inetalled
in the breech recess of the major caliber weapon
(e.g., 105-mm howitzer M102), it will have to be
removed from the tube in order to push the
cartridge case out with the cleaning rod. If the
adapter is installed in place of the obturator
spin~dle (e.g., 155-mmni owitzer MI 14M1), it is only
necessary to open the breechblock of the major
caliber weapon.

d, Misfire, hangfire, and cookoff.

(1) Misfire. A misfire is a complete failure to
fire and may be due to a faulty firing mechanism or
faulty element in the propelling charge explosive
tra) i. A ins'ifire in itself is not dangerous, but sincee
it cannot be immediately distinguished from a

*•i delay in the functioning of the firing mechanism -o

or from a hangfire, these possibilities should be
considered until they have beer, eliminated. Such
delay in the functioning of the firing mechanism ,
could result from the presence of foreign matter

j 6Zhuch ao sand, grit, frosL, ice, or improper or
'- -."YJxcessive oil or grease. Thesp conditions migbt AR 902790

" create a partial mechanical restraint which, after

some delay, is overcomne as a result of the Figure 9- Hagfie
9-15



Note, You may have a hangfire. A hangfire disassemble the bolt and repair as necessary.
cannot be distinguished from a misfire if the firing (3) Cookoff A cookoff is a functioning o(f any
pin has been released. If the firing pin has not been or all of the components of a cartridge chambered
releaeod, you can immediately proceed to steps (d), in a very hot trainer due to the heat from the
r), and (f). trainer. If the cartridge propeilant should cookoff,

the projectile will be propelled from the trainer
(d) Attach iocally fabricated device to with normal velocity even though no attempt wae a.

bi .ech bolt lever. made to fire the primer by actuating the firing
mechanism. In such case, there may be

(e) Pull bolt lever up, then to the rear and uncertainty as to whether or when the cartridge
eject cartridge, will fire, and precautions should be observed (same

(f) Inspect the cartridge from a distance to as those prescribed for a hangfire). To prevy-nt a
determine if the cartridge or firing mechanism is cookoff, a cartridge which has been loaded into a
at fault. If the primer is dented, dispose of the very hot trainer bhould be fired immediately, or
cartridge in accordance with local regulations for removed after a lapse of 5 seconds and within 10
small a:.ms ammunition. If primer is not dented, seconds.

Section VI. SUMMARY

9-20. Adapter Ammblies for the M101Al and
M114A1/A2 Howitzer

Two additional adapter assemblies not
discussed in this text are shown below (fig 9-15).
For more information reftr to TM 9-6920-361-13and P. • i

' I

Figure 9-15. Adapter assemblies for the M10lA1 and MI14A1/A2 howitzers.

9-21. Review trainer allows for realistic training for gun crews,

The purpose of this chapter is to provide fire direction personnel, forward observers and
information on the use of the 14.5-mm field survey crews at a low cost. For more detailed
*artillery trainer, M31. The preparation, information, concerning the M31 trainer refer tVýA
installation, gunnery procedures, and TM 9-6920-361-13 and P and other applicabk- "
ammunition of the trainer were discussed. The refefences as identified in this chapter.

..........
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CHAPTER 10

L FIELD ARTILLERY DIRECT FIRE TRAINER
Section 1. General

b0-1,, References direct fire trainer (ADFT) the howitzer section was
TiM 9-69211-0357-10-2. totally depenident on the chief of section during dry

102.Inrdutinfire training to tell them whether they hit the .-

10-2 Intoduciontarget. or not. There was no re.Ilism in this type of
a. For the first time in the history of the Field training and veiy little if anything was gained.

Artillery, a direct fimt trainer (fig 10-1') has been with the AMFT the section can actually see where-4
dektigned and built specifically for the artillery, their round would have landed and make actual
Prior to the development of this field. artillery corrections in order to achieve a hit on the target.44

bh.The ADFT is a heliurtm-neon gas-type laser, c.rtilryafire train is safe when~ the trainer is
which produces a single, bright burst of intense red operated in the FLASH MODE.

lih hnactivated (fired). This visible r~ed spot d. TIhe purpose of the ADET is to provide anrt
enables the crewmen to determine if a target hit economical means of direct fire training for al)
was achieved and if not an aidjusting point for the members of a howitzer section. This training will

*next round (beam of light) to be Yire d. ailow them to become proficient in engaging any
targets hi the direct fire mode that come within the

Moe. (Caution) Eye damage can occur when sections direct fire range capability.
rthe trainer is operated in the CONTINUOUS -

MODE. Staring into the laser output or at the laser 10-3. General Characteristics
'a'~~lght reflection from a mirror like surface can be a. The ADFT uses the M55, Trainer, Laser -

hazardous out to a range of 4 kilometers. Gunnery which was originally designed to be used

*Supersedes HB-10 WCXXWS, Dec 81.
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on TANKS and ARMORED RECONNAIS- (1) Target mounting board.
SANCE vehicles. Together they are used to trainp o i ia t a t k(2) Target mounting board support assembly.i.; personnol in fire-adjustment and tracking

operations while engaging both stationary and (3) Shipping container.
moving targets on a 1:10 (1/10) scale for range and (4) Boresight target assembly (for appropriate
speed (e.g., 40 to 160 meters represents 400 to 1600 weapon caliber)( te
meters) and (e.g., 0 to 2.5 mph represents 0 to 25
mph). (5) Target assembly moving.

b. The ADFT and Laser can be mounted on the (6) Target assembly stationary.
following weapons: b. The M55 Laser must be boresighted with the

weapon prior to operation. Boresighting
procedures for the Laser and weap,..ns are outlined

(2) 105-mm Howitzer M102. in the appropriate TMs.
(3) 155-mm Howitzer M109A1/A2/A3.

10-5. Controts and Indicators(4) 155-ram Howitzer MII4AI/A2. -The ADFT can be operated in either of two

(5) 155-mm Howitzer M198. modes (fig 10-2) continuous or flash. The
continuous mode is used primarily for
boresighting the weapon or tracking a moving

c. The ADFT and M55 Laser with all equipment target. The flash mode is used when simulating
(e.g., power distribution box, CA66 assemblies and firing. In either mode the TRIGGER ON and
targets) are packaged in two containers weighing LASER ON indicator lamps illuminate as long as
a total of 441 pounds. The trainer requited 24 + 6 the gunner's firing lanyard switch is activated.
volts Direct Current. The optical system or the M55
is a fixed-focus type out to a range of 200 feet. 10-6. Mounting of the ADFT I

The procedures for mounting the ADF`T are
Components f Target covered in TM 9-6920-357-10-2. Procedures are

a. The target board may be used in either a basically the same for each weapon system;
stationary or moving mode. It can be employed at however, the TM should be reviewed prior to
distances between 40 to 160 meter (1/10 scale 400 attempting to install the trainer on any weaponi. .a -- ,
to 1600 meters) from the Weapon/ADFT. The The same mount assembly (C Clamp) is used on all ' 0
target board comes complete with mounting weapons except the M114 which uses a special
bracket to mount it in a ¼/-ton trailer M416. The adapter assembly (bar). Power can be supplied
following items are incluewr with the target board: .rom any ^hile that h 24-volt DC system.

FIRFIRE FIRE N

gLASER LASER

SAF.FE- SAFE--`

FLASH- %

MODE MODE

CONT-• CONT--

TRIGGER TRIGGER(
ON - -ON

0AEROLASER ON -

CONTINUOUS MODE FLASH MODE
REAR CONTROL PANEL

Figure 10-2. Rear control pane! twitch settings for rtode of op,,ration.

"10-2
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Section I1. SUMMARY

10-?. Review 
fire accur'aely will depend on the degree andAlthough artillery batteries are normally quality pftraining that he has received. The ADFTassociated with the delivery of timely and accurate provides us with thc means to effectively train ourindirect fires, there may come a time in every canroneers in direct fire procedure, without thecannoneer's life that he is required to deliver direct expense normally as'w.wia ted with live fire -fire for self protection. His ability to deliver this training.

10-
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2: CHAPTER 11
F"' FIELD ARTILLERY AMMUNITION

Section 1. GENERAL

K11-1. Rerforences Charges Combination Charts.
a. TM 9-1300-200), Ammunition, General. 11-2. Introduction
b. TM 9-1300-206, Ammunition and Explosives Ammunition is artille-y, the weapon is merely

Standards. the means of projecting and directing the projectile
c. TM 9-1300-214, Military Explosives, to the target. For the artilleryman to achieve

d. T 9-300-51-0, Oganzatinalmaximum efficiency from his ammunition, hie
Maintenance Manual: Artillery Ammunition for must-
Guns, Howitzers, Mortars, Recoilless Rifles, and az. Know the characteristics of the explosive
40-mm Grenade Launchers. trains.

e. TM_ 43-0001-28, Artillery Ammunition for b. Know the capabilities and functions of
Guns, Howitzers, Mortars, and Recoilless Rfe.amn tion ietf.ndpoel hnlh

fTM 43-0001-28-2, Artoillery Ammunition r. Be abletoieifanprelyhdete
Cartridge/IFrojsc tile- Fuze anzd Propelling various components of ammunition.

Sectio'n 11. CLASSIFICATION OF AMMUNITION
iý1 1-3. Artillory Ammunition without a fuze or with a fuze unauthorized for that

a. Ammunition is that class of supplies usually type of round could result in an inbore premature
containing a propellant and/or explosives or burst or some other hazardous condition that could
chemicals. It incdudea abll-arms ammn n, cae Scn-e.uG .--- '-' -esre an 'mag t

artilleory ammunition, mines, bombs, and other equiPment.
contrivances charged with propellants, d hr r aytcnclmnas(~)2
explosives, pyrotechnics, initiating composition, avialkoass o nlann bu il
or nuclear or chemical material, artillery ammunition. Some of these rnanualls ai-e

b. The dividing lkine between artillery liatod below-
ammunition and small-arms ammunition is 37 (1) TM 9-1300-200, Ammuniticon., General,
millimeters (mm). Ammunition for weapons contains information on the clasLsificatioti and
greate- than 37-mm is considered artillery identification of ammunition.
am~munition; ammunition for weapons of 36-mm(2TM910 26,A mntoad
or lssais considered smaul-arms ammunition.(2TM930-0,A unto d

Exp~los ives Standards, contains specific
c. A complete round of artilryanuntn information on the proper care, sthrage and

consist~s of foue 'omponents-the primer, the handling, marking, preservation, and dentruction
proelsn, te roefile, and the fz. Ac-to f ammunition.

of the primer, either by percussion (firing ph-i) or by
S electric current, ignites the propellant (powder (3) TM 9-1300-214, Military E-,xplosives, is a

charge). The rapid expansion of gases caused by comprehensive manao.i on the history,
the burning propellant propels the projectile from development, characteristics, oapabihlties, and
the tube toward the target or point of burst. Upon uses of standard militi*.rv explosivea.
impact or at a predetermined time, the fuze (4) TM 9-1300-251-20, e4rtiile,'y A~nmnurition
initiates an explosive train bi the projec-tile which for Guns, Howitzers, Pfor'a~s., Rec.-i,1tyss ils

cassteprojectile to produce the desired effects. 4-mGeaeLuces s~n
WAIRNING: Do not fire an artillery round of of technicat manuahti on the service and

4* f-ýy caliber without using the fuze authorized for maintenance of amrfunitsifl reqiiired to support
* -'-hat particular type of round. The firing of around organizational-level maintenance of artillery

*Su1persedes HB-11. WCXXWS, Dec 81.
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ammunition in calibers ranging from 37 provided for light artillery weapons for such
millimeters through 8 inches. Artillery purposes as firing salutes and simulated firep. It
ammunition, as it is defined in this manual, has no projectile.
includes conventional and improved conventional d. Drill ammunition. Drill (dummy)
munitions for guns, howitzers, mortars, recoillessrifles, and 40-rmn grenade launchers, ammunition is used for training in handling and

(5)les, and 'o-u- grenartllunhery .m n nloading (service of the piece). It is completely inert.(5) TM 43-0001--28, Artillery Ammunition,

contains specific information on all current types 11-5. Classification of Ammunition
of artillery ammunition and their components. According to Type

(6) TM 43-0001-28-2, Artillery Ammunition: Classification of ammunition according to type
Cart ridge/Projectiie-FuzeandPropeilin6 is based on the nianner in which ammunition
Charges Combination Charts, contains a components are assembled for loading and firing;
comprehensive listing of authorized cartridge/ complete, rounds of field artillery ammunition are
projectile faze and propelling charges known as either semifixed or separate-loading
combinations and interchangeability data for rounds.
conventional ammunition. Table 11-5 of this a. Semifixed ammunition is characterized by an
chapter, which shows some of cartridge/ adjustable propelling charge. The propellant is
projectile-fuze combinatiorns for field artillery divided into increments, or charges, and each
howitzers, is a modified extract of TM incrementofpropelk)ntiscontainiedinacloth bag.
43-0001-28-2. The increments, or charges, are tied together and

e. In addition to the technical manuals listkd tre stored in the cartridge cace, which is loosely
above, a technical manual is published for each fitted to the projectile. The howitzer crew adjusts
artillery weapon. This manual lists, among other the propelling charge by removing the projectile
things, the firing table to be used; describes the from the cartridge case, removing those
classification, identification, markir.g and increments not required, and returning the
packing, and type of ammunition available; and projectile to the cartridge case. The primer is an
outlines the preparation of a comnplete rcund of integral part of tie cartridge cse, and thus the
ammunition for the weapon. complete round can be loaded into the weapon in
111-4. Cl•ssification of Ammunition one operation. Semifixed ammunition is used in

According to Use 105-mm howitzers and may be issued fuzed cr..-
unfitzed,

Ammunition is classified according to use as
service, practice, blank, or drill ammunition. It Note. The h igh-explosive plastic traceralso may be classified according to type of filler as (HEP-T) round does not have an adjustable
explosive chemical, or inert. opi-42ii charge, but it icode.......d

ammunit•in. It is used against enemy tanks. The
a. Service ammunition. Service ammunition is "-/' in the abbreviation indicats that the round is

fired for effect in combat. Depenading on the type of equipped with a tracer elernen t to allow the gunner

projectile, service ammunitiorn may be to correct his aim against enemy tanks.
high-expiosive (HE), chemical (gas, smoke, or
illuminating,, canister, high-explosive plastic, b. Separateh-lading ammunition has four
antipersonnel (APERS) flechettes (darts), or separate components-primet, propellant,
improved conventional munitions (ICM) rounds. projectile, and fuze-and the components are

b. Aactce amuntio. Prctie amuniion issued separately. At the firing point, the eyebolt
lifting plug is removed from the projectile, the fuze

is fired in aimulated combat and is used for is installed, and the fuzed projectile is then loaded.
training in direct fire procedures. The projectile in The primer and propellant are loaded in two
practicearnmmunitionmayhaveasmallquantityof separate operations. Separate-loading,
low-explosive filler to sarve as a spotting charge, ammunition is designed for uee in large-caliber
or it may be inert. gun3 and howitzers, such gs the 155-mm and.

c.. Blank ammunition. Ylank ammunition is 8-inch howitzers.

Section III. EXPLOSIVE TRAINS

11-6. Definition of Explosive Trsin conventional round of artillery ammunition-a

An explosive train is a designed arrangement of propelling charge explonive train and a projectile
a series of cxpiofives beginning w•itha a small explosive train (fig li--0). A projectile reaches the
quantity of sensitive erulo-ive and progressing target by the power obtained from the propellintf-!

through a relatively large quantity of charge explosive train; however, the function o6 •
comparatively in aensitivt, though powerful, the projectile in the target area depend.1 en the type,
explosive. Th.ere are two explosive traies in each of filler in that projectile; that is, high-ehatplosive,

- .. . . .
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chernucal, or antipemrkonel filler. For exarople, a which consists of a printer, ani igniior', and aoonipkte round of conventional bigti-explogive WiupeIlant, and the bursting dworge txplof.iv
* .artillery ammunition ý.outains two explosive train (projecti1e explomiv#: tyltin), whichj co~nsists o)f* train-the propelling charge explosive tr,.dn, a.fuze, a booster, and P bursting2 charg,?.

CA O M IMP ý A I NS.' Al. 1 1 t ITR kTIl Kr~ *
ý-IA 4,T SjpA. k ':ýc , I~ (",

ft" ANV crJLV' I 1 I101K "O IV

MUM'M , i ARO .90t

PoOT W'.t I.lZ V L .

/A W1

A-A'.j

GUN ,Ii. .

P~U3O AASE

CRADW
!!!gMr AP1- !Toepow riwira.~g.epoi.'rud

11-7. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M VrpIMg hreEplsv rm odri vr yrAcoi n qlett ai

sensitve to hockFricgouprk, -. Tor fla osie tan aid (1 Tih-exignite.rforun oudofsdiie

therfor, thy st b prteced ad sparaedtmmuiortion ison integoralh par ovifai the primer.I
. tai isrr~ intiatd y csmoalt l Th armrforunt fie onit of a vey U skp rtepeoratdtuer fillretiAd wxithbacke

aw onis n itegal artof e crtrd~ prowperte andperminienly. mhontrled ibthucrtnidgeo
lease aide orlead with the omte ouned ans thcharoeln isd hepwecabriscle
prcussion eieheit, or allrimes. The primer for t a e roundaton
ofsepnsitie tlsoad, in n amm anition coames s ad (1) The igniter for ar roundofspaaternioaxdi
thseprtefieoorise, and i must be protcte and eaatd amunition cist ofa inered pancak tephamer. bIgsepro tely. Thioens.Th primer i fono adedn e tonsthe of eihbac powerforae cuefllean buring iblite

amechanism0 i andpcd intga paritionfofr the as though th powder graeraetl outdin (fcrtidge~case Enid contth pwdt ter chamblerthe rown ade cahe.p~p
chrgemaidn d wth ite chal bral tims he prmreehc for arpf s Arroelatundrgecofsed;raten-loaied s nete no h iing amuioncesaa amutoonbition cnsist on thred urancae;thae buaigwprautd itm f sse ad t utseetoe

conseisther blac vewdy tior clean layrng burniner4b segniters). Ai isx o propellan nt inade powdher (CInd' ignitigter neat layser.t thdebs chniion g of* chmbletron is inite~ when fuhed voidhs beteen te csth nt propellanetheb.igporse hoggrammed nof phor-wder an chamberoain ntn the powder a tayi errt euirt h* powder gra no the challedrihfam, a and th rehbotopkto f h odrbig ie.Temsch~,arg6ls o ayyoti giinato had, rat Pofebuantsg ofA propellant chaergoeis
closed; pherfredb the u~ nisere of t blc hpwer bmi, determined, to agra exte ntb the pufcehysca fornin

chmentr the intrducio., hn ofe voids burweeng inther cofsth powekre grain Thurnnrrse through cnrlo h

pCI a eenoused in tie us of black powder. bluk frmothepwe graiteblie' feto
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"propellant charge in detennined and ke;,• within propelling charges has long been a problem for
- certain limits. IBat47ry, the grc.atc'r 'he capncity aitillerymen because it reveals the location of the

of the powder chamber of &n artilley weViInf, the gun position. Improvement in propellant
newaUt : the Pize of the powder grain that i8 used. compositions has largely reduced the smoke

(1Fr opwd[he to s of problem but has created th- problem vi increasedS(1) Fo•rms of ^)wder gmrti. Tefrso
•:. podergr:inuse in(,uren feldartllevomuzzle flash, which reveals the location of the gutn

cannons are the single-perforated and the position at night. Whether a propelling charge is

powde gin usd incurrnt feld rtilerytuzzley flashs which r rvasmothes locatind of tHeu
S multiperforated propellant powder grains (fig actually flashless and/or smokeless depends on a

* --2) rnumber of things-the weapon in which the
charge is used, the type of ignition used, the wear

"• (a) Siple-per'forated grain, As the on the tube of the weapon (tube wear), the
single-perforated powder grain burne, the outer temperature of the tube of the weapon, and the
surface decreases and the inner surface increases quantity and design of the propellant. Under

-: ,,- (fig 11-2). As a result of these two actions, the standard conditions, flashless ammunition does
initiai diameter of the perfoyration can be not flash more than 5 percent of the time in
controlled so that the total burning surtace weapons of average life; smokeless ammunition
remains nearly constant until the powder grain produces less than half the amount of smoke
has been consumed. Such buri-ig is called neutral produced by ammunition not so designated. A
burning. complete reand having both these characteristics

, (b) Mý,ttiperforated grain. When the is designated flashless--smokeless. Solvent is

-- ,lmtipedforated powder grain bun-s, the total added to the finished powder gUains to give the

surface area increases because the yreforated smokeless characteriatic. A cooling agent is added
g b fm i e ui tto the propellant to cool the unburned gases below-•.':: grain bý-rns from tbe inside andi vutaidie at the

"sama time (fig 11-2). This type of burning is called the kindling temperature and thereby reducc the

progressive burniag. When a multiperforated flash.
grain is not completely consumed, portions of the (3) Flash redvc.ers, Since it is necessary to use
grain remain in the form of slivers and normally some propellanis with a high rate of burning so
are ejected as such from the weapon. that the muzzle velocity will not be impaired, flash

"alreducers containing black powder and potassium
(c) Uiage. Both the single-perforated and sulfvte are used 6.) further reduce or to prevent

the multiperforated powder grains art used in field flash, Flash reducers are used at night to reduce- "-
artillery cannons to obtain the optimum muzzle flash; they are also used during day and nighz"• , velocity-chamber pres~ure ratio. TablelIlI-l1shows firing with certain weaponsý to speed up the

S"" ~ heexact -~sign Fnod comnposition of the groenh.,ag

,eea c - comburtian of unburned propelling charge gases
S and white bag powder charges used for the aad thus prevent excessive muzzle blast. Table

8-inch artillery weapons. 11-.I contains special instructions on the use of

(2) Flaz'hless-smokeless powder. Smoke from flash reducers with certain propelling charges.

055 N

•.'Figure .! -2. Foyrms ofjpowvder ýgrain.

"C-, 1' ,-
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Table il-1. ArroR.!tg--nen and 1denti/icu~i.ia Of Sc1';o-.,o~ii ~pe:Uing Chnirgps
Joe 151-yT17Z a r.d 6-Inch 11'0'oiters

%yeawl Cl-tese Ch~rgo. Chrgel Fropi~l.nm cinfig-v*.t~ion iRamrr*~

;3A I 5 13rrcn~ bet,. Flaw, c-,urioL pius ircre- Aflash iedlucerpnc,-isossemiblo.edor
(Note 1) in 2. 3, 4, and 5 ate. of single- manufacture in front uf increments

~PorGratad prolPa9lant. 1, 4, arid 5.

16t-irmm ý t4'A 2 2 7 jlhile b~p. Flase charge plus incre- F~ns'i reduc~c. pad is asser-hlea on
I 0A:tv (Nloto 1)nt 4, 5. 6, en-i7 are of mu0ipcin- manufacture foryvard ot inciene n,I I 4~ret propellantK-

MV I " ij aiýU 8 8 teay. BasocharUs-onl-. lCharqg The basis di11e~ence batwpeen
MlM A,0 S 1125 ha aM1 mllCirr.jlr igorer pad 3t N1,119 and Ml 119Al is that the

-Note ?I Pt;,e base, with an ign;ter core lenclih- M 1 1 9A1 nw a donut -shaped flash
"I ise through the center 'the iedU.rertnatp~ecludes non --iCnninn

Icharue with '.eniie ignition strands, of *he. rocktre niotr of the- 1,5491/
Ia sheet o't ie~c ta,, a laced Jacket, M',49Aj ronetie
anti a fIli'-h .~i culrv pad al thi-c end of

jti* Charge. ________

M1 1A2 Y ed bag. Sa charge only. Cha'qt7 Flash teu has been added to
2) has a large igriter pad Z'snwii to thýe i0our lcnigot-uinal poucher alfi;:-?d

bse; but no itjn~te'. cure through aicng the propelling charge 90'
ceniter of tbs. ch'arge. Muzzle velocily apari.

I lof this chavge e_ pproximately the

s-acne (wthiri G lps) hsthe M! 19 and
9M i 1 9 I . ____ ____

l'ý-.2, -3A1 ~ S 3S Vitle beg wii'h -,red lac,ýet. Base 1. This new super charge can~not
iMcAý 3) Icharge only. Cliarge 3ý ias acentral be usad with the M712 COPP'ER-

core blasck powde~r iprndion train. HEAD I-"LGP) or older, ftock1,iled
Wear re Fui~ rlditive, cecoppering proiectiies: i.e., M1 07 Hr.F round and

agm and flash r-vucer material are family,
i ncludao with the charge of MSOA1 2. When fired with the IM549A1

high coer~jy, mrhudiprirfo~ated pro- RAP round, a 30 Kirr range is

I G(ri-.in hack. BRse c~haret9 nliq Incrre- Vlash !S4 'r no, :cequircd.
1meriis 2, 3, 4, and 5 are of single-

~--I--- perforated propellant. -

8-.gn:h M2 5 7 !Wlite bag. Base charge plus hicre- Flasi, r&-ducer M3,s to be usedit
howitzer mern's 6 and?7 are of mrultiparforated this propellant anid ;s a separate

propellani iterr of issue. OnL flash reducer pad

isnplaced at the forvwaid enrl of the
propelling charde, undler die trrc,I I pellani straps.

M188 d I 8 Whilebag B~ase chare only. Charge This _,haige is to be used ii tru
(Note 4) 8 has an igniter core langthwi~e Ml 110,62 SP howitzer (long tube)

I ~throug~i thq center of tkhe criarge onlyv; it ias no, been -~uthoiized
with igoition (bernie) strands Ito be fired in any short 5-inch

[Mil~l -_______howitzer tube
111184,1 3 9 White tag. Base charge 18) arin Do nnt fire Charge 0; in a long tube

(Note 5) increment 9. The charge has an without the muzzle brake in place.
igniter core lengthwise through the

V., i Icenter of Charges 8 and 9 with
ignition (bcriite) strands.

1 E.ee T11 43-A-OW1 -28 or the technical manual for the 155 -mm weapon for iriormw P. on the older green hag
povvder charge M3, the older white bag powder charges MA' and N14A1, and the use at thk. Mv2 flash ;oducer wvith lhi
white bag powder charges.

2. MI 1 9-series p~opelling chaiges (Ml 19. Ml 19Al, Ml119A2) are authofized ior use in the long tubes Ml109A1,
IM109A2, and A3, and the M`198 howitzers NOT AUTHORIZED FOR USE IN SIIOR T 155- MM TUBES SUCH AS T: E

hf,14,Ml14AI,Mll4A2,OR'tHri~lO.4tCtýITZERS.

3. M20J3A i propelling chaige authorized in the Ml 98 waalpon only, at this time THIS CHARGE NOT AUTHORIZED IN
SfIORTTUBES SUCH AS THE Ml 1 a, M1 1 dAl, ili ~4A2. MI 09, or the loi-g tuba,_ of the K 1 flqAl /A2 /A3 howitzers.

4. Authorized in M1 10A2 virinors t-itfi M201 tubas onlt, NO. AUTHORIZED IN ANY Si-. A' TUBES.

5.Charge 9 authorized in RMl 1C;,2 cannons with, nuzzle brake. MHIS CH4ARGE "OjT tUTHORIZED IN ANY 8 INCH
SHOPT TUBIFS - ___-_______-



d. Arr'angemnent and identification ofpropcllng 8-inch howitzere) consist of a base chiirge and a
chawrgca. M~eld artille'y cannon fire semifixed or number of additional incrementa packed in rither
;ýAparate-lIoad~ng ammunmition anid the form in green bags (for inner zones) or white bago (Ifor
Which the propelling charge io assembled depends outer zones). A recent innovation in the i55--mm
uporn Cho type of weapon in which it ia to he fired. charges is the intrcoduction of the M1203A1 charge

(1) erafixd. Mst f te popelingchages 8S that will have a red jacket wti it to distinguish it
for the105 the from other high z;one charges. The configuration

for he i5.~ howtzer c~neis. 0and size of the pwe~ gr Ls(ig 11-2), which
dual-granulationrate tygcrg, hc ~ ainst determines thbe force of the propelling charge, and

twoincemntsof~inie-enoraedgransthe arrangement of the charge are designed to take
* (incrmnte I. an~d 2) &sml five increments of adatg f h estlity of the weapon, aseist

Oiatherftypes o g05-mm (icharem3ar, 3e &-rug 7. i n extendiing the life of the tube, and 'tninimixte the -

Ollhern +,pmofec105e-mmcagsaeuew h wasted propellant. The arrangement and
identification of separate-loading propelling

'a,, The antipersonnel cartridge with tracer charges for 155-mm and 8-inch howitzers are
(APERS-T), also referred to fie the Beehi-ie round, shownr in table 11-1.
has only two powder hicrements in the cartridge 1 8 -oetl xisv ri
case. Theme two increments consist of the base -8PoecisEpoieTm-
zharge 6 and incremcut 7. Every complete round fired to the target by the

(b) The high-explosive rocket assisted propelling change explosive train also has a
continoa fve-icreent projectile explosive train to deliver the payload

ca~ticig (HERA)(filler) on to the target. There are manry different
white bag charge of dual-granulation propellant tso ilr oicuehg-xl.v. hmcl

* (increments 3 through 7). gas, smoke, illumrinant, grenades, and
(c) The high-explosive antdtank cartridge antiperaonxiel fil -lers. The projectile explosive train

* with tracer (HEAT-I?), the high-explosive plastic is activited by a fuze. In s~ome rounds, the fuze has
cartridge with tracer (HEP-T), the target practice a booster, which amplifies the aziion vf the fuze so

* Artridge (TP), and the target practice cartridge that the e:omplete round is detonated (aR in a
with tracer ('P-T) contain a single, rionadjustable conventional high-exploeive round) or the burster
propollant charge. The N1622 HEAT-T round is tube is detona te (as in a chemical round, or whijte
issued complete with the cartkidge case crimped to phosp liorus round). In other rounds, the fuze starts
the projectile; the other projectiles (HEP-T, TP and t~he action anŽd then the expelling charge ejects the 'a

* TP-T) come with the cartridge cawe at one end of payload in the ~arget area (as in a bnae-ejection
the filber container separated from the projectile smoke round or an illumnin'mtion round. -for a
which is located at the other end of the same fiber 105-mm or 155-mm howitzer) or ejects a steries of
container, The cannoneers mus.t open each end, grenades (as in the improved conventional
remove, inspect, and assemble the projectile to the munitions rounds for all calibers of howi-tzers).
cartridge case.

(2) Separate-lckxding. The propefling charges a. Burat~ng charge explosie train. The second
* for all csep ate-loading weapons (155-mm and explosive train in a conventional round of

FUZE WOSTESBURSTING CMARGE

SUPPLEMENTAR~Y CH~ARGE

Note. The suipplementary charge is removed wheii tt~e long intruitiofi proximity (VT f tum is ut.W.

Figuvl 11-3. Bursting~ charge explosive train.



high-F.xplosive ammunition is a bu~sting charge capability of the 10&-rai, 155-nin,, anid 8-inch
exp~losive v.~ain (fig 11-3). It corisisto af a fuze, a howitzers. This latest typa of HE round is known
booster, and a bursting charge. The burstin~g as the high-explosive, rocket-assisted (HE-RA)

9charge ig ei'ther trinitrotoluene (TINT) or projectile or simply as the rocket-a i':isted
compoeition B (comp B). When the booster projectile (RAP)- Rockec-assiated projectile-s have
amplifies the detonation of the fuze through the high -fragmenita tion. steel cases and are filled with
ejLplosive in the booster, the bursting charge composition B or TNT. This combination produces
explodles with ahigh order of brisance and many more fragments that are scattered over a
shatters its immediate isurrounding area, which, in larger area when the projiectile explosive train
this case is the projectile itself. The blast effect of functions. Production of the HE-RA 105-amr
the bursting charge and the fraginerit~tion of the projectile has been discontinued, but the IIE-RA
projectile send many small, ragged, sharp, 15E-mm projectile M549A1 and the 8-inch
i rregularly shaped metal piecee flying all over the projectile M650 RAP are being produced. Some of
t arget area. The burkiting charge of a the characteristics and capabilitieH of the 155-mm

*high-explosive projectile requires a powerful high-explosive RAP round are as follows:
explosive force foi: detonation. The standard

highexposiv filer curenty inuseare(a) An integral rocket motor, positioned to
* trinitrotoluene (TNT) and composition Bi. Comp B the rear and in tandem with the projectile,

prodces40 prcet moe f~grnntaion hancontains a solid-grain propellant, an ignition
TNT when used in stan-dard high-explosive delay asseinbly loaded with a pyrotechnic delay

rouns. pecal E flles inlud copostio A3 mixture, 6.nd an on-off selector cap. With the
(comp A3), a high-explosive plastic, tritonal, a eetrcprovdthpoplatgesine
mixture of TINT and aluminum powder; tetryl; and the pyrotechnic delay mixture, which burns for 7.6
tetfN-tol. The uses of these fillers are discussed seconds before igniting the rocket mnotor

propellant, which burns for 3 seconds (fig 11-4),

(1) Trinitrololisene and cornpus ition B. (h) The M549/M549A1L RAP round a.ay be
Týrinitrotoluene or componition B is used in fired in any 155-mm howitzer tube except the
standard high-explosive project~iles to produce MU14AJ towed weapon. The M549 projectile is
fragmentation, to cause casualties and destroy filled with Composition B, and the M549AI is filled

* .material, or to destroy the enemy fortifications bywihT .
concussion. Most standard high-explosive ('c.1 The RAP round will achieve a range of
p~.,Yjectileo have a supplementary charge in the 1A0mtr hnfrdi h 0 rM1A

fuze caity. Th thelmn~r charge musio J1howitZer6. 'it Will, ach~ieve a range of 23,500 meters
removed whienever one ,fteln nrso when fired in the M109AI tube and writh the
proivni"'y (VT) fuzes (M513, M514, or M728 series) M.119A1L charge. The M549A1 RAP round fired in
ia itsvi; it must be left in place, or replaced, iff an the JM198 tube wWit the M203 propelling charge
impact, mechanical time, or the new short will obtain a range of 30,1000 meters,
intrusion proximity (VT)1 fuzp M73'2 is used. In the
late 196s andi early 1970a, a different type of HE (d) The firing of eitlher the M549 or M549A1
round was develloped to extend the range RAP projectile has certain limitations for safety.

ig. 11-4. Projectile, 165-mm: THA-A4, M5'49/M5~49AL.



These limitations are found in TM 43-0001-2$. inoperable. There are three types of antipersoanel
Some of these limitations are as foilowws rounds used by the field artillery today-the

tcflhette rotund, commonly called the Beehive1. the Ma4d/M549A1 can ot round, and the two new types of 1CM rounds. The
the obturating band is rhisoing. antipeusonnel (APERS) M546 round differs from

2. The M549/M549A1 wili be fired the rest of these rounds in that its payload is
rocket-on only (rocket-off cap removed). There are ejected forward whereas the payloads of other
no firing tables for rocket-off firing of these rounds are ejected through the base of the
projectiles. projectide. In all these rounds the action starýs with

3. The M549 modsl cannot be fired with the fuze and culminates in the pressure of the
the M203 propelling charge. Us of the M728 burning expelling charge forcing the payload on to
proximity fuze and the M549A1 projectile with the the target.
M203 propelling charge is prohibited-inhere (1) APERS M3546 (flechette) round. The
premature may r•'it. See the m. as listed in APERS M546 flechettc round, commonly referred
paragraph (d) above for other limitations on fuzes to as the Beehive round (fig 11-6) is intended
and propelling chitrge combinations. primarly for antipersonnel use at close and long

(2) Composition A3. Composition A3 ia used rangee Itis effective against personnel in the open
with the HEP-T antitank round M327. This round or in dense foliage. The projectile consists of a
is a thin-walled, plasticized, high-explosive filled, two-piece aluninum body, an aluminumn fuze
base-detonating fuzed projectile that gives adapter, and a hollow steel base. The fuze adapter,
optimum penetration on slanted surfaces. which in threaded to the body, contains four

radially oriented detonators, a flash tube, a relay,
(3) Tritonal. Tritonal is a high-explosive filler and an axially oriented detonator. A central steel

consisting of 'fNT and aluminum powder and is flash tabe extends from the projectile base to the
used in the spotting round for the R-inch howitzer. detonator in the fuze adapter. The projectile body

b. Bursting tube explosive train. Thiv eecond is loaded with 8,0008-grain steel flechettrs (darts).
explosive train in a chemical round of gas or white A mechanical time fuze is assembled to the
phosphorus is a bursting tube explosive train (fig projectile. On firing, the fuze starts to arm
11-5). It consists of a fuze, a booster, and a small immediately and will function as Ret: either on
burster tube filled with tetryl er tctryto. This tube leaving the cannon muzzle (called muzzle action
extends through the longitudinal axis of the (MA)) or at a preset time. When the fuze functions, -
projectile. The shell contains gas or white the four radially oriented detonators, the smoke -

VA .I Ur + ...... ... fy.. ..-- --- nn e marker pcellet, and the axially oriented detonator
booster so amplifies the shock wave that the and relay ir. the fuze adapter are activated. The
burster tube breaks open the projectile; thus the explosive force of the radially oriented detonators
chemicale escape from the interior of the pr ojec tile rips open the forward skin of the projectile ogive
and spread throughout the target area. These and the flechettes in the f')rward section of the
rounds are available for 105-mm and 155-mm projectile are dispersed by centrifugal force. At the
howitzers. The 8-inch howitzer does not have a same time, the axially oriented detonator and
white phosphorus round but has a gas-type reiay cause a flame to flash down the flash tube
round-.the M426-that can be filled with either and ignite the base expelling charge. TIe pressure
GB or VX (table 11-65). built up by the burning of t.e base expelling

charge forces le flechettes and black marker dye
.. -TL. .... in tne rear of the projectic forward and out of the
|un --- prnjectile.

<,. -WARNING: Firing Beehive rounds over the

(2) iRllzminating round. lhun'rinating r-)undrc,

which are available for 195-mm and 155-mm
weapons only, are used for signaling or for

ERgure 11-5. Burning tube explosive train, illuminating a designated area. The projectile is
made from a steel forging and is fitted with a soft

c, Expelling charge explosive train. The second metal rotating band, a pinned base plug, anexplosive train in the antipersonnel, smoke, expclling charge, and an illuminating canister
ilhunination, and the improved conventional and parachute assembly. The projectile is fitted
mnimtions (ICM) rounds is an expelling charge with a mechanical time fuze. The 155-mm 4 .-2%
explosive train. The term "antipersonnel" refers to illuminating round has a primary expelling "
itewde that have been designed to destroy or maim charge, - drogue parachute, a delay element in the
pers,-nnel or to destroy materiel or render iU main illuminant canister, a canister assembly

11-8



Hiy 0A ý3 BASE CHARGE ((XPFLLING CHVARGE)

'C.A I Y OI F FN TF Of TON Xl OHS (4) M f LEChETTES

A Rl FIh~TED DET ONA1O FLAS HTUBE rRA( EP

4 ~~Figure 11-6. APERS .Md546 fleck ette ('Beehive) round.

with arit irooll,tiiiA bi-ýkes, and arnair, parachute. (3) Smoke round. Smoke rounds, 1xhich are
*The 105-inn ilhoi- ' iijating canister body has available for the 105-mm and 155-mm howitzers

aritirotal.ioiial 1brakt.8 but the round does not have only, are used for screening, spotting, and
*a drogue parm-hute. When the fuze functions on signaling purposes. The base-ejection smoke

eihe o te flinintig ouds te xpl1n round is similar in external configuration to the
charge is ignifeiit and th3cnsewihprhue high-explosive rounds, and the projectile is fitted

brakes slow t hc, spin iling of the canister (the delay from a hollow steel forging, which c.ontains a black
- .element ignmteý the mnain expelling charge of the powder expellin g charge, a ote baffle plateW1th

155-mmn ilhuwn'iinf while the drogue chute slow8 flash holle, three smoke canisters (105- rM)1. or four
the forward ý,Iped) and the mnain parachute lowers smoke canisters (155-mm) cardboard spacers, and
thle buirnhing, 1Iuninant to the ground. a threaded steel base plug, The smoke canisters are
Charactleristcti 4,f tie. illumninants are as follows: steel encased, have a centrally located flash tube,
Weapon........105-mm 155-mn~yi and contain HC (wh~ite) smoke. The fuze ignit,2s the
Projectile ....... .. M314A30 M485 expelling charge and concurrently ignites the

Burni~g ini, seonds 1,2 sevnds smoke canisters and produces gasoee that blow out
Burnig tiie .. .0 secods 10 seonds the base plug and eject the burning canisters nt

Ratde of esc.......450,000pe 1,000,00pe the airstream, The canisters enmit vrrioke for a
Rateof espr. wfeldpe Setpr period of 40 to 90 seconds.

sec-mdsecond
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Figure 11-8. Improved conmention4l mu nitions grenade M39.
* 4

(4) Improved conventi•,al munitions rounds. used as the fillet for each type of projectile. In both
i hInere are two types of 1CM roupds %va:d.able for cas.e, the projectile is merely the means of

gield artillery howitzers; the old singl-purpose trans;,orting the grenades to the target area; it is
antipersonoel round for the 105-num, 15&-mm, and the grenades that do the work.

. /&-inch howitzers and the new dual-pwrpose
antipezrsonnel-antinateriei rowuid for the 155-tinm (a) Antipersonnel round. The grenade used
and &nhhoirere. There is ?!_ antipersonnel- in the antipersoanel round contains a steel ball
antimaterial round for the 105-mm howitzer. T'e filled with explosive; whsn the grenade strikes the
badc diffaxence hetween tht new and old rounds is target, it htyils the ball 5 or 6 feet into the air, where
the type o grey.nde (anlprox.nel-aniuatedei) it detonaxtc and scattar• over the target area. The

"* a'" * * . " -
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Figure 11-9. Improved convent:ona! munitions grenade M42.

105-mm projectile contains 18 grenades M39 ,fig grenade has a high-explosive shaped charge and
11-7). The 155-mm projectile contains 60 grenades is equipped with a ribbon streamer which helps to
(M43 series) and the 8-inch projectile contains 104 arm the spinning grenade after it has been
grenades M43. When the fuze on the projectile expelled from the Drojectile in a manner similar to
functions, it ignites the black powder expelling that described in (a) above. The ribbon also keeps
charge in the projectile. The burning black powder the grenade in a vertical plane as it falls to the
builds up pressure that forces all of the grenades target. Upon impact, the inertial weight drives the
out through the base of the projectile. Small vanes firing pin into the detonator initiating the
on each grenade flip upward and arm the grenade explosive firing train. A shaped charge jet is
(fig 11-8). The vanes keep the armed grenade in a expelled downward through tne body of the
vertical position as it falls through the air so that grenade, while the rest of the grenade bursts into a
the striker plate at the base of the grenade strikes large number of small fragments, expelled
the target area. This action causes the expelling outward with high velocity. The jet is capabl, of
charge in the grenade (fig 11-8) to hurl the steel penetrating approximately 2.75 inches of
ball 4 to 6 feet in the air and detonate the high homogenous armor plate. The shaped charge is
explosive, which blows the metal ball to bits and very effective against materiel or personnel. The
scatters the fragments over the target area. M483 projectile for the 155-mm howitzer contains

88 shaped-charge grenades, and the M509

('b) Antiversonnel-antimnatErieI round. "he projectile for the 8-inch howitzer contains 180•'"" "."" (b• Atigrsone,-r~tiat•ri•! rond.The grenades.

grenade used in the k.tipersonnel-antiniaterieI g
round is the dual-purpose grenade (fig 11 -9). This (5) Family of scatterable mines jFASCAM)

'1i
#!'
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"rounds. There aie four base ejection typ now to be completely armed. Disturbance of a trip
projtvctiles aaed in the 155-mm long tube cannons line completes an electronic firing circuit. A thin
that are known as the FASCAM projectiles. All layer of liquid propellant which by gravity rests
four of these projectiles are painted olive drab wi th under the kill mechaniam is initiated, shattering
yellow markings to include yellow triangles the plastic munition body and projecting the
around the ogive of the prqiectile. Two of these spheroid kill mechanism upward. At a position 2 to
orojectiles contain 36 each antipersonnel mines, 8 feet above the ground the kill mechanism
and 2 of them contain 9 each antitank mines. The detonates projecting approximately 600 11/2-grain
y.llow triangles have either a letter "L" or steel fragments in all directions. If the mine has
painte inside the triangle. These markings not detonated or functioned within the factory set
identif> die self-destruct time of the antipersonnel time (long or short self-destruct time) the mine will
and antitank mines anJ are used by the automatically self-destruct, thereby clearing thecannoneers in selecting the right projectile to fire area.
when artillery delivered mines are needed to deny (b) M'718/M7-41 remotely activated
or delay access to a particular area for a specific antitank mine system. rmle M718 and M741
time period, The letter 9'11 signifies a long time projectiles are of the remotely activated antitank
(more than 24 hours) before self-destruction if not mine syste.o These prGjectiles areo used to deliver
activated, and the "S" indicates a shorter period of antitank niinee in front of enemy armo red forces to
time (less than 24 hours) before self-destruction. deny or delay access to a particular area for a
The actual times of "U and "S" are classified, and specific time period (long or short time). They are
the data can be found in TM 43-0001 -28-1 (C). called Remote Anti-Armor Mine, System(RA MS). REach Anjeti-Armor•an M ines System

(R6AAMSn. Each projectilc cottains nine mines
m i(a) M6921M731 area denial artillery thatcan be expelled o ito the target area. The maines
munitions. The M692 and M731 projectiles are are scattered over an area and become armed -"
known as the area denial artillery munitions, or within a few seconds after lafdi-p . Any metallic
ADAMs for a short title. These are antipersonnel object, such as a tank. self-proptlhei vehicle, or
rcunds that contain subrrunitions used to deny the other type unit, passing over the mines will cautse -

enemy use of certain areas for a period of time. them to activate and damage oi destroy the
This action is accomplished by firing the ADAM equipment. If after a certain period of time these
round so that the 36 submissiles are ejected over mines have not been activated they also provide a .
the target area. Aftereach submissile comes to rest mechanism for self-destruction. Scat&,ered among ,v -- •
on the ground, 7 sensor trip lines will deploy up to the mines are some that have an anti disturbance
90 fe.+ neah fiom ffh mine. Af•_er Annohe •hnort. firing niichanisni that can cause casualties if

time delay, to allow the munition to return to rest, disturbed by enemy personnel attempting to ul 'ir
the trip line sensor is activated causing the mine the mined area.

Section IV. PROJECTILES AND THEIR MARKINGS

11-9. Exterior Components of an inserted at the firing- position. Some
Artillery Projectile special-purpose semifixed projectiles are issued

* Since the first projectile wa..i manufactur~d, the with the fuzes already assembled in the projectile.
demand for greater accuracy and greater range b. Ogive. The ogive, which is the curved portion
has influenced projectile design. Without of a projectile between the fuze well and the
definitely constructed shapes and exterior parts, bourrelet, streamlines the iorward portion of the
there would be no standard ballistic projectile. The curve of the ogive usually is 0 arc e
characteristics for any group or type of projectiles. of a circle, the center of which is located in L _ine
A lack of ballistic standardization would prevent perpendicular to the axis of the projectile and the
the computation of firing tables. Modern radius of which is generally 6 to II calibers.
projectiles are designed for maximaro stability
and minimum resistance to flight. The exterior c. Bourrelet. The bourrelet is an accurately
components of an artillery projectile are shown in machined turface that is slightly larger than t' -
figure 11-10 and explained as follows: body and located immediately to the rear of the

ogive. It centers the forward part of the projectile
a. Eyebolt lifting plugs and fuze we! plugs. in the tube and bears on the lands of the tube.

Separate-loading projectiles have an eye-bolt When the projectile travels thumgh the bore, only
lfting plug (,other types of projectiles have a metal the bourrelet and the rotating band of the -
hex-head or plastic closing plug) for lifting and to pr,)jectile bear on the lands of the tube.
kuep the fuze well :leaan, dry, and free of foreign
matter and to protect the fuze well threads. The d. Body. The body is the cylindrical portion of
plug is removed and the appropriate fuze is the projectile between the Ioarrelet and the
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PROJECTILE MARKINGS

E"IEBIILT LIFTING PLUG Q-A(SEPARATE LOADING)

A-IVEILWD 70NL MIARKING
B- CAL IRE R AND TYPE Of (SI APCN

C--DN)) OF FILLEFR
114LO1 NUIMBER OfI [LADD SH~l I
I. -TYPE AND MODEL 0W SIhELL

-OIEC F--POD DEEP' 151/l P SULEIL CONTAINING
-OGIVE 0 SLPPLEFMEN LADY CHAROC

I E FOR PEEP CA VIINY SHE)) LGD

"I OS VT FUZE" OR
OCUBRELET

"FOR FUZ/E.

bCD-L &-*DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE IDENTIFICATION
CO CIE(DO 1C)

H--SI AMPED RI) THlE METAL UNDIER THE1 PAINT:
ROTATING J1~ - LINMLIER OF EMPTY SHELE
ROTAING AND 544YEAR Of MAN:JFACTURE

GROMNIET (rCA) TDED AND DESIGNATION OFE SHELI
(PROTECI S R1TATINC -OBTU RAT-ING BAND IJSEII

BMID URIN SHIPCN")ON CERN AIN PROJECTILES)
-ADDRN SIMN)BASE N NOTE:

1. lCM projectiles have a band of
BASECOVR -yellow diamonds aroured the
BASE C VER -oqlve (betw oen letter s "A " and

2. FASCAM projectiles have a band -
of yellow triangles arou-id the og~ve
with the letter "S" or "L"insIde the

Figurel1l-10. Exterior components and mfzrkiKqs of projectie.I

krotating band. Itis machined to a sialleardianieter minimizes deceleration by ireducing the
thai. the bourrelet to reduce, the projectile surface vacuum-formirw eddy cu-snwnc in the -,ak- fr #I,-

Wtin contact wittz the 1rindo of' the bore. T'he body projectile as it passes through the atmosphere.7A
continsmostof he pojetilefiler.h. Base covt&r. The base cover is a metal cover

e. Rotating band. The rotating band is a that is ctimped, caulked, or welded to the base of
cylindrical ring of comparatively soft metal that is the projectile to prevent hoý gaseE of the propelling
pressed into a knurived, or roughened. groove near charge from coming in contact with the explosive
-thc~ base of the projectile. itinates with th~e foreing filler of the projectile through possible flaws in the
cone of the taibe. to elimin-xrate gas was~h and perform metal of the-base,

% I forward obturation. The rotating band, in
conjuncoinn with the rifling of the tube~, imparts 1 1- 10 ,Projectile Pr'inting and Marking
rotation to, and prevents the escape of propelling The principal reason for painting a projectile is
gases past, the moving projectile. A properly to rjre vent rust, but painting is aloo used to identify
ramraed %eparate-loading projpcdile is held in the the various types of ammunition.
tube at all angles of elevation by the wedging
action of the rotating band against the forcing a. Identification. The basic colors used for matny

years have been olive drab (OD) for high-explosive
*rounds, gray frchemical rounds, blue for practice

1. Obturating band. Sonme prjcie have e, rounds, and black for drill rounds. A system of
nrylon obturating band below the rotating band to contrasting color markings or bands in addition toassist in forward obturation. Two examples of the basic color has also been used to identify the

-- 155-mm projectile,; with this type of a band are the particular type of high explosive or chemical used
illumninating an6 the high-explosive rocket- as a filler. Color coding of recent production
aslsisted rounds. projectiles is somewhat different (table 11-2). For

example, ifluminating and smokvy rounds are no
g. Base. The buse is that portion of the projectile longer painted gray, the basic color frr chemical

.,- ,below the rotating band or obturating Land. The shf-ils. Illuminating rounds are now painted
most common type is known aks the boattail base. basically whitc, or olive drab, and the smoke

projectile, gives added stability in flight, anid dummy ammunition has been changed to bronze.
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b. Weight. Variations in weight are inherent in Defense ammunition code, National stock
the manufacture. of projectiles. Since a high degree. number&. (NSN) (for example, NSN 1320-00-529-
of accuracy is required in artillery firing, the data 7331) have replaced the old Federal stowk numbers
stenciled on the projectile (fig 11- 10) must be (FSN), the old ammunition identification codes
compared with the data provided in the firing (AIC), and ordnance stock numbers. Each item of
tables to obtain the proper ballistic corrections. supply has a different. nrational stock number. The
The weight zone marking symbols for standard first four digits of a national stock number are
weight projectiles are as follows: always the Federal supply classification (FSC)

class to which the item belongs, The next two
SCaliber of projectile Standard weight zone digits identify the country of origin. Continental
105-mm 2 squares United States, for example, uses 00 and 01,
155-mm, 8-inch 4 squares % tereas some of the other NATO countries use

c. Ammunition lot number. When ammunition tneir assigned digits, such as 12 for Germany, 15

is manufactured, an ammunition lot number is for Italy, and 21 for Canada to mention j ast a few
* assigned in accordance with pertinent of the NATO countries. The next seven digits

specifications. This lot number is an essential part constitute the national item identification number
of the ammunition marking. When the size of the (NIIN). The dash between the third and fourth

item permits, thin lot number is stamped or marked digts of the NIN serves to reduce e:rors in
on the item itself and on all packing containers, transmitting. Each item has a difftrent national

The lot number is required for all purposes of item identification number. A Department of
record, including reports on the a, mmunition Defense identification code (DODIC) is added as a

condition and functioning and on any accidents in suffix to the national stock number; for example,
S which the a~mmunition is involved. All the 1320-00-529-7331 (D544). The Department of

components in any one lot are manufactured Defense ammunition code (DODAC) is an
under conditions as nearly identical a& practicable eight-character representation consisting o F the

to insure uniform functioning. When semifixed four-character FSC code number and the DODIC,
ammunition is fired, successive rounds should be consisting of a letter and three digits. For example,
of the same iot numbersothatmaimumaccu'acy 132a-D544, a typical DODAC, consists of FSC

is obtained. When separate-loading ammunition clh. s 1320 and DODIC D544, which identifies a

is fired, successive rounds should consist of 155-mm high-explosive projectile M107, and the -

eof the s NSN 1320-00-529-7331 indicates that the
projectiles oftesame lot number, propellig 410
charges of the same lot number, fuzes of the same projectiles are packed eight per wooden pallet. The •

lot number, and primers of the same jot number. same DODIC suffixed to more than one NSN
iidicates& t1eln8 bthaR a-Ltre il• Cllhllgeatl fl iSuuC

d. National stock numbers and Department of and use.

Section V. PACKING, MARKING, CARE, AND STORAGE OF AMMUNITION

11-11. General Precautions 11-12. Ammunition Storage Precautions

Tactical units must maintain a combat-ready a. Storage on vehicles. When the basic load is

status. To achieve this status, a unit or stored on vehicles and/or trailers, ammunition

organization must maintain its basic load of personnel must insure that--

ammunition in a serviceable and ready-to-fire (1) Wooden floor racks with a minimum
condition; therefore, adequate inspection criteria height of 2 inches are placed on the bed of the
must be established and all ammunition personnel vehicle.
must be made aware of their responsibilities.
Normally, the quantity of ammunition in the basic (2) Drain plugs on all trailers are opened.

load is reserved for emergencies and ammunition (3) The weight is d'stributed over the entire
for normal expenditures is drawn from the bed of the vehicle.
ammunition supply point (ASP) at the available
supply rate (ASH), The unit should rotate stocks in (4) The load does not exceed the bed height of

the basic load with ammunition drawn from the the vehicle.
ASP to insure that all ammunition is inspected (5) The load is properly braced to prevent

regularly and maintained in -t serviceable shifting during movement.
condition. Expending ammunition in excess of the (6) Ridge poles are placed along the center of
available supply rate normally requirs approva I the bows and underneath the paulin of the vehiclent
of higher headquarters. In addition to being to ant thermath te p ofkts.

F rotated, ammunition should be cared for, hawh-'d,
"nad stored as outlined in the succeeding (7) Paulin end curtains are atilized on the rear

paragraphs of this section. of all cargo-type motor vehicles.
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Tabile' 11 2. 1Pajn (jg arid Marleing /Aitui'n

Pintir'q and Marking of Ammuritnition Pzintinl ind Marling of Ammunition
Amm~unition of Earlior Manufactur-e of K~o,.ýnt Manutat.tura

HE Oiedrab vv yellow marking.. Olive drab w yellow ma. king
jHEAT .......... Olive diati w yellow marking Black w ',,'o"Žw marking.
IAFP (over 40 -mm) .Olive drab -w yellow miarkinq Olive drab wbl;ck band~ind yellowma-kmg.
Smoke (except WP or FWP Gray %,- onie yellow band andA yellow i ark - Light green w black marking.I

(semitnurd) o~~~ne ht * hgk * 'r wiemrig
.Smok9ý (WP or PWP) _ -... . Gray w one yellow band and yellow ma% !ight gýrecn W yeliow bane and light red

PRactice wo Pexplosive tiller. ........ Blue or black w white marking Blue %w vvtiie marking.

Prautice wt higjh-explosive filler .. Blue or black vv white mnarkidn Blue w veliow band and white marking.
Practice w low-explosive filler. Btue or black w white marking Blue w bro-wn band a-id whiine marking.K Chemical:
Persistent toxic agent ....Gray w two green bands and green mairking. Gray wtwogreen bands and gree- marking.

(One yellow band w exolosive hoirsle~r.)
Nonipersistent toxic agent .... Gray w one green band and green marking Gray w one green band and green marking.,

Persstet iritat agnt Gra w wo id hiidsand~cd arkng. (One yc'llw band w explosive biirt-tei.)
Peristnt rriantaget ......... Gra w wu ed :ý,ds nd d mrkig. Gray w two red bands and red markings.

(One vellow bar~d w explosive burster.)
HNonpersistent irritant agent .. ... Gray w one red band and red inarking. Gay w one red band and red marking

(One yotlow band w explosive burster.)VG and V series agents. Gray w one green band for G series, Iwo Gray w three green bands and green mark-
green bands for Vseries, andgreen mark - ing. (One yellow band w e;.plosive
mg. burster

AP iv high -explosive filler . .Black w yellow rnacking BI-ick w yellow mnarking.

I ~and white diamionds. -

AT miices, RAAM ..... None . Olive drab w yellow marking and yellow
I ~triangles w letter's '"S' or "'L" in 00.

AP mines, ADAM None . . Olive drab " yellow, marking and yellow
j ýiangles w letters ''S' or 'Vin 00.

D'iimM my Black or blue w whqte marking Brn4wwhite marking.

(8) Adequate ,,-entilation is provided for in' the (d) Stacks 4h~ould be rno closer than IL inches
loaedveice.The paulins should be raised totewalad ocser than 18 inches to the

periodically so that the ammunition on the ceiling.

vehcle ca beaird.(e) All itemis should be properly rta-kaged
b, Off-vehicle storage. 1r) certain instances, and adequately marked.

part of the basic load may be stored on the ground
or in buildings, Such kammunition should be ()Otd tr~e
earmarked for a specific vehicie and stacked by (a) Dunnage ohoiiid bie high enough to
vehicle load. Operational plans must also provide provide a mninimnum of 6 inches between the stack
for the time, personnel, and vehi,'les required to and the ground. -

a~s or ove he amuniion.('b) The procedures in (I)(b), (c), and ('e)
(1) Inside storagc. above apply to outside Ltorage.4

a (a) Dunnage should be high enough to allow (c) AmmILn1ition in outside storage will be
aminimum airspace of 3 inches between te protected by a canvas paulin, a wooden shed, or an

ammunition and the floor of the 'building. A-framne. A min imumn airspace of 18 inches should
("b) Stripping between boxes is desirable if be maintained b~etween the covering and

the boxes are not cleated,. Stripping should be no a." niio topIiefrpoprvniai

less than I inch thick and 2 inches wide. This '
allows better air circulation and makes the stacks 11-'13. Ammunition Storage in Artillery
iote stable. Emplacements

j(c) Within each istack, items of the sarne' a. Biring batteries must bi-. eapable of moving
4~type should be stacked together by lot numbet within a few minutes of notification. Keeping

with the nomenclature facing outward and all aintrunition loaded on vehicles and servicing the
boxes alined. This arrangement fft,,ilitates howitzers directly from the ammunition vehicle
inventory and inspections, will help to keep your units mobile. This applies to
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48 PROPEL LAN] CANNiSTI.RS 6Ih'~LAr(A-Nl
(4 GROUPS 0; 12)

Follow these charts vwien o r . PRO-Jt~cfI I~ F lj
combat loading your M548 ammu- (8 PER PAILI IT)
nhion Y.-ihi-,Aa %&41h the 1 55--mm or 36 IT( I

*]Anch amit'uruifior com~ponents. 6' UZE P" t- 1:1)

11~ 'IZ BOXESI' I

I 1 - -rT1 ~j ~ LI~7K I.jC , >iJx

Figure 1 i-1i. cornba" loading chartsý of the M548 cargo cerrier

both towed and self-propelled artillery weapons. (1) Do- not pcritit d-sasse.'nil,,y of corponent:ý,
The amimunition vehicles then should be buch as fuz~es and Primers, Without rip'.:rfic
habitually associated writh the howitzerz. This authorization. Any alteration cf loaded
mealus that when a howitzer receives a scheduled ammunition, exeept by direction and. under the
maintenance, cc should the ammunition vehicle; supervision o!' the technical sourcc concerned, is

S convoys should be tactically configured oo that hazardouai and must not be und-ertaken.
ammunition vehicles follow their a,'sgned
howitzers; and, that if a howitzer is dug in or (2) Do not open seale-1 containers or rem~ove

reveted theammniton vhice i in ~e ame protective or safety devrices until just befoiee use,
revetment. An extract from TMA 9-2350--2s /1-~10 of excoRpt as required for ins~pection.
an ammunition combat loading chart of the M548()Reiramuionrprd o figbt -..

S Cargo Carrier for the 155-mm or 8-inch howitzers(3 RZmna uitopraedf- iigbt
is shown in figure 11-11. These charta arf- gtides fELtrdt t x~nipcigad~aki -

only, and the location of ammunitioni corapnpntan appropriately. Use rucis aflmfuiintion first. in "~

differ due to your combat mission. subsequent firings in order t43 keep stocks of

b. Armmunition vehicles a~t tlit tGriýig p~int wkill *.--- - - -- -

be placed so that the howitzer catnstill be sevirel, WVARAING&: Live ammu-nition wiH nut be
but the possibility of ignition or dr, onnatwn. ii case oubstituted fog' authorized drill aimmunitiou for
of an accident is minimized. Amniwnition shouldl tann upi~S
be stored in a dry place atid shouldi be protectedtringppts.
frora the direct raya of the sun by ta puffiina or b'. JRechioe round. Spezi~al handling precautions
other coveking. There sýiould be ample circulation ain.l procedures for handling the Beehive rouindt
of airthrough and on all iloae of the stmicks. Erratic Ynustt be olbserved to prevent d~ainage to the
rangc,4 and dangerous ini'gh presaiur-,ý may reault ~rpoieetie. These speciali proc;.ed~ures are necesisary

from verhatedan~mnitin. lcavse the projectde case is made of n~ininum,
fr. Avesuitabed point huldbedeigatd cncept for the steel hollow base, %~nd rough

cý Asuiabl pont hond b deigniedand handling can cause extensive 4amage to tho!
safety procedures should be established for ý suin prinadthsrne hepoetl
collectlion and disposition oJf unfired powder unserviceabkc. Damage to the i~eenive projevtile
moerentents (s.-- paragraph 11-1 'b). ca epeetdby application of the proceduresi

WARNING: Smoking ir, alway& prohibited in 4!ýscribed in a above for standaid ammunition and
the vicinity of explopiver and ammunition, observation of the special procautions outlined in

T1-~14. Special Mlandfing Precautions (1) thro (5) below.

a. tanarda~nnuntio. Epl~ve(1) Inaure that aflA peraoim-P!areaware of the
auirmunition must be. handled with aopropriate greF.ter ixo*'ibility of 4ýania_-e to Beehive reoundd
rare at all times. Explosive elements, such as those thntohrtveofa iiio Sic eie
in prime-@ and faes, are sensitive to undue shock ammunition ii) reserved for special purposes, it
and ihtmeaue hegnrlrlsi ~ may~ remain in the unit longer than other
through (3) below FAs well as those in paragraph ~ amnto n hsma ehnldmn ie
11-13 should he observed in ordcr to keep before it is tirca.
ammunition in a serviceable condition and ready (2) Conduct frequent inspections to insure
ior inmediate kise. adequacy 4f storage, proper Ftorage of beehiive



tounds in the hasio Woad, and proper handling be checked carefully to insure that the p~roper
procetnre~.number of increments is present.

(3) Do not allow the projectile so otrike .r be b. Destruction. Unused powder iricrements
struck by iharp or' heavy objecis. should he burned, not buried. Burning will be

( Sto) (stow) Bee-hive ammunition accomplished by a two-man tfam supervised by
an officer.1The burning site will be at least 200 feet

separately fromn standard ammunition; however, if from other personnel and equipment. All powder
r4~bi~ ound mut bestaked ithstanard charge increments to be destroyed should be

Behv onsr h o ftesuacply),he wide. The row of increments should be.
plaied at)d~ tha buriP vrill progress toward the

(5) hismne that adequate scrndeisad rctokof the wind (into the wind). A. train of
i -otk~tv rateia's are provided for rounds that combustible material (e.g., 'ýxcelsior)

have be~en reniov-d from then- containers for approximately 25 feet long should be placed
;.mm#.diate firing and inkare that eunnon crews perpendicular t,", and at the downwind end of, the

uneeadhow to nse these devices, row of increments. 'Pie combustible aterial
11--b. ackng tndarkc~gs~iould be lighted at the end farthiest from the

explosive by a member of tb~burning detail, who
Annaiin spce i pca cnanr, shouldt be standing on the w.-indward side of the

These containers are clearly marker! in accordaxice train. Igniter powder Cblack powder) will be
with pertnen t Army regulations and removed from the propelling charges and placed in

LspecifiRations to show ail eosential information, a train not more than .2 inches widco at the upwind
Containers are designed to withstand normal end of the row of increments to be destroyed.
zonditionns of handling, storage, andWANG:Poeln carsadigtr
transportaior. and to comply with InterstateWAN G:Poeln chrsadigtr

CommrceCommssin reulaions Making on pads should be opened with a nonsparking knife to
cnt~Ainers include all information required for avoid rmtr giin esr ormv h

connjOlete, identification of the contents end for igniting powder from the center core of certain
(-ompliance with Interstat-e Commerce poeln hre eoebrig sM 9o
Commission regulacions. F'or additional MS eis

i~f mtin see TM 43-00~01--28 and TM 11-8 Projecti~es

11-16. rimersa. Semifixed pro jec tiles. The prcjectile andPrimes nroelhprif for Aemrifixed roundsa oar ;r%&i the
Primers for seanifixed ammunition are an sam~e shipping container. The round is packed in A

integral par'toof the car-tridge caoe; thierefore, the fiber container, which, in turn, -is packed in a mnetal
storage requirenwr.ts fat propelling charges apply. cnanro ,oe o.lo ute rtcin
The eartridge cace should not be dropped, and the fuzed projectiles of 105-mm calibero may have
base of the caee should not be set on a sharp object, U-shapee packing st~ops fitted into the fuzp slots.

which could cause the primer to ignite. Prýimiers for T"heas imist be removed.
separate-loading ammunition may be. received b. Scr.xtiate- loading projectiles. Separate-I
pi~cked with the propellant, in whiceh case' the loadiag projiectikes do not require any outer
rriners will be stored with the propellant in .ýv packing;. i-y are shipped unfuzed, with an eyeb-)lt
original containers. Separate-loading primers lifting p~ug in the nos)Fe and a gromnmet around the
may be packed and issued separately, in which rotating hand for proteetion. Palletizing the
case they will be stored sepi.,ratelv. projectiles permits the ernployomeni. of forklifts and

11-~ ro 'Iants other types of heavy niaterials handling
a. Pakingand torig. Popeling quipment and thus reduces handliig t"xn an

a. aci.'g indstrin. ropllngcha.-ges a-e labor ini shipping and storage.nfibe- coniainers or airtight metal
storage cases for eas~e in handling and for a.lwaysbe proadedtirles. to te psidects ofavhicldprotection. from the elements. An igniLe i lasb oddprle oý rh idsoll, vhil
cloth or paper protects the. igokit,ýr end of the anblce .htteywlnoifOl

* separa9i- loadinig prq~ei ligcargep in 1hipinei ýt. d, Arnrunliiior storage. Ammurnuit iont~i.orage in
The packing contairners ace iiarked so that. all the field is the rsoniiiyotea-t eynn
essential informý,tiooi may be sc4en -vi (hut the seal The threec essential fuctort4 that govern r torage of
being i-rcken. Comnonepits of the pr'opelling ammunition are ut ntilation, cover, and drainage,

'Vý charge expls.ive train ahould be. 8tored in their Components of ammunhii.in are g'iver. priority of
u niginal, imnqened enI~ainer(e nntil. just prior to storage in order of their sensitivity. Chei-mical and

useinon-rto 4~e u osuewihsos'h white pbosphorua projectiles should be given

burning ratpe of powder, Plropelling churges should special attentiovi Chemical (gas) projectiles tire
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I' stored dow~nwixt4 f-omn the hott,;ry; wrhite seqled metal conitainers. When a roun~d is being
phos ,phorus projectiles are always stored on tbcir p'-epai-ed for firing, ýwo of t~he mos't important
bases ,~ecause JI~e phosphorus will melt at 1,0 F functi~ms airv fuzing and cutting ,h prolPeliing
and run to the side (if the piojectile is niot upright) cliarge. in fuzin~g, it ia essential that the~ ft~ve be
and thus cause erratit, flight. If a round of white maide fait tcthe prpoictile. Adjustablefl'zes should
phosphorus starts to leak, it becomes a fie hazard bie propely aet and should be chiecked befo-e firine.
and should be immersed in water. Projed~iles of Anv fuze that I-as beel? prepared for 1-iring but ,a
different lot numbers should be stnriA separately, not been fired must be reset to the safe, position

1119 Fbefore it i,- repacked in the original carton. Safety
-. UZOSpins in the boostpr mnust )e removed before the fuze

NFuzes are packed in individual fiber or and booster are seated in the proje-tile. Saftty
hermetically sealed metal containers in a woo~den wires on fuzes must be. removed before loading; if

bowihthe exiception of pr-:..4mity (VT) and the fuze ie, not fired, the wires fshould be replaced..

Section VI. FUZES, FUZE WRENCHES, FUZE SETTERS, AND BOOST ERS

11 -20. Forces That Act~ Upon a Fuze iime (MT), or proximity (VT) or Rs a combination
A fze s sid o b amedwhe itis ead wof these. Comnbination fuzes, such as the

detonate the projectile; that is, when all parts arepruc addlr r h iead ueqik
in, r a~ fre t mov to ther poper~iosso arc further classified ae selective fuzes; i.e., the

that the fuze may operate in its inten,'edr mar~ner. fuze may be set for either of the two available
Armng f fzesis ccoplihedpi cipllyby actions. A selective fuze set for tho. prinisry ac!tion

inertia and centrifugal force. In some f uies, both of prhoald fuxnctin oinith faltes.t actin aflthernt
these forces are used to actuate the s3afety devices; praivrmn eeenfil.hsatrae
in others, only one force is used. functioning m'inimizes complete loss of effec4t on a

target; it also provides & self-destruction
r.Inertia. Inertia is the property of matter by capability and thereby prevents recovery of the

whlich any phydical body (niatter) pereists in its rounds by enemy personnel. Setting a selective
state of rest or of uniform motion1 until actei upon fuze for 'alternate flunctioning (e.g., setting Va
by somne external force. Inertia manifests itself in superquick and delay fuze for delay action or a'4

* severral ways. mechanical time 'rid superquick fuze for
(1) Setback occurs when the projectile superquick action) in effect reduces the fuze to a

acclerteson ein fred Itmaybe sedto single- action. fine and will result in a diad or
* advantage to lock safety devices or unlock themloorebusifteaentermgeeet

when required. ',ails. Certain models of the proximity (VT) fuze
incorporate a superquick element expressly for

(2) Creep, a phenomnenon that can cause self -destri'iction purpoaes. whereas others are of
malfunction, occurs as the projectile body thsecivty.
decelerates in flight. It is taken iato consideration
in designing the fuze. 11-22. Impact Fuzes

(3) Set~forwc rd occurs at i~rapact or on sudden Impact fuzes are further classified according to
deceleration. This effect may be umsed to drive firing the~ action initiated by the force of impact as
pins into primers or to drive primers against stiperquick, "delay, nondelay. or point initiation
atationary firing pins, base detonation (PIBD).

b- Centrifugal force. Centeifugal force is that a. Supe,-4uick. Superquick action is designed to
force which - -sults from rotation of the projectile ciiuse the projectile to buret at the instart Jf
and fuze during flight. All objects within the fuze imp~ct with n 8olid object. Superquick -ction gives

* that are free to move wi!l move away from the r-i most of the effect above ground and leaves but ai
of rotation toward the mutside of the fiize. sinall crater. Heavy rain or hail i-nay cause the

superquick elernent of a Ifuze to function because
1 1-21. GbnsraI Clasai-9ication of Fuzes the firing pin mouti nw~d in the point of the fuz 'ý

a. An artillery fziscastidaorngt4is, and Will be rinven intaJ the primer upon irnpact,
fostzo o ihe prjctleas-ii-~ corigt with any solid object; therefore, a fize 1hould no~

postio ontheproectle s--be set for auperquick action under suet -ditiovt
(i1) Base detonating (B).However, see parag).apb (4) below f- fiew raiin

insesitie fze M39 he~ e are fwo~- impact,(2) Point detonating (11D). pinsest-detntg fuze thM73e9a -aI m

b. -Artillery fuzesart -41soclasbified t-ccording to in conotruction and Lave tiPe -up!' ,iick
the niethod of function..g ec rnpaf mechanical vapabilitý,



A (1) M508 superquick fuze. The M508 is a
N single-action impact fuze that requires no setting

S-B and gives a superquick action. It is basically the
same as the M557 fuze ((2) below) but has no delay

K element. It incorporates a booster M125, and the
booster rotor provide, the bore safety. 'iis fuze isused with burster-type chemical projectiles.

(2) M557 selective fuze. The M557 fuze (fig
F"A 11-12) is classified as a selective fuze because it

"K offers a choice of superquick or delay action. The
current production model has a black powder

G-.• pellet that gives a delay of 0.05 second. This fuze is
used with all HE projectiles. The M557 fuze is set
by means of a slotted screwhead (selector sleeve)

H on the side of the fuzebody (fig 11-12). Turning theV slot to the vertical position (SQ) gives superquick
action; turning it to the horizontal position

Ki (DELAY) gives a delay action. The position of this
J slot determines the action of the interrupter. If the

selector is set for DELAY, the interrupter is locked
into the flash channel and the superquick element
cannot be armed. If the selector is set for SQ, the

- N interrupter is moved out of the flash channel by

centrifugal force. Therefore, the flash from the
superquick detonator travels directly to the

L booster and superquick action results. If, for any
reason, the superquick components fail to

M • function, the delay plunger will movc forward and
cause the projectile to explode with delay action.
Fuze M557 consists of-

(a) A superquick firing pin in the nose.

U -(b) A superquick detonator.

(c) A flash channel, extending from the

0(d An interrupter in the flash channel,

coupled with a selector sleeve.
ORD DO173

(e) A delay action plunger in the base of the
fuze, consisting of a fixed firing pin, a sliding

A-Head detonator, and a black po.. r pellet.
B-Superquick element (f) A booster (M125A1).
C-Firing pin support
D-Firing pin (SQ) (3) M572 selectie fuze. The M572 fuze is
E--Detonator M24 essentially the same as the M557 fuze except that
F--Ogiva or windshield the nose of the M572 fuze has been filled with
G-Flashtube
H-Body epoxy.J-Setting sleeve
K-Senterruptee (4) M739 selective fuze. The M739 fuze (fig
L-Interrupter spring 11-13) is the latest improved version of the impact

M-Delay plunger assembly M1 fuze. The new fuze has an aluminum-filled body.
N--Fi ing pin (delay) In addition, the new fuze has a rain insensitivity
P-.Prirner M54 modification of the fuzing pin head, recessed 3/
"0-Delay pellet inch into a '2-inch diameter sleeve, with four small
"R-Plunger pin lock crossbars installed at different depths and
S-Plunger pins orientations inside this sleeve cavity. These
T-Relay M7 (delay element) crossbars cause raindrops that enter this sleeve to
-U---ooser M 125,41 be atomized into small droplets. These droplets are

thrown out of the cavity by centrifugal force and
Figure 11-12. Impact fuze M557, selective type, air pressure through four '/s-inch-diarneter radial

superquick or delay. holes located at the bottom of the sleeve. This
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action makes the fuze less sensitive to rain so that CP M78 fuzes contain 4 nondelay fuzes and 16
it can be fired through heavy rainstorms without delay fuzeu. The noidelay fuze has the same types
premature functioning of the round of ofelementsasthedelayfuze(cbelow)exceptthatit
ammunition. It will eventualhy replace both of the has no black powder delay pellet. The nondelay
older, rain-sensitive, fuzes M557 and M572. fuze is used in final adjustments during missions

requiring concrete-piercing or rabble-clearing
b. Nonde,!ay. There are two types of nondelay action. The M25 booster is used with the CP M76

fuzes-base-detonating and point-detonating. fuze to insure complete detonation of the bursting
The BD fuzes are used in projectiles in which the charge.
location of the fuze on the point of the projectile
would be impractical, as in the high-explosive (2) M91 base-detonating nondelay fuze. The
plastic round. The nondelay point-detonating fuze BD M91 fuze is a single-action fuze with an
is steel hardened to permit penetration of concrete integral booster charge and a tracer element. It is a
emplacements without damage to the firing pin base-detonating fuze for use writh the 105-am
and booster assemblyo The firing pin andf us with the
detonator assembly of all nondelay uzesand it is issued with th

-e pr fprojectile. The tracer element is located in the
conical base end of the fuze and has a burning timefrm possible damage upon impact. T.he nondelay o . ns

fuze depends on rapid deceleration of the projectile
at impact for its action. Therefore, the nondelay c. Delay. A delay fuze is designed to allow the
fuze action is slightly slower than the superquick fuze and projectile to penetrate the target prior to
fuze action but is much faster than the delay fuze the complete detonation of the bursting charge.
action. (The delay, fuze incorporates a black This action requires a steel-hardened fuze to
powder pellet to control the duration of the delay.) withstand his penetratio.. The concrete-piercing
There are two nondelay single-action fuzes. CP M78 delay PD fuze is a single-action, impact

(1) M76 concrete-piercing, point-detonating, fuze that requires no setting and is capable of
nondelay fuze. The concrete-piercing, delay action only. An M25 booster is used with the
po.nt-detnating M78 fuze is a single-action CP M78 fuze to insure complete detonation of the
nondelay, impact, point-detonating, steel- bursting charge. The black powder delay element
hardened fuze with a white ';p painted on the nose gives a delay of 0.025 Lwcond. This fuze and booster
to distinguish it from the CP M78 del•ay fuze (c can be used to convert a high-explosive round to a :""below). This nondelay fuze enables adjustment of concrete-piercing round, and are installed in the N

five on a fortification without the requirement for a projectile by the cannoneer with a special fuze
fuze of different ballistic characteristics. A box of wrench, the M16 (fig 11-14).

NOTE: HOLES IN CROSS bAR

BOOSTER PELLET SETTING SLEEVE ASSY HOLDER ASSY, NEED
NOI BE ALIGNED WITH

S & A ASSY BODY HOLES IN BODY. A~

BOOSTER CUP CLOSING SC! '# CROSS BAR HOLDING ASSY

S & A RETAINER M1 DELAY ASSY FIRING PIN
AND DETONATOR ASSY

Figure 11-13. Impact point-detonating superquick and delay fuze M739.
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Figure 11-14. Fuze wrench M16.

d. Point initiating base-detonating. The point broadcasted signals all along the trajectory,
initiating, base-detonating (PIBD) fuze N1509A1 is which, iii many cases, resulted in early bursts. Th3e
a special purpose fuze used with the M622 later proximity (VT) fuze has a 100-second time
HEAT-T projectile in the 105-ram howitzer, to ring for controlling the activation of the radio until
provide proper function of the round when it i.s the optimum time of 3 to 5 seconds be' •re reaching
fired in a direct role against enemy amnored the target. Today, all proxi-nity (VT) fuzes have
+-argets. A piezoelectric element retained in a nose time rings, and they are known as proximity (VT.)

• :.cap is fitted to the threaded standoff spike fuzes. The following information on both old and
Sassembly and is connected to the base-detonating new time fuzes is provide,! to bring you up to date

fuze in the body. On impact, fuze functioning on what is available in the field. For info.*-nation
detonates the projectile and the cone collapses, on all of the older time fuzes not covered in this

-r It -A -A , - .~ - Y I - -- ]

creating a nhigh-velocity, focused shock w ave and " " " c hia p ter, s eet T M 4 "o -,0 uVL• - o , ... . .. ,. • • y-
a jet of metal particles that penetrate the target. Ammunition.

11-24. M500/M501/M520 Mechanical411 -23. Mechanical Time and Proximity (VT) Fuzes i eS prun F zs
a. Mechanical time and proximity (VT) fuzesa.G n rl Th 5 0 M 1/ 2 TS fu e(fig 11-15), when installed and set properly, cause a eea.TeM0/~/50MS ue

the projectile txplosive train to function at the -ire mechanical time-superquick fuzes that have
right time and place. This chapter contains todfeetfrn is n bteAe'nto

infomatin o themecauicl tme (T), and one for the impact function. The fuze will
mechanical time-superquick (MTSQ), and function on whichever action occurs first after the

p- xi it ( T) f z s b i g u e in t e i ldround has been fired and the fuze arm ed. These
artillery at this time. It also discusses the fuze fuecotiamchnaliemcais(jt
wrench to be used in installing each fuze, the fuze lik ie the clockworks in• y-.ur alarm clock or
setter to be used in setting each type of fuze, the v.iswch.Tetm mcanmsre oe

diretio in hic thetim rin mut betured, reliable than the black powder rings in the old
ndiretion inume whchth times ring mustca be trnede, powder train time fuzes (M54/M55), and they can

and he umbe oftime eah Ibe set from 0 to 75 seconds, which is a significant
b. For many years field artillerymen the world improvement over the older time rings, which

over have used first the old powder train time fuzes couild be set from 0 to 25 seconds. The M500 fuze
(for example, the M54/M55') and then the was replaced by the M520.
mechanical time fuzes (such as the M501/M520, (1) Early fuze wells. Until 1962, the fuze wells
and later the M5P3, M564., and M565) to causeproectlesto uncionata gventim alng he of projectiles, into which the fuze bodies were
projectietory funtio have als given poetimes alngthe screwed, were of two different sizes--one Aize for

- both the old and the new proximity (VT) fuzes. The thsfuetatsdbotrsndamleriz
S"basic difference between the proximity (VT) fuzes frthsta ddntrquebotrs

18 that the older' fuze had no time ring for (a) High-explosive and burster-type
controlling the activation of the radio. The fuze projectiles. The white phosphorus, gas, and
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Figure 11-15. Time and proximity fuzes of the field artillery. . ,

high-exploaive projctctiles had the larger fuze MTSQ fuzes are obsolete. Those still in existence
opening to accommodate the booster, which was are being converted to M501s by removal of the
ecr-wed onto the base of the fuze and then screwed booster.
into he fuze well. These projectiles used the M00MTSQ fuze (figfuze and, later, the improved version called the 11 i sTil ruied fhe baSe-euection-:-• M520 fuze. In both cases, the -field artilleryman 11-16) is still required for the base-ejection
Mbtaprojectiles with the small fuze opening in the nose
received the fuzes and boosters already assembled of the shell. You can recognize these old
and ready to be installed in the fuze well of the base-ejection smoke and illuminating rounds veryprojectile. easily. The smoke rounds are painted gray with

-. (b) Base-ejection projectiles. All of the yellow markings; the illuminating rounds are
base-ejection projectiles, such as smoke, painted gray with white markings.
illuminating, had the smaller fuze opening and

LIN used the M501 fuze, which came without a booster. d. Installing the M501 fuze. Install the M501
The M500 or M520 fuzes with boosters would not fit fuze in the old smoke or illuminating projectile by
fin this type of projectile because the fuze opening removing the closing plug (or eyebolt lifting plug)
S was too small, from the projectile, ir ipecting the fuze well,

"placing the fuze in the Ctuze well of the projectile,
(2) Fuze wells of today. Today, all of the fuze and tightening thc fuze by hand. Next, place the

well openings in the projectiles have been M18 fuzewrench (fig 11-17) correctly on thefuzeso
_- standardized to the large size (1)(a) above, and the that you can turn the wrench coc iterclockwise

fuze bodies have been manufactured to fit the about 1/4 turn. to loosen the fuzi,. Then with your
- . larger openings. However, there are still many hand on the handle of the wrench, turn the wrench

" projectiles of the base-ejection type (smoke and sharply and firmly clockwise to tighten the fuze to
illuminating rounds) with the small fuze openings the projectile. Do not use an extension on the fuze

_ available, and for that reason the M501 fuze will wrench. Be sure that there are no threads showing
have to stay in the inventory until all of the old and thot the fuze fits snug against the nose of the ..
stocks (of smoke and illuminating rounds) have projectile. " :;
"been expended (c below). WARNING: Do not fire an artillery round of

b. M500/M520 MTSQfuze. The M500 and M520 any caliber without using the fuze authorized for

- .11-22
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AND M520 FUZES :

LN

K -Figure 11-18. Fuze setter M.26.

ecie lo theP fuze setter, with the. correc~t projectile. A loosened fuze výan cause an iribore
time setting onit and wth the thumbscrew tight so explosion or other malfunction if fired in that
the scale will not slip, on the fuzed projectile. Seat condition. So if the fuze ip loose, use the M18 fuze
thia fuze setter onto the nose of the fuze, then lock wrench --o relighten the fuze so that it is again

* the handle down on the scales, and rotate the setter flush against the nose of the projectile. The M26
in a courterclockwise direction until it stops and fuze setter is no longer issued and is being replaced
the pawl snape into position. Next, raise the by the M27 (fig 11-19).

Landle and remove the fuze setter. Be sure to check

correctly and that the fuze is still flush with the is a flat-handled wrench-type in~strument with a _zl
noise of the projectile. Sometimes the cone-shaped portion, which consista of a bronze

thefue n he uz wlland leaves it loose on the pinned to the casting, on the center of theL th fuz in he fze wll o thefuzesettr losens11-24cstnwihatelachhtisdvaidad
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Figure 11-19 Fuze setter M27.

T-handle. The fuze setter has no scale. Obtain the time), even when you are changing the time setting
desired setting by rcmoving the wire from the fuze to a number that is lower than that you originally
and placing the ;etter over the top of the fuze so placed on the fuze. When using the M27 fuze setter,
that the steel catch engages the lug on the lower turn it counterclockwise also; but, if you miss the
cap of the M501 fuze. Turn the fuze setter in a setting or want tochange it to a lower one, you turn
:ounterclockwis,, direction until the index mark on fuze setter M27 clockwioe to at least I or 2 seconds -

the cap points to the time desired on the time ring below the desired setting and then approach the
of the fuze. You can set the M501 fuze to the closest correct setting from lower to higher numbers. The
-/2 second with this fuze setter. If you miss the purpose of going 1 or 2 seconds below the desired
setting, back up the index mark 1 or 2 seconds and setting is to take up any lost motion in the
then reset the index mark over the desired time mechanical time gear train that could adversely
setting. affect the airburst. --1

(3) Direction of setting M501 fuze. When using (4) Setting the fuze to safe. If you do not fire
the M26 fuze setter, always turn the fuze setter in a the M501 fuze, you must reset the fuze to safe and

-1
counterclockwise direction (toward increasing replace the safe~y wire on -the nose of the fuze.

FUZE MS63 COMES IN THE 1OS -mm

APERS (BEEHIVE; PROJECTILE ONLY

COMES SET FOR MA KVUZZLE ACTIONI

AND CAN HE FIRED \WITHOUT FURTHER
SETTING. ADDITIONAL TIME MAY BESET IF DFSIPEID

VERNIE R SCALE --1

Figure 11-20. Faze M563 mechanical time.
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Using the M26 fuze setter, turn the dials of the fuze mechanical timne fuze (fig 11-22,) is similar to the
setter to S, place the setter over the nose of the fuze, M564 fuze but does not contain a booster or a

and turn the setter counterclockwise until it stops. superquick element. This fuze is set for mechanical
Remove the setter, check the setting on the fuze, time action just like the M564, and it must always
and ,eplace the safety wire. To set the fuze to safe be set for time. DO NOT USE TtIE M565 FUZE
with the M27 fuze setter, place the M27 fuze setter FOR IMPACT SUPE1?QUICK AC'lION: THE
on the fuze, engage the steel catch in the lug on the RESULTS WILL BE A 1)I1) EVERY TIME!
lower cap, and turn the index mark counterclock- Remember, use the M565 in the new base-ejection

wise until it is over the S setting on the fuze. rounds with the larger fuze well, use the M501 inRemove the setter, check the setting on the fuze, the older base-ejection rounds with t he smaller

and replace the safety wire. fuze well, and use the M564 in the high-explosive

f. Number of times the M501 fuze can beset. The and burster-type projectiles.

M501 has four small brass screws that hold the
lower cap snug to the time ng on the fuze.WARNING: Because of the standardization ofTurning the index mark on the ring causes the the fuze well openings and the faze bodies, it isscrews tho be woin. Therefore, the M501 fuze should possible to put either the M504 or the M565 in any

not be set more than three times without the of the new projectiles; however, improper results

ammunition supply point surveillance team and malfunctions can occur if these fuzes are used
checking the torque of the screws to insure that incorrectly. KNOW WHICH FULZE GOES IN

they are snug enough to hold -. ny settings put on WHICH PROJECTILE!

the time ring. if you have an M501 fuze with a loose e. Installing the Y1564 or V565 fuze. The M564
time ring, do not use it. Turn it back to your or M-5r5 fuze is installed in the correct fuze well
ammunition sergeant so that he can turn it back to with the M18 fuze wrench (fig I 1- 17). Remove the
the ammunition supply point, where personnel closing plug (on 105-mm projectiles), or the eyebolt
will retorque the time ring by *1ghtening the four lifting plug (on separate-loading projectiles),
brass screws. inspect the fuze well, and then hand-tighten the

11-25. M563/M564/M565 Mechanical M564 or M565 fuze in the appropriate projectile.
Time Fuzes Place the M18 fuze wrench on the fuze so that you

a. General. The M563, M564, and M565 can turn the wrench counterclockwise about ¼/

mechanical time fuzes have 100-second time turn to slightly loosen the fuze. "T1hen with your

mechanisms and vernier scales, which are used in hand on the handle of the wrench, turn the wrench - I
setting the fuzes to the closest 1/10 second. These sharply and firmly to tighten the fuze to thc
fauzes have utandt e bodies- .... • 11 projectile. There should be no threads showing and

fuzs hve itadarduize iuze Cpu'le an Wvill. the fuze should fit snugly against the nose of the'" replace the M501 and M520 MTSQ fuzes.
projectile.

b. M563 mechanical time fuze. The M563
mechanical time fuze (fig 11-20) is a single-action f. Setting the M563, M564. or M565 fuze. The
fuze that comes set for muzzle action. The fuze can M563, M564, and M565 fuzes do not require a
be set for any time of flight up to 100 seconds. The precision fuze-setting instrument such as the M26
M563 mechanical time fuza was specifically fuze setter. The time ring on each of these fuzes is
developed for use with the 105-mm antipersonnel set with a fuze setter and socket such as the M63
round, commonly called the Beehive round, and it (fig 11-23) or a simple spanner fuze setter,
is not used with any other projectile. It open-wrench type, M34 (fig 11-24). Each fuze has
incorporates a time vernier scale similar to that of a vernier scale (fig 11-25) that allows accurate
the M564 MTSQ fuze (c below) and is set for time in 0.1-second settings to be made with either fuze
the same manner as that fuze (f below), setter. The M563 fuze is issued assembled to the

c. M564 mechanical time-superquick faze. The 105-mm Beehive round and is used only with thisM564 mechanical time-superquick faze(fig 11-21) special round. It comes set for muzzle action;
is intended for use with sin-stabilized burster however, it can be set for additional timeisojnteded fin which mechasnical time settings depending upon the distance of the target from theprojectiles iweapon. The M565 fuze is used only with
(from 2 to 100 seconds) or impact superquick base-ejection rounds. It does not have a booster,
functioning is desired. The M564 MTSQ fuze is nor is a booster used with it. The M563 and M565
desirned to function either at a set time or upon fazes cannot be set for inpuct V ction, and they

impact, whichever occurs first after arming. cannot be sed with thn ard-ty
However, the booster assembly prevents this fuze h -explosive projectiles. The M56h 4 faze is used

from arming for either action until the round has hightexburs ter-tyteIhigh-explosiveuprojectile
traveled a minimum distance of 200 feet from the with the burster-type high-explosive projectiles

and can be fired for impact superquick or time.-"-
weapon muzzle. The M564 fuze will replace the action. The procedures for setting fazes M563, ,.

M520 faze. M564, and M565 with fuze setter M63 and M34 are
d. M565 mechanical time fuze. The M565 as follows:
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Figure 11-21. Fuze M564 mechanical time-superquick.
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Figure 1.1-22. Fuze M565 mechanical time.

(1) M63fuze set'ter. For making whole--second desired whole second on the lower cap scale is
settings with fuze setter M63, place the setter over alined with the 0 graduation on the vernier scale
the fuze so that the socket engages the two lugs on (B, fig 11-25). Observe on the lower cap acale the
the fuze cap. Turn the lower cap clockwise until the graduation immediately above and to the right of
mark on the lower cap scale that represents the the graduation for the desired tenth of a second on
desired time setting is aligned with the 0 mark on the vernier scale. Continue to turn the lower cap
the fuze body vernier scale (B, fig 11-25). until the observed graduation on the lower cap

(a) Fractional second settings. For scale is alined with the graduation for the desired
fractional second settings (in tenths of a second), tenth of a second on the vernier scale (B and C, fig
turn the lower cap clockwise, in the direction of the 11-25). For example, if the desired time setting is
arrow (A, fig 11-25) until the graduation for the 5.5 seconds, turn the lower cap until the 5
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Figure 11-23. Fuze setter M63.

w"..

Figure 11-24. Fuze oetter M34.

graduation on the lower cap scale (of 0 to 100 11-24) is a simple spanner wrench-type setter with
seconds) is alined with the 0 graduation on the two small projections on the inside of the circle
vernier scale (fig 11-25). Observe that the 15 that fit into the lugs of the M563, M564, and M565
graduation on the lower cap scale is immediately fuzes. To set any of these fuzes, always turn the
above and to the right of the 5 graduation (the M34 fuze setter in the direction of the arrow on the
desired tenth of a second) on the vernier scale. fuze (clockwise). The time setting or the safe
Continue to turn the lower cap until the 15 setting is made o-i the vernier scale with this fuze
graduation on the lower cap scale is alined with setter in the same manner as with the M63 fuze
the 5 graduatinn on the vernier scale. '1he desired setter 4(1) above). However, if you miss the time
time of 5.5 seconds is now set on the fuze (C, fig setting, you can back up this fuze setter 1 or 2
11-25). seconds and then reset the fuze for the desired

(b) Setting the fuze to safe. If the fuzed time. &ý sure that the vernier scale is set to the

projectile is prepared for firing but is not fired, correct tenth of a second.
place the M63 fuze setter back on the fuze and g. Number of times the M563, M564, or M565
r,-aline the S mark (MA on the M563 fuze) on the fuze can be set. The M563, M564, or M565 fuze can
lower cap with the 0 mark on the fuze body by be set as many times as necessary in order to
turning the fuze setter in a clockwise direction obtain the right setting. Unlike the M501 fuze, A

until the S (MA on M563) is alimed over the 0. There which has the four brass screws that become worn
is no safety wire to add to this fuze (as you do on the and lose torque when the cap is turned an
M50t) because the holddown time lug is engaged excessive number of times, each of these fuzes has
inside the fuze automatically as the lower cap is a wavered washer between the lower cap and the
turned to the S setting. Never fire an M565 fuze time ring that keeps the cap tight regardless of
without putting some time on the fuze so the how many times it is turned.
holddown time lug will be unlocked. Always turn h. Direction of setting the M.563, M564, oo"t. M6 fuz Directio in aetn thek~is d56,i56,,ction-.-: :

te M63 faze setter in a clockwise direction. fuze. Always turn the fuze setter M34 or M63
(2) M34 fuze setter. The M34 fuze setter (fig clockwise, in the direction of increasing time, as
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".. Figure 11-25. Vernier scale.

=(. shown by the arrow on each of these fuzes. made before 1970 must nev,ýr be fired without a
S... Reniembe,- that the M,563 fuze is issued on the time setting being placed on the vernier scale,

"•105-rami antipersonnel projectile (Beehive) only either for time or superquick action. Ilie impact
,•, and that it is already set for MA (muzzle action). superquick setting for these early M564 fuzes

", ~This fuwed round can be fired witbhout further (before 1970) is 90.0 seconds. Do not fire these early
"\." setting, or time can be set on ii if necessary to fuzes on the "S" setting because premature bursts

i_--•: protect your firing position. could occur!
q(1) Setting the M564 fuze. All settings on the (b) M564 fuze made after 1970. A correction

M564 fuze are made in a clockwise direction. This was made to those M564 fuzes manufactured infuze has two firing pins, one at the nose for impact late 1969 so that the later fuzes can be fired as they
"action and one inside the fuze for isedanical time come out of the can (set on "St) for superquick

" ction. The time action capnot take place until you action. The date on these fuzes should read 1970 or

,... turn the time ring, which unlockE, the safety lug a later date. These later fuzes do not have to be setand allows the clock mechanism to adnction after on 90.0 seconds for impact superquick action.
Tthe round is fired so the projectile will be detonated (2) Setting th is M565 fuze. All settings on the

-~ (1 Setong the tra64cfaze. All tm settings on the b)P54fzmaeftr17.Acrcio

along the trajectory. All time settings on theM565 fuze are made in a clockwise direction. This
fuzM564-type fuze are always backed up by the fuze has only one ltr f sn be ithe fuza for

S impacti anion. If the fuze does not function on the mechanical time action. he cannot be set for ispme ack
. actio ing, i will function on impact superquick action. In fact, a projectile fuzed with the M565

action when it hits the target. If the M564 fuze is to fuze will be a dud if it hits the ground before the set
ahhnobe fired for impact superquick action ony, then time or the vernier scale expires, It will also be a
along the dtraetory mallfatime settings on thýe M565 faeaemd naco kwsdieto.Ts

" check the date of manufacture stamped on the* fze dud if the round does not go off on the time action.
,, -body, and follow either paragraph (a) or (b) Remember this fuze is used with the newer

Sbelow- base-ejection rounds only, and it is never fired in
(a) M564 fuze made before 1970. Those fuzes any burster-type high-explosive projectile.
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11-26. M577/M582 Mechanical Time- be seated firmly against the nose of the projectile.
Superqulck Fuzes When the M577 fuze is to be fired with the 155-mm

(M483) or 8-inch (M509) antipersonnel-
a. General. The M577 and M582 mechanical antimateriel improved conventional munitions

time-superquick fuzes (fig 11-26) have 200-second (1CM) round, some special preparation of the fuze
time mechanisms, which are used in setting the may be required before it is installed. These special
fuzes to the closest 1/10 second. These newer fuzes preparations are as follows:
will eventually replace the M564 and M565 pol
mechanical time fuzes. The newer fuzes do not (1) Special assembly, registration mode. A
have vernier scales. Instead, each has three special shaped-charge booster (fig 11-27) is
movable digital dials (similar in design and available for use with the M577 fuze and must be A
functioning to an odometer in a car) that can be attached to the fuze for registering with the
viewed through a window on the body of the fuze. 155-mm (M483) or 8-inch (M509) ICM round. TheA
The dial closest to the nose of the fuze indicates uxpelling charge in the fuze well of the 155-mmi
hundreds of seconds. A nontime setting is projectile or the expelling charge in the 8-inch
indicated when the black triangle mark (,4 ) on this projectile must be removed before the M577 fuze
dial is under the hairline in the window. The next with shaped-charge booster is installed in the
dial indicates tens of seconds, and the third dial projectile. This shaped-charge booster causes the ,
indicates seconds. In addition, the third dial has a ICM round to function in the same manner as a
scale that indicates tenths of seconds. The desired standard high-explosive round.
setting is placed under the hairline in the window. (2) Special assembly FFE mode, 155-mm
The timing mechanism starts to operate upon projectile M483. To prepare this round for firing,
simultaneous exposure to projectile spin and remove the eyebolt lifting plug, inspect the fuze
setback. When set for time function, the fuze starts well, screw in fuze M577 with the M 18 fuze wrench
its aining cycle approximately 3 seconds prior to (d above), and set the correct time with the M35
the set time. Each fuze also has an impact fuze setter (e below). Then the 155-mm projectile
superquick setting (e(1) below). M483 is ready to be loaded and fired for effect. 2

b. M577 MTSQ fuze. The M577 MTSQ fuze is in (3) Special assembly, FFE mode, 8-inch
production and it is intended for use with a projectile. When the M577 fuze is used with the
base-ejection projectile to expel the payload over 8-inch (M509) antipersonnel-antimateriel ICM
the target area by mechanical time action. round for fire-for-effect action, the eyebolt lifting
However, this fuze can be fitted with a special plug is removed, the fuze well inspected and the
shaped-charge booster (fig 11-27) and used with fuze is installed in the projectile (M509) in the same
the newer antipersonnel and antimateriel (ICM) manner as described in (2) above.L-.AO•: • ' )•r4 q •..,1 " _'_rt .L.. +kn..n•,..

w A013 a.nld M510l9 to m aktlm blow up
ik onvenona.. high-explosive rounds.. b(4) Special instructions for installing thelike conventional high-explosive rounds. M582 fuze. Never use the M582 fuze in any

in M582 MTSQfuze. The M582 MTSQfuzeis not base-ejection round. Do not remove the booster
in production at this time, but is intended for use that comes with the fuze. Always install the fuze
with spin-stabilized burster-type high-explosive and booster complete every time you use the M582
projectiles when mechanical-time settings up to fuze in burster-typc projectiles such as
200 seconds or impact superquick functioning is high-explosive, white phosphorus, and certain
desired. This fuze will be shipped with its own gas projectiles.
booster assembled and should not be used in a e. Setting the M577 or M582 fuze. The fuze "'
base-ejection round. This fuze must never be fired setting key (which looks like a slotted screwhead
without a setting placed on it; that is, a setting for on the noae of the fuze) controls the three dials in <1
impact action (e(1) below) or time action (e(2) the fuze. This key is used for setting either the
below). M577 or the M582 fuze after it has been screwed

d. Installing the M577 or M582 fuze. Install the into the projectile. Place the M35 fuze setter (fig
M577 or M582 fuze in the ft:ze well of the 11-28) over the nose of the fuze. With the palm of
appropriate projectile by using i" ' 18 fuze your hand pressing in on the top of the fuze setter
wrench (fig 11-17), Remove the clo • plug (on (fig 11-291, rotate it counterclockwise so that the t

105-mm projectiles) or the eyebolt liftirn.plug (on screwdriver-like blade in the cone of the fuze setter
separate-loading projectiles), inspect the fuze well, engages the slot in the top of the fuze. Set the
and then screw the M577 or M582 fuze in the appropriate numbers under the hairline visible
appropriate projectile until it is handtight. Place through the window on the nose of the fuze.
the M18 fuze wrench on the fuze so that you can
turn the wrench counterclockwise about 1/ turn. (1) Setting for impact action (4 98). Rotate the - .
Tighten the fuze to the projectile with a sharp snap fuze setter approximately ¼/ turn in a,
of the wrench in the clockwise direction. There counterclockwise direction to change from the
should be no threads showing and the fuze should shipping and storage setting .495 (fig 11-30) to a
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Figure 11-26. Fuzes M577M582

mechanical time-superquick.

Figure 11-27. Fuze M577 prepared foe- registration
"V mode with the 155-mm (M483) or

8-inch (M509) ICMprojectile.

Figure 11-28. Fuze M577 and fuze setter M35.
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Figure IU-29. Operational view showing use of fuse Figure 11-30. Shipping and storage setting of
setter M35 on MTSQ fuse M577 or M582. fuze M577 or M582.

setting of 4 98 (fig 11-31). At t1i8 fuze setting the nose of the projectile) to a setting that is at least
(4 98), either fuze M577 or fuze M582 will operate 1 or 2 seconds less than the required setting. Then
as a superquick point-detonating (PD) impact fuze turn the fuze setter counterclockwise and set the
and the round is ready for firing without fuze to the requireu 'time uy lining up the
additional action. appropriate number under the hairline.

(2) Setting for time airburst up to 200 seconds. f. Direction of setting the M577 or M582 fuze.
Rotate the M35 fuze setter approximately ½/ turn in You can set either the M577 or M582 fuze from the
a counterlockwise direction to remove the shipping and storage setting to the desired setting

"- " shipping/storage and impact settings as well as (PD or time) by rotating fuze setter M35 in a
"the black triangle (,4). The black triangle indicates counterclockwise direction (fig 11-33). However,
a nontime setting. Continue rotating the fuze these fuzes cannot be set to the desired setting and
setter counterclockwise past the zero time setting then to the shipping and storage setting by the
(000) until the desired time setting is reached. Each continudus rotation of the fuze setter in the
complete turn of the fuze setter moves the dials 10 counterclockwioe direction. To change a time
seconds. Turning the fuze setter 20 complete turns setting to an impact setting or a shipping and
moves the dials from 000 to 200 (fig 11-32). The storage setting you must rotate the fuze setter in
dials cannot go beyond the 200 setting. In order to the clockwise direction.
set the fuze back to a lower time setting, for impact,
or to the shipping setting, you must turn the fuze g. Number of times the M577 and M582 fuzes
setter in a clockwise direction. DO NOT TRY TO can be set. The M577 and M582 fuzes can be set as
TURN THE FUZE SETTER BEYOND THE many times as necessary to get the correct setting.
MECHANICAL STOPS AFTER 200 APPEARS If you miss the netting the first time, back the dials
ON THE DIALS IN THE WINDOW OR SET THE up 1 or 2 full seconds and reapproach the setting in
FUZE BELOW THE SHIPPING SETTING OF the counterclockwise direction.
4 95.5 TO 4 93.0 (f below). While reading the
setting, apply slight torque to remove backlash. 11-27. Proximity (VT) Fuzes

(3) teducing setting for time airburst. To reset c. General. Each proximity (VT) fuze (fig 11-34),
either the M577 or the MC82 fuze for a time interval has a clock-like mechanism that is set to control
less than the interval for which it was originally the activation of the radio transmitter and receiver
set, turn the fuze setter clockwise (as viewed from in the fuze. These fuzes may be set as many times

11-32
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as necessary to get the right setting. The proximity
(VT) fuze is essentially a combination radio

... transmitter and receiver. At a set time kfrom 5 to
"100 seconds) after the projectile leaves the muzzle
of the weapon, the radio is activated and begins
sending out continuous waves toward the target.
As the projectile approaches an object, the waves
are reflected back to the fuze and are picked up by
the receiving unit in the fuze. When the incoming
waves reach a predetermined intensity, an
electronic switch is thrown, and this action caurses
the fuze to function by starting the projectile
explosive train. Impact superquick action can be
expected if the appropriate time is set on the fuze
and the proximity (VT) element fails to function.

b. M513 and M514 proximity (VT) fuzes. The
M513 and M514 proximity (VT) fuzes are basically
the same except that the sensitivity switch in the
"M513-series fuzes is set for a lower height of burst
and is used only with the 105-mm projectiles. Th',
M514-series fuzes are used with the 155-mm and
8-inch projectiles; however, they are being phased
out and replaced by the M728 and M732 proximity
(VT) fuzes.

Note. The impact elements of proximity fuze&
Figure 11-31. Superquick PD setting for M513, M513BI, M514, and M514B1 are not

fuze M577 or M582. operable unless the fuzes are armed for proximity

I.I

-.4

°*1

"41

Figure 11-32. Start of time setting (001) and maximum time setting (200) of fuze M577 or M582.
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-COUNTER- by a factor of about 4; for example, a burst height of
,LOCKJITE R-LOCKWL11E 60 feet will be reduced to about 13 feet on the next . j

fl SHIPPING AND STORAGE---FIGURE 30 round, and thus much better results are obtainedjJ SETTING(93., T0495.5) 1/4 TURN with subsequent firing when the M5 cap is used.
PD SETrING (498)- FIGURE 31

001 SECONDS---------- FIGURE 32 1/4 TURN U T(b) Restriction onAusepof M5 cap. DOuNOT
~QOSEOND-------FIGRE32 2 TUNSIIUSE THIS CAP WITH ANY PROXIMITY FUZESV.• 200 SECONDS ----- FIGURE 32 20 TURNS

u EXCEPT THOSE OF THE M513 SERIES.

CAUTION: Do not attempt to set these fuzes (3, M514 and M514B1. TheM514 and M514B11
"below o4 93.0 when setting them in the clockwise fuzes are similar to those discussed ir, (1) above
direction or above 200 seconds when setting them in and cannot be fired for impact action only. They -4

the counterclockwise direction. The settings of 000 must always be used for proximity action. These
and 200 are not authorized service settings. fuzes are used with some of the separate-loading

Figreorprojectiles for the 155-mm and 8-inch howitzers.
Figure 11-33. Direction of setting or resetting They are not used with the projectiles for the

"fuze M577 or M582. 105-mm howitzer.

action. If the fuzed projectile hits the target before (4) M514A1. The M514A1 fuze is similar to
the time set on the fuzes expires, the round will those proximity fuzes discussed in (2) above in that
result in a dud. Later series of these fuzes, such as it also has the impact element that is armed 2 to 3
the M513A1, M513A2, and M514A1, have been seconds outside the muzzle regardless of the time

--' improved with an impact superquick arming set for proximity .'ction. These fuzes are used with
device which arms 2-3 seconds outside the muzzle the 155-mm and b- 1nich projectiles.
of the cannon. See table 11-3 of this chapter for VT
fuze restrictions for the proximity mode and the c. M728 (formerly M514A3 or M514A1EJ). The
impact mode. M728 proximity fuze can be used with all calibers

- (1) M5)3 and M513B1. The M513 and M513B1 of field artillery projectiles and weapons. The only
(VT) fuzes, used with 105-mm projectiles only, restriction is that it is not to be fired with charge 7
must always be set for proximity action because in the 105-mm projectile except in a combat
the impact electronic switch cannot be engaged emergency (table 11-3). .. _4
until the proximity action is activated. If, after
activation, the fuze does not function to produce an d. M732. The M732 fuze (fig 11-36) is the latest
airburat, then it should go off on impact beause development in the proximity VT fuze family. It is
the euperquick elemernt A armed whey. the a short-intrusion fuze of the same overall length
"proximity element starts broadcasting signals. as the standard impact or mechanical time fuze.
These fuzes cannot be set for impact action only. The removal of the supplementary charge (fig
They must be set for proximity action (see table 11-37) is not required; in fact, the charge must be
11-3). left in the fuze well for proper functioning of this

fuze. This new proximity fuze has a time ring that
S(2) M51SAl and M513A2. The M513A1 and can be set from 2 Lo 150 seconds. The M732 fuze

M513A2 fuzes are an improvement over the early was classified standard A in February 1976, and
M513 and M513B1 fuzes. One of the improvements will be used when all of the stockpiles of the M513,
is that the impact element arms 2 to 3 seconds M514, and M728 series are exhausted.
outside the muzzle regardless of the time r "or

ii- proximity action. Thus, if the fuzed projActile e. Installing the proximity (VT) fuze. In order to
strikes the target before the time expires on the accommodate the longer fuze bodies, all proximitytime mechanism, the. result will be impact

timemecanim, he esul wil b imact (VT) fuzes except the M732 (d above) require a:'." superquick action. If you want impact action only (T ue xetteM3 daoe eur
deeper fuze well cavity in the projectile (fig 11-37)

. from these fuzes, set the fuze for 90 seconds (see than do the impact or MTSQ fuzes. Therefore, a
table 11-3). YOU CANNOT SET THE M513 OR rdrt of each bursting charge has been placed in a
M513B1 FUZE IN THIS MANNER. -nail package that can be either left in the fuze 9

"(a) Desensitizing cap M5 for M513-series ,-ell for shorter MTSQ and impact fuzes or
*:: fuzes. The purpose of the desensitizing fuze cap M5 -•moved to make room for the longer proximity

(fig 11-35) is to lower the burst height -f the HE izes. This small high-explosive package is called
105-mm projectile fired with the Mf13-series ie supplementary charge. Always remove the ..
artillery proximity fuze when rounds aic fired over supplementary charge when firing any of the
"water and the burst heights are observed to exceed M513, M514, or M728 series of proximity fuzes. BE 4

-: 50 feet. The effectiveness of the HE 105-mm SURE THE SUPPLEMENTARY CHARGE IS& ,
projectile decreases significantly when bursts LEFT IN THE FUZE WELL, OR REPLACED IN
"higher than 50 feet occur. The M5 cap applied to THE FUZE WELL, IF THE FUZE COMMAND IS
the M513-series fuze will reduce the burst height CHANGED FROM VT TO IMPACT OR MTSQ.
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FUZE SETTER M28

FUZE SETTER M27

VT FUZE

"Figure 11-34. Fuze setters M27 and M28 and proximity VT fuze.

To prepare a projectile for a long intrusion fuzes are set to the closest 1.0 second. The clock
proximity (VT) fuze, first remove the eyebolt mechanism time ring on these fuzes merely delays

-lifting plug (on separate-loading projectiles) or the
El[ closing plug (on 105-mm projectiles). Remove the

supplementary charge (fig 11-37) by its lifting loop
and inspect the fuze well cavity. Next, place the
proximity fuze (M513 series for 105-mm caliber
projectiles, M514 series for all other caliber
projectiles, and M728 series on any caliber
projectile) into the fuze well and screw it down
handtight. Then place the M18 fuze wrench (fig
11-17) on the fuze so that the VT portion of the fuze
slot (the outer fitting on the wrench) is in the two

A,- grooves on the fuze. Turn the M18 fuze wrench
counterclockwise about ¼ turn (to loosen the fuze)
and then, with your hand on the handle, turn the
wrench sharply and firmly clockwise to tighten
the fuze to the projectile. There must be no threads
showing, and the fuze must fit snug against the
nose of the projectile. Because of the longer fuze
body of the proximity fuze, occasionally it is
impossible to tighten the proximity fuze so that it
is snug to the nose of the projectile (fig 11-38). DO
NOT FIRE THE FUZED PROJECTILE IN THIS
CONDITION! REPLACE THE FUZE OR THE
PROJECTILE. IF YOU REPLACE THE
PROJECTILE, PUT THE SUPPLEMENTARY N
CHARGE BACK IN THE FIRST PROJECTILE
AND FIRE IT WITH AN IMPACT OR MTSQ

' FUZE.
., f. Setting the proximity (VT) fuze. Unlike the
--MTSQ fuzes, which must be set to the closest 1/10 Figure 11-35. M5 desensitizing cap,

"second for correct time action, the proximity (VT) M513 (VT1) fze, and capping device.

"11-35
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Table 11-3. Proximity (VT) Fuze8,-Reliability , ]
Weapon System Proximity Action !mpact Action

Fuze model Charge restriction Fuze model Charge restriction

105-mm howitzer M513 (all series) Charges 2 through 6; M513A1 (T226E2) or Charges 4 through 6only;for
charge 7 only in a combat M513A2 (T226E3) charge 7, see notes 1 and 2.
emergency (note 1).

"1 55-mm howitze M514, M514A1, and Charge 3 green bag and M514A1 (T227E2) Charge 4 green bag and
M514B1 above or charge 5 white above or charge 6 white bag

bag and above, and above (note 2).
ho rM514, M514A, and Charge 3 green bag nd M514A1 (T227E2. Charge 4 green bag and
M514B1 above or all white bag above or charge 6 white bag

charges. and above (note 2).

"105-mm howitze M728 (formerly the Charges 1 through 6; M728 (formerly the Cherges 1 through 6; for
ME 14A1E1 and the charge 7 only in a combat M514A1E1 and the charge 7, see notes 1 and 2.
M514A3). emergency (note 1). M514A3).

155-mm howitzer M728 (formerly the None M728 (formerly the None
8-inch howitzer M514A1E1 and the None M514A1E1 and the None

M514A3). None M514A3). None

All weapons M732 None M732 None

Notes.

1. All projectiles fired at charge 7 in the 105-mm howitzer will utilize impact fuze M557, MTSQfuze M564, or other avail-
able authorized fuzes, except that under emergency combatconditiona all the M51 3-series fuzes and the M728 fuze may
be fired in the proximity mode at charge 7. ONLYthe M513A1 M513A2, M728, and M732 fuzes may be used in the impact
mode (note 2).

2. To achieve maximum reliability, set the M513A1, M513A2, M514A1, M728, and M732 fuzes for 90 seconds when
impact PD action is desired. The M513, M51311, M514, and M51481 fuzes cannot be set for impact PD action only,because the proximity element m ust be armed before the impact element can become armed on these ea rl ier model f uzes.

WARNING: All fuzes must be fully seated (no space between the shoulder of the fuze and projectile). Improper seating f . I
may result in premature functioning of fuzes.

the activation of the radio transmitter-receiver when fired. Because of this latest change, these
until the fuzed projectile gets close to the target. As fuzes will function on either impact or time,
the fuzed projectile approaches the target, the time whichever occurs first (see table 11-3).
setting activates the radio transmitter and causes
it to broadcast a signal toward the target. The (1) Fuze setter M28. Fuze setter M28 (fig
receiver is activated 2 seconds later and starts 11-39) is similar to precision fuze setter M26 except

picking up the reflected signal. The fuze will not that it has a 100-second time ring on its outer
function on a weak reflected signal. But as the scale. The fuze setter must be turned in a clockwise

fuzed projectile approaches the target, the signal direction to set the VT fuze. Place the time on the

becomes stronger until it is strong enough to cause outr scale of the M28 fuze setter and lock the ring
the VT fuze to activate the explosive train and in place with the thumbscrew. Place the fuze setter
detonate the projectile near the target. Most of on the nose of the fuze and rotate the setter in the
these fuzes have a 100-second time ring on them clockwise direction until it stops. Then remove the
for this purpose; however, the M732 short setter. The setting on the fuze setter should be
"- intrusion fuze has a time ring of 150 seconds. The checked with the setting on the fuze to insure that

early series of the M513, M513B1, M514, and they agree. Be sure that the fuze remains flush

M514B 1 VT fuzes were designed so that if the radio with the nose of the projectile; however, this is not

was not activated, the electronic impact switch normally a problem, because this fuze is set

was not thrown and if a round hit the target before clockwise and does not tend to back out of the fuze

the time set on the time ring had expired, the result well. Instead, the fuze tends to be tightened in the
was always a dud. To prevent a round from fuze well when the M28 fuze setter is turned

becoming a dud with a VT fuze on it, the later M513 clockwise to set the time. The M28 fuze setter is not
and M514 series of fuzes (with numbers ending in used with the 150-second time ring of the M732

Al, A2, or A3) as well as the M728 and M732 VT fuze and is no longer being issued, but is being

fuzes were all designed so that the impact action replaced by the M27 (fig 11-19).
on the VT-fuze projectile would always be armed 2 (2) Fuze setter M27. Fuze setter M27 (fig
to 3 seconds outside the muzzle of the weapon 11-19) can be used with the. M501 MTSQfuze andit

11-36
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LONGOINI R~USIO
PROXIMITY

EYEBOLT FUZE
LIFTINGERIES M513.

tI TlN IME, 5 14, AND
IPUG IMPACT, 128 PROXIMITY

OR SHORT -.- FUZES WITH tIVE

SPACER 4 1FUZEVTOYj

SUPPLEMENTARY *

Figure 11-36. M732 proximity (VT) fuze.,N

can also be used to set any of the time rings on the
proximity (VT), fuzes. With this fuze setter you can
turn the time ringfi on the VT fuzes in either
direction as long as you take up any lost motion by
turning the rings clockwise for the last few seconds4
on approaching the tim-e to be set. You may turn

~ thesetimerings as many times asnecessary to get

g.Direction of setting proximity (VT) fuzes.
Rotte he 28fuz sete ina cockis diectonAS ISSUED WITH SEE NOTE SEE NOTE
Rotae te. M8 fze stte ina clckwse drecionLIFTING PLUG

(from lower to higher numbers). You can turn the NOTE: Th upemIycag utb ef ntepoetl hnfrn
M27 fuze setter in eihrdirection. It is imp*"t luze I8 above). The suppleme.ntary charge must be removed

recommended that proximity (VTI) fuzes always be when firinp a loog~intrusion, proxrimity IVTI fuze ICabv)

set in a clockwise direction. If you miss the setting Figure 11-37. Typical deep-cavity projectile
with the M27 fuze setter, back it up 1 or 2 seconds with supplementary charge.
and approach the correct setting from lower to
higher numbers. If the setting does not agree with more common fuzes currently used with field
the M28 fuze setter, recheck the setting on the outer artillery weapons. For additional detailed
"'scale of the setter, retighten the thumbscrew, and informnation, refer to TM 43-0001-28.
reset the time ring by turning the M28 fuze setter in b. Table 11-5 is a modified extract of TM

a clckwie diectin. .43-0001-28-2 and is a comprehensive listing of the
11-28. Weapon-Projectuio-Propellhng Charge d~hecrde~cteueania

a. Table 11-4 lists information pertinent to the howitzers. Special instructions on the use of the

00119MLY EAMPRMPRLY SEATED
- IN TH$E PIOJECTL IN THE PROJECTILE

Figure 11-38. Improperly installed VT fusze c-n the left; properly installed VT fuze on the right.

11-37
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proximity or impact action of proximity (VT) fuzes later booster of this series, the M 125A 1, requires a
are given in table 11-3. For special instructions minimum of 200 feet of projectile travel from the ,

and information on the older fuzes listed in table tube before reaching the armed position. -
"11-5 and not discussed in this handbook, see TM
43-0001-28. b. M25 booster. The M25 looster functions in

c. Appendix B to this handbook is a Field the same manner as boosters of the M125 series;
however, the M25 is used only on the CP fuzes ofArtillery Ammunition Compatibility Chart by the M78 series and it must always be assembled in

weapons and the deployment of current the fuze well of the high-explosive projectile
ammunition to Europe, Korea, and continental instead of on the fuze. It cannot be assembled to :
United States. This appendix is a general guide the fuze because it does not fit on the fuze. Theonly and the appropriate technical manual (TNM) the febece itdes n the fuze. The
should be consulted for operational employment of primary difference between the M25 booster and
field artillery ammunitien, boosters of the M125 series is that the M25 has onlythree external threads whereas the M125 has nine.
11 -29. Boosters A cotter pin on the M25 holds the rotor assembly in

A separate charge of somewhat greater place during shipping and handling. This cottersensitivity is provided to detonate the pin must be removed by the cannoneer before the

high-explosive filler of an artillery projectile. booster is instalic t in the fuze well of the
Because its function is to increase, or boost, the high-explosive round. After the booster has been *
effectiveness of the explosive train, this charge is installed, the CP fuze M78 is screwed tightly into
known as a booster (U, fig 11-12). This high the fuze well of the projectile on top of the booster.
explosive is usually tetryl. The function of a The M16 fuze wrench (fig 11-14) is used to

booster is twofold. Its primary function is to insure assemble the booster and the CP fuze M78 in the
the proper detonation of the bursting charge and fuze well of the HE projectile.
give a high-order detonation. It also serves as a c. Projectile srotting charge. A special projectile
means of providing mechanical bore safety, which spotting chargt. that looks like a shaped-charge
is accomplished by a booster rotor. In most fuzes booster, has been developed that is screwed on to
equipped with a superquick element (except the MTSQ fuze M577 when the ICM projectile
electronic fuzes) a flash channel extends from the M483 or M509 is being prepared for firing in the
superquick detonator to the booster charge. registration mode (see para 11-26d(1) and fig"
Inserting a rotor above the booster charge and 11-27). This projectile spotting charge is drawn-
offsetting that portion of the flash channel '-prevents the flash from the superquick detonator..

from reaching the booster. if the rotor is FLAS'iLIG;ITDATTtRIE8" NIGHTLIGHT"F-eccentrically weighted and pivoted near its center,INDEHDL NTC

centrifugal forces will cause the rotor to turn.
When the rotor has turned so that the heaviest
portion is toward the outside of the fuze, the
portion of the flash channel in the rotor will be
alined with the remainder of the flash channel. By Xthe time this alinement occurs, the projectile is well
clear of the tube. FOR FA FUZES

a. M125-series boosters. The M125-series . I
boosters are received already assembled to those O•ER RXIITY LEFRPROXIMITY

fuzes used in burster-type and high-explosive PUZES\

projectiles with the exception of the CP fuzes of the THUMBREW

M8series. The fuze-booster assembly is removed
from the container, inspected, and seated in the
fuze well of the projectile in one operation. Bore
safety of the complete projectile and fuze is
provided by the booster rotor, which holds the
explosive train out of alinement with the firing pin
until the round has been fired through the cannon
tube. The setback force of the firing of the round

and the rapid acceleration and centrifugal force
applied to the round cause the rotor to be unlocked .,
and move the explosive train in alinement with the LIGHT

firing pin. The earlier booster of this series reachesLKthe armed position after the projectile has traveled- -

between 150 to 300 feet from the muzzle, depending
on the velocity and spin rate of the projectile. The Figure 11-39. Fuze setter M28.
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from the ammunition supply ' ;wprsonnel as a projectiles. 'I his cha~rge is not used with tiny other
separa te itern when firing either of these fure or projectile.

Section VII. NEW AND EXPERIMENTAL AMMUNITICN COMPONENTS

11-30. General 155-min: and 8-inch howitzers. In till of these

T eprincipal of using four basic components to cases, the stress is on longer ranges for each
make up a complete round of ammunition is being clbr
put to good use in the new fanlily of propelling a. 155-tuut propelling charges. rrhere are two
charges, projectiles:, and fuzes that are undergoing new propelling, charger in production; one for use
developmental tests and evaluation at this time. in the M1O9A1/A2/A3 self-propelled howitzers
Not all of the itemrs will be classified standard A, and both in the M108 towed 155-mm howitzer.
but many of them will be. This information is

K.provided to keep field artillerymen abreast of the (1) Ml 19A2 propelling charge. The MlI 19A1I
new items that mayrah tefeddrn.h charge 8 hats been redesigned by removing the
1980s and early 1990s. cente'r ('or-e igniter and changing the charge to 7

11-3 . PopelingChagesrather than 8. It is packed in a red bag to
11-3. PopelingChagesdistinguish it from charge 7 WB series (see table

Developments under way at this time in the field 1.1-1). The muzzle velocity of this n~w charge is
of propelling charges are being conducted for the within 6 feet per second (6 fps) of the older

Tablell -5. Sorni Cartridge/P'rojectile-Faze Combinations for Field Artillery Howvitzers

FUZE5 (Sno Note 1) Key to Abbreeiotions and Symrbols

WARNING: For limitatioeg mid special information PID M T PACIK as issued or compatible '
o ear t S ora, tore,, Projectiles or Chcem" me the IADAM Area denial artillery monitions

netebamri notes at the bottom at this table as{ AFERS Antipersonnel

appropriate. £ . O R Boae detonating

_ _ _ MjTS CS A tactice[ riot control ageut
or OPICM Dual porpoae improved convenotional

'7FASCAM Family ot sacttoarleh mine,

WEAPON CARTNIDGE/PIIOJECTILE XXaaGo Nonperilsletet tonic (casualty)

l111111ete111 HE, Ml (Norml Caentry) naren(v gat
ME, M! (DoeT oatv I r NlfIiIHC Ha.orhlorrIefhne (emoke)

111141111 ME, Sf07 (NorrealCoiane),, - - Ditle-uti i
Oee Nete 4) VE Mf07 (Dee a vt y) Purr ; High-eopiotiets

HE 40GnieotM. H EAT High -euplosive anti-tank
___ __ Hig

NCE. M413 Series, OF,4CM - -- - CM Improved conventional monitiona
FACM 592/M731 ADAy RLLUM Illuminating

_______ - - -- -MOO Modified
FLASCAM, M? tE/Mi4f NAAMS - -- My Mechanical timer
GB or VS. MtZt P p MilD Mechanical tintj supergoictc

HE--RAp NS9Mi4A aqoitet ramocal of toppte';rentery
H SE-BA o. MSB/R4A charge (if present) .

SMOKE.WV, MttO (SnNoreŽL- - . -fin Point dlrretiogn enating

GAS HOMfID --- --- RAAMS Rfumoteaentiearmnormneoaaystems
____________ - - --1 With fracer

SMOKE, HCMI1B (eai winie) - - - VII Persisteot toxic (caualty)

SMOKE, NC Mt lEAf nriare baa
Ir*wm WP Whritr phosphorus

$-INCH HE, M5106 (Normal Ceelty)
HE.M 106 (1.10*1 Cavi p p

(16, M404 (CM
HE. M509, DP-IC~M4

HE-RA M6G A

GnVX M428 PP4

NOTES,
1. For older fuze combination capability socTM 43-ODOt-2d.

2. D0 ont ramove tine supplementery charge when (iring the ahorr-infrusion fozes M132,

3. AtI ether 105mm round, are neesd complete with apipropriate tuee%, These aroud% are APERS M546. BE M84K serirroie, GB 360,1HE 4441CM, Heer-T M622, HEP-T 5327,1 LLUM M314 series, WP Smoke, M6G and GUMH

Or HfO M6
4. T1he 155mm rowed howitzers Mlt14/M11f4AI are not authorized to fireathe M483, M548, M692, M718, M731

ofrM741 wrin af crew longer lenrgth family of projeoilat, Gee TM B-t0ko 2 f1-10 for limitations on propelling
Charges for MtS$ howitzer with certain 155mm projrvlle,.

For epweiai limitations ono fueraprejeefllaprcrpelog charge conrtninenions sees Appendix A of
TM 43-10001 -28.
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2)2,900 Iiot.(rs. and( the M6l50) rocket-assisted
tuufti"WnLAN pVoje('tilv to ajiproxiniatelY 30(,000 mieters. New

production of' M1 88A I p)ropellin~g cha~rges wýl
CO Iconsi st of zo nes 8 aIn d 9. 'Ihe c IM IOA 2 hlow it ze relan

q~hM fire the M 188 zone 8. The M I 10A2 howitzer with
CLOA of Q CAPmuzzle b~rake (,anl firo either zone 8 or 9 as

app~ropriate, and all 8-inch M 110A howitzers

ALVMV. have beet) c'onverted to M I110A2 weapons.;

6111-32. Projectiles -

Of 00L CkAý A18I here aire many new designs of projectiles inder
T7V& MWAMA1I LOASIMO coni ideraition at. this titne, fromi a SAI)AHML ii ~~~~~POACTW1% M166, I~ VLA I

UCuO.LUOU Tun CANNON M201AItoacno-ancidhs-gdeprjtl.

rounds being developed for the 105-mmn and
Figure 11-40. 8-inch propelling chargei MISSA L 8-inch weapons.

stndrdMI19an M 1AIWBseie care .a. 10/i-mm pr'oJectilt' under dvi'lpent lb
stadar Ml19andMl 9A Wi seie chrge8. 105-mmn projecti les u nd erdevel opmen tat this ti ie

K No new firing) tables will be required for this new ~ ae

Red ag Carge7, Mi9A2 TheM203The(1) P4622 high-explosimu' an tita.?k projectile.
(2) M203 propi 1n charge. Th 23 TeM622 high-explosive antitank projectile has

propelling charge has been designed for use in the been adapted fromn the M456 105-mmn tank round
M198 towed howitzer. It -is classified as charge 8S which has a shaped-charge and is finl stabilized
and is a one-increment charge. This charge will instead of spin stabilized. It is a special purpose
fire the rocket-assisted projectile to a range of round and comes complete wit~h the cartridge case
:10,000 meters. The test and dlevelopment crimped to the projectile. It also has a special

prceursfor thisecharge have been completed for point-initiating bajse-detonwlting (PIBI)) fuze
use in the MI198 howitzer (see table 11-11). screwed into the projectile. The round has been

type classified for firing inl all of' the 1 05-mml
h. 8-inch propelling charge. The M 188A1 howitzer tubes of the field artillery (fig I11-42)but is

propelling charge (fig 11-40) is a two-increment not in production at. this toime.
powder charge, (zones 8 and 9) for use in the long(2MiI.Ilumato pretleTh
8-inch tube on the Ml10OA2 self'-propelled (2 I 4A 4h IE illumination projetiectis bhein
howitzer. Early production models of' the, M 188 improved to increase its reliabilityllfrom 75 perc'ent
charge, zone~ 8 (fig 11-41) were classified Stan ~dardto1pect.Asaatmtislinmdeo

for se i theMl O~l 1~ hwiter t fircrease the total candlepower.
conventional projectile to a range of'20,6()( mneters.
Additional tests were made onl thel long tube)( 8-inch b. I55-mm projectile- is under deuelopment.
howitzer to include adding a muzzle brake to the There are many new I 55-mm projectiles under
tube and adjustments to the recoil inechanismi for development that will include a new famnily of
the purpose of firing the M 188A 1 zone 9 (fig 11-40) projectiles. Some of these new projectiles are being
with conventional ammunition to at range of designed so that they will be ballistically similar. "

AI

Figure, 11-41. 8-inch propelling charge M188 zone 8
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The exception to this is the M712 carrnon-- in a wooden box for ammunition supply point
launched guided projectile COPPERHEAD which (ASP) storage. The ASP personnel will re0move the
ia an antitank projectile that will home-in on a base plate of the projectile, insert t•li secondreflected laser beam after it has been fired by the canister, and replace the base plate and issue to thei
cannor ccew (see paragraph (4) below), field artillery units for firing, In a (lire enit'rgency

(1) M795 high-explosive projectile. The M795 the field artillery cannoneers may be required to
high-explosive projectile has been developed to remove the base plate, insert the sanister andreplace the standard M107 HE shell for 155-mm replace the base plate; therefore, a special wrench
weapons. It will provide increased effectiveness as is provided with each pallet of rounds delivered to
well as 24 percent greater range capability than the cannon crew. A point detonnting tuze is
the M107. This increased range is obtained by installed at the firing battery, the grommet is
achieving compatibility with the new top zone removed, and the round is ready for loading and
M203 propelling charge; whereas, the M107 is firing. Set-back force punctures the two canisters
restricted from use with this new super charge. inside the projectile, and spin force mixes the
This new projectile will be made from chemicals together, making the mixture lethal.K high-fragmenting steel case for increased When the round hits the target, the point
effectiveness. It will also be constructed so that it detonating fuze will function, causing a tursteng
and the new family of 155-mm cargo carrying charge to blow open the projectile and scatter the
projectiles will be ballistically similar to the chemical mixture over the target area.

-:'* M483A2 projectile. This new 155-mm HE
M4832 prjectle.Thisnew 55-m HE(3) M804 low cost indirect fire training round -projectile will provide a low-cost registration (T) The1804 l ITRchas been dvle d to

round for the new family of 155-mm payload (LITR). The M804 LITR has been developed to
oriented ammunition. Production should start in provide a training round less expensive than the
FY 85. M107 HE projectile. It is constructed from a hollow

M107 body and has been ballistically matched
(2) M387 binary chcicalprojectile. Thisnew with steel-thickened walls. Smoke, which is

type of chemical round has been designed so that generated by a chemical compound, is ejectedthe chemicals are not premixed into a lethal dose, through four holes drilled in the projectile just
and that mixture will not take place until the round forward of the rotating band, and provides a
has been prepared and fired to the target. This visible signature upon impact. The firing tables

K; *- projectile is shipped with one chemical canister used for the M107 LIE projectile can be used with
inside the shell, and the other chemical canister is the M804 LITR. The M804 is prepared and fired

105 MM HEAT-T CARTRIDGE XM622E2
°,1

•.. OBTURAT NG &ANDK.! PROPELLANT M30 O T

S~CARTRIDGE CASE
TRACERASSEM•BLY XM201

RACER

ASSEMBLYPRIMER, M13
PERCUSSION
XMI00 MOD

"Figure 11-42. M622 high-explosive antitank projectile.
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exactly like the M107 round with the impact fuze sources fall to the target area in a large pattern and
M557. The M804 LIrTR is ready for production and produce smoke for at least 5 minutes.
should be available in FY 83-84.

(4) M712 cannon-aunched guided projectile. (6) XM694EI remotely monitored battlefield

The M712 COPPERHEAD is a cannon-launched sensor system projectile. The XM694E1 remotely
guided projectile (CLGP) antitank round that has monitored battlefield sensor system (REMBASS)
the capability of homing in on its target after being projectile is an M483 family projectile which
fired by the cannon crew (fig 11-43). This round is contains a single DT-570 seismic/acoustic sensor
loaded and fired the same as any other standard device. A set of fins that functions as brakes
155-mm projectile except that it is much longer (54 deploys to provide stability as the sensor device

n inches) and is fin-stabilized instead of continues a ballistic flight until impact and
-spin-stabilized. The fins/wings, folded inito implantation. This artillery delivered sensor is
recesses in the projectile, are extended in fl'ght part of a complete sensor system that includes
after the round clears the tube. The canuon crew detection, discrimination, classification, and data
will not have to install a fuze because the fuze is collection. .
already assembled within the projectile. The (7) XM864 extended range dual purpose,
cannoneers will have to set the fuze for time and a improved conventional munitions (ERDPICM).
three-digit code. After firing the projectile, the The XM864 ERDPICM projectile will provideforward observer must be directed to lase his target extended range by base bleed technology, and fill

during the latter phase of the terminal portion of the void in ranges of the M483 DP-ICM and M549
the trajectory so that thehoning device, located in HE RA projectiles. The range of the XM864 9
the plastic nose of this projectile, can pick up the payload w-ill be extended to approximately 23
reflected beam and home in on its target. This type kilometers in the SP M109 series howitzers, and to
of a round has been fired successfully at White 26 kilometers in the M198 towed howitzers. The
Sands Proving Grounds. The tests at White Sands range will be enhanced approximately 20 to 30
included a ground laser locator designator, a laser percent through the use of pyrophoric granules in
designator in a remotely piloted plane, and a laser the base of the projectile. The granules are ignited
designator operating from a helicopter. after leaving the tube and create a positive

(5) M825 smoke projectil, A new smoke overpressare bthind the base of the projectile. This
projectile (fig 11-44) has been developed to provide overpressure reduces the drag on the projectile as it -.
increased obscuration effectiveness of two to ihree passes through the atmosphere, thus enhancingt
times that for the current smoke projectiles. A. its range without introducing the jstabilities that
smoke screening abscuration time between 5 and are found in the M549 rocket--assisted projectile.
10 minutes has been obtained. This improved The submunitions are base ejected in the same j
smoke projectile utilizes felt wedges impregnated mainer as the M483 DP-TCM projectile. The
with white phosphorus (WP) to facilitate rapid XM854 ERDPICM is in advanced development at
dissemination. Upon in-flight functioning of the this time.
M577 MTSQ fuze, in expulsion charge is ignited (8) XM867 expendable jam mc r (EXJAM). The *

within the nose of the projectile causing base XM867 EXJAM will have six electronic
ejection and ignition of the smoke producing countermeasure (ECM) transmitters packaged in 4
payload of the WP-felt pad wedges. These multiple the M483 cargo carrying type projectile, similar in

CODE AND TIME
NOSE CONE S'4iTCHES (5) WING SLOT (4)

FIN• SLOT (4).,

IN.,

WINDOW OBTURATOR ,

Figure 11-43. M712 Copperhead projectile.
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concept to the FASCAM type artillery rounds. development program or in production for use in
Thes exendale CM jmmes ar deigne tothe 8-inch SP howitzer. These projectiles are-

be low cost, gun rugged, and maintenance free. (1) M650 rocket-assisted projectile. .
The ECM jamnmers will he expelled from the IDevelopment of this 8-inch high-explosive 2
projectile in the target area and become active rocket-assisted projectile (RAP) has been
when they land on the ground. The XM867 completed and is in production. This RAP round
EXJAM is currently in engineering development. will increase the range of the new 8-inch

self-propelled howitzer M II0A2 to approximately
c. 8-inch projectiles uinder doe'lopmnent. The 30,0MK meters when fired with propelling charge

following projectiles are eithei.- under a M I18Al1, zone 9.

WFZ M677

.'7A

jp'1

V LI'4

AA
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(2) XM836 sense and destroy armor projectile can be used with the XM844 LITR.
"(SADARM). The XM836 SADARM system, as Smoke, which is generated by a chemical
"initially developed, will use a standard M509 compound, will be ejected through holes drilled in I
8-inch projectile body to deliver multiple the projectile just forward ofthe rotating band and
submunitions packaged within the projectile to an will provide a visible signature upon impact. The
area above P7, armored concentration (fig 11-45). XM844 will be prepared and fired exactly like the
Each submunition contains an autonomous M106 round with the impact fuze M557. The
sensor for the detection of armored targets, a lethal XM844 is still in the developing and testing stage. .1
mechanism capable of defeating the target at a
long standoff, and a parachute for stabilizing and (4) M845 dummy or drill projectile. The M845
imparting a spin to the submunition while dummy projectile (completely inert) has been
controlling the rate of descent of the submunition. developed to facilitate training in the proper
This uniform spin and descent rate provides scan handling, loading, ramming, and extracting
"capability to the sensor. The SADARM approach ammunition in the M11OA2 self-propelled
is considered to be unique because it utilizes a howitzer. The use of this inert projectile is intended
self-contained sensing technique for target to improve cannoncrew proficiency in the proper
detection, and does not rely on a guidance and operation and maintenance of the loader rammer
control subsystem to carry the lethal mechanism system on the 8-inch self-propelled howitzers, in
to the target. The sensor acts as a target activated other than live fire situations. Effective training in
fuze, evaluating and processing the inherent proper loading and ramming can minimize or
signature emanating from the target. eliminate the problem of damaged M201 series

cannon tubes. This projectile can be requisitioned
(3) XM844 low cost indirect fire training by using NSN 1320-01-099-8515, DODIC D648 on

round (LITR). The XM844 LITRis being developed the basis of one per howitzer. The M845 dummy
to provide a shootable training round for the projectile MUST NEVER BE FIRED, it is for
8-inch weapon that is less expensive than the training of cannon crews only. See TB
M106 HE projectile. It will be constructed from a 9-2350-304-10 for additional information on the
hollow M106 body and is to be a ballistic match so maintenance, spare parts, and operating
that the firing tables used with the M106 HE procedures of this projectile.

4-,
r Section V111. SUMMARY

11-33. RFview ILLUMINATION, new DP-ICM, etc.), cut the

a. :Rapid selection and assembly of the correct proper charge, select, install, and set the correct
four major components of a complete round of field fuze (IMPACT, MTSQ, or VT) and load and fire the
artillery ammunition--primer, propellant, round so that it is on its way to the target area
projectile, and fuze-is necessary in order to load within a matter of a few seconds.
and fire ra fieldartillery cannon one time, and d. Ammunition is field artillery; the weapon is

heda merely the means of delivering the round to theamatter of a few seconds, This means that fieldmelyteeasodlirngheoudoteofiaefew secondsw theis mammnstinhawto ftarget! You need to know your ammunition
artllerymenep rcompknents, inspect them, and components. Learn the different types ofprojectiles and their color codes and markings.prepare them for firing. Learn how to select and cut the correct powderb. Classification of field artillery ammunition charge and never, under any circumstances, fire a

by type is based on the manner in which fuze that is loose on a projectile or one that has a .:
ammunition components are assembled for loose time ring. .4

loading and firing. Complete rounds of field WARNING: Do not fire an artillery round of
artillery ammunition as either any caliber without using the fuze authorized for
semifixed or separate-loading rounds. that particular type of round. The firing of a round

c. As field artillerymen, you must keep up with without a fuze or with a fuze that is not authorized
the changes in components so that you can comply could result in an inbore burst or some other
with the fire commands, and select the right hazardous condition that could cause serious
projectile (HE, ICM, SMOKE, WP, GAS, injury to personnel or damage to materiel. ;

L 223 Army-Fort Sill, Okla.
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5 A GENERALF
FILDAR.

;NOTE: The appropriate TM should be used for operational use of ammunition.) FEDA T

*M198 HOWITZER (NOT IN USAREUIR) M114AI HOWITZER (NOT IN USAREU

PROP CHARGES MAXIMUM FUZE DEPLOYED P' CHAHOES
PRJ.4IES k3 SERIES M4SERIES IMT19BSERIES -M203 AANUE ACTION4S USAREL`R- -K-OREA- IN131F4(JA CONUS___

HE 1191 ot YES YES NO 1,5 ~ \T YES YES YES M17'1 Yf ES, TI-

'tS41A9A RAP NO Zone 7 only otMg YES 30.000 PO. YES YES YES !4AlPNI (M'

YEBtNot YES IYS NO 18,100 Pq E E E -4o! E
MA4 10AU Yt.U Nt YS nqttn N 710 T YES YES - YES M4fh 1 NttM

A.,, aj Not YE I''ee 175 -T ______ YES- _______A I___ DP*- t(9 1 A M NI T kLOMP

IN43A W92/%47 ~2YS - O 1.80M ES YS ESr~N11 uSISSP NCI OIP

_____________~WAS -- )( P__ -~--- -- -1 -ROP (.HARIDES
YES But not YES YES NO. 1715 NO YE NO- I'

V492IM731 ADAM Zoe I, oj NO2~u tN MITE1Ai HIL I~F S I YES

IA54 NUC PROB COMPATIBLE USES SPECIAL PROP CHARGES 14,600 AIR BURST I CLASSIFIED MI In WP '-S Y S
Not of Y ! E'S No 18.150 YES YE YES VE87 fIINAHY 1W(IM

-M 1 16 AlHC YE

YESwBtjNt YS E O ý5 PD. IArSI) YES YS YES M12411 CHEMiI At.

PRORN NO, Not i, M/91, 0-v NIhl t0OE
IM587 BINARYn Not Zone,; YE Yt R( Tao P D. MTSI) NO jN M181 - w N )I- (-M

-HF A Y1 S3" 'Vat Y ES YES NO 1810 P11. VT YES tE E --- F - _

PROBfABL Y COMPATIBLE F0 NI1". .F ~ IO MS4 O;MP
--~~ ~~~ Pt~ -- 0,- - - - lE.%11I

YES, but not YEMT YES NI) N!)A PH_____ 1_F_ _ES
M718111,7411 HAAM Zones 1J on YESý YES NO 17500 NI ME5 MAICItJ

eo 6(C-" NO HFlO M114A? HOWITZER (NOT IN USARIO
MiCPEHED YES, But ' YES ES NO4 f6'%400 altnedy NOv NI oIEY .IA-

PROBABLY COMPATIBLE TO MT ;1111ln .S HESMSM
xMEIXM694FI -iuneYE 7~ -i Zoe P ;-H

M804 PRACTICE YE .~IL O 870j PF E E E ,111lEj)'

MiOS"AI /A A3 S HOWITZER--,41 I Il/ P Nf) 2.o1
L_% - -__ _ _- ._ 4 .I

PROP CHARGES MAXIUM UZE DEPLOYED M449 1V W
PRATLE 3EiE-S W141 ERIES S4IIBSE~iRIE-S M203 RAG CIONS USAR`UR ORIEAIN CNS"V!'SlECtLIE Eo1 1 E MI NO CENUYS _____'k4.

U!4 ILU ZEs' YESDtlae NO L),O MT YES YES YES r
YES. 131 Nl --- *t YES. Flut-MlIA

M-6YA RP O one 7Or1% No Ml9 O 3.00 PD ~ s 'Y ESIOV19,V7iE .OA YES- 11.,

YI-AI OP-ACM YES YES NO 17.500 MVT YES YES' YES '3-(

Zones 1 EStS ESM 16 4

YES. But Not YT N IEAIAI

M493AM7I ADA-IM Zonsin, j... I ES --~ NO 1750 MT7 I iES
5444 NX WS SECIL POPCHAGES NO 4.60 AR RRS CLASS WE ill,; H'F Y fl!S SOM

4Y2/731ADA N~ia% o YES YES NO 17.15M MT YES YES YES? (-H - ACA -----MII6AI lC ~- - -4-- ---- - --___ --- _ --MRI N- t RBCM

MITYESP, Ut 01 YES YES NO 1810 E.MTS YES YES YES --- __

YSNO 180w PD. MTSO NOS NO YE -4-j

YES, But Not YES Y __NED P,__S 40 N NO, Not ,ni -.- -~~7
ES, CHEICA No YES I No 18,100 Efl VT YES YE S YES-

YES, But No0t YE PROB ICE. PC). NfTSQ H0

M796 HE Zoins Iorn? YE COME NO TFID VT, IM732 nnlyl NO NO NO. FY 85 X M694, XMF~f;4 EI P"08iI Cl)ME

X7SNC PROBABLY COMPATIBLE, BUT NOT N .00 AlE) BURST CLASSIF IED M.1104 PRACTICE l ?

PROSABLY COMPATIBLE. BUT NOT N E TN O NC SmI 'hI.~tl ~.rJ~
Mtn1 SMOKE ZONES or o

M7118/111741 RAAM YoESI out Na YES YES NO 17.500 MT j YES NO NO M34 sepI s qr,5 ,r WE1t a101 wYithl /1111 1 1fth ug

YES, but not .. 80 ICom No. RDIF M117AM 19A!.1, who'.l IIO'I with ton,1 8 nI
M717 COPPERH41EAD luieqfit ttYItW YESnn Y ES NO 16,400 Alread, Ho N only Is M1 19A2, Red ha~g with zone 7 Gonly

ton". I thou 3 Intlld 93NI) 61203. Red baq wilth z(one' 84 s151r, 1100(1

6M69/XMSS4E PROBABLY COMPATIBLE NO TBO MT NO NO NO. towed howitltr only~.
RIEMBASS No Unfunlled

M0PRCIE AiNtNO 9,700 PD E YES YE

'M119 S.,.i. IonsoIt of Ivillon MI ISAl white beoo, Zone 8's, End M.l 19A2 red boo, Zone?7. CAUTION Ml 19
PoellngOn change not autfIonzed with any M549/M54SA1 or any other rocket-assiste'd Proje'ctiles (RAE)

"~MI09AI can 04110)1 zone4. 6, or6. Con shooit Zone 7 in cornnbat em-ergency only.

-M1 09A2 on MI 09A3 can sho~vI M712 Projectile witht M 1 TSA of NIT 19A2 Propei~ng charIqn to a range' of 16,400

I AW TM's m)l tItling vi )to I vat 156. -tnnn long tubes bpuse of 'ttocler' Probm-r.



Appendix B
A GENERAL PLANNING GUIDE FOR

FIELD ARTILLERY AMMUNITION
* *i s. ofammunition.)

M114AI HOWITZER (NOT IN USAFIEUR) 8- -iNC
FUZE - POJETIL PROF CHARGE3 MAXIMU FUZE ___DEPLOYED

JI, UE ROETIE 3SFtFM S RE RANGE ACTIONS Fi-AEU -OE - NCOOSACTION111 USAREUR KOREA IN CoNUSl ___________ --YE 
5

'S I PRO

"7YES YE YES M107 HE - YES YS '400Ys IS 1!

T7 Is 's ~ Mb.49Al RAP NOT COMP NOT COME (A
- -- M44A9ICM 15 YS 1,0) MT E' T,I, TSM

*MT "ES YES YES MA85 ILLUM YE ES 13 601) Mr "ISl -V IS j YES

M T "iS YES YES M483AI DP-ICM NOT- COMP NOT COMP

.... M692/M73I ADAM I NOT COME NOT COMEP M)

M1 "IFS YES YES 1M84 NLIC USES S;PF(IAi. 14600 AIR BUHST I ILASSIFIt 1I) V'A 26
-- PROP C HARGES

WIT NO0 NO MII6A1 HC YES YES 1460 sl YESV-,M69

AIR BURST CLASSIFIED MITOMP YES jjES 14600 P.TS) YS YES v IS:i

AF ]YF S: YES YES M681 BINARY NOT COMP NO CMP50I-

LPD Ml'SO YES YES -YIS M121 CHEMICAL YES -14,600 PD.VNT M6501YE

IPD. MTSi) NO NO N.Not M79b HE NOT COMP NOT COMEP __*

XM785 NUC NOT COMP NOT COMP
;- - - - - -- M825 SMOKE NOT COMP NOT COMP
PDMS T-NO NO NO. IIIE M713iM741 RAAM NOT COMP NOT COMP

AIRBUST CL.ASSIFIED M712 COPPERHILAD NO TRRU (90 8Dee1 0saI.d o Y M

X M69 IX M694 E INO NO 0.O FY 841 REYBASS NOT COMP NOT COMP

M804 PRACTICE YE9,71,,0 I P[ SI' S E
MT N FSj No No PD_______ t hiM YES YES

- l~~ NOOIoNO~ No.RPF M114A2 HOWITZER (NOT IN USAREURJ

No NO '3-4 rPOECIE PROP CHARGHES -MAXIMUM FUZE DEPLOYED J PER!
MT ' N) NOn 4 nd____ M3RISM ERIES RANGE - ACTIONS USAREUR' COREATIN OUS-

PD p0 ý YiS -. II YES M107 HE YES YET Y4.60 MYOSI~~ES YS
T, AS

M59IPAP NO Zone 7 19I.300 PD) YES Y -S

-DEPLOYED VA49 1CM YE YES 14.W)0 MT YE S YE S f F'

ACTIONS JSAREU KOEA IN CONUS M4485 ILLUM YE 'ES 13,600 MT YES yES YES H

-C`P, PD.- YEYEEYSS __
- - T5O. VT - 4$A.83AI OE-.ICM YES 'YES 14.50E) -AT YE' -1 "1 M

PDYES YES KMl92iM).II A[IAM -- ' FS F YES 14.30o M T YIS Nit. MiE
1

MT YES k.S YrS M454 NJUC USE SPECIAL 14.600 AIR UISCASSIF 'ED H
-~ - .- ____ - PROP CHARGES BURST_ ____ L--FHEA

MiB~ C ES YS 4600 V/T YESjYE YES HEA
M'1 Y16 ElHC YES YES 14-- . -- - -

- T YE S 'I' Y-- MESW E E 4.0 0pI5 FS YS 'T,

__YES YES YLt UP 0MSO N
MTE16YS8ES7AS BINARY Y-S YI) PD 'US UO N

MT YES NO No Mli1 C'-EAMICAL YES YES 14.600 P0j VT YS YES YS

AIR BURST M711 ASIFOE IPRUB CE.P ED.MTU .0 NO 'I _

PA T Y S YES YES (Ol AI M7RT32115I- rm

PU. MTSO "k. YES YES -M78 NU LR~ E TOl 72
M82S' SMOKE PROR CCW I MT NONC NeCT. 1 4 1

NO Not 'n
PD. MTSQ N NO Prodction M719/M 741 AAAM YE YS- .30N. N,_I-

IPD. VT YES- YES YSM1COERED N ECF' I TBD UD(one No N( -1n.
OE. PD. MTSO, NO-~___ ____ -- I -- -- D

I-, (732 NO NO NO. BY 85 Xm694/XM694E1 PI0 BOP DM NO 0
_____ _____ ____ J---- --F-1804 PRACTICE FS~ YES, Zone 9,700-1D YE E

MT NCG NO NO, BY 84 155rmi4 PI0Pel-IJn Charqcls KYT U

MT spit!S, qreF!11 bay with zonlI)s I ThrmllubqEYTOFU 
E

IL MTYES NO NO M4 serI~s, white hag with -. vIe 3 thTOUijh ,TYPE CU1HRENT RFl') AC[MEZN1 F-ICjT`U

50 ICoffm No, ROP MI 19/Mil 19A1, whl,1. lbac with zoneP q OIly. 1
Alrad NO NO only FY M 1 19A2, Red bay with zone 7 only

InstoJIod) 8364M203, Red hag with zone1 8 sat~er, used in M198 In .

MI O N NO, towed howitzer only.

PDYES YES YES

(' VAPI. 
'-

'wanry of 16,400 
b7 bI ;'11 j.I- KI..

*M517-,",I US$':;. I- II. 'Ir MI,
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S-INCH HOWITZER M11OA2

DELYDPROP CHARGES ______ F UZE
IETU-i PROJECTILES Rl M iS ISl PANGE ACTION MNU OA 5

USES VFS
YEs YES 22.90 VAlF

Y-S I. MA404 ICYES I _PLL ir CHO: YE 17.200 AIT flULS &Is.r

ESM4226 iEMCA YSES SP E SIA YES YES 18.900 AI. VURT CLAES - Y(5

"24 1I VIE M7ROUCP ES LINa CES YES YES 1800 AIR- BIURST lk'ýI It

YS -YES YES YES YES 72.9m0 PI) jT WE v

M50 -.-. RCMetOP YES YES YES YES 224400 MT No.TSU*9YES
________ it___.%J____ ___ VII2

-I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E 30 oe ntauiori0f00r AIR 42 to h M2A rrjvlll rrrgpae iCBURST A1pri.-rer~eb r~~ar

-I- - - -,.h, MO r un 81 iCM18 r iS~lprrpllni corr~ nsne crrontue.A ewC~lf~f t~b i dfr-'I t r, a'. .Aat~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~T 
*u 

Orr'hl ftelb 

ieOrirlfyES M53 NC I ES YES ES A EIS Cl

PRSOEMC50 TAILES PY OELS N YAES U RANES 24U4 E YESPOB

A 7,PE 9,s ntatoie o ihrtt 42 or thet M44A toiev s Duing Sene. tmteM 2A ai ot " -i

M2 whtIaWtaoe truh7 48A ht

Is fS Y E S POELN A111000 1,600S MT E EL~
PAS OJEcCSILES M12 CTONCHRE jrES CI' PDIEU KOREA -IIi C

I 0 11.608 = 12400 VT. Can be YES VIS
YELOE ESE -- W 0 se a 100, MSec:

_ýS1 7ý11,000 11.0 MTS P O~ fff .S offs
it D - S t

GAS. H.AP M450 11,5000 1510 PDVts

1 ,50T VTR PM31BD YL-.'4

I:, FYES YES 0--- - DIEC __ __
__ - i r--- J-EP- CP.P327SQ

s E S- yeaESHM De -01 11.000 11.500 MT

r 40 NrOn HMOE .% RE. HC M 8 -'1,000 - 11. 500 MT MODIFIE

NjEP NO KEY2 TO.8EIA~(

KE TOEC FIRE BDEV

arf NO Nito
P -dic.r %M F BE. HC He84hlo1.- trn 11,501). MT- ,. A n-

-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~1,0 I1 S2 r - r..H gswilr * i ~4-
-YES'. 1,44-4 WP k%0 HI t'POl

0 N No FY ' BtN TE Ms10 1i'r u d Xtrl!I H E;? ,t wfri-~th p rim .r- prl '. Sprjcil e ft6 .; ft "a m W - % t W ft ist
o WP16 t hacon W/o luzes. CP , lr 5 PDaa -TQ VT fuze Isru~ aw'V *it .

Fir l.jt Dr. t0'1lr MInirls raruS . ~ *

1R~ rit OIFaE

NU N ocl r aers Antiersoni4
0 * . 1-

___ NO N:5 a-~oatn MA iwi


